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Abstract

Development of a Cost-Effective, Reliable and
Versatile Monitoring System for Solar Power
Installations in Developing Countries
Fredrik Trella & Nils Paakkonen

This report is the result of a conducted Minor Field Study (MFS), to the greatest
extent funded by the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency
(SIDA), in an attempt to design a system for evaluating smaller solar power systems in
developing countries. The study was to the greater part conducted in Nairobi, Kenya
in close collaboration with the University of Nairobi. The aim was to develop a
system that would use easily available components and keep the costs to a minimum,
yet deliver adequate performance. The system would measure certain parameters of a
solar power system and also relevant environmental data in order to evaluate the
performance of the system. Due to the specific competence of the collaborating
group at the University of Nairobi, a Kinetis Freescale K64-microcontroller with an
ARM-Cortex processor was selected as the core of the design. Components were
selected, schematics were drawn, a circuit board was designed and manufactured and
software was written. After 12 weeks a somewhat satisfying proof-of-concept was
reached at the end of the field study in Kenya. The project however proved how
difficult it is to go from first idea to a functional proof-of-concept during a limited
timeframe, and also in an East-African country. The final proof-of-concept was tested
at Mpala Research Centre in Kenya and despite containing some flaws proved that it
would indeed be possible to design a working system on the principles discussed in
this report. The system is open-source, so anyone may use and modify it.
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Populä rvetenskäplig sämmänfättning 
 

Det pågående sökandet efter billig, miljövänlig och förnyelsebar energi är kanske den största 

utmaningen som vår civilisation har upplevt i modern tid. Tack vare forskning och outtröttligt arbete 

världen över så har stora framsteg börjat skönjas de senaste åren. En teknik som för bara något 

decennium sedan dömdes ut som ineffektiv och olönsam har de senaste åren seglat upp som kanske 

den mest intressanta av de förnyelsebara energikällorna: solenergi.  

Dessa förändringar i energigenerering har möjlighet att inte bara förändra vår infrastruktur och 

minska vår miljöpåverkan, utan kan vara en drivande faktor till att jämna ut ojämlikheterna mellan 

länder i världen. Allas människors tillgång till billig, pålitlig och säker energi är en av de viktigaste 

byggstenarna i ett industrialiserat, jämlikt och demokratiskt samhälle. Just solenergi har många 

fördelar jämtemot många äldre typer av energikällor, på så vis att den är perfekt för att användas i 

de-centraliserade elnät och i mindre skala. Det behövs inte ett stort kraftverk inkopplat på ett 

nationellt elnät, utan i princip skulle varje enskild medborgare kunna ha ett eget elsystem i sitt 

hushåll och vara självförsörjande. I många utvecklingsländer är bristen på ett välutvecklat nationellt 

elsystem ett av de största hindren som behöver överkommas. På grund av korrupta regeringar, 

stridigheter mellan olika folkgrupper och ibland rent av inbördeskrig har oftast utvecklingen av 

elektrisk infrastruktur inte varit någon högre prioritering, i synnerhet inte på landsbygden. Genom att 

installera mindre, lokala solenergisystem kan man ta en genväg i utvecklingen och slipper vänta på 

vad som kan vara tiotals år innan den nationella infrastrukturen har hunnit ikapp. Främst på 

landsbygden skulle detta kunna innebära en markant höjning av levnadsstandarden, bidra till att öka 

personsäkerheten om natten och ge kraftfullare verktyg för undervisningen i landsortsskolor. 

När så solenergisystemet är installerat så uppstår behovet av övervakning. Detta hjälper till att 

optimera systemet och kan tala om i förtid när det är någon komponent som behöver bytas ut för att 

förhindra att systemet slutar fungera. Sådana system existerar på marknaden, men de som finns 

tillgängliga är för det mesta mycket dyra. Det är inte ovanligt med priser på över 10000 kronor, något 

som för en privatperson eller mindre förening i ett utvecklingsland borde framstå som en 

astronomisk summa. Idén med detta projekt var att utveckla en produkt som kan utföra all den 

mätning som de kommersiella produkterna klarar, men till en tiondel av priset. Därigenom skulle 

övervakning av solenergisystem kunna göras tillgänglig för allmänheten. Projektidén presenterades 

för International Science Program vid Uppsala Universitet, som i sin tur nominerade projektet till ett 

så kallat ”Minor Field Study”-stipendium som administreras och delas ut av SIDA. Detta stipendium 

användes för att bekosta en tre månaders fältstudie till Nairobi i Kenya, där en prototyp utvecklades 

tillsammans med The Condensed Matter Group och The Electronics Group vid University of Nairobi. 

Efter mycket hårt arbete kunde vi vid de tre månadernas slut vid University of Nairobi presentera 

”Just-Us Powers”, ett proof-of-concept som visade att det helt klart är möjligt att utveckla en produkt 

som uppfyller kraven på lågt pris men ändå adekvata prestanda. På grund av kompetensen som 

fanns tillgänglig på plats i Nairobi valdes Freescale Freedom Board som utvecklingsplattform för Just-

Us Powers, något som resulterade i att en mikrokontroller med ARM-processor användes. Apparaten 

använder sensorer som samlar in data som är relevant för ett solenergisystem: 

omgivningstemperatur, solpanelstemperatur, luftfuktighet, solinstrålning samt ström och spänning 

från solpanelerna. Denna data kan sedan användas för att analysera prestandan hos systemet och 

även göra prediktioner på vad som kan vara fel på systemet vid degraderad prestanda.  



Just denna proof-of-concept är inte redo för marknaden och innehåller många fel, men dessa är 

förhållandevis väldokumenterade och projektet erbjuder en mycket god grund för vidareutveckling 

av produkten.  

På grund av den korta utvecklingstiden på endast tre månader hamnade det huvudsakliga fokuset på 

att lyckas med datainsamlingen och göra denna tillgänglig online. Genom att använda sig av en 

molntjänst för presentation av data kunde den göras tillgänglig oavsett var i världen man befinner 

sig. Det är då också möjligt att optimera själva insamlingsenheten eftersom att alla tyngre 

beräkningar och analys av datan kan ske i molnet, något som också förenklar för olika användare att 

anpassa analys och datapresentation till just deras behov. Ett annat viktigt ledord i utvecklingen var 

Open-Source. Genom att göra alla ritningar, kretsscheman och kod tillgängligt för allmänheten så 

ökar allmännyttan avsevärt. 

Det går heller inte att bortse från valet av utvecklingsplats. Målet med projektet var att utveckla 

prototypen i en liknande miljö där den kommer att vara som mest användbar. Tanken är att 

komponenterna skall vara lättillgängliga över i stort sett hela världen och att produkten skall kunna 

byggas med förhållandevis enkla medel. Att utveckla en elektronisk produkt i Kenya visade sig vara 

en riktig utmaning. Trots den stora kompentensen inom området som fanns på plats vid universitetet 

var det stora utmaningar med projektet. Den största var problemet med att få tag på komponenter. 

Korruptionen var tydlig genom stora delar av det civila samhället och nästan allting var tvunget att 

beställas från utlandet, med långa leveranser och höga tull- (och andra, mera suspekta) avgifter som 

följd. Det gick inte att som i ett västerland bara ta sig till en välsorterad elektronikbutik och peka på 

det man ville ha. Allting var tvunget att ske med stor framförhållning och när något inte gick som 

planerat blev det oftast en mindre kris.  

Självfallet var också kulturkrockar en del av upplevelsen och återkommande och ibland dygnslånga 

elavbrott gjorde det omöjligt att arbeta vissa dagar. Men trots alla svårigheter och motgångar så 

måste projektet ändå anses som lyckat.  
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1. Introduction 
1.1 The Problem 
The ongoing search for cheap, environmentally friendly and renewable energy is maybe the greatest 
challenge that our civilisation has ever faced. A lot of financial, political and technological focus is being 
turned to meet this challenge, something that has resulted in one of the greatest advances in research 
and leaps forward in technology in modern time. One of the most promising technologies is solar 
power, a technology that has seen a huge increase in efficiency and reliability over the past decade. 
Continuous research means that it will keep strengthening its position among the renewable energy 
sources. 

These new technologies and the change that the world is going through is opening up new possibilities 
in the developing world, with the chance of becoming world leaders in the deployment and installation 
of these new, clean technologies. In countries close to the equator the high solar irradiance make them 
very suitable for installation of solar power stations. However, since a national electrical infrastructure 
and sometimes also the proper government control and support is lacking in a lot of the developing 
countries, island-based systems and distributed power networks is probably the quickest way forward. 
Instead of waiting decades for the national government or third-party investors and electrical 
companies to electrify a village or settlement, the people can take matters in their own hands. The 
price of solar modules has gone down dramatically over the past decade and is predicted to keep going 
down. This means that it has become affordable for almost anyone to invest in a smaller system for 
household needs. 

When the system is installed, the need for evaluating and monitoring the system arises. This need 
applies to systems everywhere; no matter if a solar power installation is big or small, and no matter 
where in the world it is located. When utilising a solar power installation, monitoring and evaluating 
the performance of the installation helps in detecting malfunctioning modules, environmental issues 
and other things that might affect the performance of the installation. There are such systems available 
on the commercial market, but they are often very expensive and might therefore be a big investment 
that is hard to motivate for owners of smaller systems and systems in developing countries. Despite 
this fact, the need for a monitoring system still exists. It could point out areas where improvement to 
the system performance can be made as in placement and angle of the installed modules, and also 
give an early indicator to problems, faults and malfunctions within the system. For a user with a small 
system and limited budget to motivate the installation of a monitoring system, it has to be reasonably 
priced and still have a good-enough performance. 

 
1.2 Our Solution: the Cost-Effective and Reliable Solar Power Monitoring System 
Our aim was to develop a system for monitoring solar power installations, using easily available and 
well tested components. By doing the system in an open-source environment we thought that it would 
be possible to produce a system that has a performance and reliability that is similar to that of the 
commercial systems, but at a much lower price. This because a big percentage of the cost for a 
commercially developed product is due to overhead costs. Also since most of the customers for these 
systems are big, well established enterprises in the power distribution industry with huge budgets, the 
manufacturers can put a hefty price-tag on their products and still get orders. The open-source 
approach to the project would also enable it to be used by people all around the world for free, 
something that will greatly benefit the operation of smaller installations and installations in the 
developing countries.  
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The system developed during this project is aimed at private, consumer-type users, and therefore 
smaller installations with a maximum power of 5 kW. It would definitely be possible to develop a 
system for larger installations using some of the same algorithms and components, but another level 
of complexity and more advanced components would have been needed. This would make the final 
product considerably more expensive. Not as expensive as existing solutions, but still expensive. 
There was neither the time nor the financial means for the development of such a product during 
this project. Also, most of the commercial system installers will have a lot higher demands on a 
product, such as a very professional finish, a highly documented development and also some kind of 
industrial testing approval (such as for example TÜV), something which is not possible for us to 
accomplish for the time being. The big commercial installers and larger electric companies also most 
likely have their own solutions for monitoring, or at least have an already contracted supplier of the 
system and again, for them cost is not an issue in the same way as for a small user. So with that in 
mind, the “common man” with a small island-system of less than 5 kW is who we had in mind when 
designing the system. 
 

1.3 About the Project 
Kenya is one of the countries now investing big sums into the development of solar power. Right now 
the government is carrying out a program for electrifying all of the schools in the country with solar 
power, something which is done to roughly 30 % [6]. A lot of these schools are located in remote areas, 
without a connection to the national electric grid. For this reason, island-type electric systems using 
local solar power stations is a good alternative. Also, government initiated projects for installing proper 
street lighting in smaller cities is being carried out, where larger solar power stations will provide the 
electricity. Kenya did realise its potential for solar power rather quickly and has hence also invested 
money in research in the subject. 

One of the groups working in the country with researching the possibilities of solar power in Kenya is 
the Condensed Matter Group at the University of Nairobi. One of the researchers in the group, Dr. 
Justus Simiyu, emphasized the ongoing efforts being made on solar power and the need for a 
functioning monitoring system for solar systems. With the process of installing the systems progressing 
and more and more systems being operational, the need for evaluation and optimizing the systems 
occurs. This data might also benefit during the installation of new systems. This is most highly 
applicable to the larger, commercial installations made by the government, where even a small 
optimization can have big implications in total power increase. During the spring of 2014 a group of 
MFS-students from Uppsala University, Moa Mackegård, Jill Wellholm and Karin Rosén, was working 
with the Condensed Matter Group in Nairobi with the purpose of investigating the possibilities for 
improving the solar power in the country. They also encountered difficulties due to the lack of good, 
accurate and reliable data from the existing installations, so they confirmed the need for monitoring 
and logging systems for solar power installations in Kenya. 

The University of Nairobi also sports a very competent Electronics Group, led by Mr Mjomba Kale. In 
the electronics laboratory the two M.Sc. students Arnold Bett and David Karibe are leading the work 
and also teaching classes in electronics and embedded systems. The University has a special program 
for training engineers in embedded systems, and thus has all of the equipment needed for 
development of electronic circuits, even for manufacturing PCBs. Mr Mjomba, Mr Bett and Mr Karibe 
together have a lot of knowledge within all aspects of developing and manufacturing embedded 
systems. 
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Because of their competence in the field of both theoretical and applied solar power and in embedded 
systems design, and due to the “hands-on-experience” of designing our solution in an environment 
that to some extent will be similar to where we hope it can be applied, we chose to team up with the 
Condensed Matter Group and the Electronics Group of the University of Nairobi. This would prove to 
give some very valuable insight in the challenges of designing and building an electronics based 
prototype in Kenya, something that might also apply to other developing countries. The financing for 
the project was to the greater extent provided as a Minor Field Study grant administered by SIDA 
(Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency) as provided through ISP (the International 
Science Program) at Uppsala University. The preliminary project description (including budget and 
timeframe) for the application for the Minor Field Study is attached in Appendix A. 

 

1.4 Project Goals, Deliverables and Limitations 
The following goals, limitations and deliverables were established for the project: 

1. The main goal for the project is to produce a working system for measuring the variables 
which are relevant to a solar power system.  

2. The data will be logged, stored and presented in a way that is easily analysed by the system 
owner.  

3. During this project, focus will be on the data acquisition system. It should somehow 
accommodate means for future more advanced and detailed data analysing algorithms, but 
at this stage only basic information will be presented to the user. 

4. The system power would be of no more than 5 kW.  
5. The system should be designed using readily available components that can, to the greatest 

extent, be acquired anywhere in the world 
6. The system should be designed with cost-effectiveness in mind 
7. The data will be acquired using different sensors to measure physical entities relevant to a 

PV-system. 
8. The monitoring system should, to the greatest extent, be design in such a way so that the 

system owner is always in focus; meaning that it also needs to be versatile in order to 
account for different needs for different end users. 

9. The system needs to incorporate possibilities for automatically making the data available 
online, so that the user could access the data from anywhere  

10. The system should be made as reliable as possible when it comes to making sure that the 
acquired data is accurate and is not lost before it can be presented to the user 

11. The system needs to contain some kind of status-indicators, error messages or 
troubleshooting aid for debugging 

Due to the very short timeframe, only three months from first idea to finished product and that in a to 
us new and different environment, even these goals proved to be very ambitious.  
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2. Theory 
2.1 The Different Types of Solar Power Technologies 
In order to be clear, let us start by explaining what we mean when we in this report refer to “solar 
power installations”, “solar power” and so forth. 

Today there are a number different technologies for harvesting the power of the sun. They can be 
divided into two main categories. The most widely used and conventional type today, which is the one 
that is most often referred to when speaking of solar power is PV (Photovoltaics). The other type is 
usually referred to as CSP (Concentrated Solar Power), and usually consists of a set up with mirrors 
organised in a geometrical pattern that focuses the reflected sun beams in one spot where some kind 
of container with a liquid is placed. The energy from the concentrated sun beams will then heat the 
liquid, which can then be used to produce electricity. CSP will not be further discussed in this report.  

Hence forward in this report, “solar power installation”, “solar system”, “solar power” and so on will 
refer to a Photo Voltaic (PV) type solar system. 

2.2 Different Types of PV (Photo Voltaic) Technologies 
Photo Voltaics is also divided into different technologies. However, they all use the so called 
photovoltaic effect, a both chemical and physical phenomenon that describes the creation of an 
electric potential difference and a current in a semiconductor, when it is exposed to a source of light. 
This can then be used to generate electric power. The higher the irradiance of the source, the higher 
the current will be. Explained in an easy fashion, the light causes the electrons located in the valence 
band of the semiconductor to absorb energy. With this increase in energy they jump to the conduction 
band and in doing so become free and start conducting. Modern type solar cells use semiconductor 
materials with doped PN-junctions for higher efficiency.  

The different types of Photo Voltaic solar cells can also be divided in different groups. The big majority 
of cells and modules can be placed in either one of the two largest groups; crystalline silicone type and 
thin film type. Because some very basic knowledge is needed for the understanding of this report, a 
very short description of the two types and their characteristics is presented below. A full and detailed 
explanation of their physical and chemical properties is beyond the scope of this report which is mostly 
oriented at measuring and evaluating applied solar power installations. 

2.2.1 Crystalline Silicon Type Solar Cells 
The crystalline silicone type is the most common type of solar cell in the world today. 
In 2014 they accounted for roughly 90% of the solar cells being produced [7]. 
Therefore they are also considered the most conventional type of solar cell and they 
are also the most deployed and available worldwide. Crystalline silicone solar cells can 
also themselves be divided in two main groups; Monocrystalline and Polycrystalline 
silicone solar cells. As the name implies they both use silicone as the Photo Voltaic 
semiconductor, but the crystal structure of the silicone is different between the two. 
The Monocrystalline cells overall have a higher efficiency, but also sells at a higher 
price. The Polycrystalline cells have a lower efficiency than the Monocrystalline cells, 
but the lower price and easier manufacturing process make them the most widely 
manufactured and deployed type of PV-solar cells. The silicone type solar cell 
technologies can be regarded as relatively mature and they have an average efficiency 
in commercial samples of just over 16% for Polycrystalline cells, and up to 21% for the 
best commercial types of Monocrystalline (depending on the technology their 
efficiency vary between 17-21%) [7].  
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2.2.2 Thin Film Solar Cells   
The first types of thin film solar cell technologies appeared already in the wake of the 
energy crisis in the 1970ies. Despite the relatively long time in development it is first in 
the past two decades that the thin film cells have begun to reach adequate 
efficiencies. The advantage of the thin film technologies is that they do not require 
silicone, the price of which can fluctuate wildly on the global commodity market and 
thus affect the price of the cells. Also the energy required to produce the thin film type 
cells is considerably lower than for silicone type cells. The thin structure of the cells 
also opens up for making flexible modules, something that could revolutionize the 
installation of solar panels. However right now, the use of Cadmium in some of the 
manufacturing processes is a big environmental drawback. Also, the struggles to reach 
higher efficiencies and the fact that the average silicone type solar modules still have a 
better efficiency has slowed down the development and deployment of the thin film 
modules. In 2014 the global production was around 9% and had been declining the 
last five years [7]. 

 

Because of the domination of silicon-type solar cells on the market worldwide, we decided to have 
them in focus when designing the monitoring system. The two different types of solar modules have 
different electrical characteristics and properties that is relevant when designing the whole system. 
The most important is the difference in Open Circuit Voltage (VOC), a property which ultimately defines 
what voltage lies between the terminals of a module. The operating voltage of the modules will be 
lower than the open circuit voltage but a higher open circuit voltage will mean a higher optimal 
operating voltage (more on this in section 2.3.1 The Solar Module). This have implications for what 
inverter is used for the system. When it comes to island systems, and smaller home-systems in 
particular, the use of the standard 12V and 24V battery bank systems (with the ability to use regular 
car, truck and boat lead acid-based batteries) is much better suited for the use of the silicone-type 
based modules which usually have an open circuit voltage of around 18-20 V, whereas the thin film 
type modules usually have an open circuit voltage of around 60-90 V. A module with the optimal 
operating voltage of around 16 V, as is the case with most commercially available modules, works 
rather well when operating at 14V, meaning that only very simple and cheap electronics is required 
for the system. The thin film modules will not work efficiently when operated at such a low voltage, so 
they require more electronics for use with standard 12 and 24V systems. So the big majority of smaller 
island/home-based systems will most likely keep using the silicone based modules for a foreseeable 
future. 

This is another reason for having developed our system with the silicone type modules in mind. 
Depending on the type of setup it would be possible to modify the design to accommodate even 
higher-voltage thin film systems, but this was not a priority during this project. 
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2.3 The Solar Power System and Its Terminology 
As in any science or discipline, there is a lot of terminology that is used to describe whatever it contains. 
Solar power systems is no exception. So to make things more clear this section is dedicated to sort out 
some of the terminology and also give examples of how different generic systems can be composed. 

The first important thing to discuss is the term of “Island” or “Grid-connected” systems, since it has 
very direct implications on how the system is composed. Also since our logging and measurement 
station is meant for use with Island and not Grid-connected systems, it is important to distinguish the 
difference between them. Again, since this report is focused on smaller, consumer based household 
systems, this is what is depicted and described in the sections below. 

 
2.3.1 Island Type Solar Power Systems 
When there is no possibility (or desire for that matter) to connect to a national or regional electric grid, 
the Island system is what is used. At minimum, the systems should consist of a battery bank (usually 
consisting of an array of batteries that sum up to the system voltage of 12V or 24V), a solar charge 
controller, and the solar module or modules themselves. When the sunlight hits the modules, they 
start generating a current at a voltage which is determined by the solar charge controller. For charging 
12V battery systems a voltage of around 14.4V is usually recommended and for 24V battery the charge 
voltage should be 28.8V.  

Whatever electricity consuming appliances should then be connected to the charge controller so that 
all current drawn from the batteries is directed through the charge controller. This to ensure that the 
batteries are never over-discharged or even completely discharged something that damages the 
batteries. Also the charge controller keeps the voltage constant at the charging voltage as long as the 
sun is shining, and when the batteries are fully charged it disconnects them so they cannot be over-
charged. It would be possible to have a system without the solar charge controller, and just let the 
solar modules directly charge the batteries. This would however mean that the voltage would most 
likely be too high, something which would damage the batteries and that might even cause an 
explosion, because of the hydrogen production that occurs when the voltage and charge current gets 
too high. So a solution without the charge controller is never recommended. 

In order to use this setup in a household, a 12/24V to 230V step-up power inverter is usually required 
for using most all of standard everyday electronic items that is design to run on grid electricity. A 
generic Island Type Solar Power System can be seen below in Figure T1. 
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Figure T1: Graphical representation with electrical wiring of a generic Island-type solar power system, including Solar Modules, 
Solar Charge Controller, Battery Bank and an optional Power Inverter. 

 
2.3.2 Hybrid Type Solar Power Systems 
The Hybrid Type Solar Power System is, as the name implies, a hybrid between the Island and the Grid 
Connected System. This is the most popular type when there is an electric main grid available, but it is 
not considered reliable and suffers from shorter and/or longer power cuts. It can also be used for more 
complex systems; where the price of electricity is constantly monitored, and the system can then buy 
energy from the power company whenever it is cheap, and only use already stored energy from the 
battery bank or even sell electricity to the power company when the price is high.  

It has the solar modules connected to a battery bank via a solar charge controller, just as the island 
system. But the battery bank is also connected to the grid via an inverter capable of converting 230VAC 
from the grid to 12VDC and vice versa. This means that when the electric grid is available and enabled, 
the inverter will charge the battery bank with the power from the grid at the same time as supplying 
the household with the grid power, as in a normal grid-connected household. When the batteries 
become fully charged the grid will then only feed the household.  

When the sun is shining and the grid is available, the inverter system will first and foremost use the 
power from the battery bank which is being charged by the solar modules. If more power is needed, 
this will be taken from the grid. If no grid is available, then the inverter system will simply use the 
energy stored in the battery bank and convert it to 230VAC to supply the household. If there is power 
from the solar modules, they will meanwhile charge the batteries via the solar charge controller. 
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As mentioned earlier, some hybrid-inverters also have the ability to feed/sell electricity back to the 
electric grid. If for example the batteries are fully charged and the solar modules are generating more 
power than the household is currently using, the excess can be fed to the grid and sold to the electric 
supplier company to a price arranged in a prior agreement. Even more complex systems have the 
ability to monitor the price of electricity in real time, and can then be programmed to buy and sell 
energy as to optimize the total cost or even profit for the household. These systems require a robust 
electrical infrastructure designed for this type of consumer/producer relation, and also sometimes 
changes in the legal system to accommodate this new phenomena. 

An illustration of this setup is displayed below in Figure T2. 

 

Figure T2: Graphical representation with electrical wiring of a generic Hybrid-type solar power system, including Solar Modules, 
Solar Charge Controller, Battery Bank, Power Inverter and Electric Grid. 

 
2.3.3 Grid Connected Type Solar Power Systems 
The Grid Connected Type Solar Power System is a system that is simple in the sense that it only 
connects a solar power system to the household’s 230VAC system and/or the available grid. No battery 
bank is used and the inverters designed for use with pure grid connected systems are also simple in 
the matter that they only convert the DC power from the solar modules to 230VAC and feed it directly 
to the household or to the grid. Usually they then also have a built in controller for setting and 
monitoring the operating voltage of the solar modules, to maximize their power output from at any 
given time during the conditions at that time. So no solar charge controller is needed. As in the case 
with the hybrid systems, depending on the electric infrastructure and capacity of the electric grid there 
is sometimes a possibility to feed power back to the grid. Since these systems have no battery bank to 
store energy, one then simply use the power from the solar system first if it is available, and then get 
the rest from the grid. If the solar system is generating more power than is being consumed by the 
household, and if the prerequisites of infrastructure, legal arrangements and capabilities of the 
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installed inverter are met, this can then be fed to the grid and sold to the electric supply company, as 
the case with the hybrid system. 

An illustration of this setup is displayed below in Figure T3. 

 

Figure T3: Graphical representation with electrical wiring of a generic pure Grid-type solar power system, including Solar 
Modules, Power Inverter and Electric Grid. 

 

2.3 The Components and Their Arrangement Hierarchy 
Depending on what type of system is installed (Island, Hybrid or Grid), different combinations of 
different components is used in the system. However, there are some characteristics that are key to 
the functionality of the system, no matter which one is used, and there is also a special hierarchy with 
its own terminology that is used when working with a system containing multiple solar panels. This 
section explains how these are then arranged and why, and also gives a more detailed explanation of 
the functionality of the main solar power system components. 

2.3.1 The Solar Module 
The solar modules are the central part in every solar power system. Most all of conventional modules 
are built from the same principle and works in a similar way, even if they have different efficiencies 
and characteristics. 

One solar module is built from smaller elements called solar cells which are organized in an array. It is 
the cells that contains the semi-conductor PN-junctions that generates power when exposed to 
sunlight and put into an electric circuit. The cells are effectively diodes in the sense that they become 
forward biased when the light hits the cells, and they consist of an anode and a cathode. The incoming 
light then creates a potential difference between the anode and the cathode of the cells, the forward 
bias voltage. If the circuit is then closed, a flow of electrons (in other words a current) can pass from 
the anode to the cathode. By arranging multiple cells in a series configuration (connecting the cathode 
of the first cell to the anode of the second, the cathode of the second to the anode of the third, and 
so on) one can then construct a module with a known open circuit voltage, by simply adding all of the 
voltages of each cell. By then adding multiple of these configurations in parallel the manufacturer can 
increase the current of the module and thus also the power. 
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Again, the incoming light itself is not enough to generate a current. This only puts the cells in forward 
bias mode, but if the circuit is open then no current can flow. This is when the modules have their 
highest voltage between the positive and negative terminals. This voltage is then what is called the 
“Open Circuit Voltage”, VOC of the modules. The difference in the type of chemical elements used for 
the PN-junction, in itself leading to different forward bias voltages, means that the VOC of modules will 
vary greatly between different types of solar module technologies. The irradiance-current-voltage 
relationship of cells composed from different materials also vary, which is one reason why different 
technologies result in different efficiencies. 

Since even modules of the same technology have variations due to the arrangement of the cells made 
by the manufacturer (how many cells in series, how many in parallel) something is needed to describe 
the physical behaviour of a solar module. That something is IV-curves.  

2.3.1.1 IV-Curves 
All solar modules tend to follow roughly the same behaviour. They have their highest voltage when 
the individual cells of the module are forward biased due to incident light and no current is flowing, in 
other words the VOC. Then when the circuit is closed and current is flowing, the voltage will drop. The 
current will follow an almost linear behaviour until a point when it rapidly goes down. By plotting the 
voltage-current relationship one get what is called an IV-curve, something which in a good way 
describes the characteristics of a certain module. Below some examples of IV-curves is presented. In 
Figure T4 the IV-curve of the Suntech STP245-20/Wd is displayed, and in Figure T5 the IV-curve of the 
CanadianSolar MaxPower CS6-350M is displayed. 

 

Figure T4: IV-curve of the Suntech STP245-20/Wd solar module, as found in the datasheet of the module [8]. The thin lines are 
the current plotted against the voltage, and the thicker lines are power plotted against the voltage. The different colours 
indicate different irradiances as explained in the chart legend. 
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Figure T5: The IV-curves of CanadianSolar MaxPower CS6-350M solar module, as found in the datasheet of the module [9]. 
The left one is the current plotted against different voltages at 4 different irradiances. The right one is the current plotted 
against the voltage at 4 different temperatures. 

 
Because of the current-voltage relationship of the modules displayed in the IV-curves, the power will 
vary depending on the current produced at certain voltages. As can be seen in both Figure T4 and 
Figure T5, the current at a specific voltage also depends on the irradiance, something which is rather 
trivial for a solar panel. The higher the power of the incoming light (in other words the higher the 
irradiance), the higher the power produced by the panel will be. As we know, the power equation (1) 
can be used to calculate the power from a given current and voltage.  

(1) 𝑃𝑃 = 𝐼𝐼 ∗ 𝑈𝑈  The power equation 

Using (1) for all the given voltages and currents along the curve we can calculate the power for each 
given point, and thus find the voltage which will yield the highest power. This is called the Maximum 
Power Point. In Figure T4, we can see that the IV-curve has also been complemented with a PV-curve, 
a Power-Voltage curve that describes how the power change with the voltage. This makes it trivial to 
find the Maximum Power Point, and we can see that it is just before the sharp decline of current at the 
higher voltages. 

The behaviour of solar modules is also affected by the temperature of the module, something which 
is also described in Figure T5. As we can see, a lower temperature will “push” the whole curve to the 
right, meaning that the sharp decline in current will occur for a higher voltage and thus increasing the 
maximum power that one can get from the module. So the higher the temperature, the lower the 
maximum possible power from a module. Because of this the peak solar production of Sweden usually 
happens in spring, instead of in summer as one might think. This is due to the relatively high irradiance 
during the spring, combined with a low temperature. 
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2.3.2 The String 
When several modules are connected together in series this is called a String. In the same way as the 
voltage of the individual cells is added to get the total voltage of a module, the voltages of the serially 
connected modules in the string is added to get the total voltage of the string. If the solar charge 
controller and the voltage of the battery bank, or the inverter if using a purely grid-connected system, 
is designed for higher voltages than can be supplied by one module, several modules can be organized 
in a string to better match the set-up and optimize the performance. 

2.3.3 The Array 
Several strings can also be placed in parallel, and the result is then called an array. The number of 
modules should be the same in each string and only modules of the same effect class and type should 
be used to ensure that the total VOC of each string is similar. However, sometimes even modules of the 
same sort from the same manufacturer can vary somewhat in VOC and their other IV-characteristics. 
For that reason matching of modules with different voltages is sometimes used to try and get roughly 
the same voltage for all the strings. This because the highest possible voltage of the system will be that 
of the string with the lowest VOC because of their parallel connection. So if the modules are poorly 
matched the overall performance of the system will be degraded. The total current of the system will 
be that of the sum of the currents from all the strings. Again, it is the inverter or solar charge controller 
that sets the limit as to how many strings can be connected in parallel, depending on its power/current 
rating. 

An illustration of the solar cell, module, string and array can be seen below in Figure T6. 

 

Figure T6: Illustration of the hierarchy within a solar system with the array, string, module and cell. 
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2.3.4 The Solar Charge Controller 
In the case of an island or hybrid type system, a battery bank is used to store the energy from the solar 
modules. In most of the smaller consumer and home-type systems regular 12V or 24V lead-acid 
batteries is used for this. Multiple batteries may also be connected in series and in parallel to get a 
higher system voltage and capacity. The solar charge controller is then what controls the charging of 
the batteries with the power from the solar modules. The solar charge controller needs to be matched 
with the battery bank, and because of their popularity the charge controllers for 12V and 24V systems 
are the cheapest and most available on the market. In the case of 12V batteries, they usually have a 
charging voltage of 14.4V. So the solar charge controller simply controls the current from the modules 
to keep the voltage at 14.4V at all times. In the case of 24V batteries the charging voltage is usually 
28.8V, and so the charge controllers for those batteries keep the voltage at 28.8V instead. The charge 
controller also measures the voltage of the battery bank, and monitors it. When the voltage of the 
batteries reaches a certain level (somewhere around 14V and 28V for the respective systems), the 
batteries are considered as fully charged and the charge controller breaks the charging circuit as to 
protect the batteries from overcharging. The most common configuration is then to connect the 
electrical appliances (anything that will run on the battery system voltage) and the optional 230V 
inverter directly to the designated places of the solar charge controller. In this way the solar charge 
controller can also protect the batteries from over-discharge by opening a circuit breaker and shutting 
off the feed of power to the household.  

 
2.3.5 The Generic Island System Inverter 
An inverter used in an island system is usually just a simple step-up inverter to transform the 12VDC 
or 24VDC (or for that matter any other DC voltage) of the battery bank to the standard 230VAC used 
in power sockets. The exact functionality of the inverter is beyond the scope of this report. 

 
2.3.6 The Generic Hybrid System Inverter 
A hybrid inverter is the most advanced type of inverter because it can both transform the DC-power 
of the solar modules coming from the charge controller into 230VAC for the household, but also 
monitor the status of the batteries and charge them using the 230VAC from the electric grid 
transformed to a suitable DC voltage. So it can work both ways, it is both a step-up transformer and a 
step-down transformer. The conditions for charging are either pre-programmed or can be determined 
by the system owner:  

• The inverter can be set to charge the batteries with the grid-power (if available) whenever the 
batteries are anything less than fully charged, no matter if the solar modules are generating 
power or not. 

• The inverter can be set to only charge the batteries with the grid-power (if available) if the 
solar modules are not generating power and the batteries need charging. 

• The inverter can be set to use only the power from the battery bank to feed the 230VAC 
household system if the battery bank has a voltage higher than the lower threshold. 

• The inverter can be set to always use the power from the grid (if available) to feed the 
household 230VAC system, and use the power from the solar modules to charge the batteries 
as a back-up system. 

• The inverter can be set to first use whatever is generated from the solar modules to feed the 
household 230VAC, and if needed add more power from the grid. If an excess of power is 
generated from the solar modules then this will be used to charge the batteries. 
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As discussed in previous chapters, there are also inverters with the capabilities to feed energy back to 
the grid, and sell it to the electric supply company. In markets that use a so called “spot-price”, in other 
words that the price of electricity vary with the supply and demand at any time of day, they can be 
programmed to monitor this price and only buy when the electricity is cheap and sell when it is 
expensive, using the battery bank as the buffer. There are also inverters that has a built in charge 
controller. 

 
2.3.7 The Generic Grid System Inverter 
The grid system inverter is different from both the island system and hybrid system inverters in that it 
does not have a battery bank to work against. Instead it will be connected directly to the solar modules 
and is also responsible for controlling them. But instead of the more simple functionality of the solar 
charge controller which just “locks” the voltage at the charging voltage for the battery bank, these 
inverters are usually equipped with more advanced algorithms for optimizing the performance of the 
solar module system. Since the DC-voltage from the solar modules is usually considerably lower than 
the 230V RMS of the household (or electric grid) that the inverter will feed, the whole range of the 
solar modules up to their VOC could be used by the system. And as we have seen in section 2.3.1 The 
Solar Module, the performance of the modules and the voltage required to reach the maximum power 
point is affected by the module temperature. So instead of simply keeping the system at one pre-
decided voltage, the inverter will often use a so called “hill-climbing algorithm”. This means that it will 
try to raise the voltage incrementally and check the current each time. It does this until the current 
stops increasing, and then decides that it has reached the maximum of the power-curve. To avoid 
“getting stuck” at a local maximum, some inverters does a scan of the whole spectrum before they 
decide where to do a more precise scan for the maximum. This procedure is repeated at a given time 
interval to ensure that the modules are always operating at the maximum possible power. 

That DC power is then transformed to 230VAC, and depending on the infrastructure either used to 
only feed the household, or used to feed the grid if there is an agreement with the grid owner and 
electric company.  

 

2.4 What We Want to Measure and Why 
In order to monitor and evaluate the performance and health of a solar power system, there is a 
number of different parameters that are important. As we have seen in section 2.3.1 The Solar Module, 
the power of the system is dependent on the IV-curves. The charge controller or inverter will set a 
voltage for the solar modules to operate at. Sometimes this voltage is fixed as in the case of the more 
simple charge controllers, and sometimes the voltage can be changed as to maximize the power of the 
system. 

The most obvious parameter to measure is of course the delivered power of the module or modules. 
As we know from equation 1, this is calculated from the current and voltage of the system. So we need 
to measure the current going through the modules, and the voltage over the negative and positive 
terminals of the system. The power is then proportional to the irradiance hitting the modules, so the 
irradiance should be measured. We have also seen that the temperature affects the performance of 
the modules, with a lower temperature leading to a higher possible maximum power because it raises 
the maximum power point to a higher voltage. But also a higher temperature may increase the current 
at a given voltage and thus give a higher efficiency for a fixed-voltage system. In order to properly 
evaluate the relationship between the environment and the performance, it is best to measure both 
the ambient air temperature and also the temperature of the module. Then it would be wise to also 
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measure the ambient humidity, since it affects the heat transport of the surrounding air and might also 
at certain points induce a fog that shuts out the sunlight, or dew on the panels that will also degrade 
the performance. 

By measuring these parameters a wide range of analysis will be possible. The most simple is to measure 
the power from the modules and the irradiance to make predictions about how different irradiances 
result in different powers. If this is information is then kept as a reference and analysed over time, one 
can notice if there is any rapid or slow degradation to the performance of the modules. One can then 
also include the measurements from the temperature sensors to see if they correlate to the changes, 
and also the humidity if there might have been a fog at certain times. If a rapid degradation is noticed, 
it is plausible that something has gone wrong with the system that needs correction. Maybe it is 
noticed that the power degrades dramatically whenever the humidity reaches a certain level. This 
could then be an indication to a crack in the modules that causes a partial or complete short-circuit of 
the module when exposed to water. 

It might also be possible to do even more complex analysis and troubleshooting in real-time if one has 
access to the manufacturer IV-curves and can program them into the system. One can then make 
comparisons between the expected and the actual performance of the system at different irradiances 
and sometimes even temperatures. If for some reason the system is not performing according to the 
manufacturer IV-curves then this might be reason for investigating. And maybe it turns out that the 
modules are bad from the manufacturer, something that the customer could use as a claim against the 
manufacturer and get new modules. When the system has been operating over a longer period of time 
one can make more advanced and delicate analysis using data mining methods and making statistics 
of the system performance over longer periods of time. Something which might reveal flaws and 
possible areas for improving the performance which would be hard to detect without the long-time 
analysis of multiple parameters. 

It is important to note however that for this project, the focus is in supplying the means and to some 
extent the tools to develop such analytical functions. There was no time during the tight schedule of 
this project to develop a full software for the system with all of the functions that could be included. 
But again, it should be possible to pick-up right from where we stopped and start the development of 
the user-end software with the way that we supply the data. The rest is “simply” a matter of deciding 
what algorithms to use when analysing the data, and how to present them graphically and analyse for 
aid in troubleshooting a malfunctioning or not optimally working system.  
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3. The System At Large 
3.1 Functional Model of the System 
In order to properly approach the problem and how to solve it, it is key to get a good picture of what 
one actually want to achieve. It is very common in electronics problem solving and electronics projects 
to immediately begin designing a circuit without first thinking the system through. So one method that 
can be used to ask the relevant questions, and to try and make the system design as complete and 
accurate as possible from the start is to use a functional model-approach. Instead of immediately 
starting to think in terms of physical hardware components and microprocessors, it is wise to take a 
step back and examine the problem. What is it that we are actually trying to do here? Which problem 
are we solving and how? What are the actual functions that we require to be performed by the system?  

 
3.1.1 The Measurements 
In our case, we wanted to measure, log and eventually evaluate smaller solar power systems. In section 
2.4 What We Want to Measure and Why we reached the conclusions that to do this we need to 
measure solar irradiance, the current from the module, the voltage over the module, the module 
temperature, the ambient temperature and the ambient humidity. These measurements will then 
somehow be processed by a microcontroller or microprocessor, so that they can be used in the analysis 
and monitoring of the system. As was stated in section 2.4 Project Goals, Deliverables and Limitations: 
Point 3 we only aimed to provide very simple data analysis in the first version of the system. However 
there should be means for developing more advanced algorithms in the future and this could possibly 
also be able to be done by the end-user without the need to go into the actual software of the 
monitoring system. 

 
3.1.2 The Remote Accessibility and Local Accessibility 
Another goal was that the system should be able to accommodate means so that the user can access 
the data using the internet from anywhere in the world. This means that some way of making the data 
available online needs to be provided. Different users and different sites will have different possibilities 
when it comes to surrounding equipment and infrastructure. If there is a router available that is 
connected to the internet, something which must be considered very likely if it is an installation near 
the dwelling of the user, the system should be able to connect to this router. Most routers today offer 
WiFi as a way of connecting, so a way of connecting to an existing WiFi-network needs to be provided. 
Some older routers might however not have WiFi-capabilities. So there needs to be a possibility to use 
a classic RJ-45 standard type network cable to connect the device to a router.  

In the case that the solar power installation is located far away from the nearest router, it might even 
be far off in the wilderness to power some farming equipment, water pump or other electrical 
appliances, the device should be able to connect to the internet using the telecom network (if 
available). Since the amount of data that the system will need to send to the internet will be rather 
limited, a GSM (2G) connection should be enough. GSM is still by far the most deployed and used type 
of mobile telephone network with a global coverage of more than 90% of earth’s population [10] and 
will still be maintained for some years to come so it is also the most logical choice for this reason. 

It might also be possible that there is no wish from the user to access the information from the internet. 
Or maybe there is not even an available telecom network present at the site where the system is 
located. In that case the RJ-45 network cable connection could be used to connect the device to a 
computer that can log, analyse and monitor the solar power installation.  
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The most simple way however to provide a mean for logging the data is simply to save it to a standard 
flash SD-memory card. This card can then be manually removed by the user who can analyse data in 
any way he wants. The SD-card also provides redundancy for the remote connections, in the way that 
if the connection goes down temporarily (or even permanently), the data can be saved to the SD-card. 
When the connection returns the data can then be sent to the internet. This functionality will then 
cover section 2.4 Project Goals, Deliverables and Limitations: Point 9 & 10. 

 
3.1.3 Versatility of the System 
Point 8 in section 2.4 Project Goals, Deliverables and Limitations states that the system needs to be 
versatile to accommodate the different needs of different users. The most obvious need for this 
versatility is for the different connection possibilities that exists at different sites and for user with 
different needs. The best way to supply a way to use either WiFi, 3G or a network cable (or none of 
the above) is to make the system modular. So one designs a main circuit that accommodate the most 
basic needs and functions for the data acquisition and then there is a choice of the user to complement 
this with a WiFi, RJ45 or 3G-module. In the most simple (and then also cheap) configuration the system 
will only contain the main circuit with an SD-slot. So data can still be saved to an SD-card and be 
analysed by the user. 

 
3.1.4 Cloud-Based Data Presentation and Processing 
We want the system to be able to present the data online for a user to access it from anywhere (section 
2.4 Project Goals, Deliverables and Limitations: Point 9). In other words this data needs to be on a 
server. One way of making this possible in a simple way is to use an already existing Cloud server. The 
system would send the data to the Cloud service where the user can then have an account linked to 
his system or systems. One already existing such Cloud service for presentation of data is ThingSpeak, 
which is also free for anyone to use. ThingSpeak and other similar cloud services also supply tools for 
doing more or less complex data analysis and statistics. This means that all of the more resource 
demanding computing can be done in the Cloud instead of on the actual system. Something which 
lowers the requirements for the on-board computing power and thus results in both the ability to use 
cheaper and more simple processors and also a lower power consumption of the system. By having 
the analysis and presentation of the data in the Cloud service, it is also easier to make changes in the 
way that the data is analysed and presented. This changes can either be done by the system designers, 
or by the end-user himself without the need to understand the source code of the device. This then 
fulfils Point 2, 3, 5, 6 & 8. 

 
3.1.5 User Interface 
To simplify on-site troubleshooting and also to supply an easy way of checking the status of the solar 
power system, some kind of user-interface is needed. The user should be able to read some limited 
real-time data from the solar system, and check the status of the monitoring system. So some kind of 
optical display or status indicators is needed. Also, the user should be able to pause the operation of 
the monitoring system and make a reset without disrupting the operation of the solar power system if 
he wants to remove the SD-card in a safe way. 

 

A graphical representation of the full high level functional model can be seen in Figure SY1. 
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Figure SY1: High-Level Functional Model for Just-Us Powers, describing the basic functions required to meet the requirements 
of the device. 

 

3.2 State Space Model and Basic Software Functionality 
Once the functions have been defined and understood, it is time to think of the software and how it 
will operate. The state space model is one way of deciding how the software should be designed at a 
very high level and early in the project, in a similar way as the functional model. What we need to 
understand is what different states the system can have. This is then represented easiest in a graphical 
way using a state space model diagram. The state space model diagram for our system is presented 
below in Figure SY2. 
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Figure SY 2: Early State-Space Model of Just-Us Powers 

We begin in the top left of the diagram with reading the data from the sensors. Once this is done we 
go to the “Sensor Sanity Check”, which is a stage that checks the values of the sensors for their 
plausibility. For example, if the irradiance is indicating a substantial sunshine, the ambient temperature 
is indicating 25⁰C and the module temperature is indicating 0⁰C, then it is likely that the module 
temperature sensor is not functioning properly. Then the values from this sensor can be written with 
a special flag or marker to alert the user that there is a problem with that sensor and also remove any 
representation of data from that sensor from any graphical interface until the sensor is fixed. Also it 
could be possible to discover a malfunctioning sensor by checking previous values of a sensor and 
comparing it with the current value and see if there has been any rapid, unexplainable changes in the 
value.  

When the sensor sanity check is done and the accuracy of the data from the sensors has been 
determined, we go to the next stage and check the remote connection. If the connection is not okay, 
we then go to the state for setting flags in data and connection. This means that we mark the data 
from that measurement as “not sent to server” by for example setting a dedicated bit in the data as 
“1”. We also set a flag in the connection-method to indicate that the previous connection check was 
not okay and therefore there is unsent data. Once this is done we then write this data to the SD-card. 
If the check is okay we start by checking the flag in the connection-method to see if there has been a 
previous unsuccessful attempt at sending data. If there is no flag set we simply take the current data 
and send it to the server. When the server has indicated that the transmission was successful we then 
write this data to the SD-card. If there is a flag set that means that there is previously unsent data. So 
we need to fetch this data from the SD-card, by checking which data is marked with the “unsent flag”. 
This data will then be sent together with the current data to the server. The flags in the connection-
method and the data are reset and the data is then written to the SD-card.  
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When the data has been written correctly to the SD-card we will go into the Idle-state. In this state the 
system is “sleeping”. This state is left (and thus a new data collection and logging loop begins) when 
either one of the two conditions are met; there is a time-out (in the diagram set as 30 minutes but that 
can be changed as to optimize the performance of the system according to the needs of the user) or 
there is a remote command. The remote command would be coming from the user when he for some 
reason wants to monitor the system in real time. So by using a functionality in the web interface, it 
should be possible for the user to “high-jack” the system and override the built in timer-function and 
sleep and instead do continuous readings to see how the system is performing at that particular time. 
This can then also be used for easier troubleshooting of the system, when one can manipulate the 
components and see the results of it in real time to find any malfunctioning parts. 

Take note that this State-Space Model does not reflect the actual software of the project to 100% at 
this point. It was developed as a way of getting an early reflection over the system functionalities. 

 
3.3 More on the Modular System 
The concept of the modular system was briefly introduced in section 3.1.3 The Versatility of the System, 
but because of its importance to the project it requires some further explanations. As already 
described, the main reason for making the system modular is to be able to allow for different 
connection possibilities without having to include them all in one design. Since making the system cost-
effective is one of our primary goals, this then drastically reduces the cost of the product due to the 
fact that a user can chose exactly what functionalities and connection possibilities he wants. If there is 
no need for the user to have a GSM network connection (something which requires a rather complex 
and thus expensive circuit) omitting this part will cut the costs for the consumer. The same goes for 
the WiFi. Because WiFi and GSM are completely replaceable (there is only the need for one of them at 
any given time) it was decided that they would be two different modules. Also, because only one of 
them would be connected at any time they could also share a number of connections on the circuit, 
something which simplifies the design. 

Another important reason for making the system modular, and for choosing the WiFi and GSM 
functions to be included in modules, was that there are already finished embedded circuits for WiFi 
and GSM on the market. Due to the very short time-frame in this project it was decided early that there 
would be no time to focus on developing our own WiFi and GSM modules. So the fact that such already 
existed for a quite reasonable price made the decision easy. The RJ45 network cable connection was 
chosen to be included on the main board even in the first design. This because it does not need any 
expensive components. Also, for a microcontroller to interface with an RJ45 connection there is a need 
for a common clock-signal between some of the components, a signal which is highly sensitive to 
interference. So the best way to guarantee a working circuit is to keep it on one board to be able to 
design all of the connection traces in the most robust and efficient way. It also seems fair that even 
the most basic variant of the system should at least offer one connection ability, if nothing else so for 
debugging and troubleshooting the system. 
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4. Development of the System 
4.1 Choice of Development Method 
When embarking on a project of a relatively large scale, it is wise to consider how to organize the 
project on a whole to get the best results with the least of efforts. When it comes to electronics 
projects there are a number of different approaches and methods that can be used as guidelines when 
one has established the problem, the goals (and limitations) and derived what functions is necessary 
to accomplish the goals. When working with the Electronics Group of the University of Nairobi, they 
presented us with the two following methods for the development of an electronics product. 

 
4.1.1 Model-Based Development Method 
The model based development method means that one basically starts from scratch when designing a 
product. Starting with the established functions the next stage is to use a simulation software to start 
simulating how the system will operate. The simulations will start at a very high level and before even 
going into the actual coding or working with the simulation software it is important to decide what to 
simulate and how. This is when a Behavioural Model of Computation is done, a graphical 
representation of the system from at a very high level. This is a diagram where specific parts of the 
system are called modules, and they are connected with signals that use different defined datatypes. 
The key to the whole of the model based approach is to not think in the terms of hardware components 
and electronics at an early stage, but to just focus on the functions and the problem that needs to be 
solved. The modules should be made as general as possible, and one should try to describe the 
behaviour of the system and not focus on what the system actually might contain. One simple model 
of computation diagram can be seen below in Figure DEV1. 

 

Figure DEV 1: High-Level Behavioural Model of Computation diagram. 

After the first, very general behavioural model of computation has been set up it can be derived and 
refined to include more and more features. In the first version it may just contain the very general 
functions of sending some data between modules such as sensors, doing some transformation of the 
data and sending it to a generic output. Then time can be added to the model, and timing issues as to 
how often the data is sent, how long time it takes to process and send again. There could be internal 
functions that needs to take place within the modules. This will alert the developer of concurrency 
issues and how to design the system to cope with them. As more and more features are added to the 
system it becomes more and more complex. The generic modules are replaced with much more 
detailed ones, and signals are treated as transmission lines with delay and even data loss. After 
iterating this process it is possible to reach a stage where a very realistic model of computation is 
created that resembles the desired system. In other words, it accommodates the functions desired in 
the design and has taken all of the challenges of timing, coding, algorithms and concurrency in account. 
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During this whole process the developer can keep a dialogue with the customer and communicate 
what the system might look like and if this is something that the customer wants. Maybe the customer 
has asked for something which proves to be impossible to achieve, then this can be detected early 
through this method of model-based development with simulations. It is also possible to “impress” a 
customer or financier at a relatively early stage by showing what the system can achieve with a 
relatively small amount of effort. With the simulations it is relatively easy to recognize the “low-
hanging fruits” and communicate this in a persuasive way. 

When the model of computation and its simulations has reached this stage it is time to make a choice 
of how to continue. Now it is possible to use the system for analysis of what kind of computing power, 
and level of complexity will be required of the system. The developer can determine if it is enough to 
use an already existing processor and how advanced it needs to be. Maybe it is enough to use a simple 
8-bit microcontroller, or maybe a multi-core design is needed to handle the system in an adequate 
way. It might also be possible that it is decided to go ahead and produce a complete integrated on-
chip circuit. This is the most advanced but also the most elegant and copyright-ensuring way of 
designing an electronic circuit because the developer will have a very high control of the components 
since the chip will be owned by the developer and act as a “black box” to outsiders without the circuit 
diagrams. The biggest advantage of the model based approach is now revealed, because if the 
developers have chosen to make their simulations in a good software or environment, they can simply 
keep working on them to design the circuit. By adding more and more layers to the model of 
computation it is possible to reach the level of individual transistors and thus make it into an integrated 
electronic circuit that can be manufactured on a chip. These layers are best described in a so called 
Gajski Kuhn Chart or Y-Chart [11] as seen in Figure DEV2. 

 

 

Figure DEV 2: A Gajski-Kuhn chart or Y-Chart used in aiding in electronics design projects. 
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The chart effectively displays all of the levels of a model based development, going from the outer ring 
inwards. It is divided between the three domains: Behavioural, Structural and Physical/Geometrical. 
By defining all of the specifications in each of the domains in one ring, that ring is fully defined and the 
developers can move inwards. In completing all of the rings and ending in the middle, the system will 
be fully defined down to transistor level. In most cases however, the diagram is not used as an absolute 
“map” over the development process, but as a guideline in understanding the procedure. It is not 
always necessary to follow it all the way to the middle, and sometimes certain points or even a whole 
domain can be omitted. 

The model based approach is good when there is a lot of time and resources in the development, and 
there are very high demands on the finished product. If you are planning a product that will be mass 
produced it is also good to use it as it yields a very complete and full understanding of your product 
and in the end can lead to integrated circuits on chips that are tiny, relatively cheap to manufacture in 
large volumes and that also are difficult to replicate and copy. The model based approach is also the 
best if you know before-hand that the problem is difficult to solve and that new thinking and creative 
solutions will be required to reach the goals. 

 
4.1.2 Platform-Based Development Method 
If the problem is considered relatively straightforward and the resulting system should not be too 
complex, the platform-based development method is preferred. Instead of starting from scratch and 
beginning with nothing, one decides what kind of platform should be used to solve the problem. This 
approach requires some concept about what different platforms for electronics problem solving are 
available on the market, and what they are capable of doing. However, for most of the simple 
“everyday electronics problems” most of the popular microcontrollers will be able to solve the problem 
and they usually have some kind of development kit associated with them (like Arduino, Raspberry Pi, 
Freescale’s Freedom Board and so on). For this reason, the most important parameter in the platform-
based development is usually the developers own preference of platform. So if the developer is skilled 
with using an Atmel microcontroller, he will base his design on that microcontroller and design a circuit 
around it to solve the problem. 

Even though simulations are not as critical in the platform-based development method as in the model-
based, they are still a very good tool to get an understanding of the required algorithms and the 
complexity of the problem before grabbing the soldering iron. So even in the platform-based 
development it is good to start with an Architectural Model of Computation. Since the platform has 
already been decided, the developer knows at least something about how it behaves and what it is 
capable of doing. So therefore he can design an overall architecture of the hardware and software of 
the system and simulate it to detect problems early in the process. Problems which might be much 
more difficult to solve later in the development. Again, as in the model-based approach, the 
simulations can identify “low-hanging fruits” and easy to solve problems that could be important for 
early demonstrations for financiers or potential financiers. In parallel with the simulations, or when 
they are finished it is also often possible to start developing and testing the system using a 
development kit such as the Arduino for Atmel-microcontrollers and the Freedom Board for Freescale 
Kinetis microcontrollers. Once this is done the developer can design his own system with the 
experiences learnt from the simulations and development boards, and using the platform that he is 
already familiar with. 

Another reason to go for the platform based development method is when the project has issues with 
limited time and resources. To develop an advanced simulation model and maybe even make it into 
an integrated circuit on a chip is a time and resource consuming task. With the platform based 
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approach it is possible to begin testing a circuit after just weeks by not “re-inventing the wheel” and 
using what others have already done. The downside is that the end-product will require the use of 
branded chips and microcontrollers, something which results in a bulkier design than with just one 
specially designed chip and also makes mass production more expensive than using maybe just one 
chip designed by the developer. 

 
4.1.3 Our Choice of Development Method 
Due to our rather extreme time-constraints, to go from first idea to working prototype in just under 
three months and with two people, the platform-based approach was our only realistic choice. We 
considered it to be the by far most efficient way to produce quick results since one of us could start 
with the simulations and design the overall architecture of the system, when the other one could focus 
on starting to work with the development platform and familiarize himself with it. When it came to 
the choice of platform, the competence of the Electronics Group at Nairobi University was in using the 
Freescale Kinetis-series microcontrollers with ARM-cortex processors for embedded systems projects. 
This meant that they also had a number of development kits associated with the Kinetis 
microcontroller. The Kinetis was a new platform for the both of us, but because the development was 
going to take place in collaboration with the Electronics Group we decided that we should make the 
most of their competence in the field and learn how to work with it. This would imply a lot more work 
for us than if we would have chosen an environment that was familiar to us, but it was a great 
opportunity to learn a new and more competent system than we had previously worked with. More 
on the choice of platform is discussed in section 4.3.2 Final Concept (Just-Us Powers). 

Another very important part of our project was that we at a very early stage decided that it would be 
performed as an Open-Source and Open Design type project. A detailed description of what this means 
is and why we chose it is explained in the section below. 
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4.2 The Open Source & Open Design Development and Management Method 
Most would probably agree that the biggest game-changer and paradigm shift in recent times is the 
introduction and rapid development of the Internet, and how it is now intervened with a variety of 
parts in our daily lives in a way that no-one could have predicted just ten years ago. This has among a 
lot of other implications led to the fact that it is now very easy to connect with people of the same 
interests, values and hobbies from all over the world. This stimulated the development of numerous 
sub-cultures and created forums for even the most obscure interests, because even if there was never 
a big enough local interest for something it would turn out that globally there was. 

 
4.2.1 Open Source 
This started having implications even in business management and engineering. The first field where 
the power of the World Wide Web was exploited was in software design, where the term “Open Source” 
hails from, meaning that the source code of a program would be open and not copyright protected. 
This then meant that anyone that had the knowledge and the interest could contribute and make the 
code better or modify it to their needs. Few would probably have predicted it at the time or realised 
it, but it turned out that a lot of people would be involved in this kind of work for free, just as a part of 
their interest of coding and for the satisfaction of being part of the creation of something bigger. One 
of the biggest and oldest open-source software projects is the completely free operating system Linux. 
It has always had a very small share of the total market and never really threatened the position of the 
bigger commercially available operating systems. But nevertheless it can be argued that it has put 
pressure on the commercial products by providing a free alternative, sometimes with new features 
that the others had not yet thought of but now had to implement in their systems. Also, in a time of 
more and more black-box like, “user-protecting” and thus very locked and blunt commercial operating 
systems, Linux offers an alternative to the more advanced users and is for this reason very popular 
amongst software developers and other scientists. 

 
4.2.2 The New Tools 
The digital revolution of the past 30 years did not only bring us the internet. It also brought us very 
powerful and versatile home computers and software that ranges from professional video editing 
programs to accounting programs and everything in-between. Including very competent software for 
making professional 3D-models, construction drawings, circuit diagrams and PCB-layouts. This means 
that anyone with the right skills can design almost any type of product on their personal computer. 
The last years has also seen the rise of an entirely new type of machine, the 3D-printer. The 3D-printer 
works similar to an old matrix-type 2D-printer, but as the name implies in three dimensions instead of 
two. By designing an object in a 3D CAD (Computer Aided Design) software, there is now usually an 
option to prepare it for printing in a 3D printer. What is then done is that the software will slice the 
object in very thin vertical slices. The 3D printer then consists of a moving head, just in the case of the 
normal printer, that usually melts a coloured plastic string that is feed through the printer head. The 
head then moves around in the 2D plane and deposits plastic according to the current “slice” of the 
object. When it is done either the printer head will move one small step up, or the platform holding 
the object will move one step down. The printer head then prints the next layer on top of the first one 
by depositing the molten plastic according to the drawing. By doing this process for all the layers in the 
design the three dimensional object is created. To aid the structural integrity of the object while the 
plastic cools down and hardens, and also because the plastic is rather soft even when hardened, the 
software usually creates an integral structure inside any hollow areas like the honeycomb of a beehive.  
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Another tool which is very important when creating physical objects is the lathe. In the past decades 
the CNC (Computerized Numerical Control) lathe was developed as a way to automate the use of lathes 
in the industry. These work on the opposite principle of the 3D-printers. The 3D-printers use an 
additive technique where material is added to the object, whereas a lathe takes a solid piece of 
material and then “subtracts” material from where it is not supposed to be according to the drawing. 
It usually does this by somehow using a moving head to drill away the material and the object and/or 
moving head is then turned and oriented to accomplish this task. These machines have been around 
for some time, but it is only in recent years that they have been made available to the masses and 
regular consumers in smaller desktop versions. The 3D-printers is a very new technology but it very 
quickly became available to the public, mostly thanks to other enthusiasts that started designing, 
manufacturing and selling their own machines online to people all over the world. 

 
4.2.3 The Internet as a Game Changer for the Manufacturing Industry 
Not only did the Internet enable people from all over the world to meet, discuss and collaborate. It 
also completely changed the supply and distribution methods that were available. Now it is possible 
for anyone to browse the catalogues of suppliers and manufactures from all over the world. One does 
not need to go the long way through a local distributor and pay the price difference that it will imply, 
but can buy components for almost the same price as the big players on the market directly from the 
manufacturers. The fast communication possibilities of the Internet also means that anyone can have 
direct communication with the manufacturers. This is probably the biggest change of all. The new 
digital means of producing schematics and manufacturing drawings means that it can also be done in 
standardized file formats directly in the software, and these can be sent directly to the factory for 
production. A regular individual can then communicate and negotiate about prices and manufacturing 
times directly with the factory without the need to travel to for example China to negotiate on the 
spot. Not long ago this idea would have been laughed at by the bigger commercial companies, “why 
would anyone owning a factory make their machines available to consumers, and how would that even 
be done?”. Times proved them wrong as not only were the necessary technical tools provided through 
the use of the Internet and computerized design tools, but there was also a gap in the market for such 
services. This something has been proved by Alibaba.com, a Chinese website for e-commerce that 
gathers a staggering number of Chinese factories and production plants in one place. Anyone can then 
make a contract with one of these and even compare prices and delivery times between different 
manufacturers. Alibaba is now one of the biggest companies in the world.  

 4.2.4 The Makers and the Anti-Thesis to Mass Production 
All of these changes and the new possibilities has led to a completely new type of hobbyists and 
independent professionals being formed. They can be referred to as Makers, and what unites them is 
that they all make the most use of these new ways of developing and collaborating. This movement 
can be described to have three important characteristics [12]: 

1. The use of digital desktop tools to construct new products and make prototypes of them 
(digital DIY). 

2. A culture where the creators share and develop these products in collaboration with others 
on different websites and forums online. 

3. The use of common file-standards which allows anyone, if he or she wants, to send their 
construction to a commercial manufacturing service or just as easily complete it themselves at 
their own desktop. This implies a radical decrease in the distance between idea and 
entrepreneurship, as the web did for software, information technology and information 
content.  
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The introduction of the software and hardware needed to manufacture high quality goods from 
Christmas tree decorations to specialized car parts at home is what has made up this “movement” as 
is it referred to by some. The use of the Internet is also extremely key as it makes bigger projects 
possible through collaboration, sharing and changing of each other’s ideas, drawings and codes. It has 
also opened up new markets for these consumer-developed products, something that would not have 
been possible before. Ever since the beginning of the industrial revolution, standardization has been 
the only way. The big production machines in the factories were expensive and usually only good at 
doing one task. Henry Ford became the father of the modern big economics with his thread-mill 
production line and the phrase “any color as long as it is black”. Big, standardized production meant 
that the costs could be driven down and the sometimes very complex products could be made available 
to a larger consumer market. This was the case until just in the recent decade. Newer, more agile 
production plants using modern robots that can perform a myriad of different tasks means that it is 
now possible to change the production of a factory in a matter of hours or even minutes by just 
changing the coding of the robots. Instead of it being virtually impossible earlier when it would mean 
the reconstruction of huge machines.  

Although, the industrial heritage has meant that anything specialized and small-scale has always either 
been scrapped already at the drawing board if the marked was not considered to be big enough, or 
made very expensive. The new Maker-era is changing all this. Through the spreading of ideas and 
products on the internet it means that something that would have been considered impossible to 
market in regular supermarkets and stores can now be manufactured and sold at a profit. Also there 
is a growing demand for more personalized and hobby-based products as the prices are going down. 
When ideas are made free, and inventors and developers use standardized drawings to manufacture 
their products without any middle-men at the now versatile robotized factories, the prices can be 
pushed down. These products will still usually be more expensive than something standardized that 
can be bought at a supermarket or online-supplier, but the old saying “one size fits all” is losing ground. 
More and more people are sceptical about mass-consumption, the huge corporations and their 
margins for profit and therefore chose to support smaller players with a higher commitment to quality 
even if it comes at a higher price. The Internet now makes it possible to find a market for products that 
before would have been too specialized and obscure, and to easily go from design to production to 
distribution with just a few clicks on a computer. 

But still the bigger commercial companies always seek to maximize their profits and therefore 
standardized and mass-produced products are still the norm. But this is changing fast. A new industrial 
revolution might have begun. Karl Marx stated that “the power lies with them who controls the means 
of production”. So what happens when anyone, any individual can control the production? 

 
4.2.5 Open Design as a Business Management Method: The MakerBot Example 
But how can one make all the developments of a technical product, including software code, 
manufacturing plans and schematics available to anyone for free, and still make a profitable business 
of it? This would have been and to some extent still is very questioned by some who still argues for the 
old school of copyright and development behind closed doors. The most common way is that while all 
of the drawings and schematics are made free for anyone to use, not everyone have the will or 
knowledge to build their own products from scratch. So even though the possibility to do so exists, 
only the most hard-core users will take the hard road and maybe even contribute to or change the 
design. The biggest majority of users will be like regular consumers who place an order and want a 
working product delivered. So by building or having these products manufactured at a small cost and 
then selling them at a profit to cover everything from salaries to future expansion, a working business 
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model can be provided. A lot of companies recently has proved that open design development and 
business management is very lucrative and has a lot of advantages as compared to traditional 
development and management.  

One example is the 3D-printer company “MakerBot”. The company started in what used to be an old 
brewery in Brooklyn, New York and they were among the first to start producing 3D-printers for a 
broader consumer market. However, they did not need to re-invent the wheel. Another company had 
already made a printer called Rep Rap, which was smart but fairly unstable. Since it was open source, 
MakerBot could simply keep building on their design and improve and change it. In the end they still 
ended up with a product that was rather different from their model, but it was the open-source that 
made the whole project so smooth. The electronics is based on the open-source microcontroller 
Arduino. Their 3D-printers are becoming more and more popular and of course they are themselves 
built on open source and made with the collaboration of others. Because of this open development 
environment and the way of including the public even in the design of products. People are much more 
likely to invest in a product that they feel that they have participated in making. And even if you have 
not contributed you can still follow the process, get to know the developers on a more personal basis, 
and if you would like you could because of the open-source chose to build the product yourself. In the 
end, very few have the persistence, time and will to build these things themselves since the cost of 
purchasing the product from the company will just be notably higher than the price of the components, 
and then they know that they get a well-built and tested machine. This whole process of very 
transparent development and the personal commitment of the developers together with a usually very 
active community creates a big sense of good-will from the customers. They feel that they are 
personally attached to the company and the developers after they have followed them and the 
development of the products. This also creates a positive “buzz” around the company and word-to-
mouth is usually the most effective form of marketing. This is reflected in their financial results. What 
started as just a small group of enthusiasts that wanted to build something for their fellow makers is 
now a company of 400 employees and with sales of millions of dollars. The company however chose 
to leave the open-source development in 2012 [13], something which caused a stir and outrage in the 
community. When the company in 2014 decided to file patents for its designs the community was 
angered as they claimed that they had indeed contributed to the designs that they were now patenting. 
The idea was to go for a more commercial market with more polished products and a higher margin of 
profit, but it just might be that in doing so they lost all of the momentum and dedication and 
contributions from their huge community that made their success possible.  

 
4.2.6 The Advantages of Open Source in Development and Business 
Despite the change of MakerBot other large companies like Adafruit and Sparkfun still follow the open 
source and open hardware development models and have an eager following and the results to prove 
that it works. The advantages over traditional development and business are quite a few: 

• Since the products are developed within a community, this community will act as a network. 
Networks are likely to grow as friends recruit friends and the word spreads on the Internet. 
Because of the strong connection formed between the community and forum members with 
the developers and the company, the customers will feel like they are part of the company and 
have a great loyalty to it. They become almost like “crusaders” preaching the benefits of the 
products of “their” particular company. This can be very effective as marketing and spreads 
the word worldwide. 
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• Because of the open-source and open-hardware, anyone can build and alter the products as 
they like. It is very likely that there are a number of variations and alternate uses of the product 
that the developers never thought of. In this way the user themselves will carry out this kind 
of research and development, something which leads to the end product getting more and 
more competent. It is also possible to create complete accessory-markets, like in the case of 
Arduino where a number of different companies produce “shells” for different functions to the 
original Arduino boards. Something which in the end strengthens the position of the original 
product by making it even more versatile. The whole idea of the open-source philosophy is 
that the products derived from an open-source product should be open source themselves. So 
it is free for the developers of the original product to implement any changes in their products 
if they feel that it makes the product more useable. 

• One of the biggest arguments against open source and open hardware is the risk of “pirates”. 
People who will start copying the design and producing, and selling it themselves. But since 
the original products themselves are manufactured at a very low price, the difference is likely 
to be very small. Also, a person who has bought one of the pirated copies is very unlikely to 
receive any support from the community since he will be regarded as a “traitor”. The active 
community is the most prominent and valuable part of any well-developed open source 
product. The problem with pirates still exists within the world of copyright and patents. The 
difference is that it costs a lot of money to uphold a patent, and if someone still decides to 
copy it abroad the inventor has very little chance of stopping it. It will involve huge sums of 
money and a lot of time in law processes that are still most likely to fail. The pirates are often 
located in remote areas in countries which are not taking very hard on patent or copyright 
infringement. And if they are targeted it is usually very easy for the pirates to just dismantle 
their business and disappear. In open source companies it has even happened that instead of 
targeting and harassing these pirates, they have been employed or at least embraced in the 
community, where the usually very skilled individuals have become a big asset in the future 
developments. 

• The way that the open source development is including for anyone with the will and talent has 
proved to attract developers that would not have been available in a regular company 
structure. These are skilled, already working individuals who are happy with their regular day-
time job. Engineers, coders who would not change their jobs to work for you, but who are 
happy to follow their commitment and contribute to the projects on their leisure time. Even 
people working in completely different areas like waiters can be enthusiasts or even geniuses 
in the fields of electronics and programming, and these can now find their way to your projects 
and company no matter where in the world they are thanks to the Internet and its global 
presence. The open source management is thus a very good way to find people that could be 
made into employees and a way where a lot of people that would have been regarded as 
“disqualified” in standard recruiting processes can be found. Again the word is likely to spread 
if you have interesting projects and are doing it for “the greater good”, so more and more 
talented people will be likely to join and contribute. To keep a good spirit in the global team 
of contributors and to emphasize the value of their contributions it is wise to have some kind 
of reward system with different levels depending on the size of the contribution. However, 
people will often refuse any kind of monetary compensation since they are just doing it as a 
part of their hobbies and as a commitment. So the rewards can be made as promotions within 
the development structure as becoming the lead developer for a certain project, or smaller 
things like a coffee mug with the company logo can be sent as a recognition for a contribution.  
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• Since the open source and open development structure is built around the Internet, a global 
network, an open source company will become globally from the start. This is a huge 
advantage if one seeks to operate in the global market of manufacturing and distribution, 
something which is becoming ever more unavoidable in today’s economics. Especially for 
smaller niched products such as most open-source products. A common problem with smaller 
companies that start out locally is that the transition to a global market can be painful and 
complicated, whereas here it has grown from and with the traits of the global market.  

 

4.2.7 Why We Chose Open Source Development 
Apart from all of the obvious reasons stated above, there is yet another more altruistic reason for us 
to go for an open-source based development. We want to make our product available to anyone that 
has the need for it at the lowest possible cost, no matter where in the world they may be. By having 
everything from schematics to source code available online for free we will promote an easier spread 
of our ideas to people who might not otherwise benefit from it. Also, as has been said previously in 
the report, we are aiming to produce a system that does a difference for the “small man”. Customers 
that might have a small system and limited investment possibilities. Again, there will be potential 
customers that does not have the means or the knowledge to build their own system even with the 
schematics and code available, so some kind of production will still be required. But the open-source 
approach should largely benefit customers in the developing countries as the design can be altered 
and changed in anyway needed to best fit the particular region. It is possible that some types of 
components are not available in a particular place. Then it is fairly simple to change the design and 
make a product with alternate components. 
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4.3 Conceptualization of the Hardware 
4.3.1 Initial Hardware Concept 
Before even arriving in Nairobi, we took the time to try and conceptualize the hardware of the system. 
By doing this we could get a head start in the project and also have something to discuss with our 
colleagues immediately when installed at the University of Nairobi. Because of our previous 
experiences working with microcontrollers, we chose to design the system around the Atmel ATMega 
328 8-bit microcontroller. A graphical representation of this concept hardware design is displayed 
below in Figure DEV3.  

 

Figure DEV3: Initial Hardware concept drawing, as done prior to arriving in Nairobi 

To accommodate all of the functions of the system we designed it using the following main 
components: 

• The ATMega 328 microcontroller is the processor of the circuit. It will handle all of the data 
acquisition from the sensors, interfacing with them using the built-in ADC for analogue sensors 
and DI/O the digital sensors. Then it will do some simple data conversions and packaging of 
the data before it interfaces with the communication module and/or the SD-card to send and 
save the data. 

• The sensors should be made detachable and connected to a connector that can be removed 
from the main circuit. For simplicity we would use the D-sub connector type to connect the 
sensors to the board, since it is a readily available, cheap but still sturdy connector. 

• For reasons discussed in section 3.3 More on the Modular System, the external communication 
will be done using already available modules. So there will need to be some kind of connector 
or maybe even external components to connect these to the processor. This is referred to in 
the figure as “Communication Module interface”. 
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• To increase the performance of an ATMega 328 one can connect an external crystal to the 
microprocessor and drive it at a higher frequency than the built-in frequency. This is referred 
to as “XTAL” in the figure. 

• In order to make the system versatile from a powering point of view, we decided that we would 
include multiple ways of powering the system. It could use a standard 5V MicroUSB connector 
(that in turn could be powered from a 230V-source or a 5V-source). This would then directly 
power the processor and the other circuitry that would run on 5V. To achieve 3.3V from this 
there would need to be at least one 5V-to-3.3V regulator. In parallel with this, there would be 
the possibility to power the system from a battery bank, using 3.3V and 5V regulators to power 
the circuitry. 

• The only component that would have used the 3.3V level was the SD-card. So to interface it 
with the processor running on 5V there would be a network of switching transistors to 
translate the 5V TTL digital signals to 3.3V TTL and vice versa.  

 

4.3.2 Final Hardware Concept (Just-Us Powers) 
When arriving in Nairobi and having the initial discussions with the Electronics Group, they informed 
us that they did not have any experience working with the Atmel-family of microcontrollers. Instead 
they opted for a design using a Freescale Kinetis K-series microcontroller using the Cortex M4 ARM 
processor core. Using an ARM-type processor would increase the processing power available in the 
design, and also simplify the implementation of more advanced features in future designs. The ARM-
architecture is optimized for lower power consumption, reduced costs (but still maintained 
comparable processing power) and lower heat dissipation [14]. For this reason it has now become the 
standard in portable electronics such as tablets and mobile telephones. As the popularity of the 
ATMega is declining, ARM-based microcontrollers such as the Kinetis K is on the rise. So the support 
for this type of microcontrollers should be secured for a foreseeable future, another good reason for 
choosing it in the design. 

So to gain better performance, a better position for future developments and support, and to use the 
competence at the University of Nairobi, we then re-designed our concept to use the Kinetis K-series 
microcontroller. In honour of our supervisor and mentor at the University of Nairobi, Dr Justus Simiyu, 
we decided to call the system “Just-Us Powers”. So hence forth in the report, the solar monitoring and 
logging system that we developed is referred to as “Just-Us Powers”. A graphical representation of the 
final concept can be seen below in Figure DEV4. 
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Figure DEV4: Final Hardware Conceptualization of Just-Us Powers 

As compared with the initial concept this final concept is much more refined. It was developed 
gradually over the course of the project as it became apparent what kind of features would be needed 
to accommodate the functions of the system. Also the name for the product was decided as “Just-Us 
Powers”. It was developed over time and derived from the fact that the project basically consisted of 
only two people, something that we often had to explain to possible collaborators and investors (“it’s 
just us”), and also as mentioned before as an homage to our supervisor for the project; Dr Justus Simiyu, 
without whom the project would never have existed. The final version was then designed with the 
following main components: 

• Again, instead of the Atmel ATMega 328 we now designed the system around an ARM-type 
processor. So it will handle all of the data acquisition from the sensors using the built-in ADC 
for the analogue sensors and the DI/O’s for the digital sensors. It performs the basic data 
conversions needed and then interfaces with the Communication Module and the SD-card to 
send and save the data. 

• Due to the fact that it proved to be a bigger challenge than expected to acquire D-sub 
connectors locally in Nairobi, we had to design a solution that would connect all of the sensors 
directly to the board using PCB-mounted headers. 

• The communications module interface functions in the same way as in the initial version. 
• The powering of the system was redesigned to be able to be powered from a battery source 

of up to 40VDC. Since our monitoring system is designed for island or hybrid type systems 
there will always be a battery bank in the system. So using voltage regulators to lower the 
voltage to the 3.3V and 5V system voltages. The system would also include a 3.7V Li-Ion battery 
connection with a possibility to charge that battery when connected to the battery bank. This 
means that if the system would need to be temporarily disconnected from the battery bank or 
to troubleshoot the system in a stand-alone configuration, this could be done whilst still 
running the system. 
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• A MicroUSB-connection is included in this design as well, but with added functionality. Now it 
would include the possibility to connect the system with a computer for troubleshooting, 
downloading information and upgrading the system. The USB-interface is the only part that 
would require the 5V, but to be able to debug the system from an external computer using the 
computers own power source to feed the system, there’s a possibility to connect the computer 
power to the 3.3V regulators. Otherwise the system can still be powered by the battery bank 
and only interface with the computer. 

• Since the microcontroller now run on 3.3V, it can be directly interfaced with the SD-card 
without the need for level shifting transistors. 

• To supply a user-interface an LCD was added to display some simple real-time readings from 
the system. To save power the LCD was connected via an “enable-button” so that it would only 
be turned on when the user requires it. The system now also contains a reset-button. 
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4.4 Hardware and Software 
Just-Us Powers logging unit consists of a complex hardware and software system. For readability, we 
have chosen to categorize them into blocks, where each block represents a function to the system. In 
this section all blocks are listed and their function to the system is described. This section is divided 
into two subsections: Hardware and Software. In the hardware subsection, most blocks comes with a 
schematic which purpose is to give an understanding of how the block were drawn and designed from 
scratch. In most blocks there is one main component/sensor and some external components. It is 
motivated why the individual main component has been chosen together with any flaw it might have. 
Where they exist, the needed external components are listed together with a motivation of why the 
individual external component has the value it has.  

The purpose of the software subsection is to give more easily absorbed information about the code 
and how it works (you can see the full code in all its glory in Appendix E). The code has been written in 
Kinetis Design Studio 3.0.0 (hence forth referred to as KDS), which is a free coding program for Kinetis 
ARM processors. This project makes use of ‘Processor Expert for Kinetis 3.0.1’ (PEX for Kinetis 3.0.1). 

 
4.4.1 Power Management 
There are three different options to power Just-Us Powers: to power from the PV system’s battery 
bank, to power from an internal LiPo-battery and an option to power via a micro-USB socket. The 
battery bank is supposed to be the main power source. This is an option that is always available if Just-
Us Powers is to be used as a PV-system logging device, since there will always be a battery bank nearby. 
The micro-USB option is an alternative power source both during runtime and during programming 
and debugging. This is suitable in cases when Just-Us Powers is to be placed far from a battery bank, 
but close to a power socket. If this option is to be used, always connect it to a power socket via an 
adapter, NEVER directly to your computer’s USB-socket. Just-Us Powers might consume more current 
than your computer’s USB-socket fuse allows. There is also a possibility to use the micro-USB as a 
power supply for the GPRS-module’s battery charger. The internal LiPo-battery is mainly supposed to 
power the device during programming and debugging when the device is not connected to a battery 
bank. But the battery also makes Just-Us Powers a mobile device, which makes it possible to use Just-
Us Powers as a device to check if a spot is suitable for PV-system installations. Another function of the 
LiPo-battery is that if the main power supply from the PV-system’s battery bank or the power supply 
from the micro-USB for some reason goes down, Just-Us Powers will still be powered on for some time 
instead of just shutting down immediately. Hopefully, the power from the other option will be back on 
before the LiPo-battery runs out of power.  

Figure HwSw 1 shows a block diagram of the power management. The principle is that either the main 
power supply from the battery bank or the micro-USB powers the LiPo battery charger, which then 
charges the battery and powers the MCU. If a micro-USB is to be used as a power supply, then the 
jumper in Figure HwSw 1 needs to be in place. If there is no power on the main power supply or the 
micro-USB, then the LiPo-battery will work as the power supply until it is out of charge. This means 
that we have three different voltage-nodes on Just-Us Powers: 5V to power the battery charger, 3.3V 
to power the MCU and 2.8V-4.2V on the LiPo-battery node. To be able to tell that there is power on 
the MCU, Just-Us Powers is equipped with an LED that lights up if there is power on the 3.3V node. 
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Figure HwSw 1 - Block diagram of the power management of Just-Us Powers 

The main power source is taken from the PV-system’s battery bank, and should power the LiPo-battery 
charger with 5V. Just-Us Powers is supposed to work on both 12V and 24V PV-systems. To regulate the 
voltage down to 5V, a voltage regulator is needed. There are mainly two types of voltage regulators; 
linear regulators and switching regulators. There are pros and cons for both types. Simplified you could 
say that linear regulators should be used for low-power systems where power-efficiency is of no 
importance, and switching regulators should be used for high-power systems and/or where power-
efficiency is prioritized. One important thing to take in consideration when deciding upon a voltage 
regulator is the current consumption of the system. Just-Us Powers current consumption is mainly 
dependent on the LiPo-battery, and can be up to 1.2A for one battery (max output current of 
MIC79110YML battery charger). If GPRS is desired, two LiPo-batteries is needed, which makes up for a 
maximum current consumption of 2.4A (a complete list of current consumption of Just-Us Powers at 
different states can be found in Table HwSw 1 and Table HwSw 2). At maximum current ratings, and 
when connected to a power source of 24V, a linear regulator would have a power dissipation of 46W 
and an efficiency of 21% (a switching regulator has typically an efficiency of above 70% [15]). 
Therefore, Just-Us Powers is equipped with a switching regulator, LM2576-ADJ (Texas Instrument 
[16]). 

Table HwSw 1 - Current consumption of the 5V node on Just-Us Powers. Based on datasheet values [17], true consumption 
may deviate from these values. 

Current Consumption (5V Node) 
Description Current Consumption 
No charge See 3.3V node 
Charging LiPo-battery connected to MCU Up to 1.2A 
Charging LiPo-battery connected to GPRS-module Unknown, so use previous value, 1.2A 
Charging both batteries Up to 2.4A 

Alt. 5V output voltage 
to GPRS-module’s 

battery charger 
 

Voltage 
Regulator 

Voltage 
Regulator 
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Table HwSw 2 - Current consumption of the 3.3V node on Just-Us Powers. Current consumption of sensors not listed here are 
considered to be negligible. Based on datasheet values ( [18], [19], [20], [21] and [22]), true consumption may deviate from 
these values. 

Current Consumption (3.3V Node) 
Description Consumption Duration 
Idle mode 61mA 5 min 
Get ambient temperature and humidity 85mA 2 sec 
Save to Micro-SD card 168mA 1 sec 
Send data via Wi-Fi 211mA 1 min 30 sec 
*Send data via GPRS 83.3mA 1 min 30 sec 

*consumes an additional 216mA-345mA from the LiPo-battery, with a peak current of 2A 

 

LM2576-ADJ is a switching regulator that allows a voltage input of between 7V-40V and an adjustable 
output voltage of between 1.23V-37V [16]. The output current limit is adjustable as well and can be as 
high as 5.8A, which is more than enough for Just-Us Powers. Just-Us Powers should be designed so 
that you can charge two LiPo-batteries with a maximum current of 1.2A each. In this project we use 
3A as a limit, to make room for some future changes. LM2576-ADJ requires several external 
components that needs to be calculated properly. Figure HwSw 2 shows the schematic of LM2576, the 
electrical characteristics of the application can be found in Table HwSw 3 and a list of requirements on 
the external components can be found in Table HwSw 4. The values of the external components have 
been achieved by following the calculation guide given in the datasheet for LM2576 [16]. 

USB uses 5V already, so there is no need for a voltage regulator. The circuit is implemented with a 
jumper that separates the micro-USB power input node and the 5V node that powers the LiPo-battery 
charger. This is so that it is possible to separate the USB-power line with other power lines during USB 
CDC communication, to make sure that it doesn’t damage the connected computer. See section 4.4.5 
USB-CDC for more information about the micro-USB.  

The LiPo-battery charger used is a MIC79110YML (Micrel [17]). This allows for an input voltage range 
of 2.5V-16V [17]. In this project we use 5V as input voltage, since this is a widely used voltage in 
electronics. If Just-Us Powers ever needs a component that requires 5V input voltage, then all you have 
to do is to connect it to the 5V node. The output voltage is adjustable up to 9.6V. The LiPo-battery we 
use has a charging voltage of 4.2V, so this is the desired output voltage. MIC79110YML has a current 
limit of around 1.2A, which is more than sufficient for Just-Us Powers. Unfortunately, it seems like they 
have stopped to produce them, so this component needs to be replaced with a different one in a future 
version. A few external components are needed for MIC79110YML to work and to have the desired 
output voltage. These external components varies depending on which battery you are using, so it 
might be necessary to change them depending on your battery. Figure HwSw 3 shows the schematic 
of MIC79110YML, the electrical characteristics of the application can be found in Table HwSw 5 and a 
list of values of the external components can be found in Table HwSw 6. The values of the external 
components have been achieved by following the calculation guide given in the datasheet for 
MIC79110YML [17].  
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Figure HwSw 2 – Schematic of LM2576. 

Table HwSw 3 – Electrical characteristics of LM2576. 

Electrical Characteristics 
Symbol Value Description 
VIN 7V-40V Operating input voltage range 
VOUT 5V Output voltage 
IMAX 3A Maximum load current 
ΔVOUT 0.05V Estimated output voltage ripple, 1% of VOUT 

ΔIIND 0.9A Estimated inductor current ripple, 30% of IMAX 

f 52kHz Frequency of LM2576-ADJ 
η 70%-80% Efficiency within VIN range and 0.2A < ILOAD < 3A  

 

Table HwSw 4 – Values of the external components of LM2576. The values have been achieved by following the calculation 
guide in the datasheet for LM2576 [16]. 

 

  

External Components 
Symbol Description 

CIN 
- 100µF 
- Rated for at least 50V 
- Electrolytic or tantalum type 

COUT 

- 1000µF 
- Rated for at least 10V 
- 0.03 ≤ ESR ≤ 0.06 
- Electrolytic or tantalum type 

L1 
- 100µH 
- Rated for at least 3.45A 
- Rated for at least 52kHz 

D1 

- Rated for at least 3.6A 
- Rated for at least 50V reverse voltage 
- Schottky type 

R1 - 3.6kΩ 
R2 - 11kΩ 
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Figure HwSw 3 – Schematic of MIC79110YML. 

Table HwSw 5 - Electrical characteristics of MIC79110YML. 

Electrical Characteristics 
Symbol Value Description 
VIN 5V Input voltage 
VOUT 4.2V Output voltage 
VOUT(MIN) 3.72V Minimum allowed output voltage 
IMAX 133mA Upper current limit 
IEOC 42mA End of charge-current 

 

Table HwSw 6 - Values of the external components of MIC79110YML. The values have been achieved by following the 
calculation guide in the datasheet for MIC79110YML [17]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To go from 2.8V-4.2V from the LiPo-battery or the battery charger down to 3.3V that is required for 
the MCU, it is necessary to use a voltage regulator. Since we are using a battery, it is of importance 
that the power consumption is prioritized. The voltage regulator should also have a low-dropout 
voltage, this so that the battery voltage can drop as close to 3.3V as possible (for maximum battery 

Peripherals 
Symbol Description 
R1 130kΩ 
R2 22kΩ 
R3 3MΩ 
R4 1MΩ 
RSET 1.5kΩ 
REOC 4.7kΩ 
C1 1µF 
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lifetime). There are three different types of regulators that are suitable for this application: buck 
regulators, buck boost regulators and low-dropout regulators (LDO-regulators). Buck regulators usually 
have the highest efficiency, but have a higher dropout voltage, meaning a lower input voltage range 
and shorter battery lifetime. Buck boost regulators can provide a 3.3V output even for inputs below 
3.3V, which gives a longer battery lifetime. But the battery lifetime gained by using input voltages 
below 3.3V is small, which can be seen by looking at a typical LiPo-battery’s discharge curve. An LDO-
regulator has low-dropout voltage and are usually the least expensive option, but it is a linear regulator 
so it dissipates power linearly with current consumption. Properties for three suitable regulators (one 
of each regulator-type) together with a short ‘pros and cons’- description can be found in Table HwSw 
7. This project uses a LDO-regulator, TLV70033DDCT (Texas Instruments [23]). 

Table HwSw 7 - A list comparing three voltage regulators of different types, suitable for battery-driven applications. Data has 
been taken from datasheets for the regulators ( [16], [24] and [23]). 

Component TPS63031 MCP1603T-330i/OS TLV70033 
Regulator Type Buck-Boost Buck LDO 
*Efficiency Over 90% Over 93% ~91% 
Input Voltage 
Range 

1.8V-5.5V 3.6V-5.5V 3.3V-5.5V (lower input 
voltage is possible, but will 
result in lower output 
voltage) 

Required 
External 
Components 

3 capacitors 
1 inductor 

2 capacitors 
1 inductor 

1 or 2 capacitors 

**Cost 18.7 SEK 8.2 SEK 4.4 SEK 
Max output 
current 

900mA 500mA 200mA 

Comment Great voltage range 
and output current 
ratings, but is 
expensive and requires 
several external 
components (extra cost 
and takes up space) 

Very efficient, but 
mediocre input 
range reduces the 
battery’s lifetime. 

Good voltage input range and 
the least expensive one. Low 
output current is a problem, 
but two LDO:s in parallel is 
still cheaper than to use a 
Buck-Boost regulator 

*Efficiency during one runtime loop of Just-Us Powers at 3.6V input voltage 
**Digikey.se (2016-04-25) 

TLV70033DDCT LDO-regulator is a low-cost voltage regulator with an output voltage of 3.3V and allows 
voltages up to 5.5V [23]. The maximum load current is 200mA, which is a bit on the lower side. 
Therefore, to provide with more current to the system, Just-Us Powers is installed with two 
TLV70033DDCT LDO-regulators in parallel (It was later found out that you cannot put two 
TLV70033DDCT regulators in parallel so this needs to be changed). If the input voltage is lower than 
the output voltage, TLV70033DDCT will enter dropout mode. Dropout mode means that the output 
voltage will be equal to the input voltage subtracted the LDO-voltage. This feature allows a longer 
lifetime for some applications, since some functions of Just-Us Powers are still functioning at lower 
voltages than 3.3V. TLV70033DDCT can be turned on or off depending on the voltage over the enable 
pin. This is a necessary function if a LiPo-battery is to be used, since LiPo-batteries will be damaged if 
they are discharged too much. The voltage at which the battery is considered fully discharged, the cut-
off voltage, of a LiPo-battery depends on the manufacturer, and lies normally at 3V for a 3.7V battery. 
The battery used in this project was mistakenly believed to have a cut-off voltage of 2.7V (due to poor 
documentation), and later it was found out that it actually had a cut-off voltage of 3.0V. The LDO 
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regulator has been designed for batteries with a cut-off voltage of 2.7V. The minimum input voltage of 
TLV70033DDCT is controlled with the use of diodes between the input pin and the enable pin (see 
Figure HwSw 4). This voltage is set at 2.8V (slightly over the believed cut-off voltage), which means 
that the voltage over the diodes should be 2.4V, for example three diodes with a forward voltage of 
0.8V. If a battery with different cut-off voltage than 2.7V is to be used, you need to change these 
diodes. Also, right now the circuit has one enable-circuit for each LDO. This could lead to problems if 
the battery voltage drops and differences in the individual diods leads to one of the LDOs being shut 
before the other. This in turn would lead to a lower current in the circuit and could then lead to voltage 
drops and strange behaviour. It should be redesigned to have one enable circuit for all the LDOs. 

 

Figure HwSw 4 - Calculations, schematic and electrical characteristics of TLV70033 LDO regulator. Calculations were made 
following instructions given in the datasheet [23]. 

The GPRS-module requires an external LiPo-battery of its own. This needs to be charged, of course. 
The GPRS-module used in this project comes with an implemented charging circuit, charged through a 
micro-USB socket. To charge the battery you can either connect it to the main grid via a micro-USB 
charging adapter, or connect it to the micro-USB socket on Just-Us Powers and charge it that way. In 
order for this to work, Just-Us Powers needs to be connected to a battery bank and the jumper that 
separates the micro-USB power line and the 5V node on the device needs to be in place. 

Just-Us Powers has been designed to match a LiPo-battery with certain characteristics, but there are a 
lot of different LiPo-batteries out there. If a battery with different characteristics is used, it might 
explode. Therefore, all the important characteristics of the LiPo-battery used in this project is listed in 
Table HwSw 8, together with a description of necessary changes if a different battery is to be used. 

Table HwSw 8 - The design of the battery charging circuit puts requirements on the LiPo-battery. Here is a list of 
requirements that needs to be met. If a battery with different electrical characteristics is to be used, it is necessary to modify 
the charging circuit, or the battery will be damaged and might even explode. 

Electrical characteristics Required value Comment 
Minimum voltage 2.8V Min voltage is set by the diodes in TLV70033 
Charging voltage 4.2V Charging voltage is set by R1 and R2 in the battery 

charger MIC79110 
Standard Charge Current Min 133mA Determined by RSET in MIC79110 
End-of-charge current 42mA Determined by REOC in MIC79110. Not all that 

important, nothing will explode if this is wrongly 
designed. 

 

All components used in this block are listed together with a short description in Appendix C, 
corresponding to the full schematic in Appendix D. 

Set D1: 
Diode D1 determines minimum 
input voltage VIN(MIN) according to 
equation: 

𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑀𝑀𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼) = 𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓 + 0.4𝑉𝑉 
where Vf is forward voltage of D1 
at very low forward currents 
(0.04µA) 

VIN(MIN)=2.8V gives: 
 
Vf=2.4V 
 
for example three 
diodes with Vf=0.8V 

 

Electrical Characteristics 
Symbol Value Description 
VIN 2.8V-4.2V Input voltage range 
VOUT 3.3V Output voltage 
IOUT(MAX) 200mA Max output current 
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4.4.2 MCU 
Hardware 
The microcontroller unit used is a Freescale Kinetis MK64FN1M0VLL12 (Freescale Semiconductor [18]). 
MK64FN1M0VLL12 is based on a Cortex M4 ARM-processor. This microcontroller is of Kinetis K series, 
a series which prioritizes performance and integration, which suits the applications of Just-Us Powers 
fine. The K series contains different microcontroller families. Figure HwSw 5 shows these families and 
which features each family supports. Since Just-Us Powers needs to support Ethernet, there are three 
suitable families: K5x, K6x and K7x, and all of the different microcontrollers within these families can 
be used. MK64FN1M0VLL12 is a microcontroller that is well documented since this is the 
microcontroller that comes with the popular freedom board FRDM-K64F.  

 

Figure HwSw 5 - There are nine different families within the K-series. Here is a description of what features each family 
supports. This project uses the K6 family. The image is a screenshot from nxp.com [25]. 

K64F requires several external components and needs to be connected correctly to work properly [18]. 
Figure HwSw 6 shows the complete pinout for MK64FN1M0VLL12, and Table HwSw 9 is a list of all 
used pins together with a short description for each pin. Notable is that the RESET_b pin is connected 
to a push button, so that the MCU easily can be reset by the user. All components used in this block 
are listed together with a short description in Appendix C, corresponding to the full schematic in 
Appendix D. 
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Figure HwSw 6 - Pinout for MK64FN1M0VLL12. Image is taken from the datasheet [18]. 

Table HwSw 9 - All pins that are connected in Just-Us Powers. 

Pin Pin Name Connection/function Pin Pin Name Connection/function 
1 PTE0 SD-card DAT1 43 PTA13 Ethernet RXD0 
2 PTE1 SD-card DAT0 44 PTA14 Ethernet CRS_DV 
3 PTE2 SD-card CLK 46 PTA16 Ethernet TDX0 
4 PTE3 SD-card CMD 47 PTA17 Ethernet TDX1 
5 PTE4 SD-card CD/DAT3 48 VDD VDD 3.3V, MCU supply voltage 
6 PTE5 SD-card DAT2 49 VSS GND, MCU ground voltage 
7 PTE6 SD-card Card Detect 52 RESET_b Reset button, hard MCU reset 
8 VDD VDD 3.3V, MCU supply voltage 53 PTB0 Ethernet MDIO 
9 VSS GND, MCU ground voltage 54 PTB1 Ethernet MDC 

10 USB0_DP USB D+ 55 PTB2 LCD CS 
11 USB0_DM USB D- 56 PTB3 LCD MOSI 
13 VREGIN USB VCC 57 PTB9 LCD VDD 
14 ADC0_DP1 ADC input for module temperature 58 PTB10 LCD RESET 
15 ADC0_DM1 ADC input for module voltage 59 PTB11 LCD CLK 
16 ADC1_DP1 ADC input for module current 60 VSS GND, MCU ground voltage 
17 ADC1_DM1 ADC input for irradiance 61 VDD VDD 3.3V, MCU supply voltage 
22 VDDA VDD 3.3V, analogue supply voltage 70 PTC0 GPRS KEY 
23 VREFH VDD 3.3V, ADC reference voltage high 72 PTC2 Wi-Fi CH_PD 
24 VREFL GND, ADC reference voltage low 73 PTC3 Wi-Fi & GPRS Rx 
25 VSSA GND, analogue ground voltage 74 VSS GND, MCU ground voltage 
30 VBAT VDD 3.3V, RCT battery supply voltage 75 VDD VDD 3.3V, MCU supply voltage 
31 PTE24 Ambient temperature and humidity 

input 
76 PTC4 Wi-Fi & GPRS Tx 

34 PTA0 SWD CLK 88 VSS GND, MCU ground voltage 
37 PTA3 SWD SDA 89 VDD VDD 3.3V, MCU supply voltage 
39 PTA5 Ethernet RXER/ISO 94 PTD1 Blue LED 
40 VDD VDD 3.3V, MCU supply voltage 95 PTD2 Green LED 
41 VSS GND, MCU ground voltage 96 PTD3 Red LED 
42 PTA12 Ethernet RXD1    
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Software 
When a new project is created in KDS, you need to set which MCU you are using for your project. This 
project uses MCU MK64FN1M0VLL12, which in KDS is named as MK64FN1M0xxx12 (see Figure HwSw 
7). Before finishing the project generator, make sure to tick in the Processor Expert box (see Figure 
HwSw 8). When the project has been created you will see a component called 
‘CPU:MK64FN1M0VLQ12’, which needs to be changed to type ’MK64FN1M0VLL12’. How to change 
this type is shown in Figure HwSw 9. 

 

Figure HwSw 7 - Screenshot showing how it looks when a new project is being created in KDS. This is the part where you 
choose which MCU you are using for your project. The MCU chosen for this project is the one highlighted in the screenshot. 
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Figure HwSw 8 - This project makes use of Processor Expert, so the highlighted box needs to be ticked in. 

 

 

Figure HwSw 9 - MCU’s often comes in different types with different pin layout. It is therefore essential to choose the correct 
MCU type, or the pin assignment will go awry. MCU type is changed under the ‘Component Inspector’ for the MCU component. 
MCU type for this project is highlighted in the screenshot. 

This is all that needs to be configured for the MCU in the current version of Just-Us Powers, since 
neither Ethernet nor CDC is used. But if Ethernet and CDC is to be used, an external clock needs to be 
configured. Necessary changes are shown in Figure HwSw 10. Currently, using an external clock source 
generates an error in the initialization process. 
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Figure HwSw 10 - If Ethernet or USB CDC wants to be used, it is necessary to configure an external clock source. This is done 
under the MCU component, and the necessary changes are highlighted in the screenshot. 
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4.4.3 SWD 
There are a few ways to program and debug the MCU. You can implement a USB debugger directly on 
the PCB, but this means an unnecessary amount of work and an extra cost. Another approach would 
be to buy some sort of USB-to-SWD (Serial Wire Debug) connector, like a Segger J-link, which is quite 
expensive. A third option is to use a SWD together with a freedom board (preferably with the same 
MCU as the one you are going to program) and use the freedom board as a debugger. FRDM-K64F is a 
good choice for this project.  

No external components are needed for SWD, you just need to connect it properly. A working SWD 
circuit exists on the FRDM-K64F freedom board, revision E [26], so this is the circuit we use in this 
project. Pinout and how to connect it to the MCU can be found in Figure HwSw 11 and Table HwSw 
10. The connector used is a 10-pin JTAG/SWD connector. 

 

Figure HwSw 11 - Pinout of the SWD connector 

Table HwSw 10 - A list containing information about how to connect the SWD pins to the MCU. 

Pin Description Connected to 
VCC Target voltage ref 3.3V supply voltage 
SWDIO SWD data in/out MCU pin PTA3 
GND Ground voltage GND 
SWDCLK SWD clock PTA0 
GND Ground voltage GND 
SWO Not used in SWD NC 
KEY Not used in SWD NC 
TDI Not used in SWD NC 
GND Detect Not Used in SWD NC 
nRESET Reset MCU pin RESET_b 

 
A small change of the FRDM-K64F needs to be done before it can be used as a debugger. A trace, J11, 
needs to be cut off. This trace determines if the FRDM-K64F should be programmed and debugged or 
if FRDM-K64F should program and debug another MCU via SWD. A good idea is to install a jumper 
here, so that you can use the FRDM-K64F as more than just a debugger of other MCUs. Figure HwSw 
12 shows the trace that needs to be cut off.  
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Figure HwSw 12 - This is the trace that needs to be cut in order to use the FRDM-K64F as a debugger. 

 

Figure HwSw 13 - How it can look when you debug Just-Us Powers through SWD. 

Except for a SWD-socket and a freedom board, you also need a SWD-cable that connects the FRDM-
K64F with the MCU on Just-Us Powers. An illustration on how it can look when you debug Just-Us 
Powers through SWD via FRDM-K64F can be seen in Figure HwSw 13. All components used in this block 
are listed together with a short description in Appendix C, corresponding to the full schematic in 
Appendix D. 
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4.4.4 Main Function 
The main function, main.c, is the entry point of the code. Functions from other blocks are called from 
within this code. How this code works is best explained by the use of a block diagram, see Figure HwSw 
14. There is no need to change any settings or create any components in KDS for the main function to 
work. However, some slight modifications in the code may be necessary. If a correct date/time-stamp 
on the created log-files is wanted, these values need to be changed in the code. Time and date are 
defined in the beginning of the code, and are set at 12:42 2015-11-06 as default. Depending on if Wi-
Fi or GPRS is to be used, the ‘select_mode’ constant needs to be changed. The different modes are: 

• select_mode=0 – neither Wi-Fi nor GPRS in use (default) 
• select_mode=1 – Wi-Fi mode 
• select_mode=2 – GPRS mode 

 

Figure HwSw 14 - Block diagram of the main code. 

4.4.5 USB-CDC 
Hardware 
Sometimes there might be a need to communicate with Just-Us Powers during runtime, without the 
use of SWD and without having to change the code in KDS. This can be when you want to configure 
settings like time, which modules you want to use or what your router’s SSID and password are. To be 
able to do that, Just-Us Powers is installed with a USB Communication Device Class (USB-CDC). The 
USB socket on Just-Us Powers is a micro-USB. 

Just-Us Powers uses the same schematic as the freedom board FRDM-K64F revision E [26], does, see 
Figure HwSw 15. This schematic has been tested and proven to work on a K64F MCU. Unfortunately, 
USB-CDC does not currently work on Just-Us Powers. USB-CDC requires an external clock source, and 
the external clock source provided with Just-Us Powers generates an error in the initialisation process. 
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Figure HwSw 15 - Schematic of the USB-CDC. The given impedance for the ferrite beads is at 100 MHz. 

The USB socket has more functions than to just be a USB-CDC. If there is power on the USB 5V power 
line and if the jumper is in place, the USB can work as a power supply for Just-Us Powers. If Just-Us 
Powers is powered with a battery bank, and if the GPRS-module is used, the USB can work as a LiPo-
battery charger. To do this you connect a micro-USB cable between the GPRS-module and the Micro-
USB socket on Just-Us Powers (jumper needs to be in place). All components used in this block are 
listed together with a short description in Appendix C, corresponding to the full schematic in Appendix 
D. 

Software 
To use USB-CDC you need a terminal like ‘Termite’.  

A couple of components in KDS are required for the USB-CDC to work. In this project we use the 
‘FSL_USB_Stack’ component created by Erich Styger, the man behind the blog ‘mcuoneclipse.com’. 
This component auto-generates all other components necessary for USB-CDC. A few changes in these 
components properties is necessary. See Figure HwSw 16 to see all components used and Figure HwSw 
17 - Figure HwSw 19 to see which properties that needs to be changed. Component ‘Utility’ (created 
by Erich Styger) is added to the project to make the code writing easier. Note that an external clock is 
necessary for USB-CDC (see section 4.4.2 MCU for configuration).  
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Figure HwSw 16 - A few changes in the ‘FSL_USB_Stack’ component settings are necessary in order for the USB CDC to work. 
Necessary changes are highlighted. 

 

 

Figure HwSw 17 - The frequency is set in the component settings of ‘Init_USB_OTG’. Necessary changes are highlighted. An 
external clock source is required for this to work, which is configured under the MCU component. 
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Figure HwSw 18 – The pin assignment is done by choosing the MCU. This is done in the component ‘FSL_USB_CDC_Device’, 
see the highlighted area. 

 

 

Figure HwSw 19 - Transmit and receive buffers should have an appropriate size. Buffer size is changed in the two RingBuffer 
components. Necessary changes are highlighted. 

Table HwSw 11 - A list of used components, from which library they origin and which version is used. 

Component Library Version 

FSL_USB_Stack Erich Styger’s (mcuoneclipse) 
library, updated 2015-11-08 01.041 

Init_USB_OTG (auto-
generated) PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 - 

FSL_USB_CDC_Device 
(auto-generated) 

Erich Styger’s (mcuoneclipse) 
library, updated 2015-11-08 01.061 

RingBuffer (x2) (auto-
generated) 

Erich Styger’s (mcuoneclipse) 
library, updated 2015-11-08 01.041 

CriticalSection (auto-
generated) 

Erich Styger’s (mcuoneclipse) 
library, updated 2015-11-08 01.006 

Wait (auto-
generated) 

Erich Styger’s (mcuoneclipse) 
library, updated 2015-11-08 01.067 

Utility Erich Styger’s (mcuoneclipse) 
library, updated 2015-11-08 01.111 
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USB-CDC does not currently work on Just-Us Powers. USB-CDC requires an external clock source, and 
the external clock source provided with Just-Us Powers generates an error in the initialization process. 
Due to the fact that USB-CDC won’t work on this version of Just-Us Powers, the software of this block 
was not prioritized and is incomplete. Therefore, this block is more to be seen as a proof-of-concept 
than a fully functioning block. On a FRDM-K64F freedom board, the code for this block will let you 
select which mode to use (Wi-Fi mode, GPRS mode), set your ThingSpeak API-key and set your routers 
SSID and password. All other desirable functions are easily implemented with this code as a basis. See 
the block diagram in Figure HwSw 20 for an illustration how this code works. 

 

Figure HwSw 20 - Block diagram of USB CDC. Functions has been framed with a dashed border. 
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4.4.6 ADC 
In four of the blocks it is necessary to measure the voltage of a signal. An MCU measures voltages with 
the help of an ADC (Analogue-to-Digital Converter). An ADC compares the voltage you want to measure 
(let us call it Vin) with an internal reference voltage Vref (Vref is the maximum voltage that the ADC can 
measure, so Vin should never exceed this). What you get out of the ADC (hence forth known as ADCval) 
is always in relation to Vref, e.g. if Vin is half of Vref, ADCval will be 0.5*Vref. But ADCval will not be read in 
Volts, instead it will be read as a number that depends on the resolution of the ADC. The K64F-
microcontroller has an ADC with 16-bit resolution, which is equal to 65535 in decimal numbers. So the 
maximum value, Vref, will be read as 65535 by the ADC, and ADCval in the example above will be 
displayed as 0.5*65535 which is equal to 32768. This is the value you get when you measure a voltage 
the size of 0.5*Vref with an ADC. To get this in Volts instead, a conversion is needed. To convert ADCval, 
you use the relation described in equation (HwSw1) between Vin, Vref, ADCval and the ADC-resolution.  

 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 ∙ 𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓

65535
 

(HwSw1) 

 
K64F MCU has two A/D converters, but Just-Us Powers needs to measure voltage in four of its blocks. 
Therefore, it is necessary to make use of each converter twice. K64F MCU supports this and has several 
pins for each converter (so called ‘channels’). Which converter and channel that is connected to which 
block can be seen in Table HwSw 12. 

Table HwSw 12 – Four blocks in Just-Us Powers requires an ADC. Here is a list containing information about which block is 
connected to which A/D converter, channel and MCU pin. 

Block A/D converter Channel MCU pin 
Module temperature ADC0 0 ADC0_DP1 

Module current ADC1 1 ADC1_DP1 
Module voltage ADC0 1 ADC0_DM1 

Irradiance ADC1 0 ADC1_DM1 
 

4.4.7 Module Temperature 
Hardware 
The IV-curve of a PV-system installation is dependent on the module temperature. It is therefore 
necessary to know the module temperature in order to draw any conclusion on how well your system 
is doing. To measure solar module temperature, Just-Us Powers is installed with a 3950NTC thermistor, 
10kΩ at 25oC (Adafruit [27]), which is a cheap yet reliable sensor.  

A thermistor changes its resistance Rload with temperature T. If Rload is known you can determine T 
either by a relation between Rload and T, or by looking it up in a lookup table. The lookup table should 
be used for best reliability, since it consists of values that have been measured in a lab, while a relation 
is more easily implemented in the code. This project is using a lookup table (which can be found at 
adafruit.com [27]). 
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Figure HwSw 21 – Module temperature schematic. The MCU pin shown is the one used for this project, but can be changed 
to any ADC-pin. 

Rload is determined by the use of a voltage divider (see Figure HwSw 21 for the schematic). Resistor R1 
in Figure HwSw 21 is of a resistance of our choosing. We use a value of 10 kΩ for resistor R1. If R1, VDD 
and Vout (pin ADC0_DP1) in the schematic is known, then you are able to determine Rload with the use 
of equation (HwSw2).  

 

 𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑣𝑣𝑙𝑙 =
𝑅𝑅1

�𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂
− 1�

 (HwSw2) 

 
Vout is measured with an ADC (see section 4.4.6 ADC how it works). Note that you need to use equation 
(HwSw1) to convert the ADC-value to volt. We have chosen to use the same voltage for both Vin and 
the ADC reference voltage Vref (around 3.3V). This is for simplicity. If we would have chosen a higher 
voltage for Vin (and thus achieve a higher resolution around the temperatures we want to measure), 
then we would have to install a new voltage regulator in order to achieve a higher voltage node. This 
is an unnecessary cost and effort.  

If you combine equation (HwSw2) and the ADC conversion equation (HwSw1), and use the same 
voltage for both Vref and Vin, you get equation (HwSw3), which is the one that is used in the code to 
determine Rload. When Rload is known, it is time to check what temperature it represents. This is done 
with a resistance/temperature lookup table for 3950NTC thermistor [27]. The code checks between 
which two resistor values in the lookup table that Rload lies between. Then a linear relation between 
these two points is made to find a more precise temperature. In Figure HwSw 22 you can see that a 
linear relation between temperature and resistance is not exactly correct, but that it would be a pretty 
decent assumption. The value you get is the solar module temperature. Currently, Just-Us Powers 
saves and sends the temperature multiplied with a factor of ten. This is to achieve a resolution of one 
decimal. A future version would save the module temperature without the factor of ten but still with 
the same resolution of one decimal. 

 𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑣𝑣𝑙𝑙 =
𝑅𝑅1

�65535
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣

− 1�
 (HwSw3) 
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Figure HwSw 22 – A graph showing how 3950NTC thermistor changes its resistance with temperature. 

All components used in this block are listed together with a short description in Appendix C, 
corresponding to the full schematic in Appendix D. 

Software 
It is necessary to declare the pins in KDS to be able to measure Vout with the ADC. This is done with the 
use of the component ‘ADC’ that comes with the PEx for Kinetis library. What needs to be set is which 
converter to use, which pin to use and which conversion time (we use a conversion time of between 
9-10µs, but it should be possible to use a different one). Relevant information can be seen in Table 
HwSw 13 and Figure HwSw 23 shows the component settings in KDS. Figure HwSw 24 shows a block 
diagram illustrating how the code works. 

Table HwSw 13 – Here is a list containing relevant information about the component used for this block. The MCU pin listed 
is the one used in this project, but any ADC pin should suffice. 

ADC settings for module temperature 
Component used ADC (PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 library) 
Name in KDS 
project 

ADC0 

A/D Converter ADC0 
Channel Channel0 
Pin ADC0_DP1 
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Figure HwSw 23 – Which A/D converter and channel to use as well as pin assignment for the measurement of module 
temperature is declared in the ADC component. It is also required to set which conversion time to use (any conversion time 
will suffice, and you can use different conversion times for the two A/D converters). Necessary changes are highlighted. 
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Figure HwSw 24 – Block diagram of the module temperature code. Functions has been framed with a dashed border. 

 

 

4.4.8 Ambient Temperature and Humidity 
Hardware 
To measure ambient temperature and humidity, we use just one sensor, DHT22 (Aosong Electronics 
Co [19]). Some users have reported a small offset in measured temperature [28]. Since ambient 
temperature is not critical for the performance of the PV-system, we decided to go with this sensor 
anyway. If a more precise ambient temperature is desired, it is possible to add a function in the code 
which calibrates it by using measured values from the more reliable 3950NTC thermistor. This is not 
something that has been implemented in this project though. 

Sensor DHT22 returns temperature and humidity digitally, and no external components are needed 
[19]. It requires a GPIO-pin on the MCU. This GPIO-pin needs to have a pull-up resistor enabled. For 
pin description, see Figure HwSw 25.  
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Figure HwSw 25 – Pinout of sensor DHT22. The MCU pin listed is the one used for this project, but can be changed to any 
GPIO pin. 

Full schematic of this block can be found in Appendix D. 

Software 
To get the sensor to send out data to the MCU, you need to tell it to do so with an initialization process. 
The initialization process of the sensor starts by sending out a low signal for at least 1ms, then send 
out a high signal. This signal keeps high until the sensor answers by pulling the signal low (a time period 
of 20-40µs). The sensor will keep the signal low for 80µs, and then pulls it high for another 80µs, which 
is the final step in the initialization process. The initialization process is illustrated in Figure HwSw 26.  

 

Figure HwSw 26 – Initialization process of DHT22 sensor, as found in the datasheet [19]. 

After initialization, the sensor sends out 40-bits of information, containing data of relative humidity 
(RH), temperature and a checksum. You can see what each bit represents in Figure HwSw 27. The 
sensor starts every transmission of each bit with a low for 50µs, and then pulls it high. The number of 
microseconds the signal remains high determines if the transmitted bit is a '0' or a '1'. If the duration 
is around 28µs, it should be read as a '0', and if the duration is around 70µs, it should be read as a '1'. 
This time is measured with a timer. The transmission process is illustrated in Figure HwSw 28. If the 
sensor wasn't initialized properly, or if it's broken, the signal is pulled high through the whole 
transmission period. 

DHT22 Pin Description 
1 VCC (3.3V-5V DC) 3.3V 

2 DATA MCU GPIO-pin PTE24 
Requires a pull-up resistor 

3 NC NC 
4 GND GND 
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Figure HwSw 27 – DHT22 sensor transmits 40 bits of data, as found in the datasheet [19]. What each bit stands for is 
explained here. 

 

Figure HwSw 28 – Transmission process of one bit, as found in the datasheet [19]. If the bit is low, the sensor will send out a 
high for around 26µs. If it is a high, the sensor will send out a high for around 70µs. 

To check if the received data is correct, sensor DHT22 also sends out a checksum. See Figure HwSw 27 
to see an illustration on how checksum works. Just-Us Powers does not automatically check if the 
received data is correct, but checksum is implemented in the code as a parameter so that it can easily 
be used in the main code. Currently, Just-Us Powers saves and sends temperature and humidity 
multiplied with a factor of ten. This is to achieve a resolution of one decimal. A future version would 
save data without the factor of ten but still with the same resolution of one decimal. 

DHT22 humidity and temperature sensor requires a declaration of a GPIO pin in KDS. This is done with 
the use of PEx for Kinetis component BitIO. Direction should be set as Input/Output since DHT22 needs 
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to both receive and send data to work. Component settings are listed in Table HwSw 14 and shown in 
Figure HwSw 1. To be able to determine if the received bit is low or high, it is necessary to use a timer. 
FreeCntr_LDD from PEx for Kinetis library is a suitable component for this purpose. The creation of this 
component auto-generates the component TimerUnit_LDD. Table HwSw 15 lists which components 
are being used for the timer, and necessary changes in the component settings are shown in Figure 
HwSw 30. Figure HwSw 31 shows a block diagram illustrating how the code works. 

 

Figure HwSw 29 – Component settings for the BitIO component used for DHT22 sensor. Necessary changes are highlighted. 

Table HwSw 14 – Relevant information about the BitIO component used for the DHT22 sensor. The pin listed is the one used 
in this project, but can be changed to any GPIO pin. 

BITIO settings for DHT22 
Component 
used 

BitIO version? 
(Kinetis library) 

Name in KDS BitDHT22 
Pin PTE24 
Direction  Input/Output 
Init. Direction Output 
Init. Value 1 

 

Table HwSw 15 – Components used for the timer and from which library they origin 

Component Library 
FreeCntr_LDD PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 
TimerUnit_LDD PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 
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Figure HwSw 30 – Component settings for the timer. Necessary changes are highlighted. 

 

Figure HwSw 31 – Block diagram of the code for the DHT22 sensor. Functions has been framed with a dashed border. 
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4.4.9 Module Current 
Hardware 
An IV-curve needs information about the current from the solar modules. To measure the current we 
use current sensor ACS758ECB 200U (Allegro MicroSystems [29]). This sensor is very cheap, but 
unfortunately, it proved to be unreliable. This sensor is supposed to have a constant offset voltage, 
but the offset voltage changes over time with as much as 4.2A. Moreover, the pins of the sensor are 
really easily broken. This happened two times. It is therefore necessary to replace this sensor with a 
more reliable one. 

ACS758 current sensor consists of two separate circuits; let us call them the primary and the secondary 
circuit. The primary circuit is where the current we want to measure flows (current input at I+ and 
output at I- in Figure HwSw 32). This produces a magnetic field. The secondary circuit senses this 
magnetic field and produces a proportional voltage, which can be measured with an ADC. This is called 
the Hall effect. If you know the voltage on the secondary side and the relation between current and 
voltage, you can determine the current. This relation is given in the datasheet [29], equation (HwSw4). 
To use this equation you need to know VSENS and VOFFSET. 

 

Figure HwSw 32 – Module current schematic. The MCU pin shown is the one used for this project, but can be changed to any 
ADC-pin. Current input is at I+ and output at I-. 

 𝐼𝐼 =
𝑉𝑉 − 𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂

𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐼𝐼𝑂𝑂
 (HwSw4) 

 

VOFFSET is the voltage that the sensor produces when there is no current flowing through it. VOFFSET is 
given in the datasheet as 0.396V at a reference voltage of 3.3V. This is not the case thought. A 
calibration shows that VOFFSET lies around 0.370V for one sensor and 0.480V for another. This value 
changes slowly over time with as much as 0.055V, leading to a difference in calculated current of 4.2A. 
A calibration can show a different value 30 minutes later. This is a huge problem that is hard to solve. 
One solution would be to make a new calibration of the offset every fifth or tenth minute, which 
requires a relay, since the sensor is always connected to the solar power installation. A calibration 
during night time has been considered, but would not do much good since the offset changes its value 
several times per day. A better approach would be to replace this sensor with a more reliable one.  

VSENS, sensitivity, is the proportional factor between voltage and current for the sensor. According to 
the datasheet this should be 0.0132 at a reference voltage of 3.3V. This value is not correct for the 
individual sensor in this project, so a proper calibration is in place. The calibration is done by first 
measuring VOFFSET. Next step is to put a known current through the sensor, and measure the 
corresponding voltage. Do this for two different currents. VSENS is then determined by a slightly 
modified (SW4). This project calibrated two different ACS758 sensors, and both times it resulted in a 
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different VSENS than the one given in the datasheet (0.0130 and 0.0120). It is therefore important to do 
this calibration. 

As can be seen in Figure HwSw 32, a few external components are used for the ACS758 current sensor. 
RF and CF has the function of a low pass filter, and is supposed to minimize noise. Since we want to 
measure a fairly stable DC current an optimal noise management is believed to be unnecessary. 
Therefore we use a 0Ω resistor. This resistor can easily be changed to a different value if there should 
be a problem with noise. For CF we have chosen the maximum allowed value, 10nF. CBYP has the 
function of a decoupling capacitor, and in this project we use 100nF for decoupling capacitors. All 
components used in this block are listed together with a short description in Appendix C, corresponding 
to the full schematic in Appendix D. 

Software 
The output voltage of the sensor is measured with a 16-bit ADC, so you have to convert the measured 
ADC-value to Volts (read section 4.4.6 ADC for more information about how an ADC works). When the 
voltage conversion equation for an ADC, (HwSw1), is combined with equation (HwSw4), you end up 
with equation (HwSw5), which is the one used in the code. In Table HwSw 16 you can see what each 
variable in equation (HwSw5) stands for and what their value is. Currently, Just-Us Powers saves and 
sends the module current multiplied with a factor of ten. This is to achieve a resolution of one decimal. 
A future version would save data without the factor of ten but still with the same resolution of one 
decimal 

 
𝐼𝐼 =

𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 ∗ �𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 − 𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂,𝑣𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣�
65535 ∗ 𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐼𝐼𝑂𝑂

 (HwSw5) 

 

Table HwSw 16 – A description table for the different variables in equation (SW5). 

Variable Description 
I Module current 
Vref ADC reference voltage, 3.26V 
Vadcval Measured sensor voltage in 16-bit ADC value 
VOFFSET,adcval Offset voltage in 16-bit ADC value, 7450 
VSENS Sensitivity, 0.0130V 

 

To measure the voltage from the current sensor, it is necessary to declare which pin to use for the ADC. 
This is done with the PEx for Kinetis component ‘ADC’. What needs to be set is which converter to use, 
which pin to use and which conversion time (this project uses a conversion time of between 9-10µs, 
but it should be possible to use a different one). Relevant information can be seen in Table HwSw 17, 
and Figure HwSw 33 shows the component settings in KDS. See the block diagram in Figure HwSw 34 
for an understanding of how the code works. 

Table HwSw 17 – Relevant information about the ADC component used for determining module current. The pin assigned here 
is the one used in this project, but could be changed to any ADC pin. 

ADC settings for module current 
Component used ADC (PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 library) 
Name in KDS project ADC1 
A/D Converter ADC1 
Channel Channel1 
Pin ADC1_DP1 
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Figure HwSw 33 – Component settings for the ADC component. This is where you determine which A/D converter to use at 
which channel, and which pin to use. It is also required to set which conversion time to use (any conversion time will suffice, 
and you can use different conversion times for the two A/D converters). Necessary changes are highlighted. 
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Figure HwSw 34 – Block diagram of the module current code. Functions has been framed with a dashed border. 

 

4.4.10 Module Voltage 
Hardware 
The voltage over the solar modules is essential data that needs to be known in order to draw an IV-
curve over the system. To measure voltage we use a simple voltage divider (see Figure HwSw 35). This 
is a very cheap solution that is easily implemented both software-wise and hardware-wise. However, 
it turned out to be unreliable, and differs with around 4 percent from the actual value. It seems that 
the resistors are not exactly linear, i.e. their resistance seems to change when the current flowing 
through them and the voltage over them change. When there is no power on the system, their 
resistance is what it is supposed to be. But when the power is on, the output voltage is not what it 
theoretically should be. One solution could be to change the resistors to more reliable ones, and 
another solution would be to use some sort of voltage measurement sensor instead of a voltage divider. 
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Figure HwSw 35 – Module voltage schematic. The MCU pin shown is the one used for this project, but can be changed to any 
ADC-pin. The left jumper controls the voltage divider designed for 12V PV-system, and the right one controls the voltage 
divider designed for 24V PV-systems. 

Since it should be possible to use Just-Us Powers for both 12V and 24V PV-installations, two voltage 
dividers are needed. The voltage dividers is designed so that a maximum voltage of 14.4V and 28.8V 
can be measured, which is the defined maximum voltages for 12V and 24V systems. You switch 
between the two voltage dividers with the use of a jumper. All components used in this block are listed 
together with a short description in Appendix C, corresponding to the full schematic in Appendix D. 

Software 
To determine the input voltage you measure the output voltage of the divider with an ADC and make 
use of the input/output voltage relation for voltage dividers, equation (HwSw6) (see Figure HwSw 36 
for an illustration). To get the measured voltage in Volts instead of an ADC value it is necessary to take 
the 16-bit ADC pin-resolution in consideration (see section 4.4.6 ADC for more information about how 
an ADC works). The ADC-resolution conversion combined with (HwSw6) leads to equation (HwSw7), 
which is the one used in the code. Vref is the ADC reference voltage and VOUT,adcval is the measured 
output voltage in 16-bit ADC value. Currently, Just-Us Powers saves and sends module voltage 
multiplied with a factor of ten. This is to achieve a resolution of one decimal. A future version would 
save data without the factor of ten but still with the same resolution of one decimal 

 
𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 =

𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 ∗ (𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑅𝑅2)
𝑅𝑅2

 (HwSw6) 

   
 

𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 =
𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂,𝑣𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 ∗ (𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑅𝑅2)

65535 ∗ 𝑅𝑅2
 (HwSw7) 
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Figure HwSw 36 – Schematic of a voltage divider. 

The ADC used for measuring the voltage needs to be declared in KDS. This is done with the PEx for 
Kinetis component ‘ADC’. What needs to be set is which converter to use, which pin to use and which 
conversion time (we use a conversion time of between 9-10µs, but it should be possible to use a 
different one). Relevant information can be found in Table HwSw 18, and Figure HwSw 37 shows the 
component settings in KDS. An overview of the code is given in the form of a block diagram Figure 
HwSw 38. 

Table HwSw 18 – Relevant information about the ADC component used for determining module voltage. The pin assigned 
here is the one used in this project, but it could be changed to any ADC pin. 

ADC settings for module voltage 
Component used ADC (PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 library) 
Name in KDS project ADC0 
A/D Converter ADC0 
Channel Channel1 
Pin ADC0_DM1 
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Figure HwSw 37 - Component settings for the ADC component. This is where you determine which A/D converter to use at 
which channel, and which pin to use. It is also required to set which conversion time to use (any conversion time will suffice, 

and you can use different conversion times for the two A/D converters). Necessary changes are highlighted. 

 

Figure HwSw 38 – Block diagram of the module voltage code. Functions has been framed with a dashed border. 

 
4.4.11 Irradiance 
Hardware 
IV-curves are dependent on irradiance. To measure irradiance we use solar cells. The solar cells used 
in this project are small and has an open circuit voltage (VOC) of around 0.5V, so we put 5 of them in 
series for a higher open circuit voltage and thus a better resolution. If solar cells with a higher VOC than 
the MCU’s ADC supports wants to be used, Just-Us Powers is installed with a voltage divider (see Figure 
HwSw 39 for the schematic). The 0Ω resistors can easily be changed to desired values. 
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Figure HwSw 39 – Irradiance schematic. The MCU pin shown is the one used for this project, but can be changed to any ADC-
pin. 

Using solar cells as an irradiance sensor is a cheap solution that doesn’t necessarily require any external 
components, and small solar cells are easy to obtain and can be found in most electronics shops. But 
in order for this solution to work, you need to know how the solar cells behave at certain irradiances 
and temperatures. This information may be given in the datasheet for the particular solar cell, but in 
many cases a calibration of the solar cell is needed. This calibration is time-demanding and requires 
advanced measuring equipment e.g. a solar simulator and an irradiance measuring unit. Therefore, an 
already calibrated irradiance sensor or solar cells with well documented behaviour is recommended in 
any future version of Just-Us Powers. 

A solar cell changes its VOC with irradiance and temperature. VOC changes linearly with temperature 
and logarithmically with irradiance. So if the temperature and VOC is known, it is possible to determine 
the irradiance with a properly calibrated solar cell.  It was later found out that it is not recommended 
to use VOC to determine irradiance. 

There are two approaches to calibrate a solar cell. Either you figure out the relation between 
irradiance, VOC and temperature or you make some sort of a lookup table with measured values at 
certain irradiances and temperatures. A lookup table is usually to prefer, since they give exact, actually 
measured values, while a relation gives theoretical values with no room for deviations. But a lookup-
table for both temperature and irradiance makes up a large amount of data. So here, a combination 
of them both is used: a linear relation for VOC changing with temperature and a lookup-table for VOC 
for different irradiances at one certain temperature. Simplified to a mathematic expression, this would 
be written as (HwSw8), see Table HwSw 19 for variable explanation. This is the equation used in this 
project for determining the irradiance. Measuring module temperature is one of the features of Just-
Us Powers, so that information is available. Measuring VOC of the solar cells is done with an ADC (see 
how this works under section 4.4.6 ADC). To get VOC and the temperature coefficient we need to 
calibrate the sensors. 

 𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂′ = 𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 + 𝜏𝜏(𝑇𝑇𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 − 𝑇𝑇𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂′) (HwSw8) 
 

Table HwSw 19 - A description table for the different variables in equation (SW8). 

Variable Description 
VOC’ wanted open circuit voltage at module temperature TVOC’ 
VOC known open circuit voltage at module temperature TVOC 

τ Temperature coefficient 
TVOC module temperature at which VOC was measured 
TVOC’ module temperature corresponding to VOC’ 
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The lookup-table used for determining the irradiance consists of measured VOC for a number of 
irradiances at a fixed temperature. The maximum measured irradiance value in this version is 1000 
W/m2, which is an approximation of the maximum solar irradiance at sea level [30]. The resolution is 
set at 100 W/m2 and a linear relation is assumed between two points. Because of the logarithmic 
relation, a linear relation between two points is not a good assumption for all irradiances. It would 
have been better to have a higher resolution than one measurement per 100 W/m2 for lower 
irradiances. This is illustrated in Figure HwSw 40, which is a graph of measured VOC at different 
irradiances (46oC). Note the logarithmic behaviour. 

 

Figure HwSw 40 – A graph showing how the open circuit voltage changes with irradiance (logarithmic relation).   

The relation between VOC and temperature for a fixed irradiance is linear. If the temperature coefficient 
is known, you can determine VOC for any temperature if you know VOC for one temperature at that 
irradiance. By knowing VOC for a certain number of irradiances at a known temperature together with 
knowing the linear relation between temperature and VOC for that irradiance, and assuming a linear 
relation between two irradiance values, you can get VOC for any temperature and irradiance. Or, if you 
know VOC and the temperature, as of this application, you can determine the irradiance. 

To get the lookup-table, some equipment is necessary; a solar simulator, an irradiance measurement 
unit, a temperature sensor and some sort of voltage measurement unit. The procedure is that the solar 
simulator shines artificial sunlight on the solar cells, on the irradiance measurement unit and on the 
temperature sensor. At the same time, VOC of the solar cells is measured with the voltage measuring 
unit. This gives data of VOC, temperature of the solar cells and irradiance shining on the solar cells, 
which is all the information needed for the lookup table. The solar simulator produces some heat, 
leading to a rise in temperature. A good thing is to wait for the temperature to stabilize, to make sure 
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that the measured temperature is the same as the temperature of the solar cells. The results are 
displayed in Table HwSw 20. In Figure HwSw 41 you can see what the setup looks like. 

Table HwSw 20 – Results from measured open circuit voltage at a stabilized temperature and at a certain irradiance. 

Irradiance [W/m2] Temperature [oC] Mean VOC [V] 
100 35.4 2.2471 
200 36.2 2.3755 
300 35.2 2.4621 
400 42.6 2.4311 
500 47.7 2.4433 
600 50.9 2.4663 
700 55.9 2.4628 
800 55.4 2.4821 
900 51.7 2.5236 

1000 49.3 2.5232 
 

 

Figure HwSw 41 – Picture of the setup used for calibrating the irradiance sensor. In the picture you can see the irradiance 
measurement unit placed under the solar simulator. When the irradiance has been read, the irradiance measurement unit is 
removed and replaced by the solar cells and a temperature sensor, placed at the exact same distance from the solar 
simulator as the previously positioned irradiance measurement unit. Both temperature and open circuit voltage are noted. 

To get the temperature coefficient τ, we make use of the same setup. The solar simulator will slowly 
generate a rise in temperature, giving a temperature difference that is used for determining τ. The 
measured data are displayed in Table HwSw 21. The relation between temperature and VOC is linear, 
therefore linear regression is applied to these values in order to find out the different τ. A list of 
achieved τ for our solar cells can be found in Table HwSw 22. The temperature range for measurements 
done at irradiances lower than 700 W/m2 are not considered wide enough to be reliable. For these 
irradiances, we use τ for irradiance at 700 W/m2, since this is the closest reliable τ.  
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Table HwSw 21 – All measured open circuit voltages compiled in a list. 

1000 W/m2 900 W/m2 700 W/m2 500 W/m2 300 W/m2 
oC VOC [V] oC VOC [V] oC VOC [V] oC VOC [V] oC VOC [V] 

38.6 2.73133016 46.6 2.56799197 51.0 2.49488902 44.9 2.48192549 36.3 2.45475912 
40.9 2.69695711 47.6 2.5465095 52.2 2.47900081 45.5 2.45722604 35.5 2.45239091 
42.9 2.65710211 48.8 2.53534532 53.5 2.47857571 46.1 2.45951462 35.2 2.46399665 
44.0 2.64427614 50.1 2.53527331 54.5 2.47097468 46.8 2.4474597 35.2 2.46559954 
45.0 2.65184164 50.8 2.53743291 55.6 2.47813225 47.2 2.43916059 35.2 2.45681548 
46.1 2.61711335 51.8 2.51831818 55.9 2.46222568 47.5 2.44881058 200 W/m2 
46.9 2.6077354 51.7 2.52888036 55.9 2.46781993 47.7 2.4436903 oC VOC [V] 
47.3 2.58957601  55.9 2.45845771 47.7 2.44113684 34.9 2.37480211 
47.6 2.57936001 800 W/m2  47.7 2.4450264 35.2 2.37993193 
47.8 2.56795096 oC VOC [V] 600 W/m2  36.2 2.37491941 
48.2 2.55159235 50.2 2.51517677 oC VOC [V] 400 W/m2 36.2 2.37528253 
48.6 2.55160451 52.1 2.51027012 48.9 2.49403548 oC VOC [V] 36.2 2.37615275 
48.8 2.54247618 53.7 2.49175024 49.7 2.47517061 41.7 2.45179081 100 W/m2 
49.1 2.53465438 54.3 2.49261761 50.3 2.47650146 42.0 2.44543433 oC VOC [V] 
49.2 2.53387237 54.8 2.49110603 50.7 2.46461892 42.3 2.4439013 35.3 2.23907328 
49.3 2.52918315 55.4 2.48247957 50.9 2.46574306 42.6 2.43095684 35.4 2.24874187 
49.3 2.52918315 55.4 2.48177314 50.9 2.46981096 42.6 2.43265939 35.4 2.24775171 

    50.9 2.46330976 42.6 2.42965937 35.4 2.24485493 
 

Table HwSw 22 – List containing calculated temperature coefficients τ. Note that some constants are considered unreliable.  

Irradiance [W/m2] τ 
1000 -0.0193 
900 -0.0069 
800 -0.0065 
700 -0.0052 

600* -0.0130* 
500* -0.0113* 
400* -0.0232* 
300* -0.0069* 
200* -0.0011* 
100* 0.0804* 

*unreliable, use τ for 700 W/m2 instead 

The solar cells were delivered late in this project’s timeline and in a very intense period. Therefore, 
due to lack of time, the calibration of the solar cells is not complete, and several errors may exist. 
Possible errors and solutions for this calibration method can be found in Table HwSw 23. All 
components used in this block are listed together with a short description in Appendix C, corresponding 
to the full schematic in Appendix D. 

Table HwSw 23 – The irradiance sensor calibration method is not perfected and has resulted in several possible errors. Here is 
a list of the most troublesome errors together with a possible solution. 

Possible Error Solution 
The irradiance may not be exact. The irradiance 
measurement unit and the solar cells were moved 
manually, which means that they might not be at 
the exact same spot from one measurement to 
another. If this is the case, the irradiance on the 

Use some kind of a holder that holds the 
solar cells in a stable position. Make a mark 
where to place the irradiance measurement 
unit and the solar cells. 
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irradiance measurement unit and the solar cells will 
differ somewhat, leading to an error in the lookup-
table. 
The temperature measured and the actual 
temperature may differ. The temperature was 
measured with a temperature sensor, and this 
sensor might heat up at a different speed than the 
solar cells does. If this is the case, then the 
measured temperature and the temperature of the 
solar cells would be different, leading to an error in 
temperature coefficient τ. 

Hard to do anything about. Only time you 
know that the temperature measured and 
the temperature of the solar cells are the 
same is when the temperature is stable. 
This requires more advanced equipment if 
you want a wide temperature range.  

Narrow temperature range for some irradiances. 
Leads to unreliable τ. 

Let the solar cells and the temperature 
sensor cool down between the 
measurements, perhaps even put them in a 
fridge for a while. 

 

Software 
To make it as easy as possible for the software developer, the lookup-table and the temperature 
coefficients achieved during the calibration are listed in Table HwSw 24. To simplify the code-writing, 
all the different VOC have been listed at the same TVOC (46oC). These VOC has been calculated using the 
temperature constant τ. 

Table HwSw 24 – Here is a list containing open circuit voltages and temperature coefficients measured at a specific 
irradiance and temperature. The last column shows open circuit voltages at 46oC, calculated by using the temperature 
coefficient and the open circuit voltage at the given irradiance and temperature. 

Irradiance [W/m2] TVOC [oC] VOC [V] τ Calculated VOC at TVOC=46oC [V] 
100 35.4 2.2471 -0.0193 2.1920 
200 36.2 2.3755 -0.0069 2.3245 
300 35.2 2.4621 -0.0065 2.4059 
400 42.6 2.4311 -0.0052 2.4134 
500 47.7 2.4433 -0.0130* 2.4521 
600 50.9 2.4663 -0.0113* 2.4918 
700 55.9 2.4628 -0.0232* 2.5143 
800 55.4 2.4821 -0.0069* 2.5432 
900 51.7 2.5236 -0.0011* 2.5636 

1000 49.3 2.5232 0.0804* 2.5869 
            * Unreliable, use τ for 700 W/m2 instead 

The code first checks if the measured VOC is lower than the theoretical VOC for an irradiance of 100 
W/m2. If not, it moves on and checks if the measured VOC is lower than the theoretical VOC for an 
irradiance of 200 W/m2. This continues until the code has found an irradiance where the measured VOC 
is lower than the theoretical value. To allow a higher resolution, a linear relation is assumed between 
the two irradiance values with a VOC lower than the measured value and VOC higher than the measured 
value. How the code works is illustrated in the block diagram in Figure HwSw 42. 
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Figure HwSw 42 – Block diagram of the irradiance code. Functions has been framed with a dashed border. 

An ADC component needs to be declared in KDS. Version and configured settings are listed in Table 
HwSw 25 and shown in Figure HwSw 43. 

Table HwSw 25 - Relevant information about the ADC component used for determining irradiance. The pin assigned here is 
the one used in this project, but could be changed to any ADC pin. 

ADC settings for irradiance 
Component used ADC (PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 library) 
Name in KDS project ADC1 
A/D Converter ADC1 
Channel Channel0 
Pin ADC1_DM1 
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Figure HwSw 43 - Component settings for the ADC component. This is where you determine which A/D converter to use at 
which channel, and which pin to use. It is also required to set which conversion time to use (any conversion time will suffice, 
and you can use different conversion times for the two A/D converters). Necessary changes are highlighted. 

 
4.4.12 LCD 
Hardware 
Sometimes there might be a need to check data directly on the physical device. Therefore, Just-Us 
Powers comes with an LCD on top that displays sensor data when a button is pressed. The LCD used is 
a Nokia 1202 (STMicroelectronics [31]), a low-cost and low-power black-and-white LCD. No external 
component is required for Nokia 1202 to work [31], but Just-Us Powers is implemented with a button 
that turns the VCC-pin on while pressed (see Figure HwSw 44 for the schematic). Pinout can be seen in 
Figure HwSw 45. The communication is done via GPIO-pins, and any GPIO-pin should be sufficient. The 
MCU-pins used in this project are listed in Table HwSw 26. All components used in this block are listed 
together with a short description in Appendix C, corresponding to the full schematic in Appendix D. 
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Figure HwSw 44 – Nokia 1202 LCD schematic. 

 

Figure HwSw 45 – Pinout of Nokia 1202 LCD. 

Table HwSw 26 – A list containing information about how the Nokia 1202 LCD pins should be connected to the MCU and the 
power lines of Just-Us Powers. The MCU pins listed are the ones used for this project, but can be switched to any GPIO-pins. 

Pin RESET CS GND MOSI SCK 
Connected to PTB10 PTB2 GND PTB3 PTB11 
Pin 3.3V 3.3V GND LED- LED+ 
Connected to 3.3V 3.3V GND GND 3.3V 

 

Software 
In order to write characters to Nokia 1202 LCD, it is necessary to first do a software initialization (Figure 
HwSw 46 shows how the initialization process is described in the datasheet). After the initialization is 
done, Nokia 1202 is prepared to write some characters. When in writing mode, the MCU can send 8 
bits of information to Nokia 1202. Each bit represents a pixel on the display where ‘1’ is a black pixel 
and ‘0’ is a blank pixel. The information is written as in columns on the display, so the maximum height 
of a character is 8 pixels. ASCII 5x7 is therefore a good font to use. This font and all its characters needs 
to be defined in a lookup table.  
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Figure HwSw 46 – Initialization process of the Nokia 1202 LCD, as found in the datasheet [31]. 

To be able to use Nokia 1202 with an MCU, a few components needs to be declared and configured in 
KDS. How to do this is illustrated in Figure HwSw 47 - Figure HwSw 50. Table HwSw 26 lists how the 
LCD-pins and the MCU-pins are connected to each other and which component to use for that pin. The 
MCU pins can be changed to any GPIO pins, they are not exclusive to the assigned pins. See Figure 
HwSw 51 for a code block diagram. 

 

Figure HwSw 47 – Necessary changes for the BitIO component for Chip Select. The direction could optionally be set as 
output, since input direction never is used. 

 

Figure HwSw 48 - Necessary changes for the BitIO component for RESET. The direction could optionally be set as output, 
since input direction never is used. 
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Figure HwSw 49 - Necessary changes for the BitIO component for MOSI. The direction could optionally be set as output, 
since input direction never is used. 

 

 

Figure HwSw 50 - Necessary changes for the BitIO component for SCK. The direction could optionally be set as output, since 
input direction never is used. 

Table HwSw 27 – List of used components for the LCD, from which library they origin and which MCU pin they are connected 
to. The MCU pins are the ones used in this project, but can be switched to any GPIO pins. 

LCD-pin MCU-pin Component in KDS 
CS PTB2 BitIO, lib: PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 

RESET PTB10 BitIO, lib: PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 
MOSI PTB3 BitIO, lib: PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 
SCK PTB11 BitIO, lib: PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 
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Figure HwSw 51 – Block diagram of the Nokia 1202 LCD code. Functions has been framed with a dashed border. 

Most of this code was written by our supervisor, David Karibe [32], but has been rewritten by us. The 
final version of this code was never tried out due to lack of time, so it might generate errors e.g. tries 
to write more lines or characters than Nokia 1202 supports (the writing process of a few sensor data 
have been tested and works as expected). These kind of errors are easily corrected either by 
eliminating a few unnecessary lines/characters, or by re-writing a few lines after say 5 seconds wait. 

Another function that needs to be improved is the push-button function. Right now, you might have 
to wait for 5 minutes until Nokia 1202 displays data. This is because the code checks if it should write 
to the LCD every runtime cycle, which happens every 5 minutes. One way to solve this would be to poll 
say every 10 seconds. This means that you have to write a LCD-check function in every other function 
used, which would mean a lot of LCD-checks and an unnecessary amount spent on just writing all those 
functions. A better approach would be to have the LCD turned on at all time, so that the data can be 
written to Nokia 1202. The button would then only turn on the display’s brightness so that the data 
can be seen, which will save some power and would generate an immediate access to the data. 

4.4.13 Micro-SD 
Hardware 
Just-Us Powers logging device is mainly designed for cloud-based logging, but if the network is down 
or if the data transmission does not work for some other reason, there is a need to store the data 
locally. This is done on a micro-SD card. A SD-card is supported on most computers, and a micro-SD 
card draws less power than a normal-sized SD-card does, which is two good reasons why to choose a 
micro-SD card as a local store point.  
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A micro-SD card requires few external components in order to work properly. A decoupling capacitor 
(100nF in this project) is an implementation on the VDD and the card detect pin, and a micro-SD card 
slot is needed. The different pins of the micro-SD card is connected to the MCU-pins in the same way 
as in the circuit on the FRDM-K64F freedom board, revision E [26]. This circuit has been tested and 
proven to work on a K64F MCU, so there is no point in making any modifications of this circuit. Pinout 
can be found in Figure HwSw 52 and how to connect the micro-SD slot to the MCU can be seen in Table 
HwSw 28. All components used in this block are listed together with a short description in Appendix C, 
corresponding to the full schematic in Appendix D. 

 

Figure HwSw 52 – Schematic of the micro-SD slot. 

Table HwSw 28  – A list containing information about how to connect the micro-SD slot to the MCU. 

Pin Connect to 
Casing GND 

Card Detect A VDD 3.3V 
Card Detect B MCU pin PTE6 

DAT1 MCU pin PTE0 
DAT0 MCU pin PTE1 
VSS GND 
CLK MCU pin PTE2 
VDD VDD 3.3V 
CMD MCU pin PTE3 

CD/DAT3 MCU pin PTE4 
DAT2 MCU pin PTE5 
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Software 
Erich Styger, the man behind the blog ‘mcuoneclipse’, has created some very good components for 
storing FAT-files on a micro-SD card. The main component is called ‘FAT_FileSystem’, and all other 
necessary components are being auto-generated when this component is imported to a project (see 
Table HwSw 29 for a list of components used in this block). Some components during auto-generation 
needs to be chosen manually, see Figure HwSw 53 - Figure HwSw 55. The version of the 
component ’FAT_FileSystem’ used in this project (version 01.168) is wrongly designed and requires a 
change of the component ‘SynchroMaster[HWSPI]’. This component needs to be deleted and replaced 
with the component ‘SPIMaster_LDD’, or it won’t be possible to auto-initialize this component (see 
Figure HwSw 56). To be able to tell when the data has been measured, we have added a timer, which 
time and date are written to the micro-SD card.  

Table HwSw 29 – The use of a micro-SD card requires declaration of several components, most which are auto-generated by 
KDS. This is a list of all of them and from which library they origin. 

Component Library Version 

FAT_FileSystem Erich Styger’s (mcuoneclipse) 
library, updated 2015-11-08 01.168 

Utility (auto-generated) Erich Styger’s (mcuoneclipse) 
library, updated 2015-11-08 01.111 

Wait (auto-generated) Erich Styger’s (mcuoneclipse) 
library, updated 2015-11-08 01.067 

SD_Card (auto-generated) Erich Styger’s (mcuoneclipse) 
library, updated 2015-11-08 01.178 

BitIO_LDD (auto-generated) x2 PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 - 
GenericTimeDate (auto-
generated) 

Erich Styger’s (mcuoneclipse) 
library, updated 2015-11-08 01.027 

Timeout (auto-generated) Erich Styger’s (mcuoneclipse) 
library, updated 2015-11-08 01.030 

CriticalSection (auto-generated) Erich Styger’s (mcuoneclipse) 
library, updated 2015-11-08 01.006 

SPIMaster_LDD PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 - 
TimerInt PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 - 
TimerInt_LDD (auto-generated) PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 - 
TimerUnit_LDD PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 - 
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Figure HwSw 53 – The creation of component ’FAT_FileSystem’ requires several reference components, some which you 
have to choose manually. The highlighted component is the one that should be selected. 

 

Figure HwSw 54 - The creation of component ’FAT_FileSystem’ requires several reference components, some which you have 
to choose manually. The highlighted component is the one that should be selected. 

 

Figure HwSw 55 - The creation of component ’FAT_FileSystem’ requires several reference components, some which you have 
to choose manually. The highlighted component is the one that should be selected. 
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Figure HwSw 56 - The creation of component ’FAT_FileSystem’ auto-generates the component ‘SynchroMaster’ 
(highlighted). This needs to be deleted and replaced by component ‘SPIMaster_LDD’ (highlighted). 

To be able to use these components for Just-Us Powers, it is necessary to configure the component 
settings. All necessary changes in the component settings are shown in Figure HwSw 57 - Figure HwSw 
62. A few changes in the generated code is necessary, see Figure HwSw 63. If the ‘card detect’ function 
is going to be used, it is necessary to initialize this pin with a pull-down resistor (pin PTE6). How the 
code works is illustrated in the block diagram in Figure HwSw 64. 

 

Figure HwSw 57 – Necessary changes for the component ‘SD_Card’. Two baud rate modes are necessary, one for 
initialization and one for normal mode. If card detection feature is wanted you need to enable this since it comes as disabled 
by default. 
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Figure HwSw 58 – Slave Select/Chip Select needs to be assigned a pin. 

 

 

Figure HwSw 59 – Card Detect needs to be assigned a pin. 
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Figure HwSw 60 – The ’SPIMaster_LDD’ controls input, output and clock pins. It is also here you set which frequency to use 
for the different baud rate modes. Necessary changes are highlighted. 
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Figure HwSw 61 – Micro-SD uses two different baud rate modes, one for initialization and one for normal mode. This is how 
it looks when you assign more than one frequency in KDS. The initialization should be done at 100 kHz – 400 kHz and the 
normal mode could be held up to 25MHz. 

 

 

Figure HwSw 62 – To get an updated timestamp in your file you need a timer. It is necessary to declare the interrupt period, 
here set at 10ms. 
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Figure HwSw 63 – To update the timestamp you need to do a slight modification in the code, in the function ‘OnInterrupt’ in 
component ‘TimerInt’. The ‘Timeout’ and the ‘GenericTimeDate’ component needs to tick 10ms every time an interrupt in 
the component ‘TimerInt’ happens. This is done with the function ‘AddTick()’. 

 

 

Figure HwSw 64 – Block diagram of the micro-SD code. Functions has been framed with a dashed border. 
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4.4.14 Wi-Fi 
Hardware 
Just-Us Powers logging unit is designed to be a versatile online logging device, and so it should provide 
optional ways to transfer data to a cloud service. If the PV system is installed close to a home, chances 
are that the residents will have a Wi-Fi-router with internet connection. Therefore, Just-Us Powers 
provides an option to transfer data via Wi-Fi. This is done with the use of ESP8266 Wi-Fi module 
(Espressif Systems [21], see Figure HwSw 65 for an illustration), which is a surprisingly cheap module. 
Only one external component is used; a pull-up resistor connected to ESP8266 reset pin (10kΩ). The 
ESP8266 reset pin is connected to the MCU’s reset pin, so that when the MCU resets, the Wi-Fi module 
should also reset. Communication between ESP7266 and the MCU is done via UART, so the Tx and Rx 
pins of ESP7266 should be connected to MCU-pins that supports UART communication. Other pins are 
either power lines, not connected or should be connected to any GPIO-pin on the MCU. See the 
schematic in Figure HwSw 66 and Table HwSw 30 to see how the pins of the Wi-Fi-module are 
connected to the pins on the MCU. The MCU pin connected to CH_PD (PTC2) did for some reason not 
work in the first version of Just-Us Powers. This was solved by making a trace from CH_PD to MCU pin 
PTD1. All components used in this block are listed together with a short description in Appendix C, 
corresponding to the full schematic in Appendix D. 

 

Figure HwSw 65 - Pinout of ESP8266 Wi-Fi module. 

Table HwSw 30 – A list containing information about how the Wi-Fi module pins are connected to the MCU pins. The MCU 
pins listed are the ones used for this project, but the CH_PD-pin can be connected to any GPIO-pin, and the Tx and Rx-pins 
can be switched to other UART communication pins. 

Pin Connect to 
Tx MCU pin PTC4 

GND GND 
CH_PD MCU pin PTC2 
GPIO2 NC 

RST MCU pin RESET_b 
GPIO0 NC 
3.3V VDD 3.3V 
Rx MCU pin PTC3 
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Figure HwSw 66 – Wi-Fi schematic. 

Software 
The communication between the MCU and ESP8266 Wi-Fi module is done by sending AT-commands 
via UART. All AT-commands for ESP8266 can be found at nurdspace.com [33]. 

First thing done in the code is an initialization of ESP8266. This includes defining ESP8266 as a client 
and to connect it to a connection point, i.e. the router. In order for this to work you need to manually 
change the routers SSID and password, which is set as ‘ssid’ ad ‘pswd’ as default. This is defined in the 
beginning of the source code of ESP8266, where a couple of macros are declared. The initialization 
process is only needed once. 

When the initialization is done, ESP8266 is ready to start sending data. First thing done here is to allow 
for connections. Next step is to connect to the cloud service, which is ThingSpeak, and to define which 
communication protocol to use (TCP). In order to do that, you need to know ThingSpeak’s IP address 
(184.106.153.149). The IP address is defined in the beginning of the source code of ESP8266, but unless 
you are going to use a different cloud service than ThingSpeak, you do not need to change this.  

When you are connected to the cloud service, it is time to prepare to send data. Here you choose how 
many characters you want to send. Currently, you have to set this manually, but in a future version of 
Just-Us Powers, there will be an automatic size control of the string to send. When ESP8266 has been 
prepared to send data to ThingSpeak, it is time to send a string containing some PV-system data. To 
be able to do that you need some understanding on how ThingSpeak analyses a received string.  If the 
first characters of the string sent to ThingSpeak reads: ‘GET /update?key=’, it is ready to receive data 
and update a specific channel and chart. An example explains this best. Let us say you want to send 
module temperature data with a value of 22 to ThingSpeak to the channel with an API-key of 
‘S84QJH91T28UURCV’ and you want the module temperature to appear on the chart named ‘field1’, 
then this string would be ‘GET /update?key=S84QJH91T28UURCV&field1=22\r\n’, 44 characters. The 
API-key of the channel as well as the name of the chart can be found on ThingSpeak’s server, and you 
need to define them yourself in the beginning of ESP8266 source code. The final step is to close the 
connection which will not only close the connection between ThingSpeak and Just-Us Powers, but will 
also send away the command string to ThingSpeak.  

For power-saving, ESP8266 is turned off when it is not used. This is done with the use of pin CH_PD. 
When CH_PD is high, ESP8266 is turned on, and when it is low, ESP8266 is turned off. Therefore, in the 
beginning of every command set, CH_PD is set high, and at the end of every command set, CH_PD is 
set low.  
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A few components needs to be created in KDS in order for ESP8266 to work. For the UART pins, Rx and 
Tx, this project uses component ‘AsynchroSerial’ created by PEx. This is an easy-to-use component 
designed for UART communication. The CH_PD pin requires a GPIO to be declared. For this we use PEx 
component ‘BitIO’. For a list of used components and their version, see Table HwSw 31. These 
components needs to be configured, see Figure HwSw 67 and Figure HwSw 68. Code block diagram 
can be found in Figure HwSw 69. 

 

Table HwSw 31 – Component list for Wi-Fi. 

Component Library 
AsynchroSerial PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 
Serial_LDD (auto-generated) PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 
BitIO PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 
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Figure HwSw 67 – The component ’AsynchroSerial’ defines how the UART communication is done. In this project we use 
UART1 on the pins PTC3 and PTC4, but it should be possible to use a different UART communication line.  Necessary changes 
are highlighted. 
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Figure HwSw 68 – The CH_PD pin needs to be assigned. Necessary changes are highlighted. In this project we use PTC2 as 
CH_PD, but any GPIO pin should suffice. 

 

 

Figure HwSw 69 – Block diagram of the Wi-Fi code. Functions has been framed with a dashed border. 
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4.4.15 GPRS 
Hardware 
Just-Us Powers logging unit is designed to be a versatile online logging device, and so it should provide 
optional ways to transfer data to a cloud service. If the PV system is installed far from any internet 
connection such as an Ethernet jack or a Wi-Fi router, there is still a possibility of a GPRS-connection. 
You have a GPRS-reception almost everywhere on earth, and it is a high possibility that one or several 
mobile operators can provide a GPRS-connection right where your PV-system is installed. Therefore, a 
GPRS module has been implemented in Just-Us Powers. The GPRS module currently implemented, 
GSM/GPRS Fona mini (Adafruit [34], see Figure HwSw 70 for an illustration), has more functions than 
needed, and is therefore more expensive than it has to be. Still, it comes at a reasonable prize.  

Fona mini GSM/GPRS module requires a 3.7 LiPo-battery with at least a rating of 500mAh to work. The 
module comes with an already implemented micro-USB charging circuit. To charge the battery, you 
can either connect the module to a separate power supply via a micro-USB adapter, or connect it to 
Just-Us Powers micro-USB jack via a micro-USB-to-micro-USB cable. If you would like to charge the 
battery via Just-Us Powers, remember to put the jumper in the USB-CDC block in place. 

 

Figure HwSw 70 – Pinout of GPRS Fona mini. 

Table HwSw 32 - A list containing information about how the GPRS module pins are connected to the MCU pins. The MCU 
pins listed are the ones used for this project, but the KEY pin can be connected to any GPIO-pin, and the Tx and Rx-pins can 
be switched to other UART communication pins. 

Pin Connected to 
Bat NC 

GND GND 
SPKR+ NC 
SPKR- NC 

Rst MCU pin RESET_b 
PS NC 

KEY MCU pin PTC0 
RI NC 
Tx MCU pin PTC4 
Rx MCU pin PTC3 
NS NC 
Vio VDD 3.3V 
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Figure HwSw 71 – GPRS Fona mini schematic. 

Only one external component is used; a pull-up resistor connected to GPRS module reset pin (10kΩ). 
The GPRS module reset pin is connected to the MCU’s reset pin, so that when the MCU resets, the 
GPRS module should also reset. Communication between the GPRS module and the MCU is done via 
UART, so the Tx and Rx pins of the GPRS module should be connected to MCU-pins that supports UART 
communication. Other pins are either power lines, not connected or should be connected to any GPIO-
pin on the MCU. See the schematic in Figure HwSw 71 and Table HwSw 32 to see how the pins of the 
GPRS-module are connected to the pins on the MCU. The MCU pin connected to KEY (PTC0) did for 
some reason not work in the first version of Just-Us Powers. This was solved by making a trace from 
KEY to MCU pin PTD2. To use GPRS Fona mini module you need a SIM card (with pin-code disabled) 
that supports GPRS-communication. All components used in this block are listed together with a short 
description in Appendix C, corresponding to the full schematic in Appendix D. 

Software  
The communication between the MCU and GPRS Fona mini module is done by sending AT-commands 
via UART. All AT-commands for GPRS Fona mini can be found at adafruit.com [34]. 

Every time you start up GPRS Fona mini module, you need to allow for connection, set APN (check with 
your local GPRS provider, CMNET by default), bring up wireless connection and get the local IP address. 
When this is done, it is ready to send some data.  

First step in the sending process is to connect to ThingSpeak. To do that you need to know the IP 
address of ThingSpeak (184.106.153.149). This IP address is defined in the beginning of the source 
code of the GPRS module, but you do not have to change this unless you want to use a different cloud 
service than ThingSpeak. When a connection is made, it is time to prepare to send a command string, 
which practically means that you set how many characters you want to send. Currently, you have to 
set this manually, but in a future version of Just-Us Powers, there will be an automatic size control of 
the string to send.  

When GPRS Fona mini has been prepared to send data to ThingSpeak, it is time to send a string 
containing some PV-system data. To be able to do that you need some understanding on how 
ThingSpeak analyses received string.  If the first characters of the string sent to ThingSpeak reads: ‘GET 
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/update?key=’, it is ready to receive data and update a specific channel and chart. An example explains 
this best. Let us say you want to send module temperature data with a value of 22 to ThingSpeak to 
the channel with an API-key of ‘S84QJH91T28UURCV’ and you want the module temperature to appear 
on the chart named ‘field1’, then this string would be: 

‘GET /update?key=S84QJH91T28UURCV&field1=22\r\n’, 44 characters. 

The API-key of the channel as well as the name of the chart can be found on ThingSpeak’s server, and 
you need to define them yourself in the beginning of the GPRS Fona mini source code. This is the final 
step of the sending process. 

For power-saving, GPRS Fona mini is turned off when it is not used. This is done with the use of pin 
KEY. If pin KEY is low for at least 2 seconds, the GPRS module will switch between on and off.  Therefore, 
in the beginning of every command set, KEY is set low for at least 2 seconds to turn it on, and at the 
end of every command set, KEY is set low again for at least 2 seconds to turn it off. 

A few components needs to be created in KDS in order for GPRS Fona mini to work. For the UART pins, 
Rx and Tx, this project uses component ‘AsynchroSerial’ created by PEx. This is an easy-to-use 
component designed for UART communication. The KEY pin requires a GPIO to be declared. For this 
we use PEx component ‘BitIO’. For a list of used components and their version, see Table HwSw 33. 
These components needs to be configured, see Figure HwSw 72 and Figure HwSw 73. Code block 
diagram can be found in Figure HwSw 74. 

 

Table HwSw 33 – Component list for GPRS. 

Component Library 
AsynchroSerial PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 
Serial_LDD (auto-generated) PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 
BitIO PEx for Kinetis 3.0.1 
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Figure HwSw 72 - The component ’AsynchroSerial’ defines how the UART communication is done. In this project we use 
UART1 on the pins PTC3 and PTC4, but it should be possible to use a different UART communication line.  Necessary changes 
are highlighted. 
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Figure HwSw 73 - The KEY pin needs to be assigned. Necessary changes are highlighted. In this project we use PTC0 as KEY, 
but any GPIO pin should suffice. 

 

Figure HwSw 74 – Block diagram of the GPRS code. Functions has been framed with a dashed border. 
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4.4.16 Ethernet 
Hardware 
Just-Us Powers logging unit is designed to be a versatile online logging device, and so it should provide 
optional ways to transfer data to a cloud service. If the PV system is installed close to a home or a 
school, chances are that there will be an Ethernet socket nearby. Therefore, Just-Us Powers is provided 
with the option to send data via Ethernet. FRDM-K64F freedom board, revision E [26], comes with an 
Ethernet circuit implemented. This circuit has been tested and proven to work on a K64F MCU. 
Therefore, Just-Us Powers is implemented with the same circuit, except for one modification. We were 
unable to obtain FRDM-K64F’s PHY (KSZ8081, Micrel Inc [35]) for a cheap penny due to problems with 
Kenyan customs. However, we were able to obtain a similar PHY chip, KSZ8091 (Micrel Inc [36]), for 
free. All features that the KSZ8081 PHY supports are supported on the KSZ8091 PHY.  

Unfortunately, Ethernet does not currently work on Just-Us Powers. Ethernet requires an external 
clock source, and the external clock source in this block currently generates an error in the initialization 
process. All components used in this block are listed together with a short description in Appendix C, 
corresponding to the full schematic in Appendix D. 

Software 
To use TCP communication via Ethernet, this project uses lwIP (lightweight IP). LwIP is an open 
source IP stack that was originally developed by Adam Dunkels. The only way we were able to use 
lwIP (and Ethernet TCP communication in general) were through FreeRTOS, an open-soure real-time 
operating system. A problem here is that all the other features of Just-Us Powers does not use 
FreeRTOS, meaning that it is necessary to modify the code of all other features in order to be able to 
use Ethernet. This is yet to be done. 

Several changes in KDS settings is required in order to get Ethernet to work. It is necessary to have 
Kinetis Software Development Kit 1.3.0 (KSDK) installed in KDS. To use KSDK in a KDS-project you 
need to tick in the box in the project generation, see Figure HwSw 75. Remember to change the MCU 
type, see section 4.4.2 MCU. By default, the Ethernet pins are not routed, so these needs to be 
routed manually, see Figure HwSw 76. The RMII MDIO pin requires further configuration, see Figure 
HwSw 77 and Figure HwSw 78. Another component that needs to be configured is the 
‘fsl_clock_manager’, see Figure HwSw 79. 
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Figure HwSw 75 – Ethernet requires KSDK 1.3.0. To use KSDK, you need to tell KDS that in the project generation, see 
highlighted area. Remember to tick in the PEx box as well. 

 

Figure HwSw 76 – Ethernet pins comes not routed by default. These pins needs to be routed manually. Highlighted are the 
most commonly used name for that pin, so that it should be easy to search for the pin and select it. 

 

 

Figure HwSw 77 – RMII MDIO needs to be configured correctly. To do that, right click on the highlighted pin and select ‘Pin 
Functional Properties’. 
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Figure HwSw 78 – The RMII MDIO pin functional properties needs to be as in this screenshot. 
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Figure HwSw 79 – Ethernet requires an external clock source. This is configured in the component ‘fsl_clock_manager’, see 
highlighted areas for necessary changes. 
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The use of Ethernet also requires a few manually added components. One component is the 
‘fsl_enet’, which is a part of the library KSDK 1.3.0, see Figure HwSw 80. Another component is the 
‘FreeRTOS’, see Figure HwSw 82. You need to tell KSDK that you are using FreeRTOS, see Figure 
HwSw 81.  

 

Figure HwSw 80 – Ethernet requires the component ’fsl_enet’. Default component settings can be used. 

 

 

Figure HwSw 81 – It is necessary to tell KSDK to use FreeRTOS. This is done in the project properties under the highlighted 
tabs. The string that should be added is ‘FSL_RTOS_FREE_RTOS’ (without apostrophes). 
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Figure HwSw 82 – The FreeRTOS component needs a few changes in the component settings. Necessary changes are 
highlighted. 
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It is necessary to add the PHY drivers manually in KDS. In this project we use a KSZ8091 as a PHY, 
which is different from the one used on the FRDM-K65F. However, a driver for the KSZ8091 PHY does 
not come with the KSDK. Therefore, Figure HwSw 83 shows how to add a PHY driver for a KSZ8081 
PHY, which is the one used on the FRDB-K64F.  Since this version of Just-Us Powers is unable to get 
past the initialization process due to an error in the external clock source, it has not been possible to 
test the PHY driver for the KSZ8081 on the KSZ0891, and it might not work. If so, the easiest solution 
would be to change the PHY to a KSZ8081, since this PHY has been tested and proven to work on a 
K64F MCU. 

 

 

Figure HwSw 83 – Location of the PHY drivers for the KSZ8081. These two files should be copied and pasted in the ‘Sources’ 
folder in the KDS project. 

The lwIP stack needs to be added manually to the KDS project. The stack can be found in the KSDK 
folder, see Figure HwSw 84. It is necessary to delete the ipv6 folders (see Figure HwSw 85) otherwise 
there will be a compilation error with ipv4. A few paths needs to be added in the compiler in the 
project preferences, see Figure HwSw 86. 

A list of used components can be found in Table HwSw 34, and a block diagram of the code can be 
seen in Figure HwSw 87. This code is just partly finished and should be seen more as a proof-of-
concept than a fully functioning code. However, with this code we have proven that it is possible to 
send data via Ethernet to ThingSpeak’s servers, using a MK64F MCU. Making improvements of the 
code should be relatively easy using this code as a basis.    

 

 

Figure HwSw 84 – Location of the lwip folder within KSDK folder. This should be copied and pasted in the KDS project’s root 
folder. 
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Figure HwSw 85 – The highlighted folders (ipv6) needs to be deleted to prevent a compilation error with ipv4. 
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Figure HwSw 86 - It is necessary to tell the compiler of the lwIP folder paths. This is done in the project properties under the 
highlighted tabs. The strings that should be added are "..\lwip\src\include", "..\lwip\src\include\lwip", 
"..\lwip\src\include\ipv4" and "..\lwip\port" with quotes. 

 

Table HwSw 34 – Added components to the project and from which library they origin. 

Component Library Version 
fsl_enet KSDK 1.3.0 - 
FRTOS Erich Styger’s (mcuoneclipse) library, 

updated 2015-11-08 
01.446 

Utility (auto-generated) Erich Styger’s (mcuoneclipse) library, 
updated 2015-11-08 

01.111 

KinetisSDK (auto-generated) Erich Styger’s (mcuoneclipse) library, 
updated 2015-11-08 

01.001 
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Figure HwSw 87 – Block diagram of the Ethernet code. Functions has been framed with a dashed border. 
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4.4.17 Connectors 
Just-Us Powers is mainly designed to be a modular device, with very few sensors implemented on the 
actual PCB. In order for the MCU to be able to communicate with all the modules, you need several 
connectors implemented on the PCB. Table HwSw 35 lists all connectors together with a description 
of what they are used for, and Figure HwSw 88 illustrates where all the connectors are positioned on 
the PCB. 

 

Figure HwSw 88 – Just-Us Powers has several connectors on the PCB. This is a picture illustrating where they are located. 

Table HwSw 35 – A list of all the connectors on Just-Us Powers. 

Name Description Connector Type 
LiPo battery Input for LiPo battery Terminal block, 2 pos, 5mm, thru-hole, ratings: 15A 

300V 
Battery bank power supply Input for battery bank power supply Terminal block, 2 pos, 5mm, thru-hole, ratings: 15A 

300V 
Fuses Safety fuses for LiPo battery and battery bank input Fuse holder ATO 
USB jumper Jumper to connect/disconnect USB power line with 

battery bank 5V power line 
Male header pins, 2 pos, single row, 2.54mm, thru-
hole 

SWD Serial wire debug interface 10-pin SWD/JTAG, 1.27mm, SMD 
Buttons Push buttons for reset and LCD Female header pins, 4 pos, single row, 2.54mm, 

thru-hole 
Module temperature 3950NTC thermistor connector Male header pins, 2 pos, single row, 2.54mm, thru-

hole 
DHT22 DHT22 temperature and humidity sensor connector Female header pins, 3 pos, single row, 2.54mm, 

thru-hole 
Module current Module current input and output ACS758 current sensor 
Module voltage Module voltage input Via 
Module voltage jumpers Jumpers to change between 12V and 24V module 

systems 
2x male header pins, 2 pos, single row, 2.54mm, 
thru-hole 

Irradiance sensor Irradiance sensor connector Female header pins, 2 pos, single row, 2.54mm, 
thru-hole 

LCD LCD connector Female header pins, 6 pos, single row, 2.54mm, 
thru-hole 

Wi-Fi Wi-Fi connector Female header pins, 2x4 pos, double row, 2.54mm, 
thru-hole 

GPRS GPRS connector Female header pins, 12 pos, single row, 2.54mm, 
thru-hole 
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4.5 Simulations 
Since we are following a platform-based development, the biggest focus in the development process 
lies in understanding the platform and its capabilities. In our case the Freescale Freedom-board with a 
Kinetis K64 microcontroller. Nevertheless, simulations are a good way of getting an overview of the 
necessary algorithms and the complexity of the system at an early level. They might lead to conclusions 
that can avoid problems in the long run. At the very least they give a good start as they force the 
developer to start to conceptualize the whole system and break it down into smaller and smaller 
components. Because of the very short time span for this project there was only a very limited time 
for simulations. Also, to do the simulations with the help of the competence in systems design and 
analysis at the University of Nairobi, they required for us to learn a tool called SystemC. This was 
previously completely unknown to us and this meant that the time it took to set up the environment 
for the simulation software (it had to be done in a Linux environment and required a number of 
prerequisites), and to understand how to work with the software (how to program SystemC-code) 
shortened the time available for the actual simulations. 

 
4.5.1 SystemC in General 
SystemC is an open-source developed and completely free software for performing simulations of 
embedded systems. It was developed by the Open SystemC Initiative (OSCI) and is now under the 
governance of Accellera [37]. It is versatile and can handle both software and hardware or the both of 
them in event-driven or real-time simulation. Because it uses a hierarchical way of designing the 
system and test environment the simulations can be developed over time and more and more features 
added making the simulation more and more complex. SystemC is not really a stand-alone software, 
but rather a set of classes, macros, functions and predefined variable-types to be used in a C++ 
environment. They are used to expand the standard C++ library and make writing of programs for 
simulating systems of software and hardware easier. 

One problem with using SystemC is that at the time of the development of this project and the writing 
of this report it appeared to be a very obscure software, not used by a great deal of people. Some of 
the biggest problems were a lack of proper documentation. One of the biggest issues, something which 
must be considered rather unacceptable, is that the syntax of the “language” had changed from 
version 2.0 to the current version that was used (version 2.3.1). Despite this, no documentation 
explaining the changes in syntax between the versions was found. The only documentation provided 
was the one for version 2.0 which then was apparently not fully valid for version 2.3.1. This made the 
software very difficult to use in the beginning. The fact that the software was not widely used also 
made it very difficult to find proper information on the Internet. Different tutorials can be completely 
contradictory and not properly explained. If it had not been for the fact that one of our colleagues and 
collaborators of the project, Mr David Karibe is an expert in SystemC, hardly any progress would have 
been made. 

So if you do not have access to local and very deep knowledge and understanding, or can be considered 
a programming guru, SystemC despite its powers and flexibility is not recommended. Nevertheless, 
due to the circumstances it was our choice and due to the short time there was not any time to change 
the decision, so we stuck with using SystemC. 
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4.5.2 The SystemC Hierarchy 
As described above, SystemC simulations is built in a hierarchical way using pre-defined classes and 
functions. Presented here is a brief description of the different integral parts of a program written in 
SystemC. This is only a brief explanation of the building blocks and how to use SystemC. For a more 
thorough explanation, please refer to the SystemC documentation [38] or the tutorials on ASIC WORLD 
[39]. A graphical representation of the SystemC hierarchy is displayed in Figure SIM1. 

4.5.2.1 Modules 
“Modules” (SC_MODULE) are the main building blocks in SystemC. A SystemC Module is a specific 
predefined class that has certain characteristics built into it. A lot can however be defined by the 
programmer writing the code, so the modules can in fact themselves be regarded as classes in a 
programming language. The modules are used to describe different physical hardware components at 
different levels, or could also be used to describe external parts and environmental entities affecting 
the system such as for example a signal-driver, sensor inputs and user inputs. Modules can have 
different “layers”, in other words a module can be instantiated in another module. So to make an easy 
example using hardware, the first, high-level module can be called “Computer”. That module can then 
contain other modules like “Processor”, “RAM”, “Harddrive”, and so on. Even these underlying 
modules can have modules inside them at a lower level. So therefore it is possible to follow this 
hierarchical architecture all the way down to individual transistors.  

Each module have input ports (sc_in<variable type>) and/or output ports (sc_out<variable type>) 
and/or bidirectional ports (sc_inout<variable type>) which defines what comes in to the module and 
what the module sends out. It can then have a number of internal variables to store data. In the module 
different functions are written to do whatever it is that the module should perform. They can be used 
to do calculations, algorithms, to change output port values and internal variables and to print output 
on the terminal. Every module also needs to contain a constructor, just as normal classes does. The 
constructor defines what will happen when an object of the type of Module (an object of the class 
“specific user-defined module” which in itself is an object of the class “SystemC Module” and therefore 
inherits all of the characteristics of that class) is created. It also contains very important information 
for how the module will behave in the simulation as it states how different inputs will affect the module. 

4.5.2.2 Methods and Threads 
In the constructor of a module, the programmer will define how it will act in a simulation. This is done 
using “Methods” (SC_METHOD) and “Threads” (SC_THREAD and SC_CTHREAD). A method is something 
which is used to make the module react to external stimulus on an input. The input is made sensitive 
to this input and the user can define whether it should be to the rising flank of a clock signal, the change 
of a numerical input or something else. When this occurs the module will run a certain function or 
functions as defined in the constructor.  

A thread is something which will run throughout the simulation and thus “consumes” time. It usually 
waits for a certain trigger to activate, like a clock signal. A number of different threads reacting to 
different clock cycles can be running at the same time. This is basically how a real-time embedded 
system operates. The threads can also be used to handle interrupts and “hi-jack” the main thread and 
perform a task for a limited time before returning to the main thread. 
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4.5.2.3 SystemC Datatypes 
Since SystemC is run in a C++ environment, it also supports all of the standard C++ datatypes. But since 
SystemC is specialized for simulation of embedded systems, it has a number of specific datatypes to 
make that easier [40]. Some examples of these are sc_bit (a single bit, can be either ‘1’ or ‘0’), sc_logic 
(for modelling hardware, it can contain the values ‘0’, ‘1’, ‘X’ and ‘Z’), sc_int<x> (a signed integer with 
length ‘x’) and sc_uint<x> (an unsigned integer with length ‘x’). 

4.5.2.4 SystemC Signals 
Signals (sc_signal) are what is used to connect different modules to each other. They can be used 
within a module or to connect the ports of main modules in the simulation program.  

4.5.2.5 SystemC Main Method 
Just as in C++ a main method needs to be written to run the program. In SystemC this one is called 
“sc_main” and this is where the system to be simulated is built. All of the objects of different modules 
are created, they are then connected with signals between their ports. This is also where the simulation 
environment is defined. SystemC supports the creating of VCD trace files with a user-defined resolution 
to include transient data for all the signals that needs to be measured. This is done using “sc_trace_file” 
for the actual VCD-file and “sc_trace” for the individual traces in the file. These trace files can then be 
analysed in a third party software like for example GTKWave where it is possible to get a graph of how 
the signals change over time depending on the simulation. A good SystemC program should have all of 
the transient features built into the modules, and the main method should only be used to connect 
the different parts and define the parameters for the simulation. However, it is also possible to use the 
main method to control the transient behaviour of the simulation by setting and changing different 
inputs step by step. This however results in a messy code and should only be used for troubleshooting 
and debugging malfunctioning code.  

 

Figure SIM1: The hierarchy of a SystemC program. The big square blocks are two different types of modules. Inside "Module 
Type 1" are two other Modules which are then subordinate the bigger module. The whole simulation can result in VCD files or 
terminal output. 
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4.5.3 The Model of Computation (MOC) 
The goal of the simulations is to develop a model of the system that as close as possible will correspond 
to the real-world counterpart. This can be called a Model of Computation. Again, our choice of going 
for a platform-driven development had implications on the way that we designed our model. In the 
case of a model-driven approach, it would have been wise to start in a very general way and just looking 
at the functions of the system and try to derive whatever is needed to support them. In our case we 
already knew that we were going to use a set of sensors connected to a Freescale KinetisK64 
microcontroller, and that would be interfaced with a communication module and an SD-card. Due to 
the very short development time at hand we quickly had to decide on what components to use, so the 
availability on the market, documentation and easy compatibility with the Kinetis microcontroller were 
the key factors. The Model of Computation was then set up to as good as possible match this setup 
and get a good understanding of the system as a whole. The platform-driven development also means 
that only the outer rings of the Gajski-Kuhn chart are considered, since the lower levels will already be 
predefined by the components used in the design. With this in mind, a high-level model of computation 
was developed and is presented below in Figure SIM2. 

 

Figure SIM 2: High-Level Model of Computation (MOC) for Just-Us Powers 1.0. Each square block represents a module. The 
module name is placed on the top left. The name of the functions of the module are written in normal letters inside the oval, 
any internal variables are written below the functions in italics and bold font inside the oval. The input and output ports are 
represented as squares along the sides of the module with the name of the port and if it is outgoing or incoming. Connecting 
the modules are signals with the arrow pointing in the direction of the signal, the word on top displaying the name of the 
signal and below in between < > and written in italics is the datatype. 
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The sensors are located to the left in the figure and have basically the same functions. The functions 
are rather similar, as they will generate a value and then send this value to its outgoing port. Two of 
the sensors however (sensorCurrent, the sensor for current, and sensorModuleTemp, the sensor for 
the solar module temperature) have an input called “feedVoltage_in”. This is because the value from 
these sensors will be proportional to the operating voltage of the system as they both contain voltage 
dividers. The sensor in the middle (sensorAmbTempHum) operates different from the others as it is 
digital and needs a control input signal to operate (more on this sensor in section 4.4.8 Ambient 
Temperature and Humidity). The mainModule is the heart of the design. It interfaces with all of the 
sensors and at a defined cycle reads them on its input ports. Then it needs to calculate the actual 
measured values from the sensors as most of them only sends a signal proportional to the value that 
needs to be interpreted. For example, the sensor for module temperature will give a voltage which is 
proportional to the temperature. When all of the calculations has been made this is saved in local 
variables, sent to the output for the external memory (the SD-card) and to the communication module. 
It also has functions to read data from the external memory in the case that a communication cycle 
was not successful and has to be repeated. The externalMemory module has one input and one output 
and functions for receiving & writing data and reading & sending data. The communicationModule has 
three ports, one incoming and two outgoing. The incoming (commData_in) is simply for receiving data 
from the main module. The two outgoing are dataReq_out and sendOK_out, where the first one is to 
simulate if there is a remote request from the user to set the system into real-time mode and 
constantly send data from the sensors, overriding the built in timer. The second is simply a flag sent to 
the main module to indicate if the data was sent properly over the communication interface. If not, 
this set of data has to be flagged and “sent with the next shipment”. The userInterface module is as 
the name implies a way of simulating the physical user interface on the system. It contains functions 
for requesting data from the main module and to receive this data. In the reality this module consists 
of an LCD why there is not very much to be simulated and these two functions with a terminal output 
implemented in the function for receiving is enough.  

 
4.5.4 Implementation of MOC in SystemC 
The implementation of the Model of Computation proved to be challenging. This much because of the 
initial problems working with and coding in SystemC and also the fact that there was a lot of confusion 
in the beginning of the project as to what role and to what specific purpose the simulations should be 
performed. The MOC was somewhat implemented in SystemC, but only with very generic and high-
level functionality. Due to the short time it was not fully implemented even at a high-level. The 
communication module (in reality it would be up to three different modules, RJ45 Ethernet, Wifi and 
GSM) proved to be too difficult to realise in such a short time. However, even still a basic program in 
SystemC for simulating was written and its source code is supplied in Appendix B. 
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4.5.5 Simulation Results 
The short time omitted any more elaborate results to come from the simulations. In this case it acted 
mostly as a way of getting a good overview of the system and understanding the algorithms that 
needed to be performed. The very high level SystemC simulation did in the end generate a signal plot 
which is displayed below in Figure SIM3. 

 

Figure SIM 3: Signals generated from running the SystemC simulation as viewed in GTKWave 

 

The simulation was able to perform the various data-conversions as done by the main module and 
the interface with the sensors. In figure x one can see the different values of the signals going from 
the ambient temperature and humidity sensor to the main module and from the module 
temperature sensor to the main module (Signal_AmbTempHumSensor_to_Main and 
Signal_TempSensor_to_Main) and how they have been recalculated to the signals ambient 
temperature to communications module (Signal_AmbTemp_to_comm), ambient humidity to 
communications module (Signal_AmbHum_to_comm) and module temperature to communications 
module (Signal_Temp_to_Comm). 

 

4.5.6 Simulation Conclusions 
Due to the thin results of the simulations, no advanced conclusions as to necessary processor power 
or concurrency could be drawn. If there would have been more time however, the simulations process 
and the coding could have been iterated and would then have provided means for doing more 
advanced type of analysis of the system. Maybe the processor power can be scaled down (in other 
words, maybe it would turn out that results can infer that the K64 is a lot more powerful than the 
design requires), something which can reduce the power usage and cost of manufacturing the product. 
These initial simulations can be expanded and used in further development of this project.  
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4.6 The Overall Circuitry, Schematics and Explanations 
In this section all of the schematics for the circuitry is presented and explained. The schematics were 
developed somewhat with the aid of the simulations and the model of computation, but mostly by 
using the Freescale Freedom Board documentation together with the datasheets and documentation 
from the selected components to interface everything in the proper way to achieve the functionality 
needed. Due to the fact that the schematics are very detailed and large in size, they are all supplied in 
full in Appendix D. In this section only a small version of each schematic is presented to aid in the 
explanations. All of the schematics were done with DesignSpark PCB 7.0 by RS, which is a free but still 
capable software that offers the possibility to translate a schematic design to an ECAD-circuit board 
design. This section offers only a rather general overview of the schematics. For a more detailed 
explanation of the specific components, please refer to section 4.4 Hardware and Software. 

 
4.6.1 Power Management and Serial Communications 
The power management and serial communications was logical to put in one separate schematic due 
to their common use of some of the power connections which are not used anywhere else in the 
design. A smaller scale picture of the schematics can be seen below in Figure SCH1, the full-size 
schematics is presented in Appendix D. 
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Figure SCH1: Schematic for Power Management and Serial Communication for Just-Us Powers 
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The main parts of the schematic are the external power connections (J15 and J16 which are located in 
sections A1 and A2, respectively) together with their fuse-holders (FS1 and FS2), the 40V-to-5V-
regulator (U6 with peripherals, located in section BC2), the two 5V-to-3.3V-regulators (U7 and U2 with 
peripherals, located in sections EF2 and EF3 respectively), the USB-connection (CONN1 with 
peripherals, located in section ABCD34) and the 3.7 Li-Ion battery charging circuit (U1 with peripherals, 
located in section CDE12). The power levels are connected through to the other parts of the design 
using power-net symbols with the name or symbol of the power net (VDD and Ground), and the signal 
connections (in this case only the USB-signals) to other parts of the design are done using a signal bus-
bar (USB_SIGNALS). 

 

4.6.2 Ethernet 
The Ethernet-circuitry can be considered as stand-alone and was therefore placed in its own schematic 
drawing. A smaller scale picture of the schematics can be seen below in Figure SCH2, the full-size 
schematics is presented in Appendix D. 

 

Figure SCH 2: Schematic for Ethernet Communications for Just-Us Powers 

The schematic contains the main control chip (U5) with peripherals and the RJ45 connector (J5 with 
peripherals, located in section AB23). All of the signal connections to other parts of the design are done 
using signal bus-bars (RMII_SIGNALS). 
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4.6.3 Sensors 
Because most of the sensors operate in a similar way, and the fact that they are the part that is most 
likely to be subjected to changes in future designs, the sensors were all placed in the same schematic 
sheet. A smaller scale picture of the schematics can be seen below in Figure SCH3, the full-size 
schematics is presented in Appendix D. 

 

Figure SCH3: Schematic for Sensor for Just-Us Powers 

The sensors (and sensor connections) in the schematic are the voltage measurement-sensor (located 
in section AB123), the current sensor (U4 with peripherals, located in section CDE1), the module 
temperature sensor connection with peripherals (located in section C2), the ambient temperature and 
ambient humidity sensor connection (J7, located in section D2) and the irradiance sensor connection 
with peripherals (J14, located in section E34). All of the signal connections to the other parts of the 
design are done with the signal bus-bar SENSOR_SIGNALS. 
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4.6.4 Microcontroller and SD 
This is the main schematic of the design since it contains the “brain” of the system, the Kinetis K64 
microcontroller. The schematic symbol of the K64 was created to match the pin-out of the foot-print. 
This was in order to aid in the selections of what pins to use for what other components and thus be 
able to create logical “groups” that would ease the drawing of traces when doing the ECAD-design. A 
smaller scale picture of the schematics can be seen below in Figure SCH4, the full-size schematics is 
presented in Appendix D. 

 

Figure SCH 4: Schematic for Processor and SD for Just-Us Powers 

Connected to the K64 microcontroller are the SD-card slot (J2 located in section AB12), control LEDs 
for troubleshooting and checking status (LED2, 3 & 4, located in section CD1), connector for the WiFi-
module (J9, located in section H1), connector for the GSM-module (J10, located in section H2), 
connector for SWD (Single Wire Debug)-interface (J1, located in section D6), user-interface 
components in the form of control buttons for hardware reset and LCD-control (J4, located in section 
GH34) and the connector for the LCD (J3, located in section H4). There are also a number of decoupling 
capacitors and pull-up or pull-down resistors connected to different pins. All external signals are 
connected using the signal-bus bars USB_SIGNALS, SENSOR_SIGNALS and MRII_SIGNALS. 
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4.7 Development of the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) 
Once the schematic design has been determined it is time to make it into something physical and real: 
a Printed Circuit Board or PCB as it is usually called. Some changes can usually come to the overall 
design and schematics when creating the layout for the PCB (so also in this project) due to the fact that 
it is at this stage that one for the first time begins to see the whole project materialize. It is then 
possible that some problems (could be e.g. regarding component compatibility or availability) are 
brought to light that could not have been discovered earlier. 

4.7.1 PCB Layout Design Using ECAD 
As stated earlier the program used for doing the schematics (DesignSpark PCB 7.0) was chosen because 
it also comes with the ability to translate the schematics into a PCB-design. The software comes with 
a big library of footprints (these display how the components will look once on the PCB, i.e. how all of 
the surface mounted soldering pads or through-hole soldering pads are placed in order to be able to 
fit the component and solder it into place), and the user can also easily create his own footprint for 
custom components. A circuit board has a number of different parameters that decides what it looks 
like and how complex it will be. Some of these parameters go into the category called “Design Rules”, 
which states for example how far apart components and tracks must be placed, how thick/thin tracks 
are tolerated and what units will be used in the design (metric or imperial). Also a circuit board can be 
single-sided, double sided or multilayer. An explanation of the different types is presented below. 

Single Layer (One-Sided) Board 
This is the simplest type of circuit board, and only has the copper on one side of the 
board. This means that components and traces can only be placed on that one side. 
This makes the board cheap and easy to manufacture, even in a small office or 
laboratory or even at home. The limitations of only using one side means that it is best 
suited for only very simple designs. 

2-Layer (Double-Sided) Board 
This is the most common type of circuit board and has copper on the two sides of the 
board. Components and/or traces can be placed on both sides of the board and thus 
the complexity of the design can be increased. Routing the traces (this is what it is 
called when doing the actual connections, the traces, between components in an 
ECAD-software) can be made easier as it is possible to change the side and then “jump 
over” or “dive under” an existing trace to avoid crossing and thus making a short-
circuit with it. The double sided boards are a little bit more expensive and difficult to 
manufacture, but since they have been considered as standard for a long time they are 
relatively cheap. They can also like the single-sided ones be manufactured by the 
developer, with some more steps in the process when the vias (the holes that connect 
traces that travel between the top and bottom copper layers) needs to be created. 

Multi-Layer Boards 
There is really not any limit as to how many layers a circuit board can have. More 
copper layers can be “sandwiched” in-between the top and bottom copper layers. 
These hidden layers within the board can be used as power-planes for VDD, Ground or 
other power-levels or as signal planes only containing the sensitive signals in the 
design. This again makes for a big variety in the ways that the designer can route the 
traces and sometimes it is enough with just a via to connect a pad of a component to 
power or ground. These multi-layer boards are by far the most expensive, and are only 
used in very complex designs or when there are size constraints on the board. 
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We decided to go for a 2-Layered-Board due to the fact that we had a fairly complex design, but still 
wanted to be able to manufacture the prototype board in the facilities available at the University of 
Nairobi. They had all of the necessary tools to manufacture a double-sided board and also if we would 
like to send our design to a third-part for manufacturing it would still not be very expensive. 

Components also comes in different forms and packages depending on the needs of the user. In the 
case with the most common components, the user often has a choice between a number of different 
capsules or chips with different size and configuration of the connections. Some of these packages are 
standard like LQFP, DIP, TO and SQL, and comes in different configurations depending on the 
connections of the component. A thorough explanation of all of these packages is beyond the scope 
of this report. The most important categorisation when designing a PCB and selecting the components 
is to choose between the two main categories of components, surface mounted (SMD) and through-
hole. Here follows a short explanation of the two types. 

Surface Mounted (SMD) Components 
Surface mounted means that the component sits on only one side of the board and 
thus have what is called “pads” that are only an area of a predefined size (as defined in 
the footprint) where the solder will be applied and then hold the component in place. 
The SMD-components are also usually made very small so that they can be held in 
place only using the solder. Their small size make them optimal for size-optimized and 
complex designs, and the fact that they are only “interacting” with one side of the 
board means that they can easily be placed by robots and machines in the industry. 
For these reasons the SMD-components have now by far become the most common 
type of component used in all types of electronics.  

Through-Hole Components 
The through-hole type components means that the legs of the component are made 
as more or less long “wires” that are made to be placed through a hole in the circuit 
board. This makes keeping bigger and bulkier components in place easier than with an 
SMD-component. The actual holes that they require can be both a blessing and a curse 
to the developer. The fact that the component needs a hole means that by placing a 
via in the hole (something which is automatically done by the software), the 
component can be partially or completely routed on the other side without any other 
vias in the design. This can aid in the routing of the design. It can however be a 
downside when a developer want to produce his own board, as every hole needs to be 
drilled. The through-hole components are usually larger than the SMD-ones, 
something which can be an aid when designing the first prototype, as they are easier 
to work with and solder in place. Also, it is sometimes possible to place large through-
hole resistors so that they “jump over” many traces and thus use this in the design. 

Because we were going to manufacture the boards ourselves, we aimed at keeping the number of 
through-hole components at a minimum. This because every extra hole that needs to be drilled is both 
an added labour, and a likely source of error. Some components however needed to be through-hole, 
due to limitations in the local supply of electronic components in Nairobi. The local vendors did not 
carry any SMD-components at the time of the project, something that meant that the components 
that we decided to buy locally for various reasons had to be through-hole.  
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4.7.2 Placing and Routing of Components 
If every component in the schematic has a footprint associated to it, these footprints will then be 
imported in the PCB-layout together with all of the connections between the components (in ECAD-
software referred to as “Nets”). All of these component footprints with their respective nets will then 
be placed in a more or less orderly manner outside the board outlines or inside using an algorithm to 
place them. For more complex designs the auto-place feature usually does not achieve the desired 
results, as the developer usually has an idea of where he wants to position the main functions of the 
board to achieve the best performance. So was the case with this project, so we decided to skip the 
auto-place functionality. 

For an illustration of how it looked in the beginning phase of the PCB-design of the project in 
DesignSpark PCB, see Figure PCB1 below. 

 

Figure PCB1: First stage of PCB-design using DesignSpark PCB. All of the components (i.e. their footprints) and the nets 
connecting them are located outside the board outlines shown in green. 

 

The next stage is to organize all of the components in an optimal way, considering that they should 
be placed in clusters depending on their characteristics (analogue, digital, noisy, sensitive to noise) 
and with the aim of making the traces between them as short as possible. This is to optimize the 
performance and reduce the issues with EMC (Electro-Magnetic Compatibility). This is explained in 
detail in section 4.7.3 EMC and Performance Optimization. Components can be rotated and, because 
we had chosen a two-layered board, placed on both sides of the board. The aim was to create five 
separated clusters of components; power, communications (USB and Ethernet), microcontroller with 
peripherals, analogue sensors, digital sensors.  Again, the main reason for this is to keep the traces as 
short as possible, and to aid in creating an optimal design. An illustration of how it looks when this is 
completed is displayed below in Figure PCB2. 
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Figure PCB2: Component placement done. The component outlines and names are shown as yellow, the areas in bright red 
are the SMD-solder pads, the grey circles are through-hole pads. All of the nets (i.e. the connections between the components) 
are shown as the yellow lines connecting different pads. The components are clustered in the five categories: power (located 
in the bottom left), communications (located in the top left), processor with peripherals (located in the middle and top right), 
digital sensors (located in the bottom right) and analogue sensors (located in the bottom middle). 

Now it is time to do the routing of the traces (as described earlier, this is what it is called when the 
actual tracks connecting the components are placed). This is often the most time-consuming part of 
any PCB-design. This since it is often the case that components need to moved and rotated several 
times and traces needs to be moved and re-done as more and more traces are added. Especially when 
connecting a microcontroller in the form of an SMD LQFP-package there are a lot of traces that needs 
to be connected in a very small area. This together with tight tolerances for trace width and spacing 
can often prove to be quite the challenge containing numerous iterations of moving traces around. All 
the traces should always be kept as short as possible, and when it comes to the traces for power (in 
our design primarily the incoming lines from the battery bank and 3.7V battery and VDD) these should 
be made as wide as possible to minimize the resistance which leads to a voltage drop over the trace 
and also leads to power dissipation due to the energy loss. This all follows from the standard equations 
describing the electric circuit characteristics: 

(𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃1)   𝑈𝑈 = 𝑅𝑅 ∗ 𝐼𝐼 

(𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃2)  𝑅𝑅 =  
𝑙𝑙

𝜎𝜎 ∗ 𝐴𝐴
 

(𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃3)  𝑃𝑃 = 𝑈𝑈 ∗ 𝐼𝐼 

 (PCB1) is Ohm’s law, describing how the voltage drop U over a resistance is given as the resistance R 
multiplied by the current I. (PCB2) describes the resistance R in an electric conductor as a function of 
the length of the conductor l, the electric conductance of the conductor 𝛔𝛔 and the cross-section area 
of the conductor A. (PCB3) is the power equation that states that the power P is given as the voltage 
U multiplied by the current I.  
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By combining these three equations we can obtain the following equation: 

(𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃4)   𝑃𝑃 =
𝑙𝑙 ∗ 𝐼𝐼2

𝜎𝜎 ∗ 𝐴𝐴
 

(PCB4) now describes the power lost P in a conducting wire or trace with the length l and cross-section 
area A and the electric conductivity 𝝈𝝈 when the current I is flowing through it. So we can easily see 
that the high current required by the power-lines (could be up to the order of hundreds of mA) will 
result in a drastic power loss if the wires are not kept short and wide. They can however for obvious 
reasons not be made infinitely short and wide, so for that reason it is also wise to use several parallel 
traces for the power distribution. The power lost will manifest itself as a lower voltage at the end of 
the trace, something which could in the worst case disrupt the operation of sensitive functions, and as 
heat dissipation in the traces which could in the worst case lead to temperatures high enough to cause 
the plastic to melt, traces to separate and start fires. So it is very key to design the power lines wisely 
so that they match the power-needs of the design without risking overheating and malfunctions. 

The traces for the signals usually only transports very small currents (could be as low as a few mA or 
even µA) so they are usually not sensitive to the problems with voltage drop and power dissipation but 
instead they can have other demands when it comes to their routing. But more on this in the next 
section about EMC and Performance Optimization. 

An illustration of our design when it is routed can be seen below in Figure PCB3. 

 

Figure PCB3: The routing is now done. Traces in red are traces done in the top copper-layer and traces in turquoise are in the 
bottom copper. The traces have been done to minimize the length of each trace, maximize the width of the trace where needed 
and to comply with any special needs for sensitive data-traces. 
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4.7.3 EMC and Performance Optimization  
Electromagnetic compatibility is a very important part of a PCB-design with sensitive components. Due 
to the electromagnetic characteristics of electric signals, switching signals will emit electromagnetic 
waves (noise) that can affect and influence other signals. This can lead to all kinds of behaviour with 
for example digital signals being corrupted, noise being coupled and amplified in the power circuitry 
(something which can lead to widely fluctuating power voltage which can disrupt the operation of a 
critical component or even destroy it) and analogue signals not displaying their expected value. There 
are a number of different ways and approaches to counter these problems that should and have been 
considered in this design. 

As mentioned in section 4.7.2 Placing and Routing of Components, the reason for organizing the 
components of the design in a certain way was to minimize any problems caused by this type of 
electromagnetic noise. Some parts are considered especially noise-emitting and some parts are very 
sensitive to noise. According to the electromagnetic theory a switching signal will emit noise with a 
magnitude proportional to the frequency of the switching and the current. That means that since most 
power contain switching step-down or step-up transformers handling a relatively high current, and 
also contain inductors (inductors are also a very emitting a lot of electromagnetic waves when current 
is flowing through them), these parts are very noise-emitting. Therefore it is wise to keep this parts 
well separated and as far as possible from the rest of the design, something that we took in 
consideration when placing the power circuitry. Some parts are on the other hand very sensitive to 
receiving any noise, such as the crystal oscillator of the Ethernet-circuitry. This oscillator uses a quartz 
crystal together with capacitors to create an oscillating signal at a predefined frequency that is used to 
control the Ethernet chip. It is very important that this kept at the exact frequency, so any intruding 
noise can disrupt the operation of the chip. So therefore it was placed wisely and as far as possible 
from noise-sources. 

Traces can easily start acting as antennas, both emitting and picking-up noise. Again, the noise emitted 
will be proportional to both the frequency of a switching signal and the current of the signal. So even 
if data-signals does not have a high current, the fact that they can have a very high frequency can make 
them emit noise. In the case of the crystal for the Ethernet-chip, consideration was taken to make the 
traces between the crystal and the chip as short as possible, and as separated as possible from each 
other. This to make the “antennas” as small as possible. If one is working with very high frequencies, 
other complicated electromagnetic phenomena may appear. One example of this is what is called 
“transmission lines”, something that happens when the wavelength λ (inversely proportional to the 
frequency) becomes short in relation to the trace length (caused by a to high frequency-to-trace 
length-ratio). The trace will then experience a lot of added parasitic capacitances and inductances, 
something that can then cause the signal to behave as a wave in a guitar string and “bounce” at the 
end of the trace and cause oscillations and standing waves. This is another reason to keep traces short 
and take extra care with high-frequency signals. We did not work with any such high frequency signals 
so transmission lines was not considered to be a problem. 

Apart from separating noise parts and noise-sensitive parts and keeping traces short, the use of 
capacitors is the most common way of dealing with noise. This because as we know the frequency 
characteristics of the capacitor makes it into a high-pass filter for electric signals. So by using capacitors 
to couple DC-signals like the power-lines to ground, any high frequency noise on the line will go 
through the capacitor to ground whilst blocking the DC-part of the signal that can then go to the 
designated part. It is also possible to decouple with a well-defined high-pass filter if the developer 
wants to decouple only signals over a certain frequency. Decoupling capacitors are thus always used 
on all power connections to minimize the risk of high-frequency noise disturbing or destroying critical 
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components, and so also in our design. They should, and are all places as close as possible to the power 
consumer to make sure that the signal is as “clean” as possible at that point. When it comes to the 
incoming power connections, even more precautions are taken to insure against noise and possible 
destruction. The voltage regulators all have decoupling capacitors on the inputs and outputs to prevent 
any noise from being fed back and amplified, but also when connecting to an external power source 
there is a risk of a power surge. The USB-connection is extra sensitive to this, so to protect against it 
the incoming lines have been fitted with ferrite beads. These are working as powerful inductors and 
thus a passive low-pass filters that will block any high frequency components on the incoming power 
lines. 

There is also a way to optimize the power distribution of the design and at the same time provide and 
efficient way of decoupling noise: the use of power planes. If one is using a design with multiple layers 
it is possible to dedicate one of the internal layers to be a solid grounded plane. This will then act as a 
capacitor decoupling high frequency noise all over the design, whilst at the same time provide an easy 
access to a very over dimensioned ground conductor. By doing the same with the power it will also be 
effectively noise decoupled by the ground plane since they together will act as one big capacitor. Since 
we only used a two layered board for this design we did not have this possibility. However by using a 
technique called “copper pour”, filling in as many empty spaces as possible on the board and 
connecting them to the ground potential, these “islands” of copper will act as isolators for noise as 
they will pick up and ground any noise between the traces. They also provide excellent grounding due 
to their size and because of that also have good power dissipation capabilities (they can in a sense be 
regarded as heat-sinks). When they are placed above or underneath any traces they can also in the 
same way as a ground plane act as a capacitor. It is however very important not to have isolated 
“islands”, that is areas of copper not connected to ground. This because they could easily pick up any 
noise and act as antennas for this noise and in other words get the opposite to the wanted effect. Also, 
sometimes it is wise not to have any copper around certain traces. Such was the case with the traces 
for the crystal oscillator, because again this is a part that is very sensitive to anything that can change 
the well-defined and rather high frequency of the oscillator signal. So this area was left without copper 
on both the top and bottom.  

By using the “ground islands” it is possible to create a design that does a good job in separating the 
different parts of the circuit board from each other. By having a closed off area that includes all of the 
parts of one cluster and then connecting all of those areas with “bridges” one yields an extra filter 
against high frequency noise. The bridges connecting the islands will act as low-pass filters and only 
allow for the lower frequencies to pass through, meaning that the noise from the noisy parts like the 
power circuitry cannot affect other parts of the design through the ground copper. DC-levels can pass 
through completely however, which still provides a good ground overall. By also adding vias between 
the top and bottom grounded copper-pours one makes sure that current can flow everywhere and 
that the whole design is properly grounded. We chose to use four different bridge-connected ground 
copper-pours: one for the noisy power circuitry, one for the noise-sensitive communications part with 
the Ethernet and USB, one for the digital part including the microcontroller, its peripherals, the 
communication module connections and the digital sensors, and one for the analogue signals. The 
analogue part should be separated from the digital as the digital part contains switching signals with 
high frequency that could affect the analogue signals and corrupt the values of the sensors as read by 
the microcontroller. 
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4.7.4 The Iterations and Non-linearity of the Design Process 
The design of a PCB is not a straight-forward process. It can best be described as a circular and very 
iterative work, where the design usually needs to be changed several times before a final design is 
reached. As mentioned before the first step of placing the components may need to be redone several 
times before the routing of the traces is completed. It is also very common in complicated designs that 
the movement of one component or trace will affect a large part of the design and like rings on the 
water require the movement of many other traces and components to make it all fit in a good way. 
Sometimes it feels like playing the old game of “Tetris” when trying to fit all of the traces in a small 
area within the constraints of the design rules and at the same time taking EMC-issues in consideration. 
Trying to optimize the design from an EMC-point of view is probably the most tedious and complicated 
task of all. This because almost everything is a trade-off to something else. One should keep noisy 
components far apart, but it is not good to have long traces. Also electromagnetic behaviour is complex 
in theory and even more complex in the real world, so it is sometimes very difficult to predict the real 
life behaviour without testing. That is why the last stage of the design process, the testing, is also the 
most important. And sadly also the one where one will discover the most errors and anomalies in the 
behaviour, leading to yet another iteration of rotating and moving components, re-routing traces and 
testing. All until the design is within the requirements and fulfils the goals. 

 
4.8 The “Final” PCB Design 
After a number of iterations and changes, a “final” design was reached. “Final” means that it turned 
out not to be perfect, but contained a number of flaws and errors that need to be corrected in future 
versions. It can also be argued that due to late discoveries that certain components did not perform as 
promised, and other new ideas that we have had at the stages of testing and afterwards, the whole 
design might need to be changed from scratch. But due to the very short time-constraints of the project 
there was no time for any changes before it was time for the field-testing so there was no other 
decision to be made than to use what had been accomplished. The following two illustrations, Figure 
PCB4 and PCB5, show the PCB-design as it looked in the latest version (the one which was also 
produced). The design was made taking as many EMC-issues as possible into consideration and also 
with the fact that it would be produced using rather simple methods in mind. If we would have 
contracted a third-party producer of PCBs we could have made the design smaller and used smaller 
components too, but we needed to be able to build it by hand in the laboratory at the University of 
Nairobi. It has the four different “ground-islands” connected by “bridges” as discussed in the section 
4.7.3 EMC and Performance Optimization, with the exception of the crystal oscillator and also the SD-
card. A higher resolution version in natural size of both the top and bottom layers are provided in 
Appendix F. 
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Figure PCB4: The top copper and silkscreen of the PCB 

 

Figure PCB5: The bottom copper and silkscreen of the PCB. Since there are no components on the bottom side there is 
nothing on the silkscreen either. 
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4.9 Manufacturing of the PCB 
As stated earlier, one of the reasons for collaborating with the University of Nairobi in this project was 
their ability and competence in manufacturing printed circuit boards in-house. This competence also 
stretched into the pre-manufacturing stages as hints and tips as to how to simplify the process were 
given already during the development. The manufacturing process that we utilised is relatively 
common in small-scale and prototype manufacturing. It consists of a number of steps which are 
described below. 

 
4.9.1 Step 1: Toner-Transfer 
The first step of the manufacturing process is to get a copy of the PCB-layout from the software to the 
physical board. This was done using a technique called toner-transfer. A black and white 
representation of the top and bottom copper of the layout is saved as two different pages or files so 
that they can be printed independently. Whatever is copper on the design will be solid black and 
everything else will be white. One of the layers also has to be mirrored for it to fit properly on the 
board (something which is very obvious later in the process). A good first-check to be done is to see 
that the scaling is correct, so it is wise to start by printing one of the layers containing component 
footprints on a regular paper and try to place some of the relevant components on the paper to see if 
they will fit. This top and bottom layers are then printed on a special paper and should be printed with 
a compatible ink. We used something called “Art Paper” with the gauge of 115 gsm. Unfortunately we 
were unable to acquire the name of the manufacturer. The idea is that the paper does not allow the 
ink to “dry in” completely. The printed top and bottom copper are shown below in Figure PCB6 and 
PCB7. Figure PCB6 also shows the microcontroller, Ethernet-chip and battery charge controller “test 
fitted” to the print for verification. 

 

Figure PCB6: Top copper layer printed and "test-fitted" with components. 
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Figure PCB7: Bottom copper layer mirrored and printed on toner-transfer paper. 

When the two sides have been printed the actual copper-board is prepared. Since it is a double-sided 
design it has to be a double sided board. The board is made of plastic but has the top and bottom sides 
covered in a layer of copper. The boards used at the University of Nairobi were protected with a plastic 
cover to protect them from corrosion. However they were very aged so not only had they corroded 
slightly anyway, the glue of the protective plastic did not remove properly and left residue. So for these 
two reasons the boards had to be properly cleaned before use. This was done using acetone and a 
special “rubbing tool” that was used to remove the last residues, brush up the copper and make it 
completely uncontaminated and oxidized before toner transfer. Pictures of this process can be seen 
below in Figure PCB8, PCB9 and PCB10.  
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Figure PCB8: The copper-boards as they look before any processing, with the plastic protective cover still on. 

 

Figure PCB9: Mr Arnold Bett cleaning the board and removing residue from the plastic sheet using acetone. 
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Figure PCB10: The cleaned and toner-transfer ready copper board. 

Now it is time to put together the top and bottom copper-prints done on the toner-transfer paper. 
They need to be perfectly aligned so that all of the vias and holes of the design will fit. It is now that it 
is obvious why one of the sides has to be mirrored, because this is the only way that they will fit 
together and align. Also, it is worth taking note that the toner-transfer itself will result in a mirrored 
version of the print, so that whatever was printed will be mirrored in the end resulting in the mirrored-
side being non-mirrored and vice versa. The alignment is best done using a light-table or other source 
of strong, white light so that both the top and bottom layers can be seen at the same time. The two 
sides are then placed with the ink-side facing inwards and aligned one corner at a time and stapled in 
place. However it is important not to staple too tightly in order to be able to fit the copper board which 
needs to go in-between the two papers. It goes without saying that the two sides need to be perfectly 
aligned in order to be able to drill holes for vias and component legs in the proper way. Once this is 
done it is time to transfer the toner to the copper board. This is done using a regular shirt-iron which 
is set to high temperature and then moved across both sides of the paper-board-sandwich. It is 
important to distribute the heat evenly and not too much in one place as this can burn the ink, so 
constant movement is recommended.  

Once the both sides have been thoroughly heated the last final and crucial step of the toner transfer 
is performed. The staples are removed and the paper is now sticking to the board only using the ink. 
One side at a time, the paper should now be removed very carefully whilst applying heat from the iron. 
The idea is to make sure that as much ink as possible is transferred from the paper to the board. In our 
case there was a problem with the ink that was available. It turned out that despite our best efforts to 
ensure optimal toner ink-transfer there were spots on the board were there was little or no ink. So this 
was corrected afterwards using permanent-marker pencils, a very tedious and time-consuming 
process. For this reason all precautions and preparations should be made to ensure that the toner-
transfer works perfectly, as flaws in this stage can render the whole design useless in later stages. In 
our case the reason for the failure was that we did not have the correct type of toner-ink available, 
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something which could not be prevented, so we had to do the best that we could with the obtained 
results. Pictures of the paper-alignment, toner-transfer heating, removal of paper and the final result 
can be seen below in Figure PCB11, PCB12, PCB13, PCB14, PCB15 and PCB16. 

 

Figure PCB11: The two printed sides on the toner-transfer paper are aligned with the aid of a strong, white light. 

 

Figure PCB12: The copper board is fitted in-between the two toner transfer papers so that the ink is facing the board. 
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Figure PCB13: Heat is applied to the toner-transfer paper using a standard shirt-iron. 

 

Figure PCB14: The toner-transfer paper is removed carefully whilst at the same time applying heat with the iron. 
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Figure PCB15: The board as it looked just after the toner-transfer process. It is very visible that the transfer was not completely 
successful but left areas with no, or little ink. 

 

Figure PCB16: The finished toner-transfer perfected using permanent markers of different sizes to fill in the gaps. 
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4.9.2 Step 2: Etching of the Board 
After the toner-transfer has been completed it is time to etch the board. This will ensure that there is 
copper wherever there are traces, pads, vias or copper planes, and that there is no copper where there 
are isolation gaps and isolated areas. The etching solution will “eat away” any exposed copper leaving 
only the plastic of the board. The etching can be done using a number of different chemicals. We used 
a solution of water and Mega Electronics 600-015 ferric chloride, FeCl3 [41]. Since the etching reaction 
is an endothermic reaction it needs heat to occur. So the water was heated to just under boiling 
temperature before pouring it into a container, adding FeCl3 and mixing the solution. The board was 
then lowered into the solution and the container rocked back and forth to keep the solution flowing 
around the board and constantly mixing. Since this chemical reaction emits certain hazardous fumes it 
was performed under a suction fan. After roughly 5 minutes it is apparent that the solution has etched 
away all of the exposed copper and only left the plastic of the board. So the board is removed from 
the solution and cleaned thoroughly in water. Once this is done the results are inspected to make sure 
that the solution has etched away all of the exposed copper. If the results are satisfactory acetone is 
used to clean away all of the toner from the board. Now the areas that were covered with ink are solid 
copper and everything else is isolated, just as desired. Pictures of the etching in the solution bath, and 
the results are seen below in Figure PCB17, PCB18, PCB19, PCB20 and PCB21. 

 

Figure PCB17: The board in the etching solution of warm water and ferric chloride, FeCl3. 
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Figure PCB18: The board as it looked coming out from the etching solution. All of the exposed copper has been removed. 

 

Figure PCB19: Mr Bett removing the toner-ink from the board using a cloth with acetone. 
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Figure PCB20: Etched and cleaned top-side of the board. 

 

Figure PCB21: Etched and cleaned bottom-side of the board. 
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4.9.3 Step 3: Drilling and Fitting of Vias 
With the board etched and cleaned, it is time to take care of all the holes and vias. The first step is to 
drill all of the holes with the correct size drill. We did this with a special drill press that could be fitted 
with specialized very small drill bits of different sizes and used with relative ease and precision. At this 
stage it turned out that the alignment of the toner transfer had not been completely perfect, why some 
holes were not completely aligned. Some measures were therefore taken when placing the drill head 
to ensure the best possible results of fitting on both sides of the board. Once the drilling was done it 
was time to fit the vias. In the process that we used the vias are really fitted in place using rivets that 
are placed in the holes and then pressed using a special riveting machine. With other processes it is 
possible to chemically connect the both sides of the board, but this one requires a purely mechanical 
connection. When using the chemical process all of the holes will automatically be made into vias, but 
with this process some holes that did not require any through-layer connection could be left without 
a riveted via. It would later turn out that the connectivity of the vias was to be our greatest trouble 
and cause of confusion and malfunction. Pictures of the via-fitting are displayed below in Figure PCB22, 
PCB23 and PCB24. 

 

 

Figure PCB22: Close-up of the riveting of a via in a hole. 
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Figure PCB23: The handling of the riveting machine. The white cans contain rivets of different sizes. 

 

Figure PCB24: About halfway through the riveting process. 
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4.9.4 Step 4: Tinning 
When exposed to the environment unprotected copper will oxidise. This oxidation-layer is non-
conductive and can thus ruin the connectivity of pads and vias. So to prevent this the board with all of 
the vias is immersed in a tinning solution that deposits a layer of tin on all of the exposed copper. The 
tinning solution had been composed some time prior to this particular immersion by mixing Mega 
Electronics 600-020 Tin Plating Powder [42] with warm water with a temperature of at least 50 degrees 
centigrade. This will then (in theory) protect the copper from oxidizing whilst still being conductive and 
making it more receptive to soldering tin. Before the board is immersed in the tinning solution it is 
properly and thoroughly cleaned and scrubbed with the rubbing tool to remove any last oxidation that 
has occurred whilst working with the drilling and riveting. Pictures displaying the cleaned and scrubbed 
board before and after the tinning are displayed below in Figure PCB25, PCB26 and PCB27. 

 

 

Figure PCB25: The board completely fitted with vias and cleaned/scrubbed with the special rubbing tool before tinning. 
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Figure PCB26: The top-side of the final and tinned PCB. 

 

Figure PCB27: Bottom-side of the final and tinned PCB. 
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4.9.5 Step 5: Soldering 
The final stage of the manufacturing is the soldering, an art in its own. The easiest and amongst 
amateurs most used technique is using a soldering iron, an instrument with a heated metallic tip that 
is used to melt the soldering tin and apply this to the connection that one wants to solder. To solder 
SMD-components and especially embedded components SMD-chips requires the use of a hot-air 
soldering station. This apparatus has a nozzle that shoots out hot air that melts the solder. For small 
scale production a combination of the traditional iron and the hot-air machine is used for different 
purposes. For example, as solder is first applied to the pads of the SMD-chip footprint the iron is used. 
The pad is then coated with a soldering paste to help keep the component in place when putting it on 
the board and aligning it. The hot-air machine is then used to apply heat to as many of the pads as 
much as possible, whilst still not risking to move the component out of place. The hot-air machine is 
also needed when removing chips, since it can heat all of the pads at the same time so that the solder 
is melted and the component can be moved. In industrial processes specialized machines and hot 
ovens are used to equip the boards with component and then have them soldered. Since soldering 
might almost be considered a science of its own or even an art-form a more detailed explanation of 
soldering and soldering techniques is beyond the scope of this report. A picture of the finished PCB 
with all of the components soldered in place can be seen below in Figure PCB28. 

 

 

Figure PCB28: The finished circuit board with all components soldered in place. 
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4.10 Design and Manufacturing of Enclosure 
Since the device will be located in an outside environment and also be handled by us in the testing 
process and by operators in the future an enclosure of some sort is needed. Sometimes the easiest is 
to browse the catalogue of any electronics or hardware supply company that usually also carries plastic 
and metallic boxes and enclosures, and just pick one that fits the measurements and economic 
restraints of the project. These boxes have their limitations however, as they only come in certain sizes, 
and they can also sometimes carry a very hefty price tag. Making a tailor-made enclosure is always the 
preferred choice when the option exists. In the Electronics Group at the University of Nairobi there 
was access to a 3D-printer. This together with the fact that supply of products is almost always an issue 
made the decision easy to develop our own enclosure and print it. 

 

4.10.1 Designing the Enclosure Using 3D-CAD Software 
In other projects it could have been an approach to take the measurements of an already existing box 
and design the PCB to fit these measurements. Since we started with the PCB, the box had to fit the 
already existing board. By using a 3D-CAD software it is easy to draw a 3D-model of any object and see 
how it will look in three dimensions. We used the program Solidworks 2013 with a student licence 
obtained from Uppsala University. It was concluded that the enclosure should contain of two parts, 
with the bottom part being a box containing the PCB and the top part being a lid. The walls of the 
bottom part would house all through holes for contacts, and the top part would have an open area for 
the LCD and holes for the hardware reset button and LCD-on/off button. It was decided that due to 
the fact that it was the very first prototype that was being designed it is better to be flexible when 
mounting the system. So no holes for contacts or buttons were defined and drawn in the software, 
since it would be easier to see where they needed to be once the board was test-installed in the 
enclosure. They would then be drilled or otherwise mechanically extruded from the enclosure.  

The precautions taken to match the board was to design an extremity on the side to house the GSM-
module that would be mounted so that it was sticking out away from the board. This way the antenna 
included in the module would be placed away from any potentially sensitive nodes that could pick up 
the radiated signals. Also, this way of placing it on the far end of the design meant that the box could 
be designed with a tight tolerance so that a hole could be drilled for the antenna mount, and the 
antenna placed outside the box for maximum reception. The bottom part also included four pillars that 
the PCB would rest upon. This way the 3.7V Li-Ion battery could be placed underneath the PCB. The 
pillars to which the board would be screw-attached to would also ensure that the board lay steady in 
the box and does not experience any mechanical wearing.  

The top part, the “lid” of the box was designed to fit the bottom and to have a space for the mounting 
of the LCD. Also the working name of the product “JUST-US SOLAR” was printed on the top. No pre-
defined holes were designed in the software, all the screw holes for mounting the PCB to the bottom 
and to mount the “lid” to the box were done afterwards. Screenshots displaying the bottom and top 
parts are displayed below in Figure EN1 and EN2. Complete mechanical drawings of the bottom and 
top parts can be found in Appendix G. 
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Figure EN1: Screenshot from Solidworks 2013 displaying the bottom part of the enclosure. 

 

Figure EN2: Screenshot from Solidworks 2013 displaying the top part ("lid") of the enclosure. 
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4.10.2 Printing of the Enclosure in a 3D-Printer 
With the design done it was exported as an STL (Standard Triangle Language) file for printing 
preparations. The electronics laboratory at the University of Nairobi was equipped with an Ultimaker 
2 3D-printer and to prepare the printing of the enclosure the STL-file had to be fed into Cura, the native 
software of the Ultimaker 2. It turned out that the dimensions for the enclosure were slightly too large 
to make it fit in the Ultimaker 2. By scaling the top and bottom to 98% in Cura it could fit inside the 
printer so these two scaled parts were saved as G-code on an SD-card. The printer was loaded with 
plastic on a roll (for obvious reasons we chose orange as the colour), the SD-card was inserted in the 
printer and the printing could begin. A picture of the printing process is displayed below in Figure EN3.  
 

 

Figure EN3: Bottom part of the enclosure being printed using an Ultimaker 2 3D-printer. 
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4.10.3 Drilling and Other Mechanical Modifications 
As stated earlier no holes besides the opening for the LCD-display were included in the CAD-schematics 
of the enclosure. This because it seemed better to decide where to place holes for optimal overall 
design once the PCB was fitted inside the enclosure and one could see how it all would look in reality. 
So with the PCB test-installed inside the enclosure markings for through holes for cables and holes for 
buttons were made. In the original design we had opted for some kind of connector installed on the 
enclosure to take care of all the sensor connections and a separate connector for the battery bank 
supply. However, due to problems in finding a satisfying connector locally in Nairobi and with the time 
running out we settled for only using cable glands and having the cables routed through these. Four 
holes for cable glands were drilled in the walls of the bottom part, two for the incoming and outgoing 
PV-system current going to the current sensor, one for the ambient temperature and humidity sensor, 
module temperature sensor and irradiance sensor, and the last one for the external battery bank 
connection. A large drill press was used for the drilling, but despite the best efforts to be careful and 
use gradually larger drills the plastic printed by the 3D-printer turned out to be too brittle for this kind 
of mechanical work and started breaking and cracking. So the process of making holes was changed 
from drilling to melting the plastic using the soldering iron. This melting process meant that a lot of 
residue had to be filed off in the end to make a good hole but in the end satisfactory results were 
achieved. A picture of the drilling of the cable gland-holes in progress can be seen below in Figure EN4. 

 

Figure EN4: Drilling of cable gland hole in progress using a large drill press at the mechanical workshop of the University of 
Nairobi Chiromo Campus. 
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4.11 Finished Prototype 
With the holes for cable glands made the PCB was properly installed and screwed into place inside the 
bottom part of the enclosure. Two of the corners of the PCB had to be cut in order to make it fit in the 
scaled down enclosure, and then holes were drilled in the PCB to match the supporting pillars of the 
bottom enclosure part. The screwing was then done by using self-tapping screw directly into the top 
of the supporting pillars. The cable glands were then installed and the signal cables routed through 
these and installed on the various designated connectors on the PCB. The LCD was glued into place on 
the inside of the top cover facing outwards and a cable and connector was designed, soldered and 
connected to the designated connector on the board. Holes for mounting the lid onto the bottom part 
were made in the lid, the lid could then be screwed directly into the designated areas of the bottom 
part (see mechanical drawings in Appendix G) using self-tapping screws. Due to problems with 
acquiring proper buttons for the hardware reset and LCD-on/off features the fitting of these came last 
in the process. Once the buttons had been scavenged the holes were made using the small pillar drill, 
previously used for drilling the holes for vias, as a lathe by gradually drilling away the outlines of the 
holes. With the PCB fitted in place, the antenna of the GSM-module was test fitted and proved to install 
correctly to the system. A picture of the finished prototype, minus the two buttons for the hardware 
reset and LCD is displayed below in Figure PR1. A picture of the prototype with the lid open, complete 
with the buttons is displayed below in Figure PR2. 

 

 

Figure PR 1: Complete prototype minus the buttons for LCD and Hardware Reset 
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Figure PR 2: Finished prototype with the lid open displaying the interior, complete with buttons for LCD and Hardware Reset. 
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5. Field Testing at Mpala Research Centre 
Field testing is an important aspect in product development. Even though all functions have been 
tested and proven to work in the laboratory, your product may have faults and shortcomings when 
tried out on the real deal, in this case a 12V-24V PV-system. There is also a possibility that field testing 
will open your eyes for further improvements such as functions that will make the electrical installation 
easier. To test Just-Us Powers, we made a four day long field trip to Mpala Research Centre. Mpala 
Research Centre is a facility where scientists and students can come and do environmental or natural 
research, providing an off-grid location with a rich wildlife. Their power supply is of island system type, 
mainly provided by 12V-24V PV-system installations. Both location and size of the PV-systems are a 
perfect match for Just-Us Powers. 

5.1 About the PV-system 
The selected PV-system was a 24V stand-alone system. It had a voltage and current measuring device 
already installed, which gave us the possibility to compare Just-Us Powers measured data with these. 
Unfortunately, the SIM-cards we had did not provide any reception at Mpala, and there was no 
possibility to get a different SIM-card in time. There was no router nearby, so it was not possible to try 
the Wi-Fi module out. Both Wi-Fi and GPRS had been tested and proven to work prior the trip.  

5.2 Electrical Installation 
To get power supply from the PV-system’s battery bank and to be able to measure module current and 
voltage, we had to cut some traces. This is best explained in a picture, see Figure FT 1. 

 

Figure FT 1 – Picture showing how to connect Just-Us Powers to the battery bank and the PV system. 

The sensors were not exactly positioned where they should have been. The solar modules were 
installed on the roof, meaning that we’d had to climb on top of the roof to place module temperature 
sensor and irradiance sensor. Since we were reluctant to that idea (for safety) we placed them on the 
sunny-side wall instead. The idea was to see if the sensors worked and if they sent out reasonable 
values. Whether the sensors is located at the solar modules or not does not really matter. See Figure 
FT 2 for a picture of the setup. 
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Figure FT 2 – Picture of the field testing setup at Mpala Research Centre when everything were connected. The picture displays 
Just-Us Powers, the 24V battery bank and the module voltage and current measuring unit that was already installed on the 
PV-system. 

 
5.3 Fault finding 
A few faults were found during field testing. Some vias had stopped conducting, so these needed some 
extra soldering. A few variables were declared wrongly in the code, leading to an error in the saved 
data. The most troublesome error was probably that the micro-SD sometimes failed to initialize 
properly, leading to a failure when trying to save data and thus losing it. In most cases it initialized 
without error, but unfortunately for us, a failure occurred in two of the three big runs we made. A 
temporary solution for this would be to have some sort of LED blinking process in the initialization that 
indicates that everything goes as planned. 

Some faults were known before the trip. These were the module voltage divider (provides with a 
slightly off value), and the current sensor (has a varying offset). A solution for this would be to change 
these sensors. A few functions were never tried out during field testing for various reasons (Wi-Fi, 
GPRS, LCD). These were however tested and proven to work prior the field trip. 
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5.4 Results 
Table FT 1 – This table consists of a three and a half hour long test run of Just-Us Powers at Mpala Research Centre. It was 
started in the afternoon and ran till after sunset (start point of timestamp is incorrect). Unfortunately we were unable to 
attend the logging unit, so only one actual value were noted. 

Timestamp Module 
Temperature 
([oC]x10) 

Ambient 
Temperature 
([oC]x10) 

Ambient 
Humidity 
([RH%]x10) 

Module 
Voltage 
([V]x10) 

Module 
Current 
([A]x10) 

Irradiance 
[W/m2] 

Actual 
Module 
Voltage 
[V]  

Actual 
Module 
Current 
[A] 

12:42:0 296 313 322 276 144 100 28.8 14.4 
12:42:0 295 322 326 276 144 100   
12:47:17 270 321 325 289 -1 791   
12:52:35 281 314 310 299 0 806   
12:57:52 280 388 249 277 135 814   
13:3:9 281 431 206 278 1 842   
13:8:27 285 446 176 278 131 814   
13:13:44 290 468 169 299 75 828   
13:19:2 283 453 167 299 132 853   
13:24:19 280 405 193 300 0 893   
13:29:36 274 375 226 271 48 457   
13:34:54 271 354 244 269 64 298   
13:40:11 277 341 263 276 115 863   
13:45:29 276 341 272 279 110 873   
13:50:46 277 342 263 278 102 853   
13:56:3 278 337 267 258 57 225   
14:1:21 276 344 257 267 94 217   
14:6:38 275 362 246 267 82 241   
14:11:56 276 375 216 271 79 291   
14:17:13 278 384 222 289 83 206   
14:22:30 270 379 228 273 72 107   
14:27:48 269 353 252 269 66 130   
14:33:5 269 339 274 268 65 194   
14:38:23 269 321 308 258 56 214   
14:43:40 269 315 320 266 72 251   
14:48:57 273 308 339 266 65 231   
14:54:15 269 304 347 266 60 233   
14:59:32 268 301 356 260 47 127   
15:4:50 260 296 365 249 21 100   
15:10:7 250 293 369 253 15 100   
15:15:24 252 284 381 249 12 100   
15:20:42 249 281 384 250 13 100   
15:25:59 247 279 385 252 9 100   
15:31:17 246 277 388 250 9 100   
15:36:34 245 271 402 246 10 100   
15:41:51 243 270 402 250 7 100   
15:47:9 241 266 404 248 7 100   
15:52:26 241 264 414 245 6 100   
15:57:44 241 262 421 243 5 100   
16:3:1 241 260 432 246 5 100   
16:8:18 238 260 436 240 7 100   
16:13:36 239 259 437 240 6 100   
16:18:53 238 257 444 242 5 100   
16:24:11 240 256 442 242 0 100   
16:29:28 234 255 440 241 0 100   
16:34:45 230 254 449 243 0 100   
16:40:3 229 251 460 242 0 100   
16:45:20 230 248 466 242 0 100   
16:50:38 228 246 469 154 -1 100   
16:55:55 226 245 474 82 -1 100   
17:1:12 228 243 477 36 0 100   
17:6:30 225 242 478 28 0 100   
17:11:47 225 241 487 19 -1 100   
17:17:5 223 240 498 20 0 100   
17:22:22 223 237 509 18 0 100   
17:27:40 221 236 512 17 0 100   
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Figure FT 3 – Chart over the field testing data listed in Table FT 1. Note that the start point in the timestamp is incorrect; the 
time was not 12.42, the field testing was performed during evening. Temperature, voltage and current goes down with 
irradiance, while humidity goes up, just as expected. Huge immediate differences in irradiance may mean that a cloud was 
in between the sun and the irradiance sensor. The rather quick decrease in irradiance while the sun sets is just as expected. 
The sun sets fast in Kenya. Immediate changes in module current means that the battery bank was fully charged, and so the 
charging current was turned off. 

 

Table FT 2 - This table consists of a three minute long test run of Just-Us Powers at Mpala Research Centre, held sometime 
around noon. 

Timestamp Module 
Temperature 
([oC]x10) 

Ambient 
Temperature 
([oC]x10) 

Ambient 
Humidity 
([RH%]x10) 

Module 
Voltage 
([V]x10) 

Module 
Current 
([A]x10) 

Irradiance 
[W/m2] 

Actual 
Module 
Voltage 
[V]  

Actual 
Module 
Current 
[A] 

12:42:0 283 263 475 265 174 100 27.4 17.3 
12:42:11 282 267 469 268 174 773   
12:42:22 286 267 469 266 174 778   
12:42:32 286 267 467 264 173 782   
12:42:43 289 267 467 264 173 784   
12:42:54 290 267 472 262 174 783   
12:43:5 296 267 470 269 174 783   
12:43:16 292 268 474 267 174 785   
12:43:26 297 268 473 264 172 788   
12:43:37 295 268 475 261 175 787   
12:43:48 293 268 478 264 175 788   
12:43:59 291 269 477 265 175 790   
12:44:10 295 269 474 265 175 789   
12:44:21 292 269 474 266 178 791   
12:44:31 297 269 470 262 177 792   
12:44:42 296 269 464 263 176 792   
12:44:53 293 268 458 266 177 795   
12:45:4 296 268 460 268 176 794   
12:45:15 287 268 466 267 177 795   
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5.5 Conclusion of Field Testing 
The results of the field testings are good. The only real problem encountered is the micro-SD’s 
occasional inability to initialize, which reason is still unknown and requires further investigation. The 
module voltage divider’s slightly lower value and the current sensor’s instable offset voltage are both 
problems that were known prior the field trip, and the need to replace these with other sensors had 
already been noted. But a recently calibrated current sensor shows very exact values, which can be 
seen in the first row in Table FT 1 and Table FT 2. Sensor data are all behaving reasonable, which can 
be seen in Figure FT 3. Temperature, module voltage, module current and irradiance goes down with 
the sun, while the humidity goes up, just as expected. Huge immediate differences in irradiance may 
mean that a cloud was in between the sun and the irradiance sensor. The rather quick decrease in 
irradiance while the sun sets is just as expected. The sun sets fast in Kenya. Immediate changes in 
module current means that the battery bank was fully charged, and so the charging current was turned 
off. These are the only conclusions we can make since we don’t have any correct data to compare with.  
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6. Conclusions 
6.1 General Conclusion 
A couple of project goals, limitations and deliverables were established during the project planning 
(see section 1.4 Project Goals, Deliverables and Limitations). These goals were:  

1. The main goal for the project is to produce a working system for measuring the variables which 
are relevant to a solar power system.  

2. The data will be logged, stored and presented in a way that is easily analysed by the system 
owner.  

3. During this project, focus will be on the data acquisition system. It should somehow 
accommodate means for future more advanced and detailed data analysing algorithms, but at 
this stage only basic information will be presented to the user. 

4. The system power would be of no more than 5 kW.  
5. The system should be designed using readily available components that can, to the greatest 

extent, be acquired anywhere in the world 
6. The system should be designed with cost-effectiveness in mind 
7. The data will be acquired using different sensors to measure physical entities relevant to a PV-

system. 
8. The monitoring system should, to the greatest extent, be design in such a way so that the 

system owner is always in focus; meaning that it also needs to be versatile in order to account 
for different needs for different end users. 

9. The system needs to incorporate possibilities for automatically making the data available 
online, so that the user could access the data from anywhere  

10. The system should be made as reliable as possible when it comes to making sure that the 
acquired data is accurate and is not lost before it can be presented to the user 

11. The system needs to contain some kind of status-indicators, error messages or troubleshooting 
aid for debugging 

These goals were followed to the greatest extent. Below follows accomplishments relevant to each 
goal: 

1. A proof-of-concept device, Just-Us Powers, for measuring module temperature, ambient 
temperature, ambient humidity, module voltage, module current and irradiance was 
successfully developed. 

2. Just-Us Powers comes with an option to store sensor data on a micro-SD card in a text file (.txt). 
The SD-card can then be inserted into the user’s computer, where the text file can be opened. 
There is also the option to send data to a cloud service like ThingSpeak via Wi-Fi and GPRS. 
This data is easily available to the user, accessible via the web. All sensor data can be displayed 
on an LCD by pressing a button, positioned on top of the physical device. 

3. The text file saved on the micro-SD can be analysed on a computer using some sort of data 
analysing software like Excel. ThingSpeak provides several ways to analyse achieved data. 

4. Just-Us Powers has been designed to log PV-systems of max 5 kW.  
5. Most components in Just-Us Powers are readily available. Those that are not readily available 

have been named in section 6.2 Areas of Possible Improvements. 
6. The total cost of all components used for Just-Us Powers is 951.4 SEK (see Appendix C), which 

is to be considered a cost-effective system. Still, some components are more expensive than 
they need to be. These components are named in section 6.2 Areas of Possible Improvements. 
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7. Module temperature, ambient temperature, ambient humidity, module voltage, module 
current and irradiance data are acquired using different sensors. Thus, achieving relevant 
physical entities from the PV-system is considered successful. 

8. Just-Us Powers monitoring system comes with different options to store measured data:  
- Save data on a micro-SD card if the user does not have any internet connection. 
- Send data to a cloud service via a Wi-Fi connection if the user has a router nearby. 
- Send data to a cloud service via GPRS if the user does not have a router nearby. 
- Read data directly on the physical device on a LCD. 

Just-Us Powers monitoring system also comes with different power source options: 
- Via a PV-system’s battery bank. 
- Via a 3.7V LiPo-battery. 
- Via a 5V micro-USB adapter. 

Considering the different options provided, you could say that Just-Us Powers is a versatile 
monitoring system, designed with the system owner in focus. 

9. Just-Us powers comes with different options to send data to a cloud service like ThingSpeak. 
This can be done via Wi-Fi or GPRS. 

10. Acquired data like module voltage, module current and irradiance are not as accurate as one 
had hoped for. The micro-SD card is supposed to be a data bank so that data is not lost before 
it can be presented to the user. But, currently, if saving data to the micro-SD card fails for some 
reason, then the data is lost to the user.  

11. Some indicators like blinking LED:s have been implemented, but error-messages and other 
indicators are not implemented in Just-Us Powers, which is a shortcoming. 

Even though goal number 10 and 11 were not fully met, this project is still considered to be a success. 
The project goals were simply too ambitious for the very short timeframe. When dealing with 
electronics projects, it is important to take into consideration that it is going to be a time-demanding 
task, something which we came to realize. When setting up a timeframe for an electronics project, be 
very generous with time. 

Some simulations were done early in this project. The idea was to create a simulated environment 
covering both high-level logic and low-level logic, where you could come to conclusions such as 
required processor power or concurrency. Unfortunately, the simulation program used (SystemC) 
proved to be obscure and poorly documented, resulting in thin simulation results. Therefore, it is 
strongly recommended to use a different simulation program than SystemC, at least until SystemC has 
been documented properly. 

The PCB was manufactured using a technique called toner transfer. This method may be a good choice 
if you have a simple, 1-layer design. For more advanced designs however, like the PCB designed in this 
project, the toner transfer method is not recommended. This because it will be a time-demanding 
process that will result in several problems. One such problem is the poor precision, which leads to 
problems in the drilling process on a 2-layer board.  

The development of Just-Us Powers was done in close cooperation with the Electronics Group at the 
University of Nairobi. Without the aid of this very competent team, Just-Us Powers never would have 
been developed. Without having competent people around, available to assist, an advanced project is 
likely to fail. This is something that is very important to remember. 

Just-Us Powers was developed in Nairobi, Kenya. Developing an electronic device in an East African 
Country means some complications. A simple thing as ordering components may prove to be a 
challenging matter, since the local electronics stores may not have what you are after, and shipping 
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components from abroad means problems with the customs. According to the Electronics Group at 
the University of Nairobi, Kenyan customs charges a staggering 100% in import duty, in addition to the 
unreasonably high shipping costs. Another obstacle in developing any product in an East African 
country is the poor infrastructure. Frequent power cuts and troubles with internet connection leads to 
interruptions in the development process. Therefore, it is key that the infrastructure is accounted for 
in the project’s timeframe, or you may end up with an insufficient product. And keep in mind that the 
cultural difference in itself can be overwhelming and your focus may thus be on something else, not 
on the actual project. Despite the difficulties in developing an electronic device on a different continent 
with fairly large cultural differences, this project proved to be extremely interesting, and we look back 
to the time in Kenya with fondness. It gave us not only experiences within our area of expertise, but 
also great experiences in life in general.   

 
6.2 Areas of Possible Improvements 
The final version of Just-Us Powers monitoring unit was developed without any iterations in hardware 
design such as replacing unsatisfactory components or re-designing the PCB. Therefore, this version of 
Just-Us Powers consists of several faults and shortcomings that require improvements. The 
components that were proven to be unreliable or than can be improved in some other way are listed 
in Table C 1.  

Table C 1 – Components that were proven to be unreliable or that can be improved in some other way are here listed 
together with the reason of doubt and a possible solution. 

Troublesome Component Problems and Possible Solutions 
MIC79110YML battery 
charger 

No longer produced, needs to be replaced 

TLV70033DDCT LDO regulator Cannot put these in parallel, find a more suitable LDO 
Currently designed for LiPo-batteries with a cut-off voltage of 2.7V, should 
be designed for LiPo-batteries with a cut-off voltage of 3V. 

Micro-SD Occasionally fails to initialize, not sure if the problem is hardware-related or 
software-related. Requires further investigations. One temporary solution 
would be to implement an indicating LED 

Voltage divider for measuring 
module voltage 

The output of the voltage divider is not what it theoretically should be. 
Replace this with a voltage measuring sensor. 

ASC758 current sensor The offset voltage of the sensor is varying, leading to an error in measured 
current. Replace this sensor with a different one. 

Solar cells as irradiance sensor Using open circuit voltage to determine irradiance is not recommended. 
Replace this with an already calibrated irradiance sensor. 

USB-CDC circuit Fails to initialize the external crystal, and the reason is unknown. One way to 
minimize the errors would be to replace this circuit with some sort of USB-
CDC module. 

GPRS FONA mini The GPRS module has more functions than needed, and can be considered 
an unnecessary cost. This module currently accounts for half the budget. 
Development of a self-made GPRS module would reduce the costs greatly. 

ESP8266 Wi-Fi module Price would be reduced somewhat if a self-made Wi-Fi module was to be 
developed. 

Ethernet circuit Fails to initialize the external crystal, and the reason is unknown. One way to 
minimize the errors would be to replace this circuit with some sort of 
Ethernet module. 

KSZ8091 PHY A possible problem since this PHY differs from the one implemented on the 
FRDM-K64F Freedom Board.  

External crystal Fails to initialize. Right now the external crystal signal makes its way to the 
MCU via the Ethernet PHY. One possible solution may be to connect the 
external crystal directly to the MCU. 
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The method of manufacturing the PCB with the toner transfer technique resulted in several errors. A 
big one is that some of the vias all of a sudden stopped conducting, leading to a lot of confusion and 
malfunction. The PCB is also unnecessarily large. Making an order from a professional PCB 
manufacturer would reduce the size considerably, and the problems with the vias together with other 
manufacture-related errors would disappear. Also, this would mean that one could design multi-
layered boards, and thus reducing issues with EMC. 

Even though software iterations were possible, Just-Us Powers still consists of software shortcomings 
that requires improvements, see Table C 2. These shortcomings exists due to lack of time. 

Table C 2 – List containing software shortcomings and possible solutions. 

Area of Improvement Problems and Possible Solutions 
Module voltage Save data without the factor of 10. 
Ambient temperature and 
humidity 

Controlling received data with ‘checksum’.  
Save data without the factor of 10. 

Module current Save data without the factor of 10. 
Module voltage Save data without the factor of 10. 
USB-CDC Fails to initialize the external xtal, and the reason is unknown. 

USB-CDC code is incomplete, and has not been implemented in 
the code for Just-Us Powers. Requires several improvements. 
Add more functionalities to the USB-CDC, like defining time and 
date 

LCD Right now you have to press a button for up to 5 min until the 
LCD displays data. One solution would be to have the LED turned 
on at all times, and just let the push button control the 
brightness of the LCD. 

Micro-SD Fails occasionally to initialize, not sure if the problem is 
hardware-related or software-related. Requires further 
investigations. One temporary solution would be to implement 
an indicating LED 

Wi-Fi and GPRS Automatic string size control. A constant string size might mean 
problems when dealing with variables. 

Ethernet Fails to initialize the external crystal, and the reason is unknown. 
Ethernet code is incomplete, and has not been implemented in 
the code for Just-Us Powers. Requires several improvements. 
So far we have only managed to get Ethernet to work using 
FreeRTOS. Since Just-Us Powers does not use FreeRTOS, we 
either have to make all other functions compatible with 
FreeRTOS or make Ethernet compatible with the default 
operating system on the MCU. 

Power Management In the power management, the enable circuitry if using two 
parallel LDOs needs to be redesigned. This due to the fact that in 
the current configuration there are two separate enable circuits 
with diodes, and this could lead to initially just one of the LDOs 
being shut down if the battery voltage drops. This in turn would 
lead to the current dropping in the circuit, which could lead to 
voltage drops and strange behaviours. Should be one shared 
enable circuit. 

All functions Implementation of error codes and other troubleshooting 
functions. Just-Us Powers should be able to detect if something 
does not work as expected. 
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Schematics and PCB-layout A few problems, faults and possible improvements were noticed 
in the schematics and PCB-layout. When importing the 
component for the JTAG-connector the pin numbering did not 
correspond to the normal standard, something which caused a 
lot of traces not being connected correctly. This was corrected in 
the schematics after the prototype had been completed, so it is 
possible that it could yield better performance in future 
produced PCBs than with the current one.  
Another issue with importing footprints from the library is that 
sometimes the units differ between the imported component 
and the current project (imported could be imperial when 
project is metric). This can cause problems and it is worth double 
checking every footprint. 
One last fix that could be made is to change the connection to 
the voltage divider for the voltage measurement circuit from a 
soldering connection to a screw-terminal one. To ensure a better 
connection. However, since this whole circuit probably needs to 
be redesigned due to the bad performance of both the current 
measurement and voltage measurement this would be 
redesigned at the same time. 

 

One possible shortcoming might be that all the voltages are measured with the use of differential ADC 
pins. A differential ADC will measure the voltage difference between two pins, and not the voltage 
difference between the input voltage and ground. All used ADC pins have, however, been tested and 
proven to work. Even so, this is something that is worth further investigations.  

 
6.3 Future Prospects 
Just-Us Powers is currently to be seen as a proof-of-concept. To reach a higher goal, such as a fully 
functioning prototype, it is necessary to make improvements beyond the scope of this project. Most 
of these improvements would be software-based. One such improvement would be to implement 
more advanced analysing and troubleshooting functions, which can draw conclusions and warn the 
user if there is any indication of a malfunctioning PV-system/monitoring device.  

Just-Us Powers does not necessarily have to be limited to be a monitoring device of PV-systems, but 
could also be used as a monitoring device for other energy sources. By doing small adjustments on 
the hardware design one can end up with a device suitable for monitoring a wind power plant or 
other types of energy sources. Another possible future scope of Just-Us Powers would be to use it as 
a device that checks if an area is optimal for future PV-system installations. Most of the necessary 
functions are already implemented in Just-Us Powers, but further software development such as 
more advanced analysing functions is required, and the device has to provide a better battery-
operated option. The device might be positioned far away from any power source, so a long battery 
lifetime is essential. One solution would be to develop a LiPo-battery charger using solar cells. 

Developing a prototype with a group of just two people (as of this project) is an unrealistic thought. 
Therefore, to make it possible for any future prospects, it is essential to find competent people that 
are willing to contribute to the project. One way to achieve that would be to create an open-source 
community where interested people can contribute to the project and communicate with each 
other, which may lead to creative and innovative ideas. A first step towards this would be to create a 
blog and a forum. 
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Introduction to the project 
The ongoing search for cheap, renewable energy is maybe the greatest challenge that our 

civilisation has ever faced. A lot of financial, political and technological focus is being turned to 

meet this challenge which has resulted in one of the greatest advances in research in modern time. 

One of the most promising technologies is solar power, a technology that has seen a huge increase 

in efficiency and reliability over the past decade. Continuous research means that it will keep 

strengthening its position among the renewable energy sources. 

These new technologies and the change that the world is going through is opening up new 

possibilities in the developing world, with the chance of becoming world leaders in the 

deployment and installation of these new, clean technologies. In countries close to the equator the 

high solar irradiance makes for ideal placement of solar power stations. Kenya is investing big 

sums into the development of solar power. Right now the government is carrying out a program 

for electrifying all of the schools in the country with solar power, something which is done to 

roughly 30 %. A lot of these schools are located in remote areas, without a connection to the 

national electric grid, why island-type electric systems using local solar power stations is a good 

alternative. 

One of the groups working in the country with researching the possibilities of solar power in 

Kenya is the Condensed Matter Group at the University of Nairobi. One of the researchers in the 

group, Dr. Justus Simiyu has emphasized the ongoing efforts being made on solar power and the 

need for a functioning monitoring system for solar systems. With the process of installing the 

systems progressing and more and more systems being operational, the need for evaluation and 

optimizing the systems occurs. Also this data might benefit during the installation of new systems. 

During the spring of 2014 a group of MFS-students from Uppsala University, Moa Mackegård, 

Jill Wellholm and Karin Rosén, was working with the Condensed Matter Group in Nairobi with 

the purpose of investigating the possibilities for improving the solar power in the country. They 

also encountered difficulties due to the lack of good, accurate and reliable data from the existing 

installations, so they confirmed the need for monitoring and logging systems for solar power 

installations in Kenya.  

Our idea: the cheap and reliable solar power monitoring system 
No matter if a solar power installation is big or small, and no matter where in the world it is, there 

is a need for monitoring and evaluating the performance of the installation. This helps detecting 

malfunctioning modules, environmental issues and other things that might affect performance. 

There are such systems available on the commercial market, but they are often very expensive and 

might therefore be a big investment that is hard to motivate for owners of smaller systems and 

systems in developing countries. Despite this, the need for monitoring still exists. 

We want to develop a system for monitoring solar power installations, using easily available and 

well tested components. By doing the system in an open-source environment we think that it 

would be possible to produce a system that has a performance and reliability that is similar to that 

of the commercial systems, but at a much lower price. Also the open-source approach to the 

project enables so that it can be used by people all around the world, something that will greatly 

benefit the operation of smaller installations and installations in the developing countries.  
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Project goal and deliverables 
The goal for the project would be to produce a working system for measuring the variables which 

are relevant to a solar power system. This data would then be logged and stored in a way that is 

easily analysed by the system owner. In order to properly evaluate a solar power system it needs 

to contain sensors for measuring: 

 Irradiance 

 Module temperature 

 Ambient temperature and humidity 

 Current and voltage before and after Power Inverter or Charge Regulator 

 Power Inverter temperature 

The data from these sensors will then be stored in a way that is accessible to the user. The 

monitoring system should be design in such a way so that the system owner is always in focus, 

meaning that it also needs to be versatile in order to account for different needs for different end 

users. These needs meaning that some solar power systems will be more isolated than others. 

Therefore, the system needs to be modular meaning that it is build out of separate units which 

may be chosen according to the need of the user. The main unit will contain a microprocessor 

which collects and to some extent interprets the data. This main unit also contains an SD-card 

where the data is stored. Depending on the system, different modules for sending the data will be 

developed for connecting and interfacing with the main unit. This could be done with either a 

LAN, WIFI or GSM circuit depending on the available infrastructure of the installation. The 

system will also include logic that can determine if there is a major malfunction with the solar 

power system, in other words if the system is generating no, or very low power despite high 

irradiance, or if it has experienced a rapid degradation in performance over a short time. A 

warning is then generated which alerts the user of the problem. 

Method for performing the project 
Dr. Simiyu has expressed a great interest in our ideas for the monitoring system and has accepted 

the role of local supervisor and aid in the project. The Condensed Matter Group also has a close 

collaboration with the Electronics Group which is led by Mjomba Kale, a group which specializes 

in electronics, embedded systems, programming etc. One of the researchers of the Electronics 

Group; Arnold Bett has also been involved in the project and agreed to be available for support. 

The project would be performed following the standard academic procedure for developing a 

technical application. First a proposal of the required functions and tolerances of the product is 

specified, in order to meet the project goals. After that follows a period of research and gathering 

of the required knowledge in the necessary fields, in this case for example solar module 

evaluation, sensor dynamics and suitable electronic components for the system. This is done prior 

to the field work. Then after arriving in Nairobi the proposed system architecture is presented to 

the research teams for critical input and discussions. When it has been verified one begins with 

the design of a working prototype which will consist of an electronics schematic, a Printed Circuit 

Board (PCB) design and a 3D-model. One will also order the components. The system with the 

components is simulated using SPICE-tools and the software is also written and tested. When the 

parts arrive one can begin building the prototype. For this purpose the Electronics Group at the 

University of Nairobi has the capabilities of producing PCBs and also has a 3D-printer, something 

that is very useful for producing smaller parts and also exterior casing of the prototype. When the 

prototype is finished it will then be tested in the field and one will be able to observe how it works 

in a real world environment. Dr. Simiyu has already stated that there are good opportunities for 
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doing this and that this is also something that the University of Nairobi has a great interest in. 

After properly testing the prototype one will evaluate its performance and make the necessary 

changes to finalize the product. After this it is ready for use. Documentation is done throughout 

the project and this, together with the schematics and models, the software and the data collected 

from the field experiments will be compiled in an academic report corresponding to a Master 

Thesis at the Faculty for Science and Technology at Uppsala University. 

The accommodation in Nairobi, where the greatest part of the project time abroad will be spent, is 

arranged with help of Dr. Simiyu at the University of Nairobi. Rooms are available at the YWCA 

hostel which is located within walking distance of the department on the university campus. 

Timeframe and schedule 
The development of the prototype and the field work of the project would be performed in Kenya 

during 12 weeks, between the middle of September to the middle of December, a time period of 

just under three months. This to comply with the regulations for visa application which for 

Swedish citizens is three months at entry (if needed the visa can be extended for an additional 

three months when in the country). 

Before the trip a mandatory education needs to be performed in Härnösand. In order to attend this 

course well before the trip, we suggest attending either the one which is 2015-06-01 to 2015-06-

03, or if this cannot be arranged the one which is 2015-06-15 to 2015-06-17. The deadlines for 

applying for these courses is 2015-05-06 and 2015-05-20 respectively. 

Below is a schedule for the project. 

Week -1-0: Before arriving in Nairobi the research in the required fields and the investigation of 

the suitable components will be performed. A proposed system architecture will be 

designed. 

Week 1-2:  Getting installed in the country and initiating the cooperation with the involved key 

persons at Nairobi University. Discussing the proposed system architecture with the 

personal at the Condensed Matter Group and Electronics Group. After mutual 

approval of the design, the prototype schematics is drawn and simulated. When the 

simulations are satisfactory the components are ordered. 

Week 3-5: Now the PCB-layout is designed using ECAD-tools. Design of 3D-models for the 

prototype is done in parallel. When this is complete manufacturing of parts needed 

for the prototype using the 3D-printer of the electronics group and other available 

materials is done. Manufacturing of the PCB with help of the Electronics Group is 

done in parallel. During this procedure the program software is written. 

Week 6-7: Building the prototype (soldering components, putting together the physical parts, 

etc.). Testing of prototype in laboratory and initial optimization and modifications. 

Week 8-9: Testing of prototype in field environment. 

Week 10-12: Evaluation of field testing, final optimization of the product. 

After returning from Kenya a more detailed analysis of the collected field data will be performed 

at the home university, Uppsala University, and a Master Thesis report is then written on the 

project. 
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Possible problems and alternative approaches 
As with all projects, events may occur that affects the project, some with and some without 

involvement of the participants of the project. External causes and events are hard to predict but 

we have tried to image a couple of possible hazards, and how we could counter them or alter the 

project in order to still reach our goal, or at least a part of it. 

Delays in component delivery 

As the supplier might be far from the customer, and due to complicated customs routines, there 

might be great delays when ordering electronic components. It is also possible that a specific 

component is out of stock for a long time, and even that a particular company goes bankrupt 

without notice. In order to counter this one should promote the use of local or at least continental 

suppliers. It is also wise to use known suppliers with a good reputation instead of untested 

sources. Since the Electronics Group is experienced in practical electronic engineering they also 

have preferred suppliers which will be used. If components are delayed despite of all precautions 

taken, alternative suppliers can be contacted. For each component at least one alternative 

component should be identified, so if there is a need one can then instead order that component. If 

there is still problems one might build replacements of most components and sensors using 

available base components (resistors, capacitors, inductors, transistors and operational amplifiers). 

For example, the irradiance sensor can be constructed by recycling a part of a solar module and 

testing it in the laboratory for its I-V characteristics for different irradiances and then constructing 

the necessary electronic circuit with passive and active base components for making it a sensor. 

Also, we will have an open dialog with the Electronics Group in good time before arrival so 

should there be an obvious problem with some components, we might also acquire them 

beforehand and bring them with us from Sweden. 

Delays in PCB-manufacturing 

One of the most time consuming parts of an electronics and embedded systems project besides 

component order-times is the PCB-manufacturing time. Since the Electronic Group of Nairobi 

University has the capability to manufacture PCBs this is a great aid in the process. One has the 

choice of using both external suppliers and the in-house machines. If there should be a problem 

with both of these methods a prototype can always be built using experiment/laboratory bread 

boards. 

Electronics development problems 

There is always an iterative process when making electronic products. It is quite common that one 

has to redo a part, or the whole design after initial testing. This might be due to unsatisfactory 

performance like electronic noise, malfunctioning components or design errors. This can never be 

fully avoided but one can allow for the time of properly testing and modifying the product. This 

has been considered in the schedule. 

Changes to the project time-frame, political disturbances, natural disasters 
In the case of external events that change the premises of the project, for example political 

disturbances (war, riots, etc.), natural disasters, epidemical deceases or other major changes, the 

project time frame can be changed. If these changes occur before the arrival, the project can be 

postponed for the time necessary. If something occurs during the project it might be possible to, if 

deemed necessary, to temporarily pause the project and resume it at a later time.  
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Preliminary budget for the project (one person, 12 weeks) 
Expenses: 

 Transportation to preparation course in Härnösand                           500 SEK 

(for example with train by SJ) 

 Flight tickets from Stockholm to Nairobi and return:                         5000 SEK 

(for example with Turkish Airlines for 4200 SEK, 

Air France for 4500 SEK, Ethiopian for 4700 SEK) 

 Living costs in Kenya*                         18522 SEK 

(taking 50% of the Swedish Tax Agency’s estimated living cost for 12 weeks) 

 Visa (this is arranged at the border)           50 USD = 431 SEK 

 Vaccinations before the trip and malaria medicine                                             3200 SEK 

(prices from Apotek Samariten in Uppsala)                                        

 Accommodation       6000 SEK 

(Using room rates of the YWCA, 2000 SEK/month)   

 Printing of Master Thesis reports        500 SEK 

(based on Korint price lists, assumed report length being 50 pages,  

and 10 printed pieces)  

 Necessary travels within the country    2000 SEK 

 Accommodation during field trip, 10 days    3000 SEK 

(Based on 60 USD/day minus 25 USD for meals already accounted for)  

 Components                    750-1500 SEK 

(this figure was reached in discussion with the local project supervisor)  

 ECAD-software, 3D-CAD software                                                         Free for students 

Total               39903-40653 SEK** 

Incomes: 

 MFS grant                          27000 SEK 

 Personal assets from summer employment, savings, etc.                       30000 SEK 

 Income from CSN (calculated for three months)***                       15000 SEK 

Total                           72000 SEK 

* This figure seems unreasonably high. A more reasonable, but still generous estimation is 9000 SEK 

** Taking the probable lower living costs in account lowers the total expenses to 30381-31131 SEK 

*** The income from CSN is calculated as the total income per person since only one person of the group 

is eligible for CSN during the project time 

Additional relevant information 
Both of the applicants; Nils Paakkonen and Fredrik Trella, has a most relevant education within 

the Engineering Physics programme. We have a genuine interest in electronics and embedded 

systems something which is also reflected in our record of completed courses which are also 

relevant for this project. This includes courses such as; 3D CAD, Advanced Course on Topics in 

Electrical Engineering, Analogue Electronics, Computer Programming I & II, Electronics I, 

Measuring Techniques, PC-board Construction with ECAD-tools, Power Engineering, Signal 

Processing, Microcontroller Programming. 

One of the applicants; Fredrik Trella, also has experience from working as a Development 

Engineer at the solar power research facility Solibro Research AB in Uppsala, something which is 

a great aid when working with and measuring solar power installations. 
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2  * communicationModule.cpp
7
8 #include "communicationModule.h"
9
10 void communicationModule::receiveData(){
11
12 }
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communicationModule.h

2  * communicationModule.h
7
8 #include "systemc.h"
9
10 SC_MODULE(communicationModule){

//Declaration of SystemC inputs and outputs and their datatypes11
12
13
14

sc_in<char>
sc_out<bool>
sc_out<bool>

commData_in;
dataReq_out;
sendOK_out;

//Declaration of methods
void receiveData();
void connectionCheck();
void sendData();
void remoteReq();

//SystemC constructor
SC_CTOR(communicationModule){

SC_METHOD(printModTemp);
sensitive << C_in1;
dont_initialize();
SC_METHOD(printAmbHum);
sensitive << C_in2;
dont_initialize();
SC_METHOD(printAmbTemp);
sensitive << C_in3;
dont_initialize();

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34 }
35 };
36
37
38
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mainModule.cpp

2  * mainModule.cpp
7
8 #include "mainModule.h"
9
10 //Method for calculating a temperature value from the input M_in.
11 //The method takes the input and makes it into a fraction of 255 (8 bit 

value)
12 //and then applies it to a scale from -50 to 50 degrees. The value is then
13 //written to the output of the module
14
15 void mainModule::setVoltageOut(){

while(1){16
17
18

voltage_out = internalVoltage+0.01*rand();
wait(1,SC_NS);

19 }
20 }
21
22 void mainModule::receiveModuleTemp(){
23
24
25
26

float temp;
temp = moduleTemp_in*10;
short tempData = (short)temp;
calculateModuleTemp(tempData);

27 }
28
29 void mainModule::calculateModuleTemp(short t){
30
31

short moduleTemp = -10 + (t/((short)internalVoltage))*60;
mT = moduleTemp;

32 }
33
34 void mainModule::receiveTempHumAndSave(){
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

sc_uint<32> recieve = tempHum_in;
long hum_32 = recieve >> 16;
long temp_32 = (recieve << 16) >> 16;
short hum = (short)hum_32;
short temp = (short)temp_32;
aH = hum;
aT = temp;

42 }
43
44 void mainModule::receiveCurrent(){
45
46
47
48

float current = current_in;
current = current*10;
short dataCurrent = (short)current;
calculateCurrent(dataCurrent);

49 }
50
51 void mainModule::calculateCurrent(short c){
52
53

short current = (c*10)/((short)internalVoltage);
curr = current;

54 }
55
56 void mainModule::receiveVoltage(){
57 float voltage = voltage_in;
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mainModule.h

2  * mainModule.h
7
8 #include "systemc.h"
9
10 SC_MODULE(mainModule){

//Declaration of SystemC inputs and outputs and their datatypes
moduleTemp_in;sc_in<float>

sc_in<sc_uint<32> >  
sc_in<float>
sc_in<float>
sc_in<float>
sc_out<char> 

tempHum_in;
current_in;
voltage_in;
irradiance_in;
commData_out;
M_o2;
M_o3;
voltage_out;

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

sc_out<float>
sc_out<float>
sc_out<float>
//sc_out<bool> enable_tH;

float internalVoltage = 5;
short mT, curr, aT, aH, v, irra;

//Declaration of methods
void setVoltageOut();
void receiveModuleTemp();
void calculateModuleTemp(short t);
void receiveTempHumAndSave();
void receiveCurrent();
void calculateCurrent(short c);
void receiveVoltage();
void calculateVoltage(short v);
void receiveIrradiance();
void calculateIrradiance(short i);
void getDataAndSend();

//void sendTempHum(float t, float h);

//SystemC constructor
SC_CTOR(mainModule){

SC_THREAD(setVoltageOut);
SC_METHOD(calculateModuleTempAndSend);
sensitive << M_in;
dont_initialize();
SC_METHOD(receiveTempHum);
sensitive << tempHum_in;
dont_initialize();

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52 }
53 };
54
55
56
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sensorAmbTempHum.cpp

2  * sensorAmbTempHum.cpp
7
8 #include "sensorAmbTempHum.h"
9
10 void sensorAmbTempHum::generateTempHumidity(){

while(1){11
12
13
14
15

float temperature = -40 + rand() %120;
float humidity = rand() %101;
wait(2, SC_NS);
sendData(temperature, humidity);

16 }
17 }
18
19 void sensorAmbTempHum::sendData(float t, float h){
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

wait(10, SC_NS);
sc_uint<32> packet; //packet1, packet2, packet3, packet4;
short temperature = (short)t;
short humidity = (short)h;
packet = temperature + (humidity << 16);
sensor_out = packet;
wait(2, SC_NS);

27
28 }
29
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7
8

2  * sensorAmbTempHum.h

#include "systemc.h"

sensor_out;
enable;

9
10 SC_MODULE(sensorAmbTempHum){
11 sc_out<sc_uint<32> >
12 //sc_in<bool>
13
14 //float temp;
15 //float hum;
16
17
18
19

void generateTempHumidity();
void sendData(float t, float h);

SC_CTOR(sensorAmbTempHum){
SC_THREAD(generateTempHumidity);
//SC_METHOD(sendData);
//sensitive << enable.pos();
//temp=0;
//hum=0;

}

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29 };
30
31
32

sensorAmbTempHum.h



sensorCurrent.cpp

2  * sensorCurrent.cpp
7
8 #include "sensorCurrent.h"
9
10 void sensorCurrent::generateCurrent(){
11
12
13
14

float current;
current = rand()%10;
wait(2,SC_NS);
sendData(current, feedVoltage_in);

15 }
16
17 void sensorCurrent::sendData(float c, float v){
18
19
20
21

float voltageRange = v;
float current = c;
float calculatedOutput = current/10 * voltageRange;
sensor_out = calculatedOutput;

22 }
23
24
25
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2  * sensorCurrent.h
7
8 #include "systemc.h"
9
10 SC_MODULE(sensorCurrent){

sc_out<float> sensor_out;11
12 sc_in<float> feedVoltage_in;

void generateCurrent();
void sendData(float c, float v);

SC_CTOR(sensorCurrent){
SC_THREAD(generateCurrent);

13
14
15
16
17
18
19 }
20 };
21
22
23

sensorCurrent.h



sensorIrradiance.cpp

2  * sensorIrradiance.cpp
7
8 #include "sensorIrradiance.h"
9
10 void sensorIrradiance::generateIrradiance(){

float irradiance;
while(1){

11
12
13
14
15

irradiance = rand() %1000;
sendIrradiance(irradiance);
wait(1,SC_NS);

16 }
17 }
18
19 void sensorIrradiance::sendIrradiance(float i){
20
21

float irradiance = i;
float value = (irradiance/1000)*5; //Making an output that is maximum 5 

if the irradiance is 1000.
22 sensor_out = value;
23 }
24
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7
8

2  * sensorIrradiance.h

#include "systemc.h"
9
10 SC_MODULE(sensorIrradiance){
11 sc_out<float> sensor_out;

void generateIrradiance();
void sendIrradiance(float i);

SC_CTOR(sensorIrradiance){
SC_THREAD(generateIrradiance);
dont_initialize();

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19 }
20 };
21
22
23

sensorIrradiance.h



sensorModuleTemp.cpp

2  * sensorModuleTemp.cpp
7
8 #include "sensorModuleTemp.h"
9
10 //Method for generating a random value every 1 SystemC ns.
11 //The value is an 8-bit unsigned integer so rand goes between 0 and 255
12 void sensorModuleTemp::generateModuleTemp(){

float temp;
while(1){

13
14
15
16
17

 temp = -10 + rand() %50;
 sendModuleTemp(temp);
 wait(10,SC_NS);

18 }
19 }
20
21 void sensorModuleTemp::sendModuleTemp(float t){
22 float moduleTemp = (t/60) * feedVoltage_in;
23 sensor_out = moduleTemp;
24 }
25
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sensorModuleTemp.h

2  *sensorModuleTemp.h
7
8 #include "systemc.h"
9
10 SC_MODULE(sensorModuleTemp){

//Declaration of SystemC inputs and outputs and their datatypes11
12
13

sc_in<float>
sc_out<float> 

feedVoltage_in;
sensor_out;

//Declaration of methods
void generateModuleTemp();
void sendModuleTemp(float t);

//SystemC constructor
SC_CTOR(sensorModuleTemp){

SC_THREAD(generateModuleTemp);
dont_initialize();

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23 }
24 };
25
26
27
28



sensorVoltage.cpp

2  * sensorVoltage.cpp
7
8 #include "sensorVoltage.h"
9
10 void sensorVoltage::generateVoltage(){

float voltage;
while(1){

11
12
13
14
15

voltage = rand() %10+5;
sendVoltage(voltage);
wait(1, SC_NS);

16 }
17
18 }
19
20 void sensorVoltage::sendVoltage(float v){
21
22

float voltage = v;
float sensorVoltage = v/2; //Simulating a voltage divider to get a 

maximum output of 5V
23 sensor_out = sensorVoltage;
24 }
25
26
27
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sensorVoltage.h

2  * sensorVoltage.h
7
8 #include "systemc.h"
9
10 SC_MODULE(sensorVoltage){
11 sc_out<float> sensor_out;

void generateVoltage();
void sendVoltage(float v);

SC_CTOR(sensorVoltage){
SC_THREAD(generateVoltage);
dont_initialize();

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19 }
20 };
21
22
23



main.cc

2  * main.cc
7
8 #include "systemc.h"
9
10 #include "communicationModule.h"
11 #include "mainModule.h"
12 #include "sensorModuleTemp.h"
13 #include "sensorAmbTempHum.h"
14
15 int sc_main(int argc, char** argv){
16 //Declaration of signals

sc_signal<sc_uint<8> > S_d;
//sc_signal<bool> S_enableTH;
sc_signal<sc_uint<32> > S_tH;

S_cMTemp;
S_cAHum;

17
18
19
20
21
22

sc_signal<float>
sc_signal<float>
sc_signal<float> S_cATemp;

23
24
25
26
27
28

//Creating modules
sensorModuleTemp sensorModuleTemp("Sensor_for_module_temperature");
mainModule mainModule("Main_module");
communicationModule communicationModule("Communication_module");
sensorAmbTempHum sensorAmbTempHum

("Sensor_for_Ambient_Temperature_Humidity");
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

//Signal connections
sensorModuleTemp.D_o(S_d);
mainModule.moduleTemp_in(S_d);
mainModule.M_o1(S_cMTemp);
mainModule.M_o2(S_cAHum);
mainModule.M_o3(S_cATemp);
mainModule.tempHum_in(S_tH);
sensorAmbTempHum.sensor_out(S_tH);
communicationModule.C_in1(S_cMTemp);
communicationModule.C_in2(S_cAHum);
communicationModule.C_in3(S_cATemp);

//Creating a trace-file to be able to check signals in a
//graphical interface
sc_trace_file *wf=sc_create_vcd_trace_file("Behavioural_model_new");
sc_trace(wf, S_d, "Signal_TempSensor_to_Main");
sc_trace(wf, S_tH, "Signal_AmbTempHumSensor_to_Main");
sc_trace(wf, S_cMTemp, "Signal_Temp_to_Comm");
sc_trace(wf, S_cAHum, "Signal_AmbHum_to_Comm");
sc_trace(wf, S_cATemp, "Signal_AmbTemp_to_comm");

//Start of simulation which is to run for 3000 SystemC ms
sc_start(100,SC_NS);
sc_close_vcd_trace_file(wf);

return 0;
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Component List 
This appendix lists all components bought and used in this project. For readability, the components 

have been categorized into blocks, where each block represents a function to the system. There is 

one table for each block, and each table consists of useful information about the components, such 

as component name, where to find them in the schematic (see Appendix D) and how much the 

component costs. Total cost of all components, using listed values, is 951.4 SEK (± 5.4 SEK). 

This appendix consists of the following tables: 

Table CL 1 – Power Management 

Table CL 2 - MCU 

Table CL 3 - SWD 

Table CL 4 – USB-CDC 

Table CL 5 – Module Temperature 

Table CL 6 – Ambient Temperature and Humidity 

Table CL 7 – Module Current 

Table CL 8 – Module Voltage 

Table CL 9 - Irradiance 

Table CL 10 - LCD 

Table CL 11 – Micro-SD 

Table CL 12 – Wi-Fi 

Table CL 13 - GPRS 

Table CL 14 - Ethernet 

APPENDIX C



Table CL 1 - This table contains information about all components used for the ‘power management’ block. The total price of 
this block, using listed values, is 103.5 SEK (± 1.65 SEK). 

Component/Product 
Code 

Short Note Name and 
Location in 
Schematic 

Value Price Store 

LM2576T-ADJ 
(named LM2576T at 
nerokas) 

Battery bank voltage 
to 5V switching 
regulator  

U6 
loc B2 
Sheet 2 

- 4 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

CAPACITOR 100UF 
50V RADIAL 
ELECTROLYTIC 

Electrolytic 
capacitor, for 
stability 

C23 
loc B2 
Sheet 2 

100µF 
50V 
Thru-hole 

0.8 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

MBR360RLG Schkottky diode, 
return path for L4 
current 

D9 
loc B2 
Sheet 2 

60V 
3A 
Thru-hole 

4.7 SEK (per 
unit in 5 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

c1000u16t Tantalum capacitor, 
energy source for 
LM2576  

C24 
loc C2 
Sheet 2 

1000µF 
16V 
Thru-hole 

11.9 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

DR127-101-R Inductor, energy 
source for LM2576 

L4 
loc C2 
Sheet 2 

100µH 
3.64A 
SMD 

9.8 SEK (per 
unit in 5 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

ERA8AEB362V Resistor, controlling 
LM2576 output 
voltage 

R16 
loc C2 
Sheet 2 

3.6kΩ 
1206 SMD 

1.3 SEK (per 
unit in 5 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

ERJP08F1102V Resistor, controlling 
LM2576 output 
voltage 

R17 
loc C2 
Sheet 2 

11kΩ 
1206 SMD 

4.1 SEK (per 
unit in 5 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

DG301 Terminal block for 
battery bank input 

J16 
loc A2 
Sheet 2 

2 POS 
5 mm 
Thru-hole 

0.8 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

Littelfuse 
178.6164.0001 

ATO fuse holder, 
battery bank input 

FS2 
loc A2 
Sheet 2 

ATO 
80V 
Thru-hole 

24.1 SEK se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

MIC79110YML LiPo battery charger U1 
loc D1 
Sheet 2 

- Free sample micrel.com 

CRG1206F1K5 Resistor, determines 
max current limit of 
the battery charger 

RSET 
loc D1 
Sheet 2 

1.5kΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.3 SEK (per 
unit in 50 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

RESISTOR SMD CHIP 
22K OHM 1/8W 1% 
0805 

Resistor, determines 
output voltage of 
battery charger 

R28 
loc C1 
Sheet 2 

22kΩ 
0805 SMD 

0.4 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

CRG1206F10K 
 

Resistor, determines 
output voltage of 
battery charger 

R33 
loc C1 
Sheet 2 

10kΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.2 SEK (per 
unit in 50 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-29) 

RESISTOR SMD CHIP 
120K OHM 1/8W 1% 
0805 

Resistor, determines 
output voltage of 
battery charger 

R27 
loc D1 
Sheet 2 

120kΩ 
0805 SMD 

0.4 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

ERJP08F1004V Resistor, determines 
minimum output 
voltage of battery 
charger 

R36 
loc C2 
Sheet 2 

1MΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.4 SEK (per 
unit in 5 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

ERJP08F1004V Resistor, determines 
minimum output 
voltage of battery 
charger 

R35 
loc C2 
Sheet 2 

1MΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.4 SEK (per 
unit in 5 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

ERJP08F1004V Resistor, determines 
minimum output 
voltage of battery 
charger 

R34 
loc C2 
Sheet 2 

1MΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.4 SEK (per 
unit in 5 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 



ERJP08F1004V Resistor, determines 
minimum output 
voltage of battery 
charger 

R2 
loc C2 
Sheet 2 

1MΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.4 SEK (per 
unit in 5 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

CRG1206F4K7 Resistor, determines 
End Of Charge of the 
battery charger 

REOC 
loc E1 
Sheet 2 

4.7kΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.2 SEK (per 
unit in 50 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

CC1206KKX7R8BB105 Decoupling 
capacitor 

C2 
loc D2 
Sheet 2 

1µF 
1206 SMD 

1 SEK (per unit 
in 25 unit price 
break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

DG301 Terminal block for 
LiPo-battery 

J15 
loc A1 
Sheet 2 

2 POS 
5 mm 
Thru-hole 

0.8 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

Littelfuse 
178.6164.0001 

ATO fuse holder, 
LiPo-battery 

FS1 
loc B1 
Sheet 2 

ATO 
80V 
Thru-hole 

24.1 SEK se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

TLV70033DDCT 5V to 3.3V LDO 
regulator 

U2 
loc E3 
Sheet 2 

- 4.1 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

CC1206KKX7R8BB105 Decoupling 
capacitor 

C1 
loc F3 
Sheet 2 

1µF 
1206 SMD 

1 SEK (per unit 
in 25 unit price 
break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

1N4001 Diode, controls min 
input voltage of the 
LDO regulator 

D1 
loc D3 
Sheet 2 

Forward 
voltage at very 
small currents: 
0.8V 

0.4 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

1N4001 Diode, controls min 
input voltage of the 
LDO regulator 

D2 
loc D3 
Sheet 2 

Forward 
voltage at very 
small currents: 
0.8V 

0.4 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

1N4001 Diode, controls min 
input voltage of the 
LDO regulator 

D3 
loc D3 
Sheet 2 

Forward 
voltage at very 
small currents: 
0.8V 

0.4 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

TLV70033DDCT 5V to 3.3V LDO 
regulator 

U7 
loc E2 
Sheet 2 

- 4.1 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

CC1206KKX7R8BB105 Decoupling 
capacitor 

C27 
loc F2 
Sheet 2 

1µF 
1206 SMD 

1 SEK (per unit 
in 25 unit price 
break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

1N4001 Diode, controls min 
input voltage of the 
LDO regulator 

D5 
loc E2 
Sheet 2 

Forward 
voltage at very 
small currents: 
0.8V 

0.4 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

1N4001 Diode, controls min 
input voltage of the 
LDO regulator 

D6 
loc E2 
Sheet 2 

Forward 
voltage at very 
small currents: 
0.8V 

0.4 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

1N4001 Diode, controls min 
input voltage of the 
LDO regulator 

D7 
loc E2 
Sheet 2 

Forward 
voltage at very 
small currents: 
0.8V 

0.4 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

SMD LED – Green 
0805 

LED indicating 
power on the 3.3V 
node 

LED1 
loc F1 
Sheet 2 

Green 100mcd 
VF: 1.8V 
0805 SMD 

0.4 SEK (per 
unit in 10 unit 
package) 
 

store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

RESISTOR 82 OHM 
1/4W 5% CARBON 
FILM 

LED resistor R29 
loc F2 
Sheet 2 

82Ω 
Thru-hole 

0.4 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

 

  



Table CL 2 - This table contains information about all components used for the ‘MCU’ block. The total price of this block, 
using listed values, is 8.4 SEK (± 0.8 SEK). 

Component/Product 
Code 

Short Note Name and 
Location in 
Schematic 

Value Price Store 

MK64FN1M0VLL12 MCU MK64FN1… 
loc C2 
Sheet 1 

- Free sample nxp.com 

C1206C104K5RACTU Decoupling capacitor C4 
loc D1 
Sheet 1 

100nF 
1206 SMD 

0.7 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-26) 

C1206C104K5RACTU Decoupling capacitor C5 
Loc G1 
Sheet 1 

100nF 
1206 SMD 

0.7 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-26) 

C1206C104K5RACTU Decoupling capacitor C6 
loc G3 
Sheet 1 

100nF 
1206 SMD 

0.7 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-26) 

CRG1206F10K 
 

Pull-up resistor for 
RESET 

R5 
loc G5 
Sheet 1 

10kΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.2 SEK (per 
unit in 50 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-29) 

C1206C104K5RACTU Decoupling capacitor C8 
loc F5 
Sheet 1 

100nF 
1206 SMD 

0.7 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-26) 

C1206C104K5RACTU Decoupling capacitor C7 
loc E6 
Sheet 1 

100nF 
1206 SMD 

0.7 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-26) 

C1206C104K5RACTU Decoupling capacitor C11 
loc C5 
Sheet 1 

100nF 
1206 SMD 

0.7 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-26) 

C1206C104K5RACTU Decoupling capacitor C9 
loc B4 
Sheet 1 

100nF 
1206 SMD 

0.7 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-26) 

C1206C104K5RACTU Decoupling capacitor C10 
loc B3 
Sheet 1 

100nF 
1206 SMD 

0.7 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-26) 

Push button Button to RESET 
MCU when being 
pressed 

Module device - - Bought locally in 
Nairobi 

Header pins female Push button 
connector for RESET. 
This connector is 
also used as LCD 
button connector 

J4 
loc G3 
Sheet 1 

4 POS 
Single row 
2.54 mm 

0.2 SEK  
(for 4 units in 
40 unit 
package) 
 

store.nerokas.co
.ke  
(2016-04-26) 

SMD LED – Blue 0805 LED, can be turned 
on or off by the MCU 

LED2 
loc D1 
Sheet 1 

Blue 100mcd 
VF: 1.8V 
0805 SMD 

0.4 SEK (per 
unit in 10 unit 
package) 

store.nerokas.co
.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

RESISTOR 82 OHM 
1/4W 5% CARBON 
FILM 

LED resistor R32 
loc D1 
Sheet 1 

82Ω 
Thru-hole 

0.4 SEK store.nerokas.co
.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

SMD LED – Green 
0805 

LED, can be turned 
on or off by the MCU 

LED3 
loc C1 
Sheet 1 

Green 100mcd 
VF: 1.8V 
0805 SMD 

0.4 SEK (per 
unit in 10 unit 
package) 

store.nerokas.co
.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

RESISTOR 82 OHM 
1/4W 5% CARBON 
FILM 

LED resistor R31 
loc D1 
Sheet 1 

82Ω 
Thru-hole 

0.4 SEK store.nerokas.co
.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

SMD LED – Red 0805 LED, can be turned 
on or off by the MCU 

LED4 
loc C1 
Sheet 1 

Red 100mcd 
VF: 1.8V 
0805 SMD 

0.4 SEK (per 
unit in 10 unit 
package) 

store.nerokas.co
.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

RESISTOR 82 OHM 
1/4W 5% CARBON 
FILM 

LED resistor R30 
loc C1 
Sheet 1 

82Ω 
Thru-hole 

0.4 SEK store.nerokas.co
.ke  
(2016-04-30) 



Table CL 3 - This table contains information about all components used for the ‘SWD’ block.  

Component/Product Code Short Note Name and Location in 
Schematic 

Value Price Store 

M50-3600542 JTAG/SWD connector J1 
D6 
Sheet 1 

10-pin 
SMD 

9.9 SEK se.rs-online.com 
 (2015-04-30) 

 

Table CL 4 - This table contains information about all components used for the ‘USB-CDC’ block. The total price of this block, 
using listed values, is 21.3 SEK (± 0.4 SEK). 

Component Short Note Name and 
Location in 
Schematic 

Value Price Store 

1981568-1 
 

Micro-USB 
connector 

CONN1 
A3 
Sheet 2 

- 15.9 SEK (per 
unit in 10 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
 (2015-04-30) 

BLM21PG331SH1D Ferrite bead L2 
loc B3 
Sheet 2 

330Ω 
0805 SMD 

0.3 SEK (per unit 
in 50 unit price 
break) 

se.rs-online.com 
 (2015-04-30) 

BLM21PG331SH1D Ferrite bead L1 
loc C3 
Sheet 2 

330Ω 
0805 SMD 

0.3 SEK (per unit 
in 50 unit price 
break) 

se.rs-online.com 
 (2015-04-30) 

NUP2105LT1G TVS diode D4 
loc C3 
Sheet 2 

Dual  
Bi-directional 
SOT-23 SMD 

2.4 SEK (per unit 
in 20 unit price 
break) 

se.rs-online.com 
 (2015-04-30) 

Header pins male Jumper, 
separates power 
line and USB line 

J6 
loc D3 
Sheet 2 

2 POS 
single row 
2.54 mm 

0.03 SEK (for 2 
units in 10x40 
unit package) 

store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-25) 

CRCW120633R0FKEA Resistor R3 
loc B3 
Sheet 1 

33Ω 
1206 SMD 

0.3 SEK (per unit 
in 50 unit price 
break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

CRCW120633R0FKEA Resistor R4 
loc B3 
Sheet 1 

33Ω 
1206 SMD 

0.3 SEK (per unit 
in 50 unit price 
break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

C1206C106K3PACTU 
 

Decoupling 
capacitor 

C3 
loc B3 
Sheet 1 

10uF 
1206 SMD 

1.8 SEK (per unit 
in 10 unit price 
break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

 

Table CL 5 – This table contains information about all components used for the ‘module temperature’ block. The total price 
of this block, using listed values, is 16.3 SEK (± 0.15 SEK). 

Component/Product 
Code 

Short Note Name and 
Location in 
Schematic 

Value Price Store 

3950NTC (10kΩ) Module 
temperature 
sensor 

Module device - 16.1 SEK  store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-25) 

CRG1206F10K Resistor in 
voltage divider 

R18 
loc C2  
Sheet 4 

10kΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.2 SEK (per 
unit in 50 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
 (2015-04-26) 

Header pins male 3950NTC 
connector 

J8 
loc C2  
Sheet 4 

2 POS 
single row 
2.54 mm 

0.03 SEK (for 2 
units in 10x40 
unit package) 

store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-25) 

 

  



Table CL 6 - This table contains information about all components used for the ‘ambient temperature and humidity’ block.  

Component/Product 
Code 

Short Note Name and 
Location in 
Schematic 

Value Price Store 

DHT22 Ambient 
temperature and 
humidity sensor 

Module device - 72 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-26) 

Header pins female DHT22 connector J7 
loc D2 
Sheet 4 

3 POS 
single row 
2.54 mm 

0.1 SEK (for 3 
units in 40 unit 
package) 

store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-26) 

 

Table CL 7 - This table contains information about all components used for the ‘module current’ block. The total price of this 
block, using listed values, is 97.3 SEK (± 0.2 SEK). 

Component/Product 
Code 

Short Note Name and 
Location in 
Schematic 

Value Price Store 

ACS758ECB 200U Module current sensor U4 
Loc C1 
Sheet 4 

- 96 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-26) 

C1206C104K5RACTU Decoupling capacitor C26 
Loc C1 
Sheet 4 

100nF 
1206 SMD 

0.7 SEK (per unit 
in 25 unit price 
break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-26) 

Phycomp  
223858115636 
 

Capacitor in low-pass 
filter for noise cancelling 

C25 
loc E1 
Sheet 4 

10nF 
1206 SMD 

0.5 SEK (per unit 
in 25 unit price 
break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-26) 

CR1206-J/-000ELF Resistor in low-pass 
filter. Can easily be 
changed to a different 
value if noise exists  

R19 
loc D1 
Sheet 4 

0Ω 
1206 SMD 

0.1 SEK (per unit 
in 50 unit price 
break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-26) 

 

Table CL 8 - This table contains information about all components used for the ‘module voltage’ block. The total price of this 
block, using listed values, is 3.5 SEK (± 0.35 SEK). 

Component/Product 
Code 

Short Note Name and 
Location in 
Schematic 

Value Price Store 

CRCW12061M20FKEA Resistor for 12V 
system voltage 
divider 

R1 
loc A1 
Sheet 4 

1.2MΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.2 SEK (per unit 
in 50 unit price 
break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-27) 

CRCW12061M20FKEA Resistor in voltage 
dividersfor 12V 
systems 

R15 
loc A1 
Sheet 4 

1.2MΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.2 SEK (per unit 
in 50 unit price 
break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-27) 

CRCW12061M20FKEA  Resistor in voltage 
divider for 12V 
systems 

R21 
loc A2 
Sheet 4 

1.2MΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.2 SEK (per unit 
in 50 unit price 
break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-27) 

ERJP08F1004V 
 

Resistor in voltage 
divider for both 12V 
and 24V systems  

R14 
loc A2 
Sheet 4 

1MΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.4 SEK (per unit 
in 5 unit price 
break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-27) 

35228M2JT Resistor in voltage 
divider for 24V 
systems 

R20 
loc B1 
Sheet 4 

8.2MΩ 
1206 SMD 

2.5 SEK (per unit 
in 10 unit price 
break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-27) 

Header pins male Jumper, controls the 
voltage divider for 
12V systems 

J12 
loc A2 
Sheet 4 

2 POS 
single row 
2.54 mm 

0.03 SEK (for 2 
units in 10x40 
unit package) 

store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-25) 

Header pins male Jumper, controls the 
voltage divider for 
24V systems 

J11 
loc B2 
Sheet 4 

2 POS 
single row 
2.54 mm 

0.03 SEK (for 2 
units in 10x40 
unit package) 

store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-25) 



Table CL 9 - This table contains information about all components used for the ‘irradiance’ block. The total price of this block, 
using listed values, is 40.1 SEK (± 0.2 SEK). 

Component/Prod
uct Code 

Short Note Name and 
Location in 
Schematic 

Value Price Store 

5x Miniature Solar 
Cell - BPW34 
Photodiode 
 

Solar cells used for determining 
irradiance 

Module 
device 

- 39.8 SEK (for 
5 units) 

store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-27) 

Header pins 
female 

Solar cells connector J14 
loc E3 
Sheet 4 

2 POS 
single row 
2.54 mm 

0.1 SEK (for 2 
units in 40 
unit package) 

store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-26) 

CR1206-J/-000ELF Resistor in voltage divider for 
the irradiance sensor. Can 
easily be changed to a different 
value, useful in cases where 
solar cells with high VOC is to be 
used 

R25 
loc E3 
Sheet 4 

0Ω 
1206 SMD 

0.1 SEK (per 
unit in 50 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-26) 

CR1206-J/-000ELF Resistor in voltage divider for 
the irradiance sensor. Can 
easily be changed to a different 
value, useful in cases where 
solar cells with high VOC is to be 
used 

R26 
loc E4 
Sheet 4 

0Ω 
1206 SMD 

0.1 SEK (per 
unit in 50 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-26) 

 

Table CL 10 - This table contains information about all components used for the ‘LCD’ block. 

Component/Product 
Code 

Short Note Name and 
Location in 
Schematic 

Value Price Store 

Nokia 1202 LCD Black-and-white LCD 
display 

Module 
device 

- - Bought locally in 
Nairobi 

Header pins female LCD connector J3 
loc G4 
Sheet 1 

6 POS 
single row 
2.54 mm 

0.2 SEK (for 6 
units in 40 unit 
package) 

store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-25) 

Push button Button to switch LCD 
on while pressed 

Module 
device 

- - Bought locally in 
Nairobi 

 

Table CL 11 - - This table contains information about all components used for the ‘Micro-SD’ block. The total price of this 
block, using listed values, is 14.5 SEK (± 0.1 SEK). 

Component/Product Code Short Note Name and 
Location in 
Schematic 

Value Price Store 

DM3AT-SF-PEJM5 
 

Micro-SD card 
holder 

J2 
loc A1 
Sheet 1 

- 13.8 SEK se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-29) 

C1206C104K5RACTU 
 

Decoupling 
capacitor 

C12 
loc B1 
Sheet 1 

100nF 
1206 SMD 

0.7 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-29) 

 

  



Table CL 12 - This table contains information about all components used for the ‘Wi-Fi’ block. The total price of this block, 
using listed values, is 32.2 SEK (± 0.15 SEK). 

Component/Product 
Code 

Short Note Name and 
Location in 
Schematic 

Value Price Store 

ESP8266 WiFi module Wi-Fi module Module device - 31.8 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-29) 

Header pins female Wi-Fi module 
connector 

J9 
loc H1 
Sheet 1 

2x4 POS 
Double row 
2.54 mm 

0.2 SEK (2x4 
units in 2x40 
unit package) 

store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-29) 

CRG1206F10K 
 

Pull-up resistor 
for RESET 

R23 
loc H2 
Sheet 1 

10kΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.2 SEK (per unit 
in 50 unit price 
break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-29) 

 

Table CL 13 - This table contains information about all components used for the ‘GPRS’ block. The total price of this block, 
using listed values, is 477.3 SEK (± 0.15 SEK). 

Component/Product 
Code 

Short Note Name and 
Location in 
Schematic 

Value Price Store 

GSM/GPRS FONA 
mini V1 

GPRS module Module device - 477.3 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-29) 

Header pins female GPRS module 
connector 

J10 
loc H2 
Sheet 1 

2x4 POS 
Double row 
2.54 mm 

0.2 SEK (2x4 
units in 2x40 
unit package) 

store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-29) 

CRG1206F10K 
 

Pull-up resistor 
for RESET 

R24 
loc H3 
Sheet 1 

10kΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.2 SEK (per 
unit in 50 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-29) 

 

Table CL 14 - This table contains information about all components used for the ‘Ethernet’ block. The total price of this block, 
using listed values, is 54.8 SEK (± 1.05 SEK). 

Component/Product 
Code 

Short Note Name and 
Location in 
Schematic 

Value Price Store 

KSZ8091 Ethernet PHY KSZ8091RNBCA 
loc C2 
Sheet 3 

- Free sample microship.com 

CRG1206F10K 
 

Pull-up resistor 
for RESET 

R11 
loc A1 
Sheet 3 

10kΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.2 SEK (per 
unit in 50 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

1N4001 Diode D8 
loc B1 
Sheet 3 

Current rating: 1A 
Vrrm: 50V 
VF: 1.1V 

0.4 SEK store.nerokas.co.ke  
(2016-04-30) 

C1206C106K3PACTU 
 

Decoupling 
capacitor 

C21 
loc B1 
Sheet 3 

10uF 
1206 SMD 

1.8 SEK (per 
unit in 10 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

C1206C104K5RACTU Decoupling 
capacitor 

C14 
loc A2 
Sheet 3 

100nF 
1206 SMD 

0.7 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

C1206C104K5RACTU Decoupling 
capacitor 

C13 
loc B2 
Sheet 3 

100nF 
1206 SMD 

0.7 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

CRCW120633R0FKEA Resistor R12 
loc F3 
Sheet 3 

33Ω 
1206 SMD 

0.3 SEK (per 
unit in 50 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

CAY16-330J4LF 4 resistor array R13 
loc F3 
Sheet 3 

33Ω 
1206 SMD 

0,04 SEK (per 
unit in 50 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 



C1206C104K5RACTU Decoupling 
capacitor 

C20 
loc E3 
Sheet 3 

100nF 
1206 SMD 

0.7 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

SS-60000-009 RJ-45 Ethernet 
connector 

J5 
loc A2 
Sheet 3 

- 35.2 SEK se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

C1206C106K3PACTU 
 

Decoupling 
capacitor 

C17 
loc A3 
Sheet 3 

10µF 
1206 SMD 

1.8 SEK (per 
unit in 10 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

CRCW120649K9FKEA 
 

Resistor R6 
loc B3 
Sheet 3 

49.9kΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.5 SEK (per 
unit in 50 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

CRCW120649K9FKEA 
 

Resistor R7 
loc B3 
Sheet 3 

49.9kΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.5 SEK (per 
unit in 50 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

CRCW120649K9FKEA 
 

Resistor R8 
loc A3 
Sheet 3 

49.9kΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.5 SEK (per 
unit in 50 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

CRCW120649K9FKEA 
 

Resistor R9 
loc A3 
Sheet 3 

49.9kΩ 
1206 SMD 

0.5 SEK (per 
unit in 50 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

C1206C104K5RACTU Decoupling 
capacitor 

C18 
loc A3 
Sheet 3 

0.1 µF 
1206 SMD 

0.7 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

C1206C104K5RACTU Decoupling 
capacitor 

C19 
loc B3 
Sheet 3 

0.1 µF 
1206 SMD 

0.7 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

M49-25.000-18-
30/50/4085 

Crystal used as 
an external 
clock source 

XTAL1 
loc B4 
Sheet 3 

25MHz 
HC-49-US SMD 

4.7 SEK (per 
unit in 5 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

C1206C220J5GACTU Decoupling 
capacitor  

C15 
loc B4 
Sheet 3 

22pF 
1206 SMD 

0.7 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

C1206C220J5GACTU Decoupling 
capacitor  

C16 
loc B4 
Sheet 3 

22pF 
1206 SMD 

0.7 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

Phycomp 
223886315101 

Decoupling 
capacitor  

C22 
loc C4 
Sheet 3 

100pF 
1206 SMD 

0.6 SEK (per 
unit in 25 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 

ERA6AEB6491V Resistor  R10 
loc C4 
Sheet 3 

6.49kΩ 
0805 SMD 

2.9 SEK (per 
unit in 5 unit 
price break) 

se.rs-online.com 
(2016-04-30) 
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Source Code 
This appendix covers the source code for Just-Us Powers. Only code files written or modified by us are 

included here. Several pages of auto-generated code from components are therefore not included. Note 

that the code files for USB-CDC and Ethernet are incomplete and not included in the project for Just-Us 

Powers. Their code files are still included in this appendix, but as stand-alone projects. 
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/* ################################################################### 

**     Filename    : main.c 

**     Project     : Justus_Powers_v_0.1 

**     Processor   : MK64FN1M0VLL12 

**     Version     : Driver 01.01 

**     Compiler    : GNU C Compiler 

**     Date/Time   : 2015-11-02, 10:35, # CodeGen: 0 

**     Abstract    : 

**         Main module. 

**         This module contains user's application code. 

**     Settings    : 

**     Contents    : 

**         No public methods 

** 

** 

###################################################################*/ 

/*! 

** @file main.c 

** @version 01.01 

** @brief 

**         Main module. 

**         This module contains user's application code. 

*/          

/*! 

**  @addtogroup main_module main module documentation 

**  @{ 

*/          

/* MODULE main */ 

 

 

/* Including needed modules to compile this module/procedure */ 

#include "Cpu.h" 

#include "Events.h" 

#include "Pins1.h" 

#include "ADC0.h" 

#include "AdcLdd1.h" 

#include "WAIT1.h" 

#include "BitDHT22.h" 

#include "BitIoLdd1.h" 

#include "FC1.h" 

#include "TU1.h" 

#include "FAT1.h" 

#include "SD1.h" 

#include "SS1.h" 

#include "CD1.h" 

#include "UTIL1.h" 

#include "TmDt1.h" 

#include "TMOUT1.h" 

#include "CS1.h" 

#include "SM1.h" 

#include "TI1.h" 
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#include "TimerIntLdd1.h" 

#include "TU2.h" 

#include "CS.h" 

#include "BitIoLdd2.h" 

#include "RESET.h" 

#include "BitIoLdd3.h" 

#include "MOSI.h" 

#include "BitIoLdd4.h" 

#include "SCK.h" 

#include "BitIoLdd5.h" 

#include "SW.h" 

#include "BitIoLdd6.h" 

#include "AS1.h" 

#include "ASerialLdd1.h" 

#include "RSTWIFI.h" 

#include "BitIoLdd7.h" 

#include "CH_PD.h" 

#include "BitIoLdd8.h" 

#include "KEY.h" 

#include "BitIoLdd9.h" 

#include "LED1.h" 

#include "LEDpin1.h" 

#include "BitIoLdd10.h" 

#include "ADC1.h" 

#include "AdcLdd2.h" 

/* Including shared modules, which are used for whole project */ 

#include "PE_Types.h" 

#include "PE_Error.h" 

#include "PE_Const.h" 

#include "IO_Map.h" 

#include "PDD_Includes.h" 

#include "Init_Config.h" 

/* User includes (#include below this line is not maintained by 

Processor Expert) */ 

  #include "3950NTC.h" 

  #include "DHT22.h" 

  #include "MicroSD.h" 

  #include "Nokia1202.h" 

  #include "UTIL1.h" 

  #include "ESP8266.h" 

  #include "GPRS.h" 

  #include "Voltage.h" 

  #include "Irradiance.h" 

  #include "ACS758.h" 

 

//define time 

  #define YEAR 2015 

  #define MONTH  11 

  #define DAY 06 

  #define HOUR  12 

  #define MIN 42 

  #define SEC 0 
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  #define MICSEC 0 

 

//static variables 

  static float module_temperature; 

  static int ambient_temperature; 

  static int humidity; 

  static int checksum; 

  static float current; 

  static float voltage_main; 

  static int irradiance; 

 

/*lint -save  -e970 Disable MISRA rule (6.3) checking. */ 

int main(void) 

/*lint -restore Enable MISRA rule (6.3) checking. */ 

{ 

  /* Write your local variable definition here */ 

 

  /*** Processor Expert internal initialization. DON'T REMOVE THIS 

CODE!!! ***/ 

  PE_low_level_init(); 

  /*** End of Processor Expert internal initialization.                    

***/ 

 

  //constants 

   const int select_mode=0; //select mode, 1=WiFi, 2=GPRS,  

     //other=do not send to ThingSpeak 

 

  //variable init 

    module_temperature=10; 

    ambient_temperature=111; 

    humidity=222; 

    checksum=0; 

    current=0; 

    irradiance=0; 

 

  //init TmDt1 time and date 

    TmDt1_SetDate(YEAR, MONTH, DAY); 

    TmDt1_SetTime(HOUR, MIN, SEC, MICSEC); 

 

  //initialization 

    SDInit(); 

    DHT22Init(); 

    LED1_On(); 

 

  //Initialize module depending on selected mode 

    if(select_mode==1){ 

    ESPInit(); 

    }else if(select_mode==2){ 

     GPRSInit(); //not needed now 

    } 

 

  for (;;){ 
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   WAIT1_Waitms(500); 

   voltage_main=GetVoltage(); 

   current=GetCurrent(); 

   module_temperature= GetTemp(); 

   irradiance=GetIrradiance(module_temperature); 

   GetDHT22Data(&humidity, &ambient_temperature, &checksum); 

 

   LCDWriteData(module_temperature*10, ambient_temperature,  

     humidity, voltage_main*10, current*10,  

     irradiance); //write to LCD 

   

LogToFile(module_temperature*10,ambient_temperature,humidity,  

voltage_main*10, current*10, irradiance);

 //save to SD-card 

 

 

 //send to ThingSpeak, depending on selected mode 

   if(select_mode==1){ 

    ESPSendToTS(module_temperature,  

    ambient_temperature, humidity,  

    voltage_main, current, irradiance); 

   }else if(select_mode==2){ 

    GPRSSendToTS(module_temperature,  

     ambient_temperature, humidity,  

     voltage_main, current, irradiance); 

   } 

 

 //wait for 'min' minutes 

   int min=5; 

   for(int i=0;i<min;i++){ 

    WAIT1_Waitms(60000); 

   } 

 

  } 

 

  /*** Don't write any code pass this line, or it will be deleted 

during code generation. ***/ 

  /*** RTOS startup code. Macro PEX_RTOS_START is defined by the RTOS 

component. DON'T MODIFY THIS CODE!!! ***/ 

  #ifdef PEX_RTOS_START 

    PEX_RTOS_START();                  /* Startup of the selected RTOS. 

Macro is defined by the RTOS component. */ 

  #endif 

  /*** End of RTOS startup code.  ***/ 

  /*** Processor Expert end of main routine. DON'T MODIFY THIS CODE!!! 

***/ 

  for(;;){} 

  /*** Processor Expert end of main routine. DON'T WRITE CODE BELOW!!! 

***/ 

} /*** End of main routine. DO NOT MODIFY THIS TEXT!!! ***/ 

 

/* END main */ 
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/*! 

** @} 

*/ 

/* 

** ################################################################### 

** 

**     This file was created by Processor Expert 10.5 [05.21] 

**     for the Freescale Kinetis series of microcontrollers. 

** 

** ################################################################### 

*/ 
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/* 

 * 3950NTC.h 

 * 

 *  Created on: 2 nov 2015 

 *      Author: Nils Paakkonen 

 * 

 *  Description: 

 *   Header file for the 3950NTC thermistor, used to measure 

 *   module temperature. The thermistor uses ADC0, channel 0  

 *        (pin ADC0_DP1). 

 * 

 *  Global functions: 

 * 

 *   float GetTemp() 

 *    Measures and returns temperature from 3950NTC   

 *  thermistor 

 */ 

 

#ifndef SOURCES_3950NTC_H_ 

#define SOURCES_3950NTC_H_ 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : GetTemp() (3950NTC) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Gets temperature from the 3950NTC thermistor. 

**      Calls function 'CalcTemp' (3950NTC) 

** 

** Returns  : 

**      float   temperature in degrees Celcius 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  float GetTemp(void); 

 

#endif /* SOURCES_3950NTC_H_ */ 
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/* 

 * 3950NTC.c 

 * 

 *  Created on: 2 nov 2015 

 *      Author: Nils Paakkonen 

 * 

 *  Description: 

 *   Source file for the 3950NTC thermistor, used to measure 

 *   module temperature. The thermistor uses ADC0, channel 0  

 * (pin ADC0_DP1). 

 * 

 *  Global functions: 

 * 

 *   float GetTemp() 

 *    Measures and returns temperature from 3950NTC  

 *  thermistor 

 * 

 *  Static functions: 

 * 

 *   float CalcTemp(const table_structure * table, int size) 

 *    Measures and returns temperature from 3950NTC  

 *  thermistor 

 * 

 *   float GetLoadResistance() 

 *    Measures and returns the resistance of the 3950NTC  

 *  thermistor 

 * 

 *  static variables and constants: 

 * 

 *   const int r_ref 

 *    reference resistance used 

 * 

 *   #define TABLE_SIZE 

 *    size of the lookup-table 

 * 

 *  other 

 * 

 *   struct table_structure 

 *    structure for the resistance/temperature lookup- 

 *  table 

 * 

 *   static table_structure lookup_table 

 *    resistance/temperature lookup-table 

 */ 

  #include "3950NTC.h" 

  #include "ADC0.h" 

 

//constants 

  static const int r_ref=10000; //reference resistance 

  #define TABLE_SIZE 240 //size of lookup_table 
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//define the structure of the temperature/resistance lookup-table 

  typedef struct { 

    float t; 

    float r; 

  } table_structure; 

 

//temperature/resistance lookup-table 

  static table_structure lookup_table[TABLE_SIZE] = { 

    { .t= -40  , .r= 277.2 }, 

    { .t= -39 , .r= 263.6 }, 

    { .t= -38 , .r= 250.1 }, 

    { .t= -37 , .r= 236.8 }, 

    { .t= -36 , .r= 224.0 }, 

    { .t= -35 , .r= 211.5 }, 

    { .t= -34 , .r= 199.6 }, 

    { .t= -33 , .r= 188.1 }, 

    { .t= -32 , .r= 177.3 }, 

    { .t= -31 , .r= 167.0 }, 

    { .t= -30 , .r= 157.2 }, 

    { .t= -29 , .r= 148.1 }, 

    { .t= -28 , .r= 139.4 }, 

    { .t= -27 , .r= 131.3 }, 

    { .t= -26 , .r= 123.7 }, 

    { .t= -25 , .r= 116.6 }, 

    { .t= -24 , .r= 110.0 }, 

    { .t= -23 , .r= 103.7 }, 

    { .t= -22 , .r= 97.9 }, 

    { .t= -21 , .r= 92.50 }, 

    { .t= -20 , .r= 87.43 }, 

    { .t= -19 , .r= 82.79 }, 

    { .t= -18 , .r= 78.44 }, 

    { .t= -17 , .r= 74.36 }, 

    { .t= -16 , .r= 70.53 }, 

    { .t= -15 , .r= 66.92 }, 

    { .t= -14 , .r= 63.54 }, 

    { .t= -13 , .r= 60.34 }, 

    { .t= -12 , .r= 57.33 }, 

    { .t= -11 , .r= 54.50 }, 

    { .t= -10 , .r= 51.82 }, 

    { .t= -9 , .r= 49.28 }, 

    { .t= -8 , .r= 46.89 }, 

    { .t= -7 , .r= 44.62 }, 

    { .t= -6 , .r= 42.48 }, 

    { .t= -5 , .r= 40.45 }, 

    { .t= -4 , .r= 38.53 }, 

    { .t= -3 , .r= 36.70 }, 

    { .t= -2 , .r= 34.97 }, 

    { .t= -1 , .r= 33.33 }, 

    { .t= 0 , .r= 31.77 }, 

    { .t= 1 , .r= 30.25 }, 

    { .t= 2 , .r= 28.82 }, 

    { .t= 3 , .r= 27.45 }, 
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    { .t= 4 , .r= 26.16 }, 

    { .t= 5 , .r= 24.94 }, 

    { .t= 6 , .r= 23.77 }, 

    { .t= 7 , .r= 22.67 }, 

    { .t= 8 , .r= 21.62 }, 

    { .t= 9 , .r= 20.63 }, 

    { .t= 10 , .r= 19.68 }, 

    { .t= 11 , .r= 18.78 }, 

    { .t= 12 , .r= 17.93 }, 

    { .t= 13 , .r= 17.12 }, 

    { .t= 14 , .r= 16.35 }, 

    { .t= 15 , .r= 15.62 }, 

    { .t= 16 , .r= 14.93 }, 

    { .t= 17 , .r= 14.26 }, 

    { .t= 18 , .r= 13.63 }, 

    { .t= 19 , .r= 13.04 }, 

    { .t= 20 , .r= 12.47 }, 

    { .t= 21 , .r= 11.92 }, 

    { .t= 22 , .r= 11.41 }, 

    { .t= 23 , .r= 10.91 }, 

    { .t= 24 , .r= 10.45 }, 

    { .t= 25 , .r= 10.00 }, 

    { .t= 26 , .r= 9.575 }, 

    { .t= 27 , .r= 9.170 }, 

    { .t= 28 , .r= 8.784 }, 

    { .t= 29 , .r= 8.416 }, 

    { .t= 30 , .r= 8.064 }, 

    { .t= 31 , .r= 7.730 }, 

    { .t= 32 , .r= 7.410 }, 

    { .t= 33 , .r= 7.106 }, 

    { .t= 34 , .r= 6.815 }, 

    { .t= 35 , .r= 6.538 }, 

    { .t= 36 , .r= 6.273 }, 

    { .t= 37 , .r= 6.020 }, 

    { .t= 38 , .r= 5.778 }, 

    { .t= 39 , .r= 5.548 }, 

    { .t= 40 , .r= 5.327 }, 

    { .t= 41 , .r= 5.117 }, 

    { .t= 42 , .r= 4.915 }, 

    { .t= 43 , .r= 4.723 }, 

    { .t= 44 , .r= 4.539 }, 

    { .t= 45 , .r= 4.363 }, 

    { .t= 46 , .r= 4.195 }, 

    { .t= 47 , .r= 4.034 }, 

    { .t= 48 , .r= 3.880 }, 

    { .t= 49 , .r= 3.733 }, 

    { .t= 50 , .r= 3.592 }, 

    { .t= 51 , .r= 3.457 }, 

    { .t= 52 , .r= 3.328 }, 

    { .t= 53 , .r= 3.204 }, 

    { .t= 54 , .r= 3.086 }, 

    { .t= 55 , .r= 2.972 }, 
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    { .t= 56 , .r= 2.863 }, 

    { .t= 57 , .r= 2.759 }, 

    { .t= 58 , .r= 2.659 }, 

    { .t= 59 , .r= 2.564 }, 

    { .t= 60 , .r= 2.472 }, 

    { .t= 61 , .r= 2.384 }, 

    { .t= 62 , .r= 2.299 }, 

    { .t= 63 , .r= 2.218 }, 

    { .t= 64 , .r= 2.141 }, 

    { .t= 65 , .r= 2.066 }, 

    { .t= 66 , .r= 1.994 }, 

    { .t= 67 , .r= 1.926 }, 

    { .t= 68 , .r= 1.860 }, 

    { .t= 69 , .r= 1.796 }, 

    { .t= 70 , .r= 1.735 }, 

    { .t= 71 , .r= 1.677 }, 

    { .t= 72 , .r= 1.621 }, 

    { .t= 73 , .r= 1.567 }, 

    { .t= 74 , .r= 1.515 }, 

    { .t= 75 , .r= 1.465 }, 

    { .t= 76 , .r= 1.417 }, 

    { .t= 77 , .r= 1.371 }, 

    { .t= 78 , .r= 1.326 }, 

    { .t= 79 , .r= 1.284 }, 

    { .t= 80 , .r= 1.243 }, 

    { .t= 81 , .r= 1.203 }, 

    { .t= 82 , .r= 1.165 }, 

    { .t= 83 , .r= 1.128 }, 

    { .t= 84 , .r= 1.093 }, 

    { .t= 85 , .r= 1.059 }, 

    { .t= 86 , .r= 1.027 }, 

    { .t= 87 , .r= 0.9955 }, 

    { .t= 88 , .r= 0.9654 }, 

    { .t= 89 , .r= 0.9363 }, 

    { .t= 90 , .r= 0.9083 }, 

    { .t= 91 , .r= 0.8812 }, 

    { .t= 92 , .r= 0.8550 }, 

    { .t= 93 , .r= 0.8297 }, 

    { .t= 94 , .r= 0.8052 }, 

    { .t= 95 , .r= 0.7816 }, 

    { .t= 96 , .r= 0.7587 }, 

    { .t= 97 , .r= 0.7366 }, 

    { .t= 98 , .r= 0.7152 }, 

    { .t= 99 , .r= 0.6945 }, 

    { .t= 100 , .r= 0.6744 }, 

    { .t= 101 , .r= 0.6558 }, 

    { .t= 102 , .r= 0.6376 }, 

    { .t= 103 , .r= 0.6199 }, 

    { .t= 104 , .r= 0.6026 }, 

    { .t= 105 , .r= 0.5858 }, 

    { .t= 106 , .r= 0.5694 }, 

    { .t= 107 , .r= 0.5535 }, 
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    { .t= 108 , .r= 0.5380 }, 

    { .t= 109 , .r= 0.5229 }, 

    { .t= 110 , .r= 0.5083 }, 

    { .t= 111 , .r= 0.4941 }, 

    { .t= 112 , .r= 0.4803 }, 

    { .t= 113 , .r= 0.4669 }, 

    { .t= 114 , .r= 0.4539 }, 

    { .t= 115 , .r= 0.4412 }, 

    { .t= 116 , .r= 0.4290 }, 

    { .t= 117 , .r= 0.4171 }, 

    { .t= 118 , .r= 0.4055 }, 

    { .t= 119 , .r= 0.3944 }, 

    { .t= 120 , .r= 0.3835 }, 

    { .t= 121 , .r= 0.3730 }, 

    { .t= 122 , .r= 0.3628 }, 

    { .t= 123 , .r= 0.3530 }, 

    { .t= 124 , .r= 0.3434 }, 

    { .t= 125 , .r= 0.3341 }, 

    { .t= 126 , .r= 0.3253 }, 

    { .t= 127 , .r= 0.3167 }, 

    { .t= 128 , .r= 0.3083 }, 

    { .t= 129 , .r= 0.3002 }, 

    { .t= 130 , .r= 0.2924 }, 

    { .t= 131 , .r= 0.2848 }, 

    { .t= 132 , .r= 0.2774 }, 

    { .t= 133 , .r= 0.2702 }, 

    { .t= 134 , .r= 0.2633 }, 

    { .t= 135 , .r= 0.2565 }, 

    { .t= 136 , .r= 0.2500 }, 

    { .t= 137 , .r= 0.2437 }, 

    { .t= 138 , .r= 0.2375 }, 

    { .t= 139 , .r= 0.2316 }, 

    { .t= 140 , .r= 0.2258 }, 

    { .t= 141 , .r= 0.2202 }, 

    { .t= 142 , .r= 0.2148 }, 

    { .t= 143 , .r= 0.2095 }, 

    { .t= 144 , .r= 0.2044 }, 

    { .t= 145 , .r= 0.1994 }, 

    { .t= 146 , .r= 0.1946 }, 

    { .t= 147 , .r= 0.1900 }, 

    { .t= 148 , .r= 0.1855 }, 

    { .t= 149 , .r= 0.1811 }, 

    { .t= 150 , .r= 0.1769 }, 

    { .t= 151 , .r= 0.1728 }, 

    { .t= 152 , .r= 0.1688 }, 

    { .t= 153 , .r= 0.1650 }, 

    { .t= 154 , .r= 0.1612 }, 

    { .t= 155 , .r= 0.1576 }, 

    { .t= 156 , .r= 0.1541 }, 

    { .t= 157 , .r= 0.1507 }, 

    { .t= 158 , .r= 0.1474 }, 

    { .t= 159 , .r= 0.1441 }, 
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    { .t= 160 , .r= 0.1410 }, 

    { .t= 161 , .r= 0.1379 }, 

    { .t= 162 , .r= 0.1350 }, 

    { .t= 163 , .r= 0.1321 }, 

    { .t= 164 , .r= 0.1293 }, 

    { .t= 165 , .r= 0.1265 }, 

    { .t= 166 , .r= 0.1239 }, 

    { .t= 167 , .r= 0.1213 }, 

    { .t= 168 , .r= 0.1187 }, 

    { .t= 169 , .r= 0.1163 }, 

    { .t= 170 , .r= 0.1139 }, 

    { .t= 171 , .r= 0.1115 }, 

    { .t= 172 , .r= 0.1092 }, 

    { .t= 173 , .r= 0.1070 }, 

    { .t= 174 , .r= 0.1048 }, 

    { .t= 175 , .r= 0.1027 }, 

    { .t= 176 , .r= 0.1006 }, 

    { .t= 177 , .r= 0.0986 }, 

    { .t= 178 , .r= 0.0966 }, 

    { .t= 179 , .r= 0.0947 }, 

    { .t= 180 , .r= 0.0928 }, 

    { .t= 181 , .r= 0.0909 }, 

    { .t= 182 , .r= 0.0891 }, 

    { .t= 183 , .r= 0.0873 }, 

    { .t= 184 , .r= 0.0856 }, 

    { .t= 185 , .r= 0.0839 }, 

    { .t= 186 , .r= 0.0822 }, 

    { .t= 187 , .r= 0.0806 }, 

    { .t= 188 , .r= 0.0790 }, 

    { .t= 189 , .r= 0.0774 }, 

    { .t= 190 , .r= 0.0759 }, 

    { .t= 191 , .r= 0.0743 }, 

    { .t= 192 , .r= 0.0729 }, 

    { .t= 193 , .r= 0.0714 }, 

    { .t= 194 , .r= 0.0700 }, 

    { .t= 195 , .r= 0.0686 }, 

    { .t= 196 , .r= 0.0672 }, 

    { .t= 197 , .r= 0.0658 }, 

    { .t= 198 , .r= 0.0645 }, 

    { .t= 199 , .r= 0.0631 }, 

    { .t= 200 , .r= 0.0619 } 

  }; 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function : GetLoadResistance() (3950NTC) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Takes measured voltage from ADC3950NTC and calculates the 

**      resistance of the 3950NTC thermistor, using static variable  

** 'r_ref'. This function is called automatically through  

** function 'CalcTemp' (3950NTC). 

** 
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** Returns  : 

**      float r_load  Resistance of the 3950NTC  

**    thermistor, in kOhm 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  static float GetLoadResistance(){ 

 

 //local variables 

   uint16_t value;//variable for storing 

   float r_load; //resistance of the temperature sensor 

 

   (void)ADC0_MeasureChan(TRUE,0); //measuring the sensor  

    //TRUE = wait for result,  

    //3950NTC is at channel 0 

   (void)ADC0_GetChanValue16(0, &value);//get value from  

      //sensor and store it  

      //in variable 'value'  

      //3950NTC is at channel 0 

 

 //calculate Rload: 

   r_load=r_ref/((float)65535/value-1); 

   r_load=r_load/1000; //describe Rload in kOhm 

   return r_load; 

  } 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function: CalcTemp(const table_structure *table, int size)  

** 

** Description : 

**      Finds the temperature corresponding to measured load  

** resistance of the 3950NTC thermistor. It uses lookup table  

** 'table' to find it, and uses linear relation to estimate  

** values between two points in the table. This function is  

** called automatically through function 'GetTemp' (3950NTC) 

** 

** Parameters : 

**      table  pointer to 3950NTC:s  

**   temperature/resistance lookup table 

**      size  size of the lookup table 

** 

**  Returns : 

**      float  temperature in degrees Celcius 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  static float CalcTemp(const table_structure * table, int size){ 

   int i=0; //counter 

   float m; //slope constant 

   int n = 10; 

   float r_load=0; 

 

 //get load resistance, n readings for stability 
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   for (int j=0;j<n;j++){ 

    r_load = r_load + GetLoadResistance(); 

   } 

 

   r_load=r_load/n; 

 

   while((i < (TABLE_SIZE)) && (r_load < table[i].r) ){  

//find the two points in the table to use 

    i++; 

   } 

 

   if ( i == size ){   //make sure the point isn't past the  

  //end of the table 

    return table[i-1].t; 

   } 

 

if ( i == 0 ){  //make sure the point isn't before the   

                //beginning of the table 

    return table[i].t; 

   } 

 

   m = (table[i].t - table[i-1].t) / ( table[i].r - table[i-

1].r); //calculate the slope 

 

   return m*(r_load-table[i].r)+table[i].t; //calculate the 

temperature assuming linear relation 

  } 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : GetTemp() (3950NTC) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Gets temperature from the 3950NTC thermistor. 

**      Calls function 'CalcTemp' (3950NTC) 

** 

**  Returns  : 

**      float   temperature in degrees Celcius 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  float GetTemp(void){ 

   return CalcTemp(lookup_table, TABLE_SIZE); 

  } 
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/* 

 * DHT22.h 

 * 

 *  Created on: 2 nov 2015 

 *      Author: Nils Paakkonen 

 * 

 *  Description: 

 *   Header file for DHT22 humidity and temperature sensor, used  

 * to measure ambient humidity and temperature. DHT22 uses pin  

 * PTE24 

 * 

 *  Functions: 

 * 

 *   DHT22Init() 

 *    Enable pull-up on port PTE24 

 * 

 *   GetDHT22Data(int *hum, int *temp, int *cs) 

 *    Get humidity, temperature and checksum from DHT22 

 */ 

 

#ifndef SOURCES_DHT22_H_ 

#define SOURCES_DHT22_H_ 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : DHT22Init() (DHT22) 

** 

** Description : 

**   Enable pull-up on port PTE24, needed for sensor DHT22 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void DHT22Init(); 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function: GetDHT22Data(int *hum, int *temp, int *cs) (DHT22) 

** 

** Description : 

**    Gets temperature and humidity from sensor DHT22 and controls  

** its values 

** 

** Parameters : 

**      int hum  humidity (right now in a factor of 10) 

**      int temp  temperature in degrees Celcius (right now  

**   in a factor of 10) 

**      int cs  CheckSum, check if stored data is  

**   correct. 0=correct, other=incorrect 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void GetDHT22Data(int *hum, int *temp, int *cs); 

 

#endif /* SOURCES_DHT22_H_ */  
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/* 

 * DHT22.c 

 * 

 *  Created on: 2 nov 2015 

 *      Author: Nils Paakkonen 

 * 

 *  Description: 

 *   Source file for DHT22 humidity and temperature sensor, used  

 * for measuring ambient humidity and temperature. DHT22 uses  

 * pin PTE24 

 * 

 *  Global functions: 

 * 

 *   DHT22Init() 

 *    Enable pull-up on port PTE24 

 * 

 *   GetDHT22Data(int *hum, int *temp, int *cs) 

 *    Get humidity, temperature and checksum from DHT22 

 */ 

#include "DHT22.h" 

#include "BitDHT22.h" 

#include "FC1.h" 

#include "WAIT1.h" 

#include "PORT_PDD.h" 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : DHT22Init() (DHT22) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Enable pull-up on port PTE24, needed for sensor DHT22 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void DHT22Init(){ 

 //enable pull-up on port PTE24 

   PORT_PDD_SetPinPullSelect(PORTE_BASE_PTR, 24,  

PORT_PDD_PULL_UP); 

   PORT_PDD_SetPinPullEnable(PORTE_BASE_PTR, 24,  

PORT_PDD_PULL_ENABLE); 

  } 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function: GetDHT22Data(int *hum, int *temp, int *cs) (DHT22) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Gets temperature and humidity from sensor DHT22 and controls  

** its values 

** 

**Parameters : 

**      int hum  humidity (right now in a factor of 10) 

**      int temp  temperature in degrees Celcius (right now  
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**   in a factor of 10) 

**      int cs  CheckSum, check if stored data is  

**   correct. 0=correct, other=incorrect 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void GetDHT22Data(int *hum, int *temp, int *cs){ 

 

 //variable declaration and initialization 

   LDD_TDeviceData *MyFC1Ptr; //pointer to timer device 

   FC1_TValueType Time_start, Time_end, Diff; //timer  

//start time, end time and the difference between them both 

   uint32_t duration; //Diff in microseconds 

   int i = 0; //index for where to store data (buffer[i]) 

   int data = 0;  //temp storage for transmitted bits (max  

//8 bits) 

   int loopBits = 40; //number of transmission bits left,  

 //DHT22 sends out 40 bits 

   uint8_t buffer[5]; //array to store transmitted bits in  

 //clusters of 8 bits 

 

 //initialize timer 

   MyFC1Ptr = FC1_Init((LDD_TUserData *)NULL); 

 

 //initialize sensor 

   BitDHT22_SetOutput(); //set connected pin as output 

   BitDHT22_ClrVal(); //pull signal low to start  

//initialization of the sensor 

   WAIT1_Waitms(10);  //keep signal high for 10 ms 

 

   BitDHT22_SetVal(); //pull signal high, step 2 in  

//init process 

   WAIT1_Waitus(40);      //?necessary? keep it high for 40 us 

   BitDHT22_SetInput(); //set connected pin as input  

//and wait for it to respond 

 

 //initialization check, check if it's a low 

   while (BitDHT22_GetVal()==0){  

//wait until sensor pulls the signal high, step 3  

//in init process 

    WAIT1_Waitus(5); 

   } 

   while (BitDHT22_GetVal()==1){  

//wait until sensor pulls the signal low and the  

//data transmission starts, last step in init 

//process 

    WAIT1_Waitus(5); 

   } 

 //end of init process 

 

 //start data transmission 

   do { 
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    while(BitDHT22_GetVal()==0) { 

 //transmission starts with a low, wait until signal is high 

     WAIT1_Waitus(5); 

    } 

    Time_start = FC1_GetCounterValue(MyFC1Ptr); 

 //start timer to determine the duration of the high signal 

    while(BitDHT22_GetVal()!=0) {  

 //signal is high, duration is ~28us if '0', ~70us if '1'.  

//Wait until signal is low 

     WAIT1_Waitus(5); 

    } 

    Time_end = FC1_GetCounterValue(MyFC1Ptr); 

 //stop timer when signal is low again 

 

  //get duration of the high signal in us 

    if (FC1_COUNTER_DIR == 0){   

   //if counter direction is UP 

     Diff = (FC1_TValueType)(Time_end –  

Time_start); 

//get duration in cycles 

    }else{     

   //if counter direction is DOWN 

     Diff = (FC1_TValueType)(Time_start –  

Time_end);  

//get duration in cycles 

    } 

 

    duration = Diff * 1000000 / FC1_CNT_INP_FREQ_U_0;

   //get duration in microseconds 

 

    data <<= 1;     

 //shift data 1 bit left, LSB gets '0' as value 

    if (duration>50){   

 //analyze data. If duration ~28 us < 50 us, LSB of 'data' = 0  

//(don't enter, LSB keeps the value '0'); if duration ~70 us  

//> 50 us, LSB of 'data' = 1 (enter) 

     data |= 1;   

 //OR operator, sais data = data | 0b1. An effective  

//way to change LSB to '1' without changing other bits 

    } 

    if ((loopBits&0x7)==1) { //AND operator, enter if  

//'loopBits' & 0b111, which happens every 8th loop. Since 'loopBits'  

//starts at 40 = 0b101000, this happens on the 8th, 16th, 24th, 32th  

//and 40th loop 

     buffer[i] = data; //store the 8-bit  

//variable 'data' in 'buffer' 

     i++; //change the index so next 8- 

//bit variable 'data' will be stored in 'buffer[i+1]' 

     data = 0; //clear data 

    } 

   } while(--loopBits!=0); //continue until all 40 bits  

//have been recorded 
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 //calculate RH, temperature and check if they are OK 

   *hum=(buffer[0]<<8)+buffer[1];   

  //RH (humidity/10 is RH in %) 

   *temp=(buffer[2]<<8)+buffer[3]; //temperature  

//(temperature/10 is temperature in degrees celcius) 

   *cs=buffer[0]+buffer[1]+buffer[2]+buffer[3]-buffer[4]; 

 //check if recorded data is OK. If so, checkSum = buffer[5] 

  } 
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/* 

 * ACS758.h 

 * 

 *  Created on: 12 nov 2015 

 *      Author: Nils Paakkonen 

 * 

 * Description: 

 *  Header file for ACS758 current sensor, used to measure solar 

 *  panel current. ACS758 uses ADC1 channel 1 (pin ADC1_DP1) 

 * 

 * Functions: 

 * 

 *  SetCurrentOffset() 

 *   Set offset of ACS758. No current should flow  

 *  through the sensor 

 * 

 *  float GetCurrent() 

 *   Measures and returns the current flowing through  

 *  ACS758 

 * 

 */ 

#ifndef SOURCES_ACS758_H_ 

#define SOURCES_ACS758_H_ 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : SetCurrentOffset() (ACS758) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Sets offset of ACS758 and stores it in variable 'a_read_mean' 

**      No current should flow through the sensor when measuring 

** 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void SetCurrentOffset(); 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : GetCurrent() (ACS758) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Measures and calculates the current flowing through ACS758 

** 

** Returns  : 

**      float current Current flowing through ACS758, in Ampere 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  float GetCurrent(); 

 

#endif /* SOURCES_ACS758_H_ */  
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/* 

 * ACS758.c 

 * 

 *  Created on: 12 nov 2015 

 *      Author: Nils Paakkonen 

 * 

 * Description: 

 *  Source file for ACS758 current sensor, used to measure solar 

 *  panel current. ACS758 uses ADC1 channel 1 (pin ADC1_DP1) 

 * 

 * Global functions: 

 * 

 *  SetCurrentOffset() 

 *   Set offset of ACS758. No current should flow  

 *  through the sensor 

 * 

 *  float GetCurrent() 

 *   Measures and returns the current flowing through  

 *  ACS758 

 * 

 * Static variables and constants: 

 * 

 *  float a_read_mean 

 *   For debug. Measured ADC value, makes it easier to  

 *  find offset 

 * 

 *  uint16_t a_read_offset 

 *   ADC758 offset. 

 */ 

  #include "ACS758.h" 

  #include "ADC1.h" 

  #include "WAIT1.h" 

 

//variables 

  static float a_read_mean; //needed for debug. Helps to get offset  

//of ACS758, which varies somewhat 

  static uint16_t a_read_offset=7450; //offset read of ACS758 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function : SetCurrentOffset() (ACS758) 

** 

** Description : 

**   Sets offset of ACS758 and stores it in variable 'a_read_mean' 

**      No current should flow through the sensor when measuring 

** 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void SetCurrentOffset(){ 

 

   uint16_t a_read=0; 

   a_read_mean=0; 
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   const int n=10; //number of measurements, for reliability 

 

   for(int i=0; i<n; i++){ 

    ADC1_MeasureChan(TRUE, 1); //measuring the  

//sensor, TRUE = wait for result, ACS758 is at channel 1 

    ADC1_GetChanValue16(1, &a_read); //get value  

//from sensor and store it in variable 'a_read' ACS758 is at channel 1 

    a_read_mean=a_read_mean+a_read; 

   } 

   a_read_offset=a_read_mean/n; //get mean value of n  

 //measurements 

  } 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : GetCurrent() (ACS758) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Measures and calculates the current flowing through ACS758 

** 

** Returns  : 

**      float current Current flowing through ACS758, in Ampere 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  float GetCurrent(){ 

 

  float current=0; 

   uint16_t a_read=0; 

   a_read_mean=0; 

 

   const float v_ref=3.26; //ADC reference voltage 

   const int n=10; //number of measurements, for stability 

   const float sens=0.013; //voltage/current factor  

//(current=voltage/sens) 

 

   for(int i=0; i<n; i++){ 

    ADC1_MeasureChan(TRUE, 1); //measuring the  

//sensor, TRUE = wait for result, ACS758 is at channel 1 

    ADC1_GetChanValue16(1, &a_read); //get value from  

//sensor and store it in variable 'a_read', ACS758 is at channel 1 

    a_read_mean=a_read_mean+a_read; 

   } 

   a_read_mean=a_read_mean/n; //get mean value of n  

//measurements 

 

   current=v_ref*(a_read_mean-a_read_offset)/(65535*sens); 

 //calculate the current [A] 

 

   return current; 

  } 
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/* 

 * Voltage.h 

 * 

 *  Created on: 19 nov 2015 

 *      Author: Nils Paakkonen 

 * 

 *  Description: 

 *   Source file for the voltage divider, used for measuring solar  

 * panel voltage. Uses ADC0 channel 1 (ADC0_DM1) 

 * 

 *  Functions: 

 * 

 *   float GetVoltage() 

 *    Measures and returns solar panel voltage 

 * 

 */ 

 

#ifndef SOURCES_VOLTAGE_H_ 

#define SOURCES_VOLTAGE_H_ 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : GetVoltage() (Voltage) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Measures and calculates solar panel voltage 

** 

** Returns  : 

**      float voltage measured and calculated voltage 

** 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  float GetVoltage(); 

 

#endif /* SOURCES_VOLTAGE_H_ */ 
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/* 

 * Voltage.c 

 * 

 *  Created on: 19 nov 2015 

 *      Author: Nils Paakkonen 

 * 

 *  Description: 

 *   Source file for the voltage divider, used for measuring solar  

 * panel voltage. Uses ADC0 channel 1 (ADC0_DM1) 

 * 

 *  Global functions: 

 * 

 *   float GetVoltage() 

 *    Measures and returns solar panel voltage 

 * 

 */ 

#include "Voltage.h" 

#include "ADC0.h" 

#include "WAIT1.h" 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : GetVoltage() (Voltage) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Measures and calculates solar panel voltage 

** 

** Returns  : 

**      float voltage measured and calculated voltage 

** 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  float GetVoltage(){ 

   uint16_t value=0;  //measured ADC value 

   float voltage=0;  //measured solar panel voltage 

   const uint32_t r_1=1; //voltage divider resistance 1 

   const float r_2=8.2; //voltage divider resistance 2 

   const float v_ref=3.26; //ADC reference voltage 

   const uint32_t n=10; //n readings for reliability 

   float a_read_mean_v=0; //ADC value 

 

   for(int i=0;i<n;i++){ 

 

    (void)ADC0_MeasureChan(TRUE,1);//measuring the  

//sensor, TRUE = wait for result, voltage divider is at channel 1 

    (void)ADC0_GetChanValue16(1, &value); //get value  

//from sensor and store it in variable 'value' voltage divider is at  

//channel 1 

    a_read_mean_v=a_read_mean_v+value; 

 

   } 

   a_read_mean_v=a_read_mean_v/n; //get mean value 
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   voltage=(float)a_read_mean_v/65535*v_ref;//measured voltage 

 

   voltage=voltage*(r_1+r_2)/r_1; //Vin=Vout*(R1+R2)/R2 for a  

   //voltage divider 

 

   return voltage; 

  } 
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/* 

 * Irradiance.h 

 * 

 *  Created on: 17 nov 2015 

 *      Author: Nils Paakkonen 

 * 

 *  Description: 

 *   Source file for the irradiance sensor, used to measure solar  

 * irradiance. The sensor uses ADC1 channel 0 (pin ADC1_DM1) 

 * 

 *  Functions: 

 *   int GetIrradiance(int temp) 

 *    Measures and returns the irradiance 

 */ 

 

#ifndef SOURCES_IRRADIANCE_H_ 

#define SOURCES_IRRADIANCE_H_ 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function : GetIrradiance(int temp) (Irradiance) 

** 

** Description : 

** Get the irradiance from the irradiance sensor 

** 

** Parameters : 

** int temp  module temperature 

** 

** Returns : 

** int irradiance solar irradiance [W/m^2] 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  int GetIrradiance(int temp); 

 

 

#endif /* SOURCES_IRRADIANCE_H_ */ 
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/* 

 * Irradiance.c 

 * 

 *  Created on: 17 nov 2015 

 *      Author: Nils Paakkonen 

 * 

 *  Description: 

 *   Source file for the irradiance sensor, used to measure solar  

 * irradiance. The sensor uses ADC1 channel 0 (pin ADC1_DM1) 

 * 

 *  Global functions: 

 *   int GetIrradiance(int temp) 

 *    Measures and returns the irradiance 

 * 

 *  Static functions: 

 * 

 *   int CalcIrradiance(float voltage, int temp) 

 *    Finds and returns the irradiance for the given OC  

 *  voltage and temperature 

 * 

 *   float GetVoltage() 

 *    Measures and returns the OC voltage of the  

 *  irradiance sensor 

 */ 

#include "Irradiance.h" 

#include "ADC1.h" 

 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function:      CalcIrradiance(float voltage, int temp) (Irradiance) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Calculates the irradiance. Uses measured OC voltages for 10  

** different irradiances at a certain temperature, which works  

** as a lookup-table. Checks what the irradiance should be at  

** given temperature and OC voltage. Assuming linear relation  

** between two measured points 

** 

** Parameters : 

** float voltage measured open circuit voltage from the  

**   irradiance sensor 

** float temp module temperature 

** 

** Returns : 

** int irr  Calculated irradiance, W/m^2 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  static int CalcIrradiance(float voltage, int temp){ 

 

 //set OC values at 46 deg Celcius at different irradiances 

   const float volt_1000=2.5869; 
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   const float volt_900=2.5636; 

   const float volt_800=2.5432; 

   const float volt_700=2.5143; 

   const float volt_600=2.4918; 

   const float volt_500=2.4521; 

   const float volt_400=2.4134; 

   const float volt_300=2.4059; 

   const float volt_200=2.3245; 

   const float volt_100=2.1920; 

 

 //measured temperature constant at different irradiance 

   const float t_1000=-0.0193; 

   const float t_900=-0.0069; 

   const float t_800=-0.0065; 

   const float t_700=-0.0052; //last reliable value, use this  

//for temperature constants at lower irradiances 

 

   int irr=0; //calculated irradiance 

   int m=0; //slope constant 

   //if the irradiance is lower than 100 W/m^2 

   if(voltage<t_700*(46-temp)+volt_100){ 

      //no point slope here, linear relation cannot be assumed 

    irr=100; 

    return irr; 

   //if the irradiance is between 100 W/m^2 and 200 W/m^2 

   }else if(voltage<t_700*(46-temp)+volt_200){ 

    m = (200 - 100) / ( t_700*(46-temp)+volt_200 - 

(t_700*(46-temp)+volt_100)); //calculate the slope between 

    irr=m*(voltage-(t_700*(46-temp)+volt_200))+200; 

//calculate the irradiance assuming linear relation 

    return irr; 

   //if the irradiance is between 200 W/m^2 and 300 W/^2 

   }else if(voltage<t_700*(46-temp)+volt_300){ 

    m = (300 - 200) / ( t_700*(46-temp)+volt_300 - 

(t_700*(46-temp)+volt_200)); //calculate the slope 

    irr=m*(voltage-(t_700*(46-temp)+volt_300))+300; 

//calculate the irradiance assuming linear relation 

    return irr; 

 //if the irradiance is between 300 W/m^2 and 400 W/^2 

   }else if(voltage<t_700*(46-temp)+volt_400){ 

    m = (400 - 300) / ( t_700*(46-temp)+volt_400 - 

(t_700*(46-temp)+volt_300)); //calculate the slope 

    irr=m*(voltage-(t_700*(46-temp)+volt_400))+300; 

//calculate the irradiance assuming linear relation 

    return irr; 

   //if the irradiance is between 400 W/m^2 and 500 W/^2 

   }else if(voltage<t_700*(46-temp)+volt_500){ 

    m = (500 - 400) / ( t_700*(46-temp)+volt_500 - 

(t_700*(46-temp)+volt_400)); //calculate the slope 

    irr=m*(voltage-(t_700*(46-temp)+volt_500))+500; 

//calculate the irradiance assuming linear relation 

    return irr; 
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   //if the irradiance is between 500 W/m^2 and 600 W/^2 

   }else if(voltage<t_700*(46-temp)+volt_600){ 

    m = (600 - 500) / ( t_700*(46-temp)+volt_600 - 

(t_700*(46-temp)+volt_500)); //calculate the slope 

    irr=m*(voltage-(t_700*(46-temp)+volt_600))+600; 

//calculate the irradiance assuming linear relation 

    return irr; 

   //if the irradiance is between 600 W/m^2 and 700 W/^2 

   }else if(voltage<t_700*(46-temp)+volt_700){ 

    m = (700 - 600) / ( t_700*(46-temp)+volt_700 - 

(t_700*(46-temp)+volt_600)); //calculate the slope 

    irr=m*(voltage-(t_700*(46-temp)+volt_700))+700; 

//calculate the irradiance assuming linear relation 

    return irr; 

 //if the irradiance is between 700 W/m^2 and 800 W/^2 

   }else if(voltage<t_800*(46-temp)+volt_800){ 

    m = (800 - 700) / ( t_800*(46-temp)+volt_800 - 

(t_700*(46-temp)+volt_700)); //calculate the slope 

    irr=m*(voltage-(t_800*(46-temp)+volt_800))+800; 

//calculate the irradiance assuming linear relation 

    return irr; 

   //if the irradiance is between 800 W/m^2 and 900 W/^2 

   }else if(voltage<t_900*(46-temp)+volt_900){ 

    m = (900 - 800) / ( t_900*(46-temp)+volt_900 - 

(t_800*(46-temp)+volt_800)); //calculate the slope 

    irr=m*(voltage-(t_900*(46-temp)+volt_900))+900; 

//calculate the irradiance assuming linear relation 

    return irr; 

 //if the irradiance is between 900 W/m^2 and upward 

   }else{ 

    m = (1000 - 900) / ( t_1000*(46-temp)+volt_1000 - 

(t_900*(46-temp)+volt_900)); //calculate the slope 

    irr=m*(voltage-(t_1000*(46-

temp)+volt_1000))+1000; //calculate the irradiance assuming linear 

relation 

    return irr; 

   } 

  } 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function : GetVoltage() (Irradiance) 

** 

** Description : 

** Measures open circuit voltage of the irradiance sensor 

** 

** Returns  : 

** float voltage measured open source voltage of the  

**   irradiance sensor [V] 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  static float GetVoltage(){ 
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   uint16_t value; //adc measured value 

   float voltage;    //open circuit voltage of the irradiance  

//sensor 

   const float v_ref=3.26; //ADC rference voltage 

 

   (void)ADC1_MeasureChan(TRUE, 0); //measuring the sensor,  

//TRUE = wait for result, irradiance sensor is at channel 0 

   (void)ADC1_GetChanValue16(0, &value); //get value from  

//sensor and store it in variable 'value', irradiance sensor is at  

//channel 0 

   voltage=value*v_ref/65535;  //calculate voltage 

   return voltage; 

  } 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function : GetIrradiance(int temp) (Irradiance) 

** 

** Description : 

** Get the irradiance from the irradiance sensor 

** 

** Parameters : 

** int temp  module temperature 

** 

** Returns : 

** int irradiance  solar irradiance [W/m^2] 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  int GetIrradiance(int temp){ 

   float voltage =0;  //open circuit voltage of the  

//irradiance sensor 

   int n = 100;  //for stability 

   int irr=0;  //irradiance 

   for(int i=0; i<n; i++){ 

    voltage = voltage + GetVoltage(); 

   } 

   voltage=voltage/n;  //mean voltage 

   irr=CalcIrradiance(voltage,temp); //find corresponding  

//irradiance 

   return irr; 

  } 
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/* 

 * Nokia1202.h 

 * 

 *  Created on: 20 okt 2015 

 *      Author: David Karibe 

 *      Edited by: Nils Paakkonen 

 * 

 *  Description: 

 *   Header file for Nokia 1202 LCD. Writes sensor data to 

 *   Nokia 1202. 

 * 

 *  Functions: 

 * 

 *   LCDWriteData(int mod_temp, int amb_temp, int hum, int volt,  

 *     int curr, int irr) 

 *    Write sensor data to Nokia 1202 

 */ 

 

#ifndef SOURCES_NOKIA1202_H_ 

#define SOURCES_NOKIA1202_H_ 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function: LCDWriteData(int mod_temp, int amb_temp, int hum, 

**        int volt, int curr, int irr) (Nokia1202) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Write sensor data to Nokia 1202 

** 

** Parameters : 

**      int mod_temp  module temperature 

**      int amb_temp  ambient temperature 

**      int hum   ambient humidity 

**      int volt   solar panel voltage 

**      int curr   solar panel current 

**      int irr   solar irradiance 

** 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void LCDWriteData(int mod_temp, int amb_temp, int hum, int volt, int 

curr, int irr); 

 

#endif /* SOURCES_NOKIA1202_H_ */ 
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/* 

 * Nokia1202.c 

 * 

 *  Created on: 20 okt 2015 

 *      Author: David Karibe 

 *      Edited by: Nils Paakkonen 

 * 

 *  Description: 

 *   Source file for Nokia 1202 LCD. Writes sensor data to 

 *   Nokia 1202. 

 * 

 *  Global functions: 

 * 

 *   LCDWriteData(int mod_temp, int amb_temp, int hum, int volt,  

 *     int curr, int irr) 

 *    Write sensor data to Nokia 1202 

 * 

 *  Static functions: 

 * 

 *   LCDInitGPIO() 

 *    Initialize GPIO pins 

 * 

 *   LCDSend() 

 *    Send command to Nokia 1202 

 * 

 *   LCDGoToPixel(unsigned char x, unsigned char y) 

 *    Set writing cursor at pixel located at coordinate  

 *  (x,y) 

 * 

 *   LCDHome() 

 *    Go to pixel located at coordinate (0,0) 

 * 

 *   LCDClr() 

 *    Clear display 

 * 

 *   LCDReset() 

 *    Hard reset 

 * 

 *   LCDInit() 

 *    Initialize Nokia 1202 

 * 

 *   LCDWrite(char *s, int line) 

 *    Write string s on display, starting on line 'line' 

 * 

 *  Defines: 

 * 

 *   LCD_DATA 

 *    write data (MSB=1) 

 * 

 *   LCD_COMMAND 

 *    send command (MSB=0) 

 * 
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 *  Other: 

 * 

 *   const unsigned char font_lookup[475] 

 *    font lookup table 

 */ 

 

  #include "Nokia1202.h" 

  #include "MOSI.h" 

  #include "CS.h" 

  #include "SCK.h" 

  #include "RESET.h" 

  #include "WAIT1.h" 

  #include "UTIL1.h" 

 

  #define LCD_DATA 0x100  //write data 

  #define LCD_COMMAND 0x000 //send command 

 

// Font ascii lookup table, every char is 5x7 pixels 

  static const unsigned char font_lookup[475] = { 

    0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,  // ' ' 0x20 

    0x00, 0x00, 0x6f, 0x00, 0x00,  // '!' 0x21 

    0x00, 0x07, 0x00, 0x07, 0x00,  // '"' 0x22 

    0x14, 0x7f, 0x14, 0x7f, 0x14,  // '#' 0x23 

    0x25, 0x57, 0x77, 0x55, 0x55,  // '$' 0x24 

    0x23, 0x13, 0x08, 0x64, 0x62,  // '%' 0x25 

    0x36, 0x49, 0x56, 0x20, 0x50,  // '&' 0x26 

    0x07, 0x54, 0x56, 0x64, 0x14,  // ''' 0x27 

    0x00, 0x1c, 0x22, 0x41, 0x00,  // '(' 0x28 

    0x00, 0x41, 0x22, 0x1c, 0x00,  // ')' 0x29 

    0x14, 0x08, 0x3e, 0x08, 0x14,  // '*' 0x2a 

    0x08, 0x08, 0x3e, 0x08, 0x08,  // '+' 0x2b 

    0x00, 0x50, 0x30, 0x00, 0x00,  // ',' 0x2c 

    0x08, 0x08, 0x08, 0x08, 0x08,  // '-' 0x2d 

    0x40, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,  // '.' 0x2e 

    0x20, 0x10, 0x08, 0x04, 0x02,  // '/' 0x2f 

    0x3e, 0x51, 0x49, 0x45, 0x3e,  // '0' 0x30 

          0x00, 0x42, 0x7f, 0x40, 0x00,  // '1' 0x31 

    0x42, 0x61, 0x51, 0x49, 0x46,  // '2' 0x32 

    0x21, 0x41, 0x45, 0x4b, 0x31,  // '3' 0x33 

    0x18, 0x14, 0x12, 0x7f, 0x10,  // '4' 0x34 

    0x27, 0x45, 0x45, 0x45, 0x39,  // '5' 0x35 

    0x3c, 0x4a, 0x49, 0x49, 0x30,  // '6' 0x36 

    0x01, 0x71, 0x09, 0x05, 0x03,  // '7' 0x37 

    0x36, 0x49, 0x49, 0x49, 0x36,  // '8' 0x38 

    0x06, 0x49, 0x49, 0x29, 0x1e,  // '9' 0x39 

    0x00, 0x36, 0x36, 0x00, 0x00,  // ':' 0x3a 

    0x00, 0x56, 0x36, 0x00, 0x00,  // ';' 0x3b 

    0x08, 0x14, 0x22, 0x41, 0x00,  // '<' 0x3c 

    0x14, 0x14, 0x14, 0x14, 0x14,  // '=' 0x3d 

    0x00, 0x41, 0x22, 0x14, 0x08,  // '>' 0x3e 

    0x02, 0x01, 0x51, 0x09, 0x06,  // '?' 0x3f 

    0x3e, 0x41, 0x5d, 0x49, 0x4e,  // '@' 0x40 
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    0x7e, 0x09, 0x09, 0x09, 0x7e,  // 'A' 0x41 

    0x7f, 0x49, 0x49, 0x49, 0x36,  // 'B' 0x42 

    0x3e, 0x41, 0x41, 0x41, 0x22,  // 'C' 0x43 

    0x7f, 0x41, 0x41, 0x41, 0x3e,  // 'D' 0x44 

    0x7f, 0x49, 0x49, 0x49, 0x41,  // 'E' 0x45 

    0x7f, 0x09, 0x09, 0x09, 0x01,  // 'F' 0x46 

    0x3e, 0x41, 0x49, 0x49, 0x7a,  // 'G' 0x47 

    0x7f, 0x08, 0x08, 0x08, 0x7f,  // 'H' 0x48 

    0x00, 0x41, 0x7f, 0x41, 0x00,  // 'I' 0x49 

    0x20, 0x40, 0x41, 0x3f, 0x01,  // 'J' 0x4a 

    0x7f, 0x08, 0x14, 0x22, 0x41,  // 'K' 0x4b 

    0x7f, 0x40, 0x40, 0x40, 0x40,  // 'L' 0x4c 

    0x7f, 0x02, 0x0c, 0x02, 0x7f,  // 'M' 0x4d 

    0x7f, 0x04, 0x08, 0x10, 0x7f,  // 'N' 0x4e 

    0x3e, 0x41, 0x41, 0x41, 0x3e,  // 'O' 0x4f 

    0x7f, 0x09, 0x09, 0x09, 0x06,  // 'P' 0x50 

    0x3e, 0x41, 0x51, 0x21, 0x5e,  // 'Q' 0x51 

    0x7f, 0x09, 0x19, 0x29, 0x46,  // 'R' 0x52 

    0x46, 0x49, 0x49, 0x49, 0x31,  // 'S' 0x53 

    0x01, 0x01, 0x7f, 0x01, 0x01,  // 'T' 0x54 

    0x3f, 0x40, 0x40, 0x40, 0x3f,  // 'U' 0x55 

    0x0f, 0x30, 0x40, 0x30, 0x0f,  // 'V' 0x56 

    0x3f, 0x40, 0x38, 0x40, 0x3f,  // 'W' 0x57 

    0x63, 0x14, 0x08, 0x14, 0x63,  // 'X' 0x58 

    0x07, 0x08, 0x70, 0x08, 0x07,  // 'Y' 0x59 

    0x61, 0x51, 0x49, 0x45, 0x43,  // 'Z' 0x5a 

    0x3c, 0x4a, 0x49, 0x29, 0x1e,  // '[' 0x5b 

    0x02, 0x04, 0x08, 0x10, 0x20,  // '\' 0x5c 

    0x00, 0x41, 0x7f, 0x00, 0x00,  // ']' 0x5d 

    0x04, 0x02, 0x01, 0x02, 0x04,  // '^' 0x5e 

    0x40, 0x40, 0x40, 0x40, 0x40,  // '_' 0x5f 

    0x00, 0x00, 0x03, 0x04, 0x00,  // '`' 0x60 

    0x20, 0x54, 0x54, 0x54, 0x78,  // 'a' 0x61 

    0x7f, 0x48, 0x44, 0x44, 0x38,  // 'b' 0x62 

    0x38, 0x44, 0x44, 0x44, 0x20,  // 'c' 0x63 

    0x38, 0x44, 0x44, 0x48, 0x7f,  // 'd' 0x64 

    0x38, 0x54, 0x54, 0x54, 0x18,  // 'e' 0x65 

    0x08, 0x7e, 0x09, 0x01, 0x02,  // 'f' 0x66 

    0x0c, 0x52, 0x52, 0x52, 0x3e,  // 'g' 0x67 

    0x7f, 0x08, 0x04, 0x04, 0x78,  // 'h' 0x68 

    0x00, 0x44, 0x7d, 0x40, 0x00,  // 'i' 0x69 

    0x20, 0x40, 0x44, 0x3d, 0x00,  // 'j' 0x6a 

    0x00, 0x7f, 0x10, 0x28, 0x44,  // 'k' 0x6b 

    0x00, 0x41, 0x7f, 0x40, 0x00,  // 'l' 0x6c 

    0x7c, 0x04, 0x18, 0x04, 0x78,  // 'm' 0x6d 

    0x7c, 0x08, 0x04, 0x04, 0x78,  // 'n' 0x6e 

    0x38, 0x44, 0x44, 0x44, 0x38,  // 'o' 0x6f 

    0x7c, 0x14, 0x14, 0x14, 0x08,  // 'p' 0x70 

    0x08, 0x14, 0x14, 0x18, 0x7c,  // 'q' 0x71 

    0x7c, 0x08, 0x04, 0x04, 0x08,  // 'r' 0x72 

    0x48, 0x54, 0x54, 0x54, 0x20,  // 's' 0x73 

    0x04, 0x3f, 0x44, 0x40, 0x20,  // 't' 0x74 
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    0x3c, 0x40, 0x40, 0x20, 0x7c,  // 'u' 0x75 

    0x1c, 0x20, 0x40, 0x20, 0x1c,  // 'v' 0x76 

    0x3c, 0x40, 0x30, 0x40, 0x3c,  // 'w' 0x77 

    0x44, 0x28, 0x10, 0x28, 0x44,  // 'x' 0x78 

    0x0c, 0x50, 0x50, 0x50, 0x3c,  // 'y' 0x79 

    0x44, 0x64, 0x54, 0x4c, 0x44,  // 'z' 0x7a 

    0x00, 0x08, 0x36, 0x41, 0x41,  // '{' 0x7b 

    0x00, 0x00, 0x7f, 0x00, 0x00,  // '|' 0x7c 

    0x41, 0x41, 0x36, 0x08, 0x00,  // '}' 0x7d 

    0x04, 0x02, 0x04, 0x08, 0x04   // '~' 0x7e 

  }; 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : LCDInitGPIO() (Nokia1202) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Initializes GPIO pins. Disables communication, sets bit to be 

**      transfered low by default and clock high by default 

** 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  static void LCDInitGPIO(void){ 

   CS_SetVal();  //high to disable communication 

     MOSI_ClrVal(); //bit to be transfered, low by default 

     SCK_SetVal(); //high by default, writes on rising edge 

  } 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function : LCDSend(unsigned int d) (Nokia1202) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Transfer an 8-bit character to Nokia 1202 

** 

** Parameters : 

**      unsigned int d  8 bit character to be sent 

** 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  static void LCDSend(unsigned int d){ 

   CS_ClrVal(); //low to enable communication 

   int i;  //counter 

   for (i = 0; i < 9; i++) { //write MSB 1 and 8 data bits 

    MOSI_ClrVal();  //clear bit by default 

       if (d & 0x100){ 

        MOSI_SetVal();  //if bit is set, send a high 

       } 

       SCK_ClrVal();//clock low, bit transfered on rising edge 

       SCK_SetVal(); //clock high to transfer bit 

 

       d <<= 1;  //shift to next bit 
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   } 

   CS_SetVal(); //disable communication 

  } 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function : LCDGoToPixel(unsigned char x, unsigned char y)  

**   (Nokia1202) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Set writing point at pixel located at coordinates (x,y) 

** 

** Parameters : 

**      unsigned char x  x coordinates 

**      unsigned char y  y coordinates 

** 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  static void LCDGoToPixel(unsigned char x, unsigned char y){ 

   LCDSend(LCD_COMMAND | 0xB0 | (x & 0x0F)); // Page address  

     //set 

   LCDSend(LCD_COMMAND | 0x10 | (y >> 4));  // Sets the DDRAM  

//column address - upper 3-bit 

   LCDSend(LCD_COMMAND | 0x00 | (y & 0x0F)); // lower 4-bit 

  } 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : LCDHome() (Nokia1202) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Set writing point at pixel located at coordinates (0,0) i.e. 

**      upper left corner 

** 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  static void LCDHome(void){ 

   LCDGoToPixel(0,0); 

  } 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : LCDClr() (Nokia1202) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Clears the display 

** 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  static void LCDClr(void){ 

   int i; 

   LCDHome(); 
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   for(i=0; i<16*6*9; i++){ 

    LCDSend(LCD_DATA | 0x00); 

   } 

  } 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function : LCDReset() (Nokia1202) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Hard reset 

** 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  static void LCDReset(void){ 

   RESET_ClrVal();  //keep reset pin low to reset 

   WAIT1_Waitms(20); 

   RESET_SetVal(); 

   WAIT1_Waitms(20); 

  } 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : LCDInit() (Nokia1202) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Initialize Nokia 1202. First, initialize the GPIO-pins. 

**      Nokia initialization process: 

**       - Reset 

**       - Set voltage range 

**       - Set electronic volume 

**       - Turn off power saver 

**       - Set power control 

** 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  static void LCDInit(void){ 

   LCDInitGPIO();   

 //initialize GPIO-pins 

   LCDReset();     

 //hard reset by holding reset pin low, then high 

   WAIT1_Waitms(2); 

   LCDSend(LCD_COMMAND | 0xE2); // Software Reset 

   WAIT1_Waitms(2); 

   LCDSend(LCD_COMMAND | 0xAE); //LCD display off 

 

   LCDSend(LCD_COMMAND | 0x24); // V0R = 8.12 V (Default) 

   LCDSend(LCD_COMMAND | 0x9F); // Electronic volume VLCD MAX 

   LCDSend(LCD_COMMAND | 0xA4); // Power saver off 

   LCDSend(LCD_COMMAND | 0x2F); // Power control set 

   LCDSend(LCD_COMMAND | 0xAF); // LCD display on 

  } 
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/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function : LCDWrite(char *s, int line) (Nokia1202) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Write buffer to Nokia 1202, starting at line 'line'. 

** 

** Parameters : 

**      char *s      write buffer, contains characters to write 

**      int line      starting writing line on the display 

** 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  static void LCDWrite(char *s, int line){ 

   int i; 

   int d; 

 

   LCDGoToPixel (line, 0); //go to 'line', start to the left 

 

//find all characters in lookup table and write them to Nokia 1202 

   for ( ; *s; s++) { 

    d = (*s - ' ') * 5; //find starting point  

//in lookup table(lookup table starts at ' ', or 0x20, and contains of  

//5 columns per row (5 pixels wide)) 

 

  //write character 

    for (i = 0; i < 5; i++) { 

     LCDSend(LCD_DATA | font_lookup[d++]); 

    } 

 

    LCDSend(LCD_DATA | 0); // 1px gap after each  

     //letter 

   } 

  } 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function: LCDWriteData(int mod_temp, int amb_temp, int hum, 

**         int volt, int curr, int irr) (Nokia1202) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Write sensor data to Nokia 1202 

** 

** Parameters : 

**      int mod_temp  module temperature 

**      int amb_temp  ambient temperature 

**      int hum   ambient humidity 

**      int volt   solar panel voltage 

**      int curr   solar panel current 
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**      int irr   solar irradiance 

** 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void LCDWriteData(int mod_temp, int amb_temp, int hum, int volt, int 

curr, int irr){ 

 //initialize, clear and set startpoint 

   LCDInit(); 

   LCDClr(); 

   LCDHome(); 

 

   uint8_t write_buf[18]; 

 

   write_buf[0] = '\0'; 

   UTIL1_strcat(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), "Justus  

     Powers"); 

   LCDWrite(write_buf,1); //write to LCD, line 1 

 

   memset(&write_buf[0],0,sizeof(write_buf));//clear write  

     //buffer 

   write_buf[0] = '\0'; 

   UTIL1_strcat(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), "Version 0.1  

     GSM"); 

   LCDWrite(write_buf,2); //write to LCD, line 2 

 

   memset(&write_buf[0],0,sizeof(write_buf));//clear write  

     //buffer 

   write_buf[0] = '\0'; 

   UTIL1_strcat(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), "mod temp: "); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum8u(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), mod_temp); 

   LCDWrite(write_buf,4); //write to LCD, line 4 

 

   memset(&write_buf[0],0,sizeof(write_buf));//clear write  

     //buffer 

   write_buf[0] = '\0'; 

   UTIL1_strcat(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), "amb temp: "); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum8u(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), amb_temp); 

   LCDWrite(write_buf,5); //write to LCD, line 5 

 

   memset(&write_buf[0],0,sizeof(write_buf));//clear write  

     //buffer 

   write_buf[0] = '\0'; 

   UTIL1_strcat(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), "humidity: "); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum8u(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), hum); 

   LCDWrite(write_buf,6); //write to LCD, line 6 

 

   memset(&write_buf[0],0,sizeof(write_buf));//clear write  

     //buffer 

   write_buf[0] = '\0'; 

   UTIL1_strcat(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), "voltage: "); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum8u(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), volt); 

   LCDWrite(write_buf,7); //write to LCD, line 7 
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   memset(&write_buf[0],0,sizeof(write_buf));//clear write  

     //buffer 

   write_buf[0] = '\0'; 

   UTIL1_strcat(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), "current: "); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum8u(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), curr); 

   LCDWrite(write_buf,8); //write to LCD, line 8 

 

   memset(&write_buf[0],0,sizeof(write_buf));//clear write  

     //buffer 

   write_buf[0] = '\0'; 

   UTIL1_strcat(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), "irradiance: "); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum8u(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), irr); 

   LCDWrite(write_buf,9); //write to LCD, line 9 

  } 
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/* 

 * MicroSD.h 

 * 

 *  Created on: 2 nov 2015 

 *      Author: Nils Paakkonen 

 * 

 *  Description: 

 *   Header file to save data to a microSD-card 

 * 

 *  Functions: 

 * 

 *   SDInit() 

 *    Initializes SD-card. Enables pull-down on Chip  

 *  Detect pin (PTE6). 

 * 

 *   LogToFile(int16_t mod_temp, int16_t amb_temp, int16_t hum,  

 *   int16_t volt, int16_t curr, int16_t irr) 

 *    Saves sensor data to text file 'log.txt' on  

 *  microSD-card 

 */ 

 

#ifndef SOURCES_MICROSD_H_ 

#define SOURCES_MICROSD_H_ 

 

#include "UTIL1.h" 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : SDInit() (MicroSD) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Initialize SD-card by enable pull-down on chip detect pin  

** (PTE6) and initialize FAT driver 

** 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void SDInit(); 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function: LogToFile(int16_t mod_temp, int16_t amb_temp, 

**        int16_t hum, int16_t volt, int16_t curr, 

**        int16_t irr) (MicroSD) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Saves module temperature, ambient temperature, humidity,  

** voltage, current, irradiance and at which time they were  

** measured. The data is stored in a text file called log.txt on  

** the SD-card 

** 

** Parameters : 

**      int16_t mod_temp measured module temperature 
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**      int16_t amb_temp measured ambient temperature 

**      int16_t hum measured ambient humidity 

**      int16_t volt measured solar panel voltage 

**      int16_t curr measured solar panel current 

**      int16_t irr measured solar irradiance 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void LogToFile(int16_t mod_temp, int16_t amb_temp, int16_t hum,  

       int16_t volt, int16_t curr, int16_t irr); 

 

#endif /* SOURCES_MICROSD_H_ */ 
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/* 

 * MicroSD.c 

 * 

 *  Created on: 2 nov 2015 

 *      Author: Nils Paakkonen 

 * 

 *  Description: 

 *   Source file to save data to a microSD-card 

 * 

 *  Global functions: 

 * 

 *   SDInit() 

 *    Initializes SD-card. Enables pull-down on Chip  

 *  Detect pin (PTE6). 

 * 

 *   LogToFile(int16_t mod_temp, int16_t amb_temp, int16_t hum,  

 *   int16_t volt, int16_t curr, int16_t irr) 

 *    Saves sensor data to text file 'log.txt' on  

 *  microSD-card 

 * 

 *  Static functions: 

 * 

 *   Err() 

 *    If an error has occured somewhere in the functions.  

 *  Currently it doesn't do anything 

 * 

 *  Static objects: 

 * 

 *   FAT1_FATFS fs 

 *    FATfs file system omject 

 * 

 *   FIL fp 

 *    file object 

 */ 

 

  #include "MicroSD.h" 

  #include "UTIL1.h" 

  #include "FAT1.h" 

  #include "TmDt1.h" 

  #include "CD1.h" 

  #include "PORT_PDD.h" 

  #include "SD1.h" 

  #include "LED1.h" 

 

  static FAT1_FATFS fs;  //FATfs file system object 

  static FIL fp;   //file object 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : Err() (MicroSD) 

** 

** Description : 
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**      Enter when an error has occured. Is not used 

** 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  static void Err(void) { 

    //not implemented 

  } 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : SDInit() (MicroSD) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Initialize SD-card by enable pull-down on chip detect pin  

** (PTE6) and initialize FAT driver 

** 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void SDInit(){ 

   LDD_TDeviceData *bit1Ptr; 

 //enable pull down on chip detect 

   PORT_PDD_SetPinPullSelect(PORTE_BASE_PTR, 6,  

PORT_PDD_PULL_DOWN); 

   PORT_PDD_SetPinPullEnable(PORTE_BASE_PTR, 6,  

PORT_PDD_PULL_ENABLE); 

   if(CD1_GetVal(bit1Ptr)==1){ //detect if card is present 

         if (FAT1_Init()!=ERR_OK) { //initialize FAT 

             Err(); //if smth went wrong, catch an error 

         } 

     } 

  } 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function: LogToFile(int16_t mod_temp, int16_t amb_temp, 

**                    int16_t hum, int16_t volt, int16_t curr, 

**        int16_t irr) (MicroSD) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Saves module temperature, ambient temperature, humidity,  

** voltage, current, irradiance and at which time they were  

** measured. The data is stored in a text file called log.txt on  

** the SD-card 

** 

** Parameters : 

**      int16_t mod_temp measured module temperature 

**      int16_t amb_temp measured ambient temperature 

**      int16_t hum measured ambient humidity 

**      int16_t volt measured solar panel voltage 

**      int16_t curr measured solar panel current 

**      int16_t irr measured solar irradiance 

** =================================================================== 
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*/ 

  void LogToFile(int16_t mod_temp, int16_t amb_temp, int16_t hum,  

       int16_t volt, int16_t curr, int16_t irr) { 

   uint8_t write_buf[48]; 

   UINT bw; 

   TIMEREC time; 

 

   if (FAT1_mount(&fs, (const TCHAR*)"0", 1) != FR_OK) {  

//mount file system 

    Err(); //catch an error if smth goes wrong 

   } 

 

    //open file 'log.txt', OPEN_ALWAYS to open if log.txt exists,  

    //otherwise create it. WRITE for write access 

   if (FAT1_open(&fp, "./log.txt",  

      FA_OPEN_ALWAYS|FA_WRITE)!=FR_OK) { 

    Err(); //catch an error if smth goes wrong 

   } 

    //move to the end of the file 

   if (FAT1_lseek(&fp, fp.fsize) != FR_OK || fp.fptr !=  

      fp.fsize) { 

    Err(); //catch an error if smth goes wrong 

   } 

    //get time and save in variable 'time' 

   if (TmDt1_GetTime(&time)!=ERR_OK) { 

    Err(); //catch an error if smth goes wrong 

   } 

 

    //add current time to buffer 

   write_buf[0] = '\0'; 

   UTIL1_strcatNum8u(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), time.Hour); 

   UTIL1_chcat(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), ':'); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum8u(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), time.Min); 

   UTIL1_chcat(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), ':'); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum8u(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), time.Sec); 

   UTIL1_chcat(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), '\t'); 

 

 //add sensor data to buffer (separated with tab) 

   UTIL1_strcatNum16s(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), mod_temp); 

   UTIL1_chcat(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), '\t'); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum16s(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), amb_temp); 

   UTIL1_chcat(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), '\t'); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum16s(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), hum); 

   UTIL1_chcat(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), '\t'); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum16s(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), volt); 

   UTIL1_chcat(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), '\t'); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum16s(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), curr); 

   UTIL1_chcat(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), '\t'); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum16s(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), irr); 

   UTIL1_strcat(write_buf, sizeof(write_buf), (unsigned  

     char*)"\r\n"); 
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 //write 'write_buf' to 'log.txt' 

   if (FAT1_write(&fp, write_buf,  

      UTIL1_strlen((char*)write_buf), &bw)!=FR_OK) { 

    (void)FAT1_close(&fp); //if error, close file and  

     //enter function 'Err()' 

    Err(); 

   } 

    // closing file 

   (void)FAT1_close(&fp); 

 

   if (FAT1_mount(NULL, (const TCHAR*)"0", 1) != FR_OK) { 

//unmount file system 

    Err(); //catch an error 

   } 

  } 
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/* 

 * ESP8266.h 

 * 

 *  Created on: 3 nov 2015 

 *      Author: Nils Paakkonen 

 * 

 *  Description: 

 *   Header file for ESP8266 WiFi module. Sends data to ThingSpeak  

 * via WiFi. Needs a router within range with internet  

 * connection. 

 * 

 *  Functions: 

 * 

 *   ESPSendToTS(int mod_temp, int amb_temp, int hum, int volt,  

 * int curr, int irr) 

 *    Send data to ThingSpeak 

 * 

 *   ESPInit() 

 *    join access point 

 */ 

 

#ifndef SOURCES_ESP8266_H_ 

#define SOURCES_ESP8266_H_ 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function: ESPSendToTS(int mod_temp, int amb_temp, int hum, 

**        int volt, int curr, int irr) (ESP8266) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Send module temperature, ambient temperature, humidity,  

** voltage, current and irradiance to ThingSpeak server 

** 

** Parameters: 

**      int mod_temp module temperature 

**      int amb_temp ambient temperature 

**      int hum  ambient humidity 

**      int volt  module voltage 

**      int curr  module current 

**      int irr  solar irradiance 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void ESPSendToTS(int mod_temp, int amb_temp, int hum, int volt, int 

curr, int irr); 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : ESPInit() (ESP8266) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Set ESP8266 to be a client and connect to accesspoint SSID  

** with password. Uses macros SSID and PASSWORD 
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** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void ESPInit(); 

 

#endif /* SOURCES_ESP8266_H_ */ 
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/* 

 * ESP8266.c 

 * 

 *  Created on: 3 nov 2015 

 *      Author: Nils Paakkonen 

 * 

 *  Description: 

 *   Source file for ESP8266 WiFi module. Sends data to ThingSpeak  

 * via WiFi. Needs a router within range with internet  

 * connection. 

 * 

 *  Global functions: 

 * 

 *   ESPSendToTS(int mod_temp, int amb_temp, int hum, int volt,  

 * int curr, int irr) 

 *    Send data to ThingSpeak 

 * 

 *   ESPInit() 

 *    join access point 

 * 

 *  Local functions: 

 * 

 *   ESPSendCmd(uint8_t *str) 

 *    Sends command str to ESP8266 WiFi module and waits  

 *  for a received message 

 * 

 *  Defines: 

 * 

 *   TS_IP 

 *    thingspeak.com IP-address 

 * 

 *   API_KEY 

 *    your thingspeak-channel API key 

 * 

 *   MOD_TEMP_FIELD 

 *    name of module temperature field in thingspeak 

 * 

 *   AMB_TEMP_FIELD 

 *    name of ambient temperature field in thingspeak 

 * 

 *   HUM_FIELD 

 *    name of ambient humidity field in thingspeak 

 * 

 *   VOLT_FIELD 

 *    name of voltage field in thingspeak 

 * 

 *   CURR_FIELD 

 *    name of current field in thingspeak 

 * 

 *   IRR_FIELD 

 *    name of irradiance field in thingspeak 

 * 
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 *   SSID 

 *    router SSID 

 * 

 *   PASSWORD 

 *    router password 

 */ 

#include "ESP8266.h" 

#include "UTIL1.h" 

#include "AS1.h" 

#include "WAIT1.h" 

#include "CH_PD.h" 

#include "LED1.h" 

 

 

#define TS_IP       "184.106.153.149"  //thingspeak.com IP Address 

#define API_KEY "S84QJH91T28UURCV"  //API key 

#define MOD_TEMP_FIELD "field1" //name of module temperature  

//field in thingspeak 

#define AMB_TEMP_FIELD "field2" //name of ambient temperature  

//field in thingspeak 

#define HUM_FIELD      "field3" //name of humidity field in  

//thingspeak 

#define VOLT_FIELD  "field4" //name of voltage field in  

//ThingSpeak 

#define CURR_FIELD  "field5" //name of current field in  

//ThingSpeak 

#define IRR_FIELD  "field6" //name of irradiance field in  

//ThingSpeak 

#define SSID  "ssid" //router SSID 

#define PASSWORD  "pswd" //router password 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function : ESPSendCmd(uint8_t *str) (ESP8266) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Send command string to ESP8266 and receive all characters. 

**      The received characters are not used in any way. 

**      If a received message is desired, uncomment where noted and 

**      add a second parameter, uint 'buf' 

** 

** Parameters  : 

**      uint8_t *str command string 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  static void ESPSendCmd(uint8_t *str) { 

   uint16_t timeout=0;//timeout counter 

   uint16_t snt; //number of data that are sent, needed  

//for function 'AS1_SendBlock' 

   const int rx_timeout=5000;  //receive timeout, to  

//wait for ESP8266 to send message and at the same time to avoid a  

//never ending loop 
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   AS1_TComData ch; //stores the received character 

 

    //uncomment to receive message 

   //unsigned char *p; 

     //p=buf; 

     //p[0]='\0'; 

 

   AS1_SendBlock(str, (uint16_t)UTIL1_strlen((char*)str),  

       &snt); //send command to ESP8266 

 

    //wait for received message 

   while(timeout<rx_timeout) { 

    WAIT1_WaitOSms(100); //wait  100ms 

    timeout += 100; //add to timeout counter 

  //while there's still characters in the buffer 

    while (AS1_GetCharsInRxBuf()>0) { 

     (void)AS1_RecvChar(&ch); 

//receive character 

 

   //uncomment to receive message 

   //*p++=ch; 

         //*p='\0'; 

    } 

   } 

  } 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function: ESPSendToTS(int mod_temp, int amb_temp, int hum, 

**        int volt, int curr, int irr) (ESP8266) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Send module temperature, ambient temperature, humidity,  

** voltage, current and irradiance to ThingSpeak server 

** 

**Parameters  : 

**      int mod_temp module temperature 

**      int amb_temp ambient temperature 

**      int hum  ambient humidity 

**      int volt  module voltage 

**      int curr  module current 

**      int irr  solar irradiance 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void ESPSendToTS(int mod_temp, int amb_temp, int hum, int volt,  

int curr, int irr){ 

 //commands 

   uint8_t connect[64];  //connect to ThigSpeak server 

   uint8_t cmd_mod_temp[64]; //send module temperature 

   uint8_t cmd_amb_temp[64]; //send ambient temperature 

   uint8_t cmd_hum[64]; //send humidity 

   uint8_t cmd_volt[64]; //send voltage 
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   uint8_t cmd_curr[64]; //send current 

   uint8_t cmd_irr[64]; //send irradiance 

 

   CH_PD_SetVal();   //set ch_pd high to wake up 

   LED1_On(); 

   WAIT1_Waitms(1000);  //wait for wake up 

 

 //create string 'AT+CIPSTART=4,"184.106.153.149",,80\r\n' 

   UTIL1_strcpy(connect, sizeof(connect), "AT+CIPSTART=4,"); 

   UTIL1_chcat(connect, sizeof(connect), '\"'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(connect, sizeof(connect), "TCP"); 

   UTIL1_chcat(connect, sizeof(connect), '\"'); 

   UTIL1_chcat(connect, sizeof(connect), ','); 

   UTIL1_chcat(connect, sizeof(connect), '\"'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(connect, sizeof(connect), TS_IP); 

   UTIL1_chcat(connect, sizeof(connect), '\"'); 

   UTIL1_chcat(connect, sizeof(connect), ','); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum32s(connect, sizeof(connect), 80); 

   UTIL1_strcat(connect, sizeof(connect), "\r\n"); 

 

 //create string  

// 'GET /update?key=APIKEY1234567890&MOD_FEMP_FIELD=mod_temp\r\n' 

   UTIL1_strcpy(cmd_mod_temp, sizeof(cmd_mod_temp), "GET  

     /update?key="); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_mod_temp, sizeof(cmd_mod_temp), API_KEY); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_mod_temp, sizeof(cmd_mod_temp), '&'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_mod_temp, sizeof(cmd_mod_temp),  

     MOD_TEMP_FIELD); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_mod_temp, sizeof(cmd_mod_temp), '='); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum32s(cmd_mod_temp, sizeof(cmd_mod_temp),  

                     mod_temp); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_mod_temp, sizeof(cmd_mod_temp), "\r\n"); 

 

 //create string  

// 'GET /update?key=APIKEY1234567890&AMB_TEMP_FIELD=amb_temp\r\n' 

   UTIL1_strcpy(cmd_amb_temp, sizeof(cmd_amb_temp), "GET  

     /update?key="); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_amb_temp, sizeof(cmd_amb_temp), API_KEY); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_amb_temp, sizeof(cmd_amb_temp), '&'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_amb_temp, sizeof(cmd_amb_temp),  

     AMB_TEMP_FIELD); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_amb_temp, sizeof(cmd_amb_temp), '='); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum32s(cmd_amb_temp, sizeof(cmd_amb_temp),  

 amb_temp); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_amb_temp, sizeof(cmd_amb_temp), "\r\n"); 

 

 //create string 

// 'GET /update?key=APIKEY1234567890&HUM_FIELD=hum\r\n' 

   UTIL1_strcpy(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), "GET /update?key="); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), API_KEY); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), '&'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), HUM_FIELD); 
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   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), '='); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum32s(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), hum); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), "\r\n"); 

 

 //create string 

// 'GET /update?key=APIKEY1234567890&VOLT_FIELD=volt\r\n' 

   UTIL1_strcpy(cmd_volt, sizeof(cmd_volt), "GET  

     /update?key="); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_volt, sizeof(cmd_volt), API_KEY); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_volt, sizeof(cmd_volt), '&'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_volt, sizeof(cmd_volt), VOLT_FIELD); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_volt, sizeof(cmd_volt), '='); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum32s(cmd_volt, sizeof(cmd_volt), volt); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_volt, sizeof(cmd_volt), "\r\n"); 

 

 //create string 

// 'GET /update?key=APIKEY1234567890&CURR_FIELD=curr\r\n' 

   UTIL1_strcpy(cmd_curr, sizeof(cmd_curr), "GET  

     /update?key="); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_curr, sizeof(cmd_curr), API_KEY); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_curr, sizeof(cmd_curr), '&'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_curr, sizeof(cmd_curr), CURR_FIELD); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_curr, sizeof(cmd_curr), '='); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum32s(cmd_curr, sizeof(cmd_curr), curr); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_curr, sizeof(cmd_curr), "\r\n"); 

 

 //create string 

// 'GET /update?key=APIKEY1234567890&IRR_FIELD=irr\r\n' 

   UTIL1_strcpy(cmd_irr, sizeof(cmd_irr), "GET /update?key="); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_irr, sizeof(cmd_irr), API_KEY); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_irr, sizeof(cmd_irr), '&'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_irr, sizeof(cmd_irr), IRR_FIELD); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_irr, sizeof(cmd_irr), '='); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum32s(cmd_irr, sizeof(cmd_irr), irr); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_irr, sizeof(cmd_irr), "\r\n"); 

 

 //prepare wifi 

   ESPSendCmd("AT+CIPMUX=1\r\n");//allow multiple connections 

 

 //send module temperature data 

   ESPSendCmd(connect); //start TCP connection to ThingSpeak 

//server (184.106.153.149) using http port 80, channel 4 

   ESPSendCmd("AT+CIPSEND=4,44\r\n"); //prepare to send data  

       //to channel 4, 44 char 

   ESPSendCmd(cmd_mod_temp); //send data 

   ESPSendCmd("AT+CIPCLOSE\r\n");//close TCP connection 

 

 //send ambient temperature data 

   ESPSendCmd(connect); //start TCP connection to  

//ThingSpeak server (184.106.153.149) using http port 80, channel 4 

   ESPSendCmd("AT+CIPSEND=4,45\r\n"); //prepare to send data  

       //to channel 4, 45 char 
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   ESPSendCmd(cmd_amb_temp); //send data 

   ESPSendCmd("AT+CIPCLOSE\r\n");//close TCP connection 

 

 //send humidity data 

   ESPSendCmd(connect);//start TCP connection to ThingSpeak  

//server (184.106.153.149) using http port 80, channel 4 

   ESPSendCmd("AT+CIPSEND=4,45\r\n");//prepare to send data to  

      //channel 4, 45 char 

   ESPSendCmd(cmd_hum);       //send data 

   ESPSendCmd("AT+CIPCLOSE\r\n");    //close TCP connection 

 

 //send voltage data 

   ESPSendCmd(connect); //start TCP connection to  

//ThingSpeak server (184.106.153.149) using http port 80, channel 4 

   ESPSendCmd("AT+CIPSEND=4,45\r\n"); //prepare to send data  

       //to channel 4, 45 char 

   ESPSendCmd(cmd_volt);        //send data 

   ESPSendCmd("AT+CIPCLOSE\r\n");     //close TCP connection 

 

 //send current data 

   ESPSendCmd(connect); //start TCP connection to  

//ThingSpeak server (184.106.153.149) using http port 80, channel 4 

   ESPSendCmd("AT+CIPSEND=4,45\r\n"); //prepare to send data  

       //to channel 4, 45 char 

   ESPSendCmd(cmd_curr);        //send data 

   ESPSendCmd("AT+CIPCLOSE\r\n");     //close TCP connection 

 

 //send irradiance data 

   ESPSendCmd(connect); //start TCP connection to  

//ThingSpeak server (184.106.153.149) using http port 80, channel 4 

   ESPSendCmd("AT+CIPSEND=4,45\r\n"); //prepare to send data  

       //to channel 4, 45 char 

   ESPSendCmd(cmd_irr);        //send data 

   ESPSendCmd("AT+CIPCLOSE\r\n");     //close TCP connection 

 

   CH_PD_ClrVal(); //set ch_pd low to turn ESP8266 off 

   LED1_Off(); 

  } 

 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : ESPInit() (ESP8266) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Set ESP8266 to be a client and connect to access point SSID  

** with password. Uses macros SSID and PASSWORD 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void ESPInit(){ 

   uint8_t jap[64]; //join access point command 

   CH_PD_SetVal(); //set high to wake up 
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   WAIT1_Waitms(1000);  //wait for wake up 

 

 //create string 'AT+CWJAP="SSID","PASSWORD"' 

   UTIL1_strcpy(jap, sizeof(jap), "AT+CWJAP="); 

   UTIL1_chcat(jap, sizeof(jap), '\"'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(jap, sizeof(jap), SSID); 

   UTIL1_chcat(jap, sizeof(jap), '\"'); 

   UTIL1_chcat(jap, sizeof(jap), ','); 

   UTIL1_chcat(jap, sizeof(jap), '\"'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(jap, sizeof(jap), PASSWORD); 

   UTIL1_strcat(jap, sizeof(jap), "\"\r\n"); 

 

   ESPSendCmd("AT+CWMODE=1");  //set ESP8266 as 'client' 

   ESPSendCmd(jap); //connect to access point 'SSID' 

   CH_PD_ClrVal(); //Set low to turn ESP8266 off 

  } 
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/* 

 * GPRS.h 

 * 

 *  Created on: 3 nov 2015 

 *      Author: Nils Paakkonen 

 * 

 *  Description: 

 *   Header file for GPRS module. Sends data to ThingSpeak server  

 * via GPRS. Needs a SIM-card which allows to send data traffic  

 * and that has a disabled PIN-code. 

 * 

 *  Global functions: 

 * 

 *   GPRSSendToTS(int mod_temp, int amb_temp, int hum, int volt,  

 *     int curr, int irr) 

 *    Send data to ThingSpeak 

 * 

 *   GPRSInit() 

 *    initialization function, currently no use 

 */ 

 

#ifndef SOURCES_GPRS_H_ 

#define SOURCES_GPRS_H_ 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

**  Function: GPRSSendToTS(int mod_temp, int amb_temp, int hum, 

**           int volt, int curr, int irr) (GPRS) 

** 

**Description : 

**      Send module temperature, ambient temperature, humidity,  

** voltage,current and irradiance to ThingSpeak server 

** 

** Parameters : 

**      int mod_temp module temperature 

**      int amb_temp ambient temperature 

**      int hum  ambient humidity 

**      int volt  module voltage 

**      int curr  module current 

**      int irr  solar irradiance 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void GPRSSendToTS(int mod_temp, int amb_temp, int hum, int volt, int 

curr, int irr); 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function  : GPRSInitS() (GPRS) 

** 

**Description : 

**      Initialization function for GPRS 

** 
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**Parameters  : 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void GPRSInit(); 

 

#endif /* SOURCES_GPRS_H_ */ 
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/* 

 * GPRS.c 

 * 

 *  Created on: 3 nov 2015 

 *      Author: Nils Paakkonen 

 * 

 *  Description: 

 *   Source file for GPRS module. Sends data to ThingSpeak server  

 * via GPRS. Needs a SIM-card which allows to send data traffic  

 * and that has a disabled PIN-code. 

 * 

 *  Global functions: 

 * 

 *   GPRSSendToTS(int mod_temp, int amb_temp, int hum, int volt,  

 *     int curr, int irr) 

 *    Send data to ThingSpeak 

 * 

 *   GPRSInit() 

 *    initialization function, currently no use 

 * 

 *  Local functions: 

 * 

 *   GPRSSendCmd(uint8_t *str) 

 *    Sends command str to GPRS module and waits for a  

 *  received message 

 * 

 *  Defines: 

 * 

 *   TS_IP 

 *    thingspeak.com IP-address 

 * 

 *   API_KEY 

 *    your thingspeak-channel API key 

 * 

 *   MOD_TEMP_FIELD 

 *    name of module temperature field in thingspeak 

 * 

 *   AMB_TEMP_FIELD 

 *    name of ambient temperature field in thingspeak 

 * 

 *   HUM_FIELD 

 *    name of ambient humidity field in thingspeak 

 * 

 *   VOLT_FIELD 

 *    name of voltage field in thingspeak 

 * 

 *   CURR_FIELD 

 *    name of current field in thingspeak 

 * 

 *   IRR_FIELD 

 *    name of irradiance field in thingspeak 

 * 
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 */ 

#include "GPRS.h" 

#include "UTIL1.h" 

#include "AS1.h" 

#include "WAIT1.h" 

#include "KEY.h" 

#include "LED1.h" 

 

 

#define TS_IP       "184.106.153.149"  //thingspeak.com IP Address 

#define API_KEY "S84QJH91T28UURCV"  //API key 

#define MOD_TEMP_FIELD "field1" //name of module temperature  

//field in thingspeak 

#define AMB_TEMP_FIELD "field2" //name of ambient temperature  

//field in thingspeak 

#define HUM_FIELD  "field3" //name of humidity temperature  

//field in thingspeak 

#define VOLT_FIELD  "field4" //name of voltage field in  

//thingspeak 

#define CURR_FIELD  "field5" //name of current field in  

//thingspeak 

#define IRR_FIELD  "field6" //name of irradiance field in  

//thingspeak 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function : GPRSSendCmd(uint8_t *str) (GPRS) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Send command string to GPRS module and receive all  

** characters. The received characters are not used in any way. 

**      If a received message is desired, uncomment where noted and 

**      add a second parameter, uint 'buf' 

** 

** Parameters  : 

**      uint8_t *str command string 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  static void GPRSSendCmd(uint8_t *str) { 

   uint16_t timeout;  //timeout counter 

   uint16_t snt; //number of data that are sent, needed  

//for function 'AS1_SendBlock' 

   const int rx_timeout=10000; //receive timeout, to wait for  

//GPRS module to send message and at the same time to avoid a never  

//ending loop 

   AS1_TComData ch; //stores the received character 

 

 //uncomment to receive message 

   //unsigned char *p; 

   //p=buf; 

   //p[0]='\0'; 
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   AS1_SendBlock(str, (uint16_t)UTIL1_strlen((char*)str),  

      &snt); 

   timeout = 0; 

   while(timeout<rx_timeout) { 

    WAIT1_WaitOSms(100); 

    timeout += 100; 

    while (AS1_GetCharsInRxBuf()>0) { 

     (void)AS1_RecvChar(&ch); 

 

   //uncomment to receive message 

     //*p++=ch; 

     //*p='\0'; 

    } 

   } 

  } 

 

/* 

** =================================================================== 

** Function: GPRSSendToTS(int mod_temp, int amb_temp, int hum, 

**           int volt, int curr, int irr) (GPRS) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Send module temperature, ambient temperature, humidity,  

** voltage, current and irradiance to ThingSpeak server 

** 

**Parameters     : 

**      int mod_temp module temperature 

**      int amb_temp ambient temperature 

**      int hum  ambient humidity 

**      int volt  module voltage 

**      int curr  module current 

**      int irr  solar irradiance 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void GPRSSendToTS(int mod_temp, int amb_temp, int hum, int volt, int 

curr, int irr){ 

 

 //commands 

   uint8_t cmd_apn[64]; //set APN 

   uint8_t connect[64]; //connect to ThigSpeak server 

   uint8_t cmd_mod_temp[64]; //send module temperature 

   uint8_t cmd_amb_temp[64]; //send ambient temperature 

   uint8_t cmd_hum[64]; //send humidity 

   uint8_t cmd_volt[64]; //send voltage 

   uint8_t cmd_curr[64]; //send current 

   uint8_t cmd_irr[64]; //send irradiance 

 

 //wake up 

   KEY_ClrVal();  //set key low for at least 2s to wake up 

   LED1_Off(); 

   WAIT1_Waitms(3000);  //wait for wake up 

   KEY_SetVal();  //GPRS has been turned on 
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   LED1_On(); 

   WAIT1_Waitms(15000); //wait for connection 

 

 

 //create string 'AT+CSTT="CMNET"' 

   UTIL1_strcpy(cmd_apn, sizeof(cmd_apn), "AT+CSTT="); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_apn, sizeof(cmd_apn), '\"'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_apn, sizeof(cmd_apn), "CMNET"); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_apn, sizeof(cmd_apn), '\"'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_apn, sizeof(cmd_apn), "\r\n"); 

 

 //create string 'AT+CIPSTART=4,"184.106.153.149",,"80"' 

   UTIL1_strcpy(connect, sizeof(connect), "AT+CIPSTART=4,"); 

   UTIL1_chcat(connect, sizeof(connect), '\"'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(connect, sizeof(connect), "TCP"); 

   UTIL1_chcat(connect, sizeof(connect), '\"'); 

   UTIL1_chcat(connect, sizeof(connect), ','); 

   UTIL1_chcat(connect, sizeof(connect), '\"'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(connect, sizeof(connect), TS_IP); 

   UTIL1_chcat(connect, sizeof(connect), '\"'); 

   UTIL1_chcat(connect, sizeof(connect), ','); 

   UTIL1_chcat(connect, sizeof(connect), '\"'); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum32s(connect, sizeof(connect), 80); 

   UTIL1_chcat(connect, sizeof(connect), '\"'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(connect, sizeof(connect), "\r\n"); 

 

 //create string  

//'GET /update?key=APIKEY1234567890&MOD_TEMP_FIELD=mod_temp' 

   UTIL1_strcpy(cmd_mod_temp, sizeof(cmd_mod_temp), "GET  

     /update?key="); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_mod_temp, sizeof(cmd_mod_temp), API_KEY); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_mod_temp, sizeof(cmd_mod_temp), '&'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_mod_temp, sizeof(cmd_mod_temp),  

     MOD_TEMP_FIELD); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_mod_temp, sizeof(cmd_mod_temp), '='); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum32s(cmd_mod_temp, sizeof(cmd_mod_temp),  

 mod_temp); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_mod_temp, sizeof(cmd_mod_temp), "\r\n"); 

 

  //create string  

//'GET /update?key=APIKEY1234567890&AMB_TEMP_FIELD=amb_temp' 

   UTIL1_strcpy(cmd_amb_temp, sizeof(cmd_amb_temp), "GET  

     /update?key="); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_amb_temp, sizeof(cmd_amb_temp), API_KEY); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_amb_temp, sizeof(cmd_amb_temp), '&'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_amb_temp, sizeof(cmd_amb_temp),  

     AMB_TEMP_FIELD); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_amb_temp, sizeof(cmd_amb_temp), '='); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum32s(cmd_amb_temp, sizeof(cmd_amb_temp),  

       amb_temp); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_amb_temp, sizeof(cmd_amb_temp), "\r\n"); 
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 //create string  

//'GET /update?key=APIKEY1234567890&HUM_FIELD=hum' 

   UTIL1_strcpy(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), "GET /update?key="); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), API_KEY); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), '&'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), HUM_FIELD); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), '='); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum32s(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), hum); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), "\r\n"); 

 

 //create string  

//'GET /update?key=APIKEY1234567890&VOLT_FIELD=volt' 

   UTIL1_strcpy(cmd_volt, sizeof(cmd_volt), "GET  

     /update?key="); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_volt, sizeof(cmd_volt), API_KEY); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_volt, sizeof(cmd_volt), '&'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_volt, sizeof(cmd_volt), VOLT_FIELD); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_volt, sizeof(cmd_volt), '='); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum32s(cmd_volt, sizeof(cmd_volt), volt); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_volt, sizeof(cmd_volt), "\r\n"); 

 

 //create string  

//'GET /update?key=APIKEY1234567890&CURR_FIELD=curr' 

   UTIL1_strcpy(cmd_curr, sizeof(cmd_curr), "GET  

     /update?key="); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_curr, sizeof(cmd_curr), API_KEY); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_curr, sizeof(cmd_curr), '&'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_curr, sizeof(cmd_curr), CURR_FIELD); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_curr, sizeof(cmd_curr), '='); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum32s(cmd_curr, sizeof(cmd_curr), curr); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_curr, sizeof(cmd_curr), "\r\n"); 

 

 //create string  

//'GET /update?key=APIKEY1234567890&IRR_FIELD=irr' 

   UTIL1_strcpy(cmd_irr, sizeof(cmd_irr), "GET /update?key="); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_irr, sizeof(cmd_irr), API_KEY); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_irr, sizeof(cmd_irr), '&'); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_irr, sizeof(cmd_irr), IRR_FIELD); 

   UTIL1_chcat(cmd_irr, sizeof(cmd_irr), '='); 

   UTIL1_strcatNum32s(cmd_irr, sizeof(cmd_irr), irr); 

   UTIL1_strcat(cmd_irr, sizeof(cmd_irr), "\r\n"); 

 

 //prepare GPRS 

   GPRSSendCmd("AT+CIPMUX=1\r\n");//allow multiple connections 

   GPRSSendCmd(cmd_apn);  //set APN to CMNET 

   GPRSSendCmd("AT+CIICR\r\n"); //bring up wireless connection 

   GPRSSendCmd("AT+CIFSR\r\n"); //get local IP address 

 

 //send module temperature 

   GPRSSendCmd(connect); //start TCP connection to  

//ThingSpeak server (184.106.153.149) using http port 80, channel 4 

   GPRSSendCmd("AT+CIPSEND=4,44\r\n"); //prepare to send data  
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//to channel 4, 44 char 

   GPRSSendCmd(cmd_mod_temp);   

 //send data 

 

   LED1_Off(); 

 

 //send ambient temperature 

   GPRSSendCmd(connect);   //start TCP connection to  

//ThingSpeak server (184.106.153.149) using http port 80, channel 4 

   GPRSSendCmd("AT+CIPSEND=4,45\r\n"); //prepare to send data  

        //to channel 4, 45 char 

   GPRSSendCmd(cmd_amb_temp);         //send data 

 

   LED1_On(); 

 

 //send humidity 

   GPRSSendCmd(connect);  //start TCP connection to  

//ThingSpeak server (184.106.153.149) using http port 80, channel 4 

   GPRSSendCmd("AT+CIPSEND=4,45\r\n"); //prepare to send data  

        //to channel 4, 45 char 

   GPRSSendCmd(cmd_hum);         //send data 

 

 //send voltage 

   GPRSSendCmd(connect); //start TCP connection to  

//ThingSpeak server (184.106.153.149) using http port 80, channel 4 

   GPRSSendCmd("AT+CIPSEND=4,45\r\n"); //prepare to send data  

        //to channel 4, 45 char 

   GPRSSendCmd(cmd_volt);         //send data 

 

 //send current 

   GPRSSendCmd(connect);  //start TCP connection to  

//ThingSpeak server (184.106.153.149) using http port 80, channel 4 

   GPRSSendCmd("AT+CIPSEND=4,45\r\n"); //prepare to send data  

        //to channel 4, 45 char 

   GPRSSendCmd(cmd_curr);         //send data 

 

 //send irradiance 

   GPRSSendCmd(connect); //start TCP connection to  

//ThingSpeak server (184.106.153.149) using http port 80, channel 4 

   GPRSSendCmd("AT+CIPSEND=4,45\r\n"); //prepare to send data  

        //to channel 4, 45 char 

   GPRSSendCmd(cmd_irr);         //send data 

 

 //turn off 

   KEY_ClrVal();  //set key low for at least 2s to turn off 

   LED1_Off(); 

   WAIT1_Waitms(3000); 

   KEY_SetVal(); //GPRS has been turned off 

   LED1_On(); 

  } 

 

/* 
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** =================================================================== 

** Function  : GPRSInitS() (GPRS) 

** 

** Description : 

**      Initialization function for GPRS 

** 

** =================================================================== 

*/ 

  void GPRSInit(){ //not needed in this version 

  } 
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/* ################################################################### 

**     Filename    : main.c 

**     Project     : FRDM-K64F_USB_CDC 

**     Processor   : MK64FN1M0VLQ12 

**     Version     : Driver 01.01 

**     Compiler    : GNU C Compiler 

**     Date/Time   : 2014-10-17, 12:13, # CodeGen: 0 

**     Abstract    : 

**         Main module. 

**         This module contains user's application code. 

**     Settings    : 

**     Contents    : 

**         No public methods 

** 

** 

###################################################################*/ 

/*! 

** @file main.c 

** @version 01.01 

** @brief 

**         Main module. 

**         This module contains user's application code. 

*/          

/*! 

**  @addtogroup main_module main module documentation 

**  @{ 

*/          

/* MODULE main */ 

 

 

/* Including needed modules to compile this module/procedure */ 

#include "Cpu.h" 

#include "Events.h" 

#include "Pins1.h" 

#include "WAIT1.h" 

#include "UTIL1.h" 

#include "USB1.h" 

#include "CDC1.h" 

#include "Tx1.h" 

#include "Rx1.h" 

#include "CS1.h" 

/* Including shared modules, which are used for whole project */ 

#include "PE_Types.h" 

#include "PE_Error.h" 

#include "PE_Const.h" 

#include "IO_Map.h" 

#include "PDD_Includes.h" 

#include "Init_Config.h" 

/* User includes (#include below this line is not maintained by 

Processor Expert) */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include "CDC.h" 
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static uint8_t select_mode; 

static uint8_t api_key[USB1_DATA_BUFF_SIZE]; 

static uint8_t ssid[USB1_DATA_BUFF_SIZE]; 

static uint8_t password[USB1_DATA_BUFF_SIZE]; 

 

/*lint -save  -e970 Disable MISRA rule (6.3) checking. */ 

int main(void) 

/*lint -restore Enable MISRA rule (6.3) checking. */ 

{ 

  /* Write your local variable definition here */ 

 

  /*** Processor Expert internal initialization. DON'T REMOVE THIS 

CODE!!! ***/ 

  PE_low_level_init(); 

  /*** End of Processor Expert internal initialization.                    

***/ 

 

  /* Write your code here */ 

  select_mode=5; 

   

  int time_ms=0; 

  int timeout_ms=10000; 

  while(time_ms<timeout_ms){ 

   CDCSetup(&select_mode, &api_key, &ssid, &password); 

   WAIT1_Waitms(500); 

   time_ms=time_ms+500; 

  } 

 

  /*** Don't write any code pass this line, or it will be deleted 

during code generation. ***/ 

  /*** RTOS startup code. Macro PEX_RTOS_START is defined by the RTOS 

component. DON'T MODIFY THIS CODE!!! ***/ 

  #ifdef PEX_RTOS_START 

    PEX_RTOS_START();                  /* Startup of the selected RTOS. 

Macro is defined by the RTOS component. */ 

  #endif 

  /*** End of RTOS startup code.  ***/ 

  /*** Processor Expert end of main routine. DON'T MODIFY THIS CODE!!! 

***/ 

  for(;;){} 

  /*** Processor Expert end of main routine. DON'T WRITE CODE BELOW!!! 

***/ 

} /*** End of main routine. DO NOT MODIFY THIS TEXT!!! ***/ 

 

 

 

 

/* END main */ 

/*! 

** @} 

*/ 
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/* 

** ################################################################### 

** 

**     This file was created by Processor Expert 10.4 [05.10] 

**     for the Freescale Kinetis series of microcontrollers. 

** 

** ################################################################### 

*/ 
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/* 

 * CDC.h 

 * 

 *  Created on: 11 nov 2015 

 *      Author: noggerblams 

 */ 

 

#ifndef SOURCES_CDC_H_ 

#define SOURCES_CDC_H_ 

 

#include "UTIL1.h" 

 

void CDCSetup(uint8_t *select_mode, uint8_t *api_key, uint8_t *ssid, 

uint8_t *password); 

 

 

 

#endif /* SOURCES_CDC_H_ */ 
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/* 

 * CDC.c 

 * 

 *  Created on: 11 nov 2015 

 *      Author: noggerblams 

 */ 

#include "CDC.h" 

#include "WAIT1.h" 

#include "UTIL1.h" 

#include "CDC1.h" 

#include "USB1.h" 

 

static uint8_t cdc_buffer[USB1_DATA_BUFF_SIZE]; //buffer to transmit  

        //data over USB 

 

static void SetPassword(uint8_t *password){ 

 uint8_t in_buffer[USB1_DATA_BUFF_SIZE]; //buffer to receive  

//data over USB 

 int get_password=0; 

 while(get_password==0){ 

 if (CDC1_GetCharsInRxBuf()!=0) { 

    int i = 0; 

       while(i<sizeof(in_buffer)-1 && 

CDC1_GetChar(&in_buffer[i])==ERR_OK){ 

         i++; 

       } 

     //remove '\n' at the end 

       in_buffer[i-1] = '\0'; 

        

       (void)CDC1_SendString((unsigned char*)"SSID: "); 

       (void)CDC1_SendString(in_buffer); 

       UTIL1_strcat(password, USB1_DATA_BUFF_SIZE, in_buffer); 

       get_password=1; 

   } 

 } 

} 

 

static void SetSSID(uint8_t *ssid){ 

 uint8_t in_buffer[USB1_DATA_BUFF_SIZE]; //buffer to receive  

//data over USB 

 int get_ssid=0; 

 while(get_ssid==0){ 

 if (CDC1_GetCharsInRxBuf()!=0) { 

    int i = 0; 

       while(i<sizeof(in_buffer)-1 && 

CDC1_GetChar(&in_buffer[i])==ERR_OK){ 

         i++; 

       } 

  //remove '\n' at the end 

    in_buffer[i-1] = '\0'; 

              

       (void)CDC1_SendString((unsigned char*)"SSID: "); 
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       (void)CDC1_SendString(in_buffer); 

       UTIL1_strcat(ssid, USB1_DATA_BUFF_SIZE, in_buffer); 

       get_ssid=1; 

   } 

 } 

} 

static void SetAPI(uint8_t *api_key){ 

 uint8_t in_buffer[USB1_DATA_BUFF_SIZE]; //buffer to receive  

//data over USB 

 int get_api=0; 

 while(get_api==0){ 

 if (CDC1_GetCharsInRxBuf()!=0) { 

    int i = 0; 

 

       while(i<sizeof(in_buffer)-1 && 

CDC1_GetChar(&in_buffer[i])==ERR_OK){ 

         i++; 

       } 

  //remove '\n' at the end 

    in_buffer[i-1] = '\0'; 

       (void)CDC1_SendString((unsigned char*)"API: "); 

       (void)CDC1_SendString(in_buffer); 

       UTIL1_strcat(api_key, USB1_DATA_BUFF_SIZE, in_buffer); 

       get_api=1; 

   } 

 } 

} 

static void SelectMode(uint8_t *select_mode){ 

 uint8_t ch; //get rx char 

 

 while (*select_mode==5){ 

  if (CDC1_GetCharsInRxBuf()!=0) { 

   CDC1_GetChar(&ch); 

   (void)CDC1_SendString((unsigned 

char*)"Selected mode: "); 

   if(ch=='1'){ 

    *select_mode=1; 

    (void)CDC1_SendString((unsigned 

char*)"WiFi\n"); 

   }else if(ch=='2'){ 

    *select_mode=2; 

    (void)CDC1_SendString((unsigned 

char*)"GPRS\n"); 

   }else if(ch=='0'){ 

    *select_mode=0; 

    (void)CDC1_SendString((unsigned 

char*)"none\n"); 

   }else if(ch!='6'){ 

    (void)CDC1_SendString((unsigned 

char*)"Typo, try again\n"); 

    CDC1_ClearRxBuffer(); 

    *select_mode=5; 
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   } 

  } 

 } 

} 

void CDCSetup(uint8_t *select_mode, uint8_t *api_key, uint8_t *ssid, 

uint8_t *password){ 

 int i; 

 uint8_t in_buffer[USB1_DATA_BUFF_SIZE]; //buffer to receive  

//data over USB 

 

 

 if (CDC1_GetCharsInRxBuf()!=0 && *select_mode==5) { 

  i = 0; 

  while(i<sizeof(in_buffer)-1 && 

CDC1_GetChar(&in_buffer[i])==ERR_OK){ 

   i++; 

  } 

  in_buffer[i] = '\0'; //sentinel 

  (void)CDC1_SendString((unsigned char*)"Setup 

started\n"); 

  (void)CDC1_SendString((unsigned char*)"Select mode 

(0=none, 1=WiFi, 2=GPRS)\n"); 

  CDC1_ClearRxBuffer(); 

  SelectMode(select_mode); 

  CDC1_ClearRxBuffer(); 

 

   //no need to set API if no module is selected 

  if(*select_mode!=0){ 

   (void)CDC1_SendString((unsigned 

char*)"API key: "); 

   SetAPI(api_key); 

   CDC1_ClearRxBuffer(); 

 

    //no need to set password if not wifi is selected 

   if(*select_mode==1){ 

    (void)CDC1_SendString((unsigned 

char*)"\nSet SSID: "); 

    SetSSID(ssid); 

    CDC1_ClearRxBuffer(); 

    (void)CDC1_SendString((unsigned 

char*)"\nSet Password: "); 

    SetPassword(password); 

   } 

  } 

  (void)CDC1_SendString((unsigned char*)"\nSetup 

Completed!"); 

 } 

} 
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/* ################################################################### 

**     Filename    : main.c 

**     Project     : Justus_Powers_v_1.1 

**     Processor   : MK64FN1M0VLL12 

**     Version     : Driver 01.01 

**     Compiler    : GNU C Compiler 

**     Date/Time   : 2015-11-16, 10:13, # CodeGen: 0 

**     Abstract    : 

**         Main module. 

**         This module contains user's application code. 

**     Settings    : 

**     Contents    : 

**         No public methods 

** 

** 

###################################################################*/ 

/*! 

** @file main.c 

** @version 01.01 

** @brief 

**         Main module. 

**         This module contains user's application code. 

*/          

/*! 

**  @addtogroup main_module main module documentation 

**  @{ 

*/          

/* MODULE main */ 

 

 

/* Including needed modules to compile this module/procedure */ 

#include "Cpu.h" 

#include "Events.h" 

#include "clockMan1.h" 

#include "pin_mux.h" 

#include "osa1.h" 

#include "eNet1.h" 

#include "FRTOS1.h" 

#include "UTIL1.h" 

#include "KSDK1.h" 

#if CPU_INIT_CONFIG 

  #include "Init_Config.h" 

#endif 

/* User includes (#include below this line is not maintained by 

Processor Expert) */ 

#define DHCP_TIMEOUT  10 

 

#define TS_IP       "184.106.153.149"  // thingspeak.com IP Address 

#define API_KEY "S84QJH91T28UURCV"  // API key 

#define MOD_TEMP_FIELD "field1" //name of module temperature  

//field in thingspeak 

#define AMB_TEMP_FIELD  "field2" //name of ambient temperature  
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//field in thingspeak 

#define HUM_FIELD     "field3" //name of humidity field in  

//thingspeak 

 

#include "lwip/api.h" 

#include "lwip/tcpip.h" 

#include "lwip/udp.h" 

#include "lwip/dhcp.h" 

#include "netif/etharp.h" 

#include "ethernetif.h" 

#include "Ethernet.h" 

 

#include <string.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

 

 

 

// providing a debug_printf() to make the linker happy 

 

 

#if 1 // depending on the GNU tools and libraries, a custom _sbrk() is  

//needed 

void *_sbrk ( uint32_t delta ) { 

extern char end; // Defined by the linker 

static char *heap_end; 

char *prev_heap_end; 

 

  if (heap_end == 0) { 

    heap_end = &end; 

  } 

 

  prev_heap_end = heap_end; 

  heap_end += delta; 

  return (void *) prev_heap_end; 

} 

#endif//*/ 

 

/*lint -save  -e970 Disable MISRA rule (6.3) checking. */ 

int main(void) 

/*lint -restore Enable MISRA rule (6.3) checking. */ 

{ 

  /* Write your local variable definition here */ 

 

  /*** Processor Expert internal initialization. DON'T REMOVE THIS 

CODE!!! ***/ 

  PE_low_level_init(); 

  /*** End of Processor Expert internal initialization.                    

***/ 

 

  // Disable the mpu 

    MPU_BWR_CESR_VLD(MPU, 0); 
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  // Create LwipInitTask task 

    xTaskCreate(LwipInitTask, 

        "LwipInitTask", 

        configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE * 4, 

        (void*)NULL, 

        tskIDLE_PRIORITY, 

        (xTaskHandle*)NULL); 

     //vTaskStartScheduler(); 

 

  /*** Don't write any code pass this line, or it will be deleted 

during code generation. ***/ 

  /*** RTOS startup code. Macro PEX_RTOS_START is defined by the RTOS 

component. DON'T MODIFY THIS CODE!!! ***/ 

  #ifdef PEX_RTOS_START 

    PEX_RTOS_START();                  /* Startup of the selected RTOS. 

Macro is defined by the RTOS component. */ 

  #endif 

  /*** End of RTOS startup code.  ***/ 

  /*** Processor Expert end of main routine. DON'T MODIFY THIS CODE!!! 

***/ 

  for(;;){} 

  /*** Processor Expert end of main routine. DON'T WRITE CODE BELOW!!! 

***/ 

} /*** End of main routine. DO NOT MODIFY THIS TEXT!!! ***/ 

 

/* END main */ 

/*! 

** @} 

*/ 

/* 

** ################################################################### 

** 

**     This file was created by Processor Expert 10.5 [05.21] 

**     for the Freescale Kinetis series of microcontrollers. 

** 

** ################################################################### 

*/ 
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/* 

 * Ethernet.h 

 * 

 *  Created on: 18 nov 2015 

 *      Author: noggerblams 

 */ 

 

#ifndef SOURCES_ETHERNET_H_ 

#define SOURCES_ETHERNET_H_ 

 

void LwipInitTask(void* pvArguments); 

 

 

 

#endif /* SOURCES_ETHERNET_H_ */ 
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/* 

 * Ethernet.c 

 * 

 *  Created on: 18 nov 2015 

 *      Author: noggerblams 

 * 

 *  This code is incomplete 

 * 

 *  Some of the contents in this code have 

 *  been taken directly from the tutorial on lwip 

 *  by Erich Styger on mcuoneclipse. The code 

 *  will be rewritten in any future version. 

 */ 

#include "Ethernet.h" 

 

#include "lwip/api.h" 

#include "lwip/tcpip.h" 

#include "lwip/udp.h" 

#include "lwip/dhcp.h" 

#include "netif/etharp.h" 

#include "ethernetif.h" 

 

#define DHCP_TIMEOUT  10 

#define WAIT 1000 

 

#define TS_IP       "184.106.153.149"  // thingspeak.com IP Address 

#define API_KEY "S84QJH91T28UURCV"  // API key 

#define MOD_TEMP_FIELD  "field1" //name of module temperature  

//field in thingspeak 

#define AMB_TEMP_FIELD  "field2" //name of ambient temperature  

//field in thingspeak 

#define HUM_FIELD      "field3" //name of humidity field in  

//thingspeak 

 

 

void LwipInitTask(void* pvArguments) { 

 

 uint8_t cmd_hum[64]; 

 

 struct netif fsl_netif0; 

 ip_addr_t fsl_netif0_ipaddr, fsl_netif0_netmask, 

fsl_netif0_gw, ip_ts; 

 

 (void)pvArguments; 

 

  // Init lwip stack 

 tcpip_init(NULL,NULL); 

 

 

  // IP configuration 

 IP4_ADDR(&fsl_netif0_ipaddr, 0,0,0,0); 

 IP4_ADDR(&fsl_netif0_netmask, 0,0,0,0); 
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 IP4_ADDR(&fsl_netif0_gw, 0,0,0,0); 

 IP4_ADDR(&ip_ts, 184,106,153,149); 

 

 

  // Add a network interface to the list of lwIP netifs. 

 netif_add(&fsl_netif0, &fsl_netif0_ipaddr, 

&fsl_netif0_netmask, &fsl_netif0_gw, NULL, ethernetif_init, 

ethernet_input); 

  // Set the network interface as the default network interface. 

 netif_set_default(&fsl_netif0); 

// obtain the IP address, default gateway and subnet mask by using DHCP 

 dhcp_start(&fsl_netif0); 

 

  for(int i=0; i < DHCP_TIMEOUT && fsl_netif0.dhcp->state != 

DHCP_BOUND; i++) { 

 // Wait 

   vTaskDelay(WAIT/portTICK_PERIOD_MS); 

  } 

 

  // Make it active ... 

     netif_set_up(&fsl_netif0); 

   //for(;;){ 

  if (fsl_netif0.dhcp->state == DHCP_BOUND) { 

    // Send out some TCP data 

   struct netconn* pConnection; 

 //Wait 

    vTaskDelay(WAIT/portTICK_PERIOD_MS); 

 

    // Create TCP connection 

     pConnection = netconn_new(NETCONN_TCP); 

    //Wait 

     vTaskDelay(WAIT/portTICK_PERIOD_MS); 

 

    // Connect to local port 

     netconn_bind(pConnection, IP_ADDR_ANY, 12345); 

    //Wait 

     vTaskDelay(WAIT/portTICK_PERIOD_MS); 

    //Connect to ThingSpeak 

     netconn_connect(pConnection, &ip_ts , 80 ); 

 

  //create string 'GET /update?key=APIKEY1234567890&HUM_FIELD=hum\r\n' 

    UTIL1_strcpy(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), "GET /update?key="); 

    UTIL1_strcat(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), API_KEY); 

    UTIL1_chcat(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), '&'); 

    UTIL1_strcat(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), HUM_FIELD); 

    UTIL1_chcat(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), '='); 

    UTIL1_strcatNum32s(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), 80); 

    UTIL1_strcat(cmd_hum, sizeof(cmd_hum), "\r\n"); 

    vTaskDelay(1000/portTICK_PERIOD_MS); 

 

  //write data to thingspeak 

    netconn_write(pConnection, cmd_hum, 44, NETCONN_COPY); 
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  //Wait 

    vTaskDelay(WAIT/portTICK_PERIOD_MS); 

 

  //close connection 

    netconn_close(pConnection); 

 

  } 

// Wait 

  vTaskDelay(WAIT/portTICK_PERIOD_MS); 

 

// finish the lease of the IP address 

  dhcp_release(&fsl_netif0); 

} 
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